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Preface to this Edition

The story of English translations of Durkheim’s major works has not been
an especially happy one. The earliest translations – of Elementary Forms
of Religious Life (Durkheim 1915), The Division of Labour in Society
(Durkheim 1933) and The Rules of Sociological Method (Durkheim 1938)
– were defective, sometimes seriously so.1 Of course there is always room
for dispute over what constitutes success in translation, but these transla-
tions contained just too many straightforward errors, slips and misunder-
standings to be counted as reliable (which did not prevent their being
influential upon, and sometimes misleading, generations of Anglophone
students and scholars). The situation in all three cases has much improved,
with Karen Fields’s excellent rendering of Elementary Forms in 1995,
together with a wonderfully insightful and reflective introduction to that
great work, and with the publication, in 1982 and 1984 respectively, of W.
D. Halls’s translations of The Rules and The Division. But perfection in
translation is an inherently elusive goal, in part because of the need for
innumerable contestable decisions2 (should one, for instance, respect the
author’s unclarities and ambiguities or help the reader by plumping for
precision?) and in part because the barriers separating a past author from
present readers tend to rise up with time and generational change (so
should the translator try to lower them?).

The present edition of The Division of Labour, which includes a
chronology of Durkheim’s life and works and suggestions for further read-
ing, offers the reader a revised translation of that published in 1984. The
original French volume of De la division du travail social (second edition),
published in 1902, of which this is a translation, contained, according to
the convention of the time, an extended table of contents. This is included
here, following the text of the book, in order further to aid readers in navi-
gating the text. That translation has been carefully revised throughout. I
want here to acknowledge the invaluable assistance of Raphaelle Thery,
who meticulously checked the entire translation. One merely verbal
change is to reverse Dr. Halls’s decision to render ‘sanctions restitutives’ as
‘restitutory’ rather than ‘restitutive’ sanctions, in view of the universal
usage of the latter in the ever more voluminous literature on Durkheim.
Minor inaccuracies and mistakes have been corrected in what is, overall, a
fine, reliable, readable translation. Among other adjustments, where the
French text is precise, ambiguity in the English has been disambiguated;
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where the French is ambiguous, the English has retained the ambiguity.
The overall goal has been to capture subtleties and nuances that eluded the
1984 edition. The original French volume of De la division du travail
social (second edition), published in 1902, of which this is a translation,
contained, according to the convention of the time, an extended table of
contents. This is included here, following the text of the book, in order
further to aid readers in navigating the text.

Lewis Coser’s introduction to that edition has been retained. Its success
is due to the author’s characteristic gifts for deftly placing this, Durkheim’s
first major book and sociology’s first classic, within the history of ideas,
relating it to relevant intellectual traditions and thinkers, for lucidly outlin-
ing its central claims and sociological insights, and for suggesting where its
main strengths and weaknesses lie. The uninitiated reader will doubtless
find it worthwhile to read it alongside Coser’s fine chapter on Durkheim
in his Masters of Sociological Thought (Coser 2003).

The new introduction to this edition takes a different tack, focusing on the
ways in which this work is of present-day sociological interest. It notes the
manner in which it deploys Durkheim’s still controversial methodological
rules, subsequently set out in his The Rules of Sociological Method published
two years later. It examines the continuing significance of Durkheim’s theory,
as expressed here and modified later, concerning the nature of and condi-
tions for social solidarity in ever more complex and differentiated societies.
It outlines the central role its arguments have played in the sociology of
crime and punishment,3 and it offers a discussion of the distinctive approach
Durkheim adopts here to the practice of social critique and the limitations,
which he himself later began to discern, under the influence, it seems, of his
nephew Marcel Mauss, of its ‘methodological nationalism’.

The edition here translated is the second edition of De la division du
travail social, which was published in 1902. It differed from the first
edition of 1893 in two respects. It included a new Preface entitled
‘Quelques remarques sur les groupements professionels’, which is trans-
lated and included here. It also excluded a section of the Introduction to
the first edition. Durkheim decided to discard this, as he explains in two
footnotes to this edition. The first, in the Preface, reads: ‘We have confined
ourselves to eliminating from the original Introduction some thirty pages,
which now appear to us to be of no value. We also explain the reasons for
the omission at the place where it occurs.’ And later in the Introduction
there is a second footnote, which reads: ‘In the first edition of this book,
we developed at length the reasons which, in our view, prove the sterility
of this method [i.e. of the moral philosophers]. Today we believe that we
can be more brief. There are arguments that should not be indefinitely
prolonged.’ There speaks the new Professor at the Sorbonne, confident
that sociology had made sufficient headway to cease to be defensive vis-à-
vis the philosophers. Yet, despite Durkheim’s negative view of these pages,
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they should in my view be made available in English to anyone interested
in Durkheim’s (developing) views of the science of morality, of which they
contain his first systematic statement, soon to be modified and improved
in The Rules and later essays. This was, after all, his central preoccupation,
the ‘centre and end’, as his collaborator George Davy wrote, of his work
(Davy 1920: 71). We have therefore made them available online translated
by Karen Fields at http://www.durkheim-division-of-labour-in-society.com

Notes

1. The worst example is the omission from the Solovay and Mueller translation
of The Rules (Durkheim 1938) of an entire paragraph, about structural or
‘morphological’ facts forming ‘the substratum of collective life’, that is essen-
tial to the argument of the first chapter of The Rules and indeed to under-
standing the development of Durkheim’s thought. For a list of the more
egregious mistranslations in The Rules and The Division, see appendix to
Lukes 1968. For discussions of Swain’s translation of Elementary Forms see
Fields’s introduction to Durkheim 1995 and Fields 2005. For a general
discussion of these issues see Lukes 2012.

2. The situation regarding Durkheim’s Suicide differs from that of the other
three works cited. Here the earlier translation (Durkheim 1951) is adequate
and serviceable, whereas the new translation, though generally accurate and
easy to read, makes bad decisions, translating égoisme throughout as
‘egotism’, which suggests selfishness, whereas Durkheim intended isolation
and detachment, which ‘egoism’ (used in the earlier translation) allows. It
also specifies the meaning of Durkheim’s société – a term he notoriously left
undefined – in different ways at different points, thereby masking
Durkheim’s uncertainty and unclarity as to the meaning of this crucial word.

3. For a fuller discussion, see the editors’ introduction to Lukes and Scull 2013.
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Introduction to the 
1984 Edition*

By Lewis Coser

Emile Durkheim’s The Division of Labour in Society, his doctoral disser-
tation and his first major work, was published in 1893. Though a previ-
ous translation into English appeared in 1933, the present volume is the
first exact, adequate and satisfying translation of this key work.

The Division of Labour is a highly original treatment of the subject, yet
it should be read within the context of earlier attempts to come to grips
with the complex division of labour that emerged with the industrial revo-
lution, first in England and then on the Continent. What is novel in
Durkheim’s thought can best be understood if one refers, even if only
sketchily, to previous attempts to define and come to grips with the emer-
gence of an unprecedented system of production and the allocation of both
productive and other societal tasks in the late eighteenth century.

Some forms of the division of labour, be it only along sexual lines, have
characterized all known types of society from the ‘primitive’ to the
modern. In all of them, certain types of labour, but also of other functions,
were allocated to specific groups of people. Even in the smallest known
human societies there are some forms of human differentiation in the allo-
cation of tasks and roles.

Mediaeval society and its characteristic thinkers were well aware of the
diversity of work activities in their midst, and writings on the differences
among such ‘callings’ took prominent place among the Protestant reform-
ers of the sixteenth century and after. But the pre-modern division of
labour involved, by and large, either divisions between urban artisans and
rural folk who were involved in specific trades and occupations or rough
class divisions between the members of the various estates that together

xi

* In the following pages I am deeply in debt to the writings of Anthony Giddens on Durkheim,
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Lukes’s Emile Durkheim: His Life and Work (London, Allen Lane, 1973). Other, less extensive,
debts are acknowledged in textual notes. Philippe Besnard and Anthony Giddens read an earlier
version of this introduction and made many helpful suggestions for which I am grateful.

 



made up pre-modern society. Butchers, bakers, and candlestick makers
fashioned products of a different nature and were socially visible in the
pursuit of these different occupational ways of life. On the other hand,
there were sharp divisions between those devoted to military affairs,
people who were following a religious calling, and those, the great major-
ity, who laboured in the fields or in urban occupations.

A qualitative sea change in the character of the division of labour – a
change from relative simplicity to rapidly advancing complexity – occurred,
though adumbrations can be found much earlier, only with the beginning
of the industrial revolution, first in the latter part of the eighteenth century
in England and soon after in the rest of Europe and in America.

The emerging industrial form of production involved the gradual
replacement of an artisanal mode of production, that is, a division of
labour in which a particular producer, sometimes with the assistance of a
few others, fashioned a whole product, by a mode of production based on
a much finer differentiation of tasks and activities than previously. The
products of the new industrial system were no longer created by individ-
ual craftsmen or by the collaboration of a few, but emerged instead from
the co-ordinated activities of a large number of persons who had been
assigned specialized tasks. The final product was the result of the integra-
tion of the work of a great number of workers who were submitted to
overall discipline and co-ordination – be it by the tyranny of the clock, by
the constraints of supervisors, or by mechanical rhythms. Moreover, the
diversification of economic tasks was paralleled in the modern era by
differentiation in many other spheres, in government as well as in the law,
in the sciences as well as in legal institutions.

Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations was the first major work that
attempted to come to grips with this revolutionary development not only
in the productive system but in the general character of social living. What
characterized the dawning world of modern industry, so Smith argued, was
above all the enormous increase in productivity that the new industrial
division of labour brought in its wake. The combined labours of a number
of specialized workers could now produce many more products in a spec-
ified number of hours than any single worker could have produced under
the older system of production. The new division of labour, so Smith
argued, could become an enormous boon to humanity by raising living
standards to a degree simply unimaginable in previous days. Moreover, if
previous barriers to commerce and exchange, both within given countries
and in international trade, were removed so that goods could be produced
in the economically most favoured locations, the new national and inter-
national division of labour would add further gains of productivity to
those already achieved in the workplace.

It would be unduly simplifying Smith’s thought were one to overlook
the fact that although he concentrated attention on the beneficial effects of
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the new division of labour, he was also concerned about some of its dele-
terious consequences. What would become of people, Smith asked, who
would throughout their lives perform the same number of simple tasks
over and over again? Would this not lead to the deterioration of their
mental faculties? How could one expect over-specialized workers to
develop a sense of citizenship and a devotion to the common weal? Yet, in
contrast to many radical as well as conservative thinkers who followed in
his wake, Smith remained basically optimistic about the benefits that the
new mode of production would bring. Surely the great majority of readers
carried from their reading of The Wealth of Nations an exhilarating sense
of the bounties of the world to come. Vastly increased productive capaci-
ties would raise the level of human happiness to previously undreamed of
degrees.

However, only a few decades after Smith had published his work,
dissenting voices began to be heard in England as well as on the Continent.
The underdevelopment of human capacities that Smith had only dealt with
as a kind of afterthought became now a mainstay of critical reaction. The
critics argued, to quote from the historian J. G. A. Pocock, that ‘society as
an engine for the production and multiplication of goods was inherently
hostile to society as the moral foundation of personality’ (The
Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political Thought and the Atlantic
Republican Tradition, Princeton, NJ, Princeton University Press, 1975, p.
501). The new division of labour, argued Carlyle as well as many English
romantics, when it began to be applied in the ‘satanic mills’ of the new
industrial age, stultified individual human beings and atrophied individual
capacities. Human beings became anaesthetized cogs in a vast productive
apparatus. Roughly at the same time, German thinkers from Schiller to
Hegel or Fichte, though writing in a country that was as yet hardly
touched by the industrial revolution, echoed British thinkers and wrath-
fully castigated the new division of labour that could only lead to the emer-
gence of stunted human beings who would no longer be able to develop
full and autonomous personalities.

These critical voices found their culminating expression in the work of
Karl Marx who argued that, at least in its capitalist form, the new indus-
trial division of labour alienated human beings from the products of their
labour, from their work, as well as from their fellows, and even from them-
selves. Marx, as well as many other critics, were prepared to agree with
Smith that productivity under the new system had enormously increased,
but they were intent upon showing that, at least under current conditions,
these gains were accompanied by enormous human costs. The new mode
of production, they argued, was inhuman in its consequences. A system
that Smith had believed to bring great increments in human happiness had
in fact resulted perversely in enormous increases in human misery and
degradation. The human beings now bound to the Ixion’s wheel of the
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modern factory had become suffering victims instead of happy beneficiar-
ies of the new division of labour.

The debate between the defenders and the antagonists of the new system
of industrial production was carried on throughout most of the nineteenth
century, and though individual voices can surely be distinguished, the
general terms of the debate remained largely unaltered. It was the great
merit of Emile Durkheim to renew the debate by largely eschewing the
discussions of the past about productivity versus alienation, and putting a
largely novel perspective before his audience.

Writing over a century after Adam Smith, Durkheim was no longer
concerned with the productive gains made by the new division of labour,
nor was he much concerned with what Marx had called alienation,
although he was indeed perturbed by what he called the pathological
consequences of the ‘abnormal’ conditions of the contemporary division of
labour. What concerned Durkheim above everything else were questions
that had hardly been raised by his predecessors, though there are anticipa-
tions of his thought among such thinkers as Auguste Comte or Saint-
Simon. What were the consequences of a complex and advanced system of
the division of labour on the cohesion and solidarity of societies? And,
more important still, how could the autonomy of the individual, to which
Durkheim was passionately attached, be reconciled with the necessary
regulation and discipline that was required to maintain social order in
modern differentiated types of societies? How, in other words, could social
bonds be maintained and reinforced without submitting individuals to the
distasteful guidance of tutelary institutions that would repress human
autonomy and individuality?

Durkheim saw himself as a dispassionate scientific student of society. Yet
he was also strongly concerned with social reform. As he put it, ‘because
what we propose to study is above all reality, it does not follow that we
should give up the idea of improving it. We would esteem our research not
worth the labour of a single hour if its interest were merely speculative’ 
(p. 4). At the time of writing The Division of Labour, Durkheim placed
himself in the tradition of positivism at the same time as he was far removed
from the laissez-faire positivism of many nineteenth-century English and
Continental thinkers. His positivism, just like that of Auguste Comte, was
intended to prepare the ground for active social intervention.

Durkheim was a political liberal with pronounced melioristic as well as
conservative sentiments. Though beholden to the idea of progress, he was
equally concerned with the conditions that made social order possible. In
this respect resembling Max Weber, Durkheim wanted to enhance the
autonomy of the individual even as he clung to the idea that such auton-
omy could only be attained upon secure foundations in conditions of social
solidarity firmly binding its members to each other. To put the question in
his own words:
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The question that has been the starting point for our study has been that of the
connection between the individual personality and social solidarity. How does
it come about that the individual, whilst becoming more autonomous, depends
ever more closely upon society? How can he become at the same time more of
an individual and yet more linked to society? … It has seemed to us that what
resolved this apparent antinomy was the transformation of social solidarity
which arises from the ever-increasing division of labour. (p. 7)

In order to clarify the dialectical relations between social solidarity in the
modern industrial world and personal autonomy, or, as he called it, the
‘cult of the individual’, Durkheim attempted systematically to distinguish
the type of solidarity prevalent in relatively simple societies with that to be
found in the modern world. He called the first mechanical solidarity and
the second organic solidarity. This twofold distinction was in tune with
much nineteenth-century thought. Spencer’s distinction between military
and industrial societies, Maine’s societies based on status as against those
based on contract, and, above all, Tönnies’s distinction between
Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft have obvious similarities with Durkheim’s
concepts. Yet his divergencies from these thinkers are at least as
pronounced as their similarities. To Spencer as well as to Maine the general
trend of human evolution was marked by the gradual decline of societal
regulation and the emergence of unfettered individualism. On the other
hand, as has been seen, Durkheim was convinced that without stable social
bonds, without social solidarity, individualism would lead to the decay of
society. Yet he felt equally uncongenial to Tönnies and other German
thinkers who argued that true solidarity could only exist in village commu-
nities of the past and that the breath of modernity undermined what these
thinkers conceived to be the only true solidary societal formation, the now
decayed or decaying Gemeinschaft.

Despite their divergencies, Durkheim and the other thinkers faced a
common question: If preindustrial societies were held together by common
values, sentiments and norms, equally shared by all, what held modern
societies together, given the fact that the modern forms or organization and
production had made people unlike each other and hence no longer
susceptible to solidarities and regulations encompassing everyone with
equal vigour?

Spencer and Maine believed that freely engaged contracts between indi-
viduals were gradually replacing now largely obsolete solidarities and
regulations. In one of the main contentions of his work, Durkheim
objected that individual contracts could not lay the foundation of a social
order and that, to the contrary, contracts could only be engaged in on the
basis of an already existing moral order. ‘The contract is not sufficient by
itself, but is only possible because of the regulation of contracts, which is
of social origin’ (p. 171). In other words, contracts presuppose social order
– they cannot serve as its foundation. The social order has primacy over
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individually motivated actions. The individualistic-utilitarian solution to
the problem of social order in modern societies leads to an impasse.

Durkheim did not only limit himself to documenting that contracts
between individuals could not, as such, form the basis of social cohesion.
He went further and asserted that the modern type of individual, far from
being an existential given, was in fact a historically emergent, a societal
creation. ‘In fact, if in lower societies so little place is allowed for the indi-
vidual personality’, he argued, ‘it is not that it has been constricted or
suppressed artificially, it is quite simply because at that moment in history
it did not exist’ (p. 151). The whole matter is once again put in a nutshell
when Durkheim argued in an endnote:

We believe this is sufficient to answer those who think that they can prove that
in social life everything is individual, because society is made up only of indi-
viduals. Undoubtedly no other substratum exists. But because individuals form
a society, new phenomena occur whose cause is association, and which, react-
ing upon the consciousness of individuals, for the most part shapes them. This
is why, although society is nothing without individuals, each one of them is
more a product of society than he is the author. (p. 274)

Durkheim was equally opposed to the German train of thought, best
exemplified by the work of Tönnies, which claimed that true solidarity
could only exist in relatively undifferentiated societies in which the sense
of individuality had not yet corroded the social fabric. Tönnies’s dyspeptic
picture of the present and his glorification of an undivided past, Durkheim
argued, was rooted in the assumption that the maintenance of social bonds
could only be achieved when social differentiation was at a minimum. Yet
it was a fact, Durkheim believed, that while mechanical solidarity could
indeed only thrive where human beings were engaged in essentially similar
activities, organic solidarity could develop from spontaneously arising
consensus between individual actors who, just because they were engaged
in different roles and tasks, were dependent on one another. While
mechanical solidarity was founded upon likeness, organic solidarity arose
because of complementarity between actors engaged in different pursuits.

To summarize: it is not the decay of social solidarity, as both the British
and the German thinkers assumed, that marked the transition from rela-
tively simple to relatively complex societies in Durkheim’s eyes. Rather
there emerged a new type of solidarity in the world of modernity once the
relatively simple societies of the past had given way to the complex world
of an elaborate division of labour.

What then accounted for the evolutionary transition from the rigid
social controls and uniform beliefs and sentiments of societies based on
mechanical solidarity to the societies of organic solidarity where each
element operates more independently and is not simply a miniature image
or an appendage of the collective body? Here Durkheim advanced an
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essentially Darwinian argument. As in the course of human evolution the
density of settlement increases not only because the number of individuals
in a given territory increases but also because, partly as a consequence, the
number of interactions between individuals increases, there is need for
specialization of activities so as to increase productivity. Specialization is
required if a greater number of interacting individuals are forced to assure
their livelihood on a given territory.

Still beholden, as were many of his contemporaries, to biological analo-
gies, Durkheim argued that the shift from mechanical to organic solidarity
might profitably be compared to the changes that appeared on the evolu-
tionary scale. Relatively simple organisms showing only minimal degrees
of internal differentiation, cede place to more highly differentiated organ-
isms whose functional specialization allows them to exploit more effi-
ciently the resources of the ecological niche in which they happen to be
placed. The more specialized the functions of an organism, the higher its
level on the evolutionary scale, and the higher its survival value. In similar
ways, the more differentiated a society, the higher its chances to exploit the
maximum of available resources, and hence the higher its efficiency in
procuring indispensable means of subsistence in a given territory.

Having located the basic differences between modern and simpler soci-
eties in the differing forms of solidarity that they exhibit, Durkheim was
then moved to indicate how it was possible to distinguish between
mechanical and organic solidarity even though such moral phenomena
were evidently not measurable directly. Searching for an indicator of types
of solidarity, Durkheim turned to the study of legal codes. He asserted that
legal regulations, that is, rules of conduct that are sanctioned, can be
roughly divided into two major types: repressive sanctions, which are char-
acteristic of penal law and involve punishment for transgressions and
deviance, and restitutive sanctions, which, in contrast, do not rely on
punishment but rather on righting of a balance upset by the violation.
Repressive laws come into play when deviance is termed a ‘crime’, while
restitutive laws set up the moral obligation to recompense claimants who
have been injured. Most civil and commercial law is restitutive in charac-
ter, whereas most criminal law is based on penal sanctions.

The predominance of penal or restitutive law in given societies,
Durkheim argued, could serve as an index of the type of society, or the type
of solidarity under consideration. Societies based on mechanical solidarity
relied almost exclusively on penal sanctions. What was punished was
departure from the collective way of life, the shared values and beliefs of the
society. Any action that was perceived as an infringement of the collective
consciousness – the shared mental and moral orientations of societies – was
conceived as a crime and sanctioned accordingly. In modern societies, on
the other hand, in which individuality, and hence the violation of individ-
ual rights is central, restitutive rather than penal sanctions predominate.
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As has been seen, Durkheim argued that the origin of the modern divi-
sion of labour had to be looked for in the intensified struggle for existence
that came into play once larger numbers of people in given territories
engaged in denser forms of interaction and were therefore forced to
specialize in order to survive. We have also noted that Durkheim argued,
in contrast to his British and German contemporaries, that the modern
organic division of labour did not necessarily bring deleterious conse-
quences but could create bonds between autonomous individuals just as
enduring and persistent as those that earlier had linked members of soci-
eties with mechanical solidarity enveloped by a common consciousness.

This brings us to an important aspect of Durkheim’s methodological
views, namely that the origin of an institution does not explain its func-
tion. Organic social solidarity did not originate in order to enhance
solidary bonds between individuals but was brought about by quite differ-
ent causes. To Durkheim, causal inquiries have to be carried out separately
from functional analyses. If today the modern division of labour serves the
function of increasing solidarity through complementarity, it did not come
into being for such reasons. Or, to take an example from Durkheim’s later
work on religion, various religious systems may have very different histor-
ical causes and reasons for emergence. Yet all of them may serve the
common function of drawing people together in devotion to religious
symbols and rites that make them aware of their common dependence on
the society of which they are a part.

At the time that Durkheim was writing The Division of Labour, he was,
by and large, beholden to a structural explanation of moral phenomena.
Restitutive law replaced penal law, he argued, as societies moved from
morphological forms rooted in relationships between people having simi-
lar positions in the process of production to morphological forms charac-
terized by higher degrees of dissimilarity. As people now engaged in
differentiated societal tasks and work routines they developed new institu-
tional relations and moral ideas. In other words, to use Marxian terminol-
ogy for just a moment, different economic infrastructures produced
different forms of superstructures. The essential differences between types
of society were to be sought on the structural or morphological level. The
causal arrow in the analysis of social phenomena went largely from
productive relations and structural linkages between people to moral or
legal systems of thought. The enlargement of the volume and density of a
society caused new modes of the division of labour and this in turn found
a reflection in legal and moral forms as well as in types of social bonds. In
subsequent works, especially in those in which he investigated religious
sentiments and practices in instructive detail, Durkheim was to move in a
somewhat more ‘idealistic’ direction by granting more autonomy to such
ideational phenomena as religion. But such later shifts in his theoretical
and analytical orientation need not obscure the fact that in The Division
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of Labour he is largely a structural analyst not as far removed from Marx
as certain commentators have sometimes been inclined to think.

Another shift in Durkheim’s analytical approach at the time of writing
The Division of Labour, and in subsequent works, needs to be mentioned.
In the Division, the collective consciousness, a conception that Durkheim
largely developed in derivation from Rousseau’s ‘general will’ and Comte’s
‘consensus’, is conceived as the major cement that binds people in their
mechanical solidarity. Indeed, the common consciousness, with its empha-
sis on the commonness of beliefs and sentiments, appears almost as the
defining characteristic of societies grounded in mechanical solidarity. If
this were the case, it would then appear as if in societies based on organic
solidarity collective consciousness would inevitably decay. There are
indeed several passages in the present work that seem strongly to suggest
that Durkheim did believe this to be the case. In such passages he seems to
feel that the common consciousness would largely be displaced by the
mutual dependence of people engaged in different yet complementary
rounds of life. Later works, however, largely correct this view. Such a
correction is already presaged in the present pages; Durkheim stresses that
although the collective consciousness in the world of modernity can no
longer define the specific norms that pertain to the exercise of dif-
ferentiated tasks, it is still needed so as to assure overall coordination and
integration of the society as a whole. Much of Durkheim’s later work can
be read as a continuing effort to define the basis for a kind of civic religion
which, through education and other means, would provide common
values to societies otherwise characterized by a great variety of role- and
task-specific norms and regulations. As Talcott Parsons has emphasized
(see his ‘Emile Durkheim’ in International Encyclopedia of the Social
Sciences, New York, Macmillan, 1968), to the mature Durkheim ‘the shar-
ing of common values is a constant feature of all systems at whatever level
of differentiation’.

I have commented so far exclusively on Books I and II of The Division
of Labour in which Durkheim argues with admirable logical rigour that in
the course of evolutionary development different societies have moved
from a basis in mechanical solidarity to one in organic solidarity. The
reader is hence likely to react with initial shock when finding that in Book
III, entitled ‘The Abnormal Forms’, Durkheim introduces considerations
that seem to fit but poorly into the neat scheme explicated in earlier parts
of the work. I shall argue that Durkheim may have lost some logical coher-
ence with Book III, but that this loss of rigour is amply compensated for
by an increase in realistic awareness of the blemishes of the social scene as
they intruded on his vision when he observed the industrial world of the
fin de siècle.

This world, Durkheim notes, is marred by a variety of pathological
phenomena. Far from the parts of the whole being harmoniously adjusted
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to each other through complementarity, mutual dependence, and smooth
adjustment, the industrial scene is in fact characterized, inter alia, by
hostility and struggle between labour and capital, by commercial crises
and the attending bankruptcies, by normlessness (anomie), lack of regu-
lation, unrestricted play of individual or collective self-interest. Such
conditions, far from being exceptional, can generally be found in the
modern industrial and social world. Just like in Yeats’s great poem ‘The
Second Coming’, the centre does no longer seem to hold. Such an evalu-
ation of the industrial world was, of course, widespread among social
commentators towards the end of the nineteenth century. But, initially
one is surprised to find it coming from the pen of Emile Durkheim. He
had argued insistently and repeatedly in his effort to distinguish normal
from pathological phenomena that conditions generally found in a soci-
ety represent the normal state of affairs. Suddenly it now turns out that
what can indeed be found to be widespread general phenomena, such as
class struggles and commercial crises, are nevertheless abnormal and
pathological.

How then does Durkheim attempt to find a solution to this apparent
impasse? How can he avoid the logical conclusion that the bleak picture
he paints in Book III is the effect of the modern division of labour itself and
hence the root cause of present disorders? Here he has recourse to certain
ideas previously found in Saint-Simon as well as Auguste Comte. These
authors had argued that in contemplating history one found two different
types of societal arrangements. There were indeed ‘organic’ periods in
which the various social forces were harmoniously adjusted to each other,
but there were also ‘critical’ periods of transition that exhibited a variety
of disorders in the body social. Critical periods brought a great deal of
turmoil and human suffering in their wake but they also already contained
new healthy forces that would in the long run right unbalanced conditions
and lead to fresh adjustments. Durkheim largely followed this type of
reasoning in Book III. He argued that, ‘contrary to what has been said, the
division of labour does not produce these [deleterious] consequences
through some imperative of its own nature, but only in exceptional and
abnormal circumstances’ (p. 290). If, for example, the modern worker
seems to have a sense of being alienated from his work, this is not because
alienation is inherent in modern modes of production but only because
workers lack at the present time a sense of being engaged in a collective
endeavour, a sense of spontaneously derived cooperation with their fellows
and superiors. They do not feel at present that they are of some use and
therefore feel indeed like cogs in a vast machine. The division of labour as
one encounters it in modern industry is an ‘abnormal division of labour’,
a division that springs not from spontaneity but from forceful imposition.
When coercive constraints replace spontaneously given consent, the whole
human enterprise is weakened.
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Durkheim’s proposed remedies are in tune with his prognosis of the
malady of modern societies. If coercion has primacy over spontaneous
adjustments – if the division of economic functions produces a low degree
of social cohesion and solidarity, if technical developments have
outstripped the growth of an appropriate regulative apparatus – it behoves
social scientists to warn decision-makers that only the creation of new
institutionalized moral bonds can prevent social decay through strife and
the spreading of social disorder.

Though Durkheim was by no means averse to state intervention when
it came to the imposition of new regulations to ameliorate the forced divi-
sion of labour, his major recommendation for overcoming the present
crisis did not involve state action. The state might one day move to abol-
ish the hereditary transmission of property as a means to bring about a
meritocratic society with equal opportunity for all. But state action was
too far removed from the lives of ordinary men and women and from the
institutional setting of workplace and factory, to be of much utility in
overcoming the contemporary anomic and forced division of labour.
What was required here was the re-emergence of ‘secondary institutions’,
– a concept that had already been conceived by Tocqueville. What was
meant was those institutions that were placed midway, so to speak,
between the remote world of the state’s powers and the concrete everyday
world of the individual. Taking his clues from his study of Roman and
mediaeval, largely artisanal, ‘corporations’, Durkheim argued in the pref-
ace to the second edition of The Division of Labour for a revival of a new
corporatism.

Durkheim envisaged that in the various industrial branches throughout
the country new types of corporations would be instituted in which both
employers and employees of each specific branch would be represented.
The administrative council of these corporations would have the power to
regulate labour relations, wages and salaries, conditions of work, appoint-
ments and promotions, as well as relations with other branches of indus-
try and with governmental authorities. There would be a central
administrative council for a given branch of industry as well as local or
regional bodies. Durkheim felt that it was not the role of the scientist but
rather of the statesman to elaborate on the organizational details that
would have to be attended to for a new net of corporate institutions to
arise and, at least partly, to replace present administrative structures. But,
he had no doubt that the professional corporation was destined in the
future to take a key position in the structure of modern societies as a vivi-
fying source of new social norms and new social bonds.

Let me sum up: Durkheim was deeply convinced of the pathology of
present-day acquisitive society. Yet he did not believe that the present
pathological features could be traced to an inherent flaw in systems built
on organic solidarity. Rather, he thought that the present malaise and
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anomie could be traced to transitional difficulties that could be overcome
through the emergence of new norms and values in the institutional setting
of a new corporate organization of industrial affairs. While the radical
elements in Durkheim’s intellectual make-up had made him sensitive to the
flaws in present industrial and class relations, his more conservative
strands of thought led him to neglect the possibility that the disorders he
witnessed were linked with the structure of capitalist society and not only
with transitional phenomena. His liberal conscience, in turn, led him to
reform proposals that, though they could perhaps not do away with what
the Marxists considered built-in class conflicts, might yet so harmonize
relations between employers and employees that adjustment within the
framework of a new corporate society would replace the pathological
strife of the present. Beholden to none of the political and social orienta-
tions of his day, Durkheim always attempted to look for a balanced middle
way.

Durkheim was not opposed to the expanding role that the state plays in
modern social life. But he was deeply concerned that an excessive growth
of state power would eventually lead to the extinction of autonomous indi-
viduality that he prized above all. ‘A society made up of an extremely large
mass of unorganized individuals,’ he argued, ‘which an overgrown state
attempts to limit and restrain, constitutes a veritable sociological
monstrosity’ (p. 27). Hence his attempt to envisage an institutional struc-
ture, equidistant from individuals and the tutelary state, that would allow
the emergence of a full-blown ‘cult of the individual’ while still re-creating
partly atrophied bonds of complementarity and solidarity that would
assure cohesion in free societies.

This might be the place to move from an attempt to depict the major
features of Durkheim’s argument to some critical comments. His discus-
sion of the forced division of labour provides a good springboard for such
critical commentary. A major flaw in Durkheim’s mode of argumentation
is his tendency, as Steven Lukes has put it (Emile Durkheim: His Life and
Work, p. 177), to assume an identity between the ‘normal’, the ideal, and
that which was about to happen. Even though he argued repeatedly that
the normal was that found generally in a society, he refused to accept
general social phenomena as ‘normal’ if they went counter to his ideal
moral demands and standards. That which he found repellent simply could
not be normal. This is, perhaps, an admirable human sentiment, but it does
no particular credit to Durkheim’s logical rigour or scientific stance. It was
Renan who once proclaimed that, ‘Il se pourrait que la vérité soit triste’.
This is a sentiment that Durkheim, with his buoyant, even if mainly rhetor-
ical, optimism about the future, does not seem to have been able to enter-
tain. What was distasteful could only be transitory and would surely be
remedied in the none too distant future. In this respect Durkheim, writing
in the fin de siècle that had for many already dispelled the Enlightenment
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certainties of their predecessors, still remained a true son of the
Enlightenment tradition.

Turning now to a few other critical comments, a brief discussion of his
use of anthropological and historical data seems in order. His deficiencies
in this respect are glaring to the modern reader. Yet it has to be kept in
mind that, especially in regard to simpler societies, scientific knowledge in
Durkheim’s time was still in its infancy. It will not do to cultivate a sense
of our own superiority over what seem to us ‘elementary mistakes’ in
Durkheim’s work. We know much more than Durkheim about these
matters simply because we live almost a hundred years later. No modern
anthropologist or sociologist will concur nowadays with Durkheim’s asser-
tion that simpler societies lack restitutive sanctions. We have come to learn
from Malinowski and his disciples that pre-modern societies rely to a large
extent on reciprocal obligations – be it of individuals or of groups of indi-
viduals. Such societies are largely based on restitution whenever the recip-
rocal balances between the various forces of society are upset. Whether the
rule be an eye for an eye or the return of another piece of cattle when one
has been wrongfully appropriated, simple societies, contrary to Durkheim,
seem in fact to be at least as devoted to the law of restitution as are modern
societies.

In similar ways, Durkheim’s attempt to distinguish between types of
societies along the axis of likeness v. complementarity fails to be satisfying
if it is realized at the hand of new anthropological studies that Trobriand
Islanders or natives of New Guinea differ in personal characteristic to a
highly significant extent. But such a distinction has still much to recom-
mend itself if, instead of making polar distinctions we limit ourselves to
relative differences. It may be that the presence or absence of literacy in
human groups may be a better distinguishing mark between them than the
Durkheimian distinction (see Jack Goody, Domestication of the Savage
Mind, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1977), yet it remains the
case that later typological distinctions were in large part stimulated by
Durkheim’s earlier effort.

Criticism of Durkheim has become in our days a minor cottage indus-
try, I hence feel no need in this brief introduction unduly to extend my crit-
ical objections. To be sure, a variety of Durkheim’s findings, some of his
major methodological assertions, and above all his frequent polemical
exaggerations, need to be rejected by contemporary scholarship. But this is
as it should be if it is agreed that continuous attempts at refutation and
correction mark the very nature of scientific discourse.

LEWIS COSER
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Introduction to this Edition
by Steven Lukes

Durkheim’s The Division of Labour, his doctoral thesis, has been called
‘sociology’s first classic’ (Tiryakian 1994, Lemert 1994, Müller 1994).
The description is appropriate, for it displays several of a classic’s defin-
ing features. It confronts a range of fundamental issues, methodological,
substantive and normative – old issues that Durkheim treated in a new
way. The treatment is bold, systematic and inspired by a distinctive
vision. Moreover key ideas in the book have survived decontextualiza-
tion and transposition. Some remain usable and others worth contesting
today. Much in the text, however, does not.1 Unsurprisingly, it is, as
Lewis Coser writes, susceptible to ‘critical comments’. He cites
Durkheim’s optimism about the imminent remediability of society’s ills,
the deficiencies of his anthropological and historical evidence and his use
of it in service of an untenable overarching dichotomy between types of
society (seriously underestimating, for instance, the prevalence of restitu-
tion in pre-modern societies). He could have added criticism of
Durkheim’s account of the causal mechanisms that purport to explain
the growth of the division of labour, of the ‘index thesis’ according to
which the law is supposed to register the nature of social solidarity, of
the inadequacy of his account of ‘organic solidarity’ (a criticism
Durkheim himself soon came to appreciate, leading him, as we shall see,
to revise the account), and of much else besides. Here I shall follow
Coser in setting all these failings aside, offering the reader a capacious
footnote cataloguing numerous extensive discussions of them.2 There is
also excessive use of analogies taken from biology (in place of argument
and evidence), polemics that led to exaggeration and appear dated, as
does the occasional reference to assumptions that now look strikingly
remote, as when Durkheim refers to skull measurements by Le Bon and
Broca to suggest a correlation between anatomical and psychological
similarities. Yet when all that is bracketed, what survives in the text is of
compelling interest, continuing to animate and indeed renovate sociolog-
ical thinking and research in various fields, and it is on this that the rest
of this introduction will focus.
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Methodological Critique

Here already we see in operation Durkheim’s so-called ‘social realism’ –
which was to be set out, and overstated, as a doctrine two years later in
The Rules of Sociological Method. It consisted in a rejection of method-
ological individualism and, consequently, an effort to convey the reality
of social facts – described in the Preface’s very first sentence as ‘the facts
of moral life’ – and the attempt to give them a distinctively sociological
explanation.

We should begin by noting this early identification of the ‘social’ and
the ‘moral’ and, in doing so, consider the perils of translation. For the
French word ‘moral’ has the same meanings as the English word ‘moral’
but carries an extra sense absent in English, a sense which contrasts
with ‘material’ and ‘physical’ and signifies what is mental and thus
pertains to beliefs and sentiments (see Fields 2005: 174–5). That sense
is what is important here, indicating that collective beliefs and senti-
ments – what he later came to call représentations collectives – were,
from the beginning, the focus of Durkheim’s concerns, essential both to
what explains and to what is to be explained. It is true that in The
Division the ‘morphological’, or demographic, factors of population
volume and density are claimed to be central to the causes and condi-
tions of the developing division of labour, but the ‘active’ factor, involv-
ing communication and commerce, is ‘dynamic density’, which is
inter-subjective.

What Durkheim rejects is the project of explaining the functioning of
the division of labour and the causal conditions of its growth in purely
individualist terms. He took this to be the project of Herbert Spencer, the
most frequently cited thinker in the book. Spencer viewed social institu-
tions and structures in general as ‘aggregate results of the desires of indi-
viduals who are severally seeking satisfaction’ (cited in Peel 1971: 213)
and, in particular, accounted, in Durkheim’s words, for the division of
labour in industrial societies as consisting of ‘a co-operation that is auto-
matically produced by the fact that each person pursues his own interest’
(158). This was an instance of the error Durkheim attributed to the
Utilitarians, namely their conception of the genesis of society. They
supposed that

originally there were isolated and independent individuals who thus could only
enter into relationships with one another in order to co-operate, for they had
no other reason to bridge the empty gap separating them, and to associate
together. But this theory, which is so widely held, postulates a veritable creation
ex nihilo… Collective life did not arise from individual life; on the contrary, it
is the latter that emerged from the former. (217–18)
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This ‘important truth’ led Durkheim to criticize a view that is still wide-
spread and resurgently powerful today as an ideology, namely what has
been called ‘the illusion of free markets’ (Harcourt 2011). Markets, on
this view, are seen as consisting in a purely economic relationship ‘freed
from all regulation, and as it emerges from the entirely free initiative of
the parties concerned’ (160). As he wrote elsewhere, ‘liberty is the fruit of
regulation’ (Durkheim 1961:54). This led to his insight that ‘in a contract
not everything is contractual’: to be valid voluntary contracts are ‘submit-
ted to a regulatory force that is imposed by society and not by individu-
als: it is a force that becomes ever more weighty and complex’ (166).
Market exchange and the division of labour, if they are to stabilize over
time, clearly require a degree of trust, institutional guarantees and regu-
lation, though Durkheim overstates the case in claiming that they require
an inclusive moral community, for, as Max Weber noted, the market ‘is a
relationship which transcends the boundaries or neighbourhood, kinship,
group or tribe’ (Weber 1968: 637). Nor did Durkheim allow for the 
role of powerful dominant interests in shaping the normative background
of markets. Rather he assumed that background to be the not-yet-
established but ‘normal’ and emergent condition of late nineteenth-
century capitalism, as opposed to the pathological and ‘abnormal’ forms
prevalent in his time.

There is a further methodological insight to be discerned in Durkheim’s
rejection of ‘the classical explanation of political economy’: that ‘the need
for happiness’ impels ‘the individual to specialize more and more’ (184).
For ‘the need for greater happiness to be able to account for the division
of labour’, he wrote, it would be ‘necessary for it also to be the cause of
changes that have come about progressively in human nature’. We are in
error when ‘we compare the happiness of our forefathers with our own’,
for we 

reason as if all our pleasures must have been theirs also…if they underwent so
much agony so as to increase the productive capacity of labour it was not to
acquire possessions of no value to them. To appreciate them they would first
have had to acquire tastes and habits that they did not have, that is, to change
their nature. (183)

In short, Durkheim is here pointing to the need for a sociological account
of the formation of preferences – of ‘the acquisition of tastes and habits’.
This is an issue typically unaddressed by economists to this day, for
whom, in Gary Becker’s words, preferences, ‘defined over fundamental
aspects of life, such as health, prestige, sensual pleasure, benevolence or
envy’ are ‘assumed not to change substantially over time, nor to be very
different between wealthy and poor persons, or even between different
persons in different societies and cultures’ (Becker 1986: 110). As Dietrich
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Rueschemeyer observes, this assumption, together with the further postu-
late that there is little or no change across contexts in the relative impor-
tance of different preferences, ‘patently is a not very realistic premise’
(Rueschemeyer 1994: 61).

Solidarity

In his first lecture course, entitled ‘Social Solidarity’, Durkheim asked
‘What are the bonds which unite men one with another?’ (Durkheim
1888) and in a letter to his colleague Célestin Bouglé he wrote that the
very ‘object of sociology as a whole is to determine the conditions for the
conservation of societies’ (Lukes 1972: 139). Of course, social solidarity
cannot be directly observed, nor can its extent be measured; hence the
need for an ‘external’ index, which in The Division is provided by the law,
on the assumption that the relative proportion of restitutive law in a soci-
ety registers the extent of specialization of labour and thus, he further
assumed, the extent of the ‘organic’ type of solidarity. But what are we to
make of the distinction, famously and memorably set out in The Division
but abandoned by Durkheim thereafter, between ‘mechanical’ and
‘organic’ solidarity?

First, the nomenclature. This was purposely counter-intuitive.
Durkheim was clearly seeking to challenge the typical attribution, espe-
cially among German thinkers, of organic metaphors to an idealized past
and of mechanical metaphors to modernity. He had previously reviewed
Ferdinand Tönnies’s book Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft, commenting
that the latter for Tönnies was ‘a mechanical aggregate; the only true
collective life that remains resulting, not from any internal spontaneity, but
from the entirely external impulsions of the State’, and objecting that
‘there is in our contemporary societies a genuinely collective activity which
is just as natural as that of the less extended societies of earlier times’
(Durkheim 1889: 421). ‘Organic solidarity’, in short, was meant to signify
the distinctive internal, interdependent functioning of modern, ‘organized’
industrial societies marked by increasing differentiation of roles, occupa-
tions, strata and ways of living and providing the conditions under which
modern individuals could come into being.3

However, Durkheim’s way of introducing his distinction is strange and
unconvincing to a modern reader, especially one familiar with his later
writings, not least because both are presented initially as resulting from
putative psychological mechanisms. Mechanical solidarity is said to result
from homogeneous ‘beliefs and sentiments common to all the members of
the group’ (101), with the effects of resemblances generating mutual
sympathy that extends to the collectivity that unites them: thus ‘[n]ot only
do fellow-citizens like one another, seeking one another out in preference
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to foreigners, but they love their country’ (81). When such solidarity is
at its maximum, ‘individuality is zero’ (101). In contrast, organic soli-
darity supposedly results from heterogeneity, with different and special
functions united by definite relationships , leading to the growth of indi-
viduality, and ‘leaving more room for the free play of our initiative’,
since ‘each of us has a sphere of action that is peculiarly our own, and
consequently a personality’ (102). For, ‘[i]f we have a strong inclination
to think and act for ourselves, we cannot be strongly inclined to think
and act like other people’ (101). And yet from these rather simplistic
and disputable generalizations, Durkheim generates a genuinely illumi-
nating distinction between two distinct kinds of social solidarity that is
summarized in the table on p. xxx. It remains sociologically valuable,
when suitably modified, because it helps to discriminate the solidarity
of more or less intense group belonging from the ties that unite the
members of pluralistic and morally diverse societies in which an ethos
of individualism prevails.

The first move toward modifying Durkheim’s distinction as set out in
The Division is one he himself made. It is to revise the idea that the collec-
tive consciousness recedes and weakens and to insist, as he himself subse-
quently did, on the crucial role of its survival to this kind of solidarity, in
the form of an individualist ethos, embodying respect for the sacredness of
the individual and commitment to individual rights and the practice of
tolerance. The second move (which is not absent from the text) is to treat
it as an analytical distinction that can be applied simultaneously to the
same society (see, for example, Veitch 2011), in which both kinds of soli-
darity can co-exist, rather than to different stages in the evolutionary
development of types of society. And the third move is to blunt the sharp-
ness of the distinction, seeing it not as a dichotomy but rather, to use
Granovetter’s (1983) famous terminology, as a distinction between ‘strong’
and ‘weak’ ties.

Once modified in these ways, Durkheim’s distinction survives as a basis
for distinguishing the stronger intra-group solidarity of belonging, with
shared sentiments and beliefs invoking sacred values, whose violation
constitutes sacrilege and which are reinforced by punishment, from the
weaker solidarity that links individuals with different, crisscrossing loyal-
ties to diverse and often conflicting groups – whether status or occupa-
tional or ethnic or religious or regional, and so on – as citizens are linked
within states. Perhaps the distinction, thus understood, can best be
rendered by means of the slippery notion of collective identity, contrasting
the unity deriving from a shared identity with the reciprocity and mutual
commitment that can exist despite disparate and sometimes conflicting
differences of identity. As I shall now suggest, Durkheim’s treatment of
each continues to yield valuable insights into how the sustaining of each of
these forms of solidarity is to be analyzed.
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Table 1 Mechanical and organic solidarity

Mechanical solidarity Organic solidarity
based on resemblances based on division of
(predominant in less labour (predominant
advanced societies) in more advanced

societies)

(1) Segmental type (first Organized type (fusion of
Morphological clan-based, later markets and growth of

(structural) territorial) cities)
basis Little interdependence Much interdependence

(social bonds relatively (social bonds relatively
weak strong

Relatively low volume of Relatively high volume
population of population

Relatively low material Relatively high material
and moral density and moral density

(2) Rules with repressive Rules with restitutory
Type of norms sanctions sanctions

(typified by law) Prevalence of penal law Prevalence of cooperative
law (civil, commercial,
procedural, 
administrative and
constitutional law)

(3a) High volume Low volume
Formal features of High intensity Low intensity

conscience High determinateness Low determinateness
collective Collective authority More room for individual

absolute initiative and reflection

(3b) Highly religious Increasingly secular
Content of Transcendental (superior Human-oriented

conscience to human interests and (concerned with
collective beyond discussion human interests and

Attaching supreme value open to discussion)
to society and interests Attaching supreme value
of society as a whole to individual dignity,

equality of opportunity,
work ethic and social
justice

Concrete and specific Abstract and general

Source: Lukes, Emile Durkheim: His Life and Work, p. 158.



Crime and Punishment

In The Division punishment is largely viewed in its symbolic and ritual
aspects, thereby foreshadowing Durkheim’s major contributions to the
understanding of intra-group solidarity, which came later, in his sociology
of religion, in which the various modes of ritual reinforcement of social
solidarity through ‘collective effervescence’ was a central theme (see Fish
2002). The central claim here is that punishment is such a mode: that its
function is not to control crime but to sustain and enhance solidarity.
Proceeding ‘mechanically,’ by which Durkheim meant ‘from an access of
passionate emotion, for the most part unthinking,’ its role

is not the one commonly perceived. It does not serve, or serves only very inci-
dentally, to reform the guilty person or deter any potential imitators. From this
dual viewpoint its effectiveness may rightly be questioned; in any case its
success is mediocre. Its real function is to maintain inviolate the cohesion of
society by sustaining the common consciousness in all its vigour. If that that
consciousness were thwarted so categorically, it would necessarily lose some of
its force, were an emotional reaction from the community not forthcoming to
make good that loss. Thus there would result a relaxation of the bonds of social
solidarity. (83)

It is a typically bold claim, which is foundational to the modern sociology
of punishment. Durkheim was, according to David Garland, ‘the first to
write about criminal punishment in a sociological vein’, understanding it
as ‘a moral institution, shaped by collective values and social relationships
rather than a technical one shaped by the demands of crime control’
(Garland 2012: 23, emphasis in original). Furthermore, in

addition to his insights about punishment’s ritual ceremonies, symbolic mean-
ings and functional effects, his analyses have opened up a rich seam of inquiry
about the expressive qualities of punishment, about its emotional aspects, about
its connection to reciprocity and group formation, and about its operation as a
theme in culture and mythology. (Garland 2012: 33)

Crime, in Durkheim’s perspective, is deviant conduct that violates prevail-
ing norms and offends the consciences of the upright, provoking them to
passionately felt punitive reactions that are authoritatively enforced in the
form of law. It is found, Durkheim claimed, in societies where there is
mechanical solidarity, whose structure encourages homogeneity of
outlook, composed of similar, relatively self-sufficient segments based on
kinship. It rests on a pre-existing solidarity based on a unifying common
consciousness, which crimes followed by punishments periodically reaf-
firm and renew. Crime followed by punishment is thus a unitary process
that begins with the offending conduct that feeds a kind of collectively
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orientated vengeance that in turn reinstates and reanimates the authority
of the norms and taboos and the sacred values of the community. This kind
of solidarity is focused on belief in transcendent powers that demand
unquestioning obedience to severe, rigidly enforced rules viewed as impos-
ing sacred duties with little or no scope for assessing individual responsi-
bility or culpability or in general for discriminating between different
individuals.

What, then, is the nature of crime and punishment under conditions of
organic solidarity?

Here the twofold argument of The Division fails to convince. First, soli-
darity is there portrayed as merely ever greater functional interdependence
generating co-operation and giving rise over time to the rules and laws that
regulate it; and second, as the division of labour advances, penal or repres-
sive law gives way to restitutive law. Both of these claims were soon aban-
doned, yielding a far more illuminating account. This proposed a view of
‘individualism’ as ‘itself a social product, like all moralities and all reli-
gions’ in which the ‘individual receives from society even the moral beliefs
which deify him’. It is ‘a religion of which man is at once both believer and
God’ which has ‘penetrated our institutions and our customs’ and become
‘part of our whole life’. The ‘cult of man’ of which the human person was
both object and follower addressed itself to ‘the human person, wherever
it is to be found, and in whatever form it is incarnated’ and has ‘for its first
dogma the autonomy of reason and for its first rite freedom of thought’.
Its first dogma was ‘not egoism but sympathy for all that is human, a wider
pity for all sufferings, for all human miseries, a more ardent desire to
combat and alleviate them, a greater thirst for justice’. As Durkheim
argued, passionately defending the Dreyfusard position at the time of the
Dreyfus Affair, it was impossible that outrages against an individual’s
rights4

should be freely allowed to occur without weakening the sentiments they
violate, and as those sentiments are all that we still have in common, they
cannot be weakened without disturbing the cohesion of society. A religion
which tolerates acts of sacrilege abdicates any sway over men’s minds.
(Durkheim 2013b: 154, 156, 160)

He saw this individualism as needing to be completed, organized and
extended. Thus, in the Preface to the second edition of The Division, the
occupationally based intermediary associations there proposed foster indi-
vidual autonomy and dignity, and provide a non-exclusive moral environ-
ment capable of advancing social co-operation, greater social justice and
the extension of social rights.

As for the law, Durkheim’s ‘Two Laws of Penal Evolution’ (Durkheim
1901, translated in Lukes and Scull 2013) qualified The Division’s
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picture in two important ways. The first was to suggest that political
power has a certain independence of the social structure and can influ-
ence the intensity and severity of punishments in a society. The Division
claims that the power of authoritarian governments ‘does not spring
from themselves, but derives from the very constitution of society’ (152),
but, he now argued, the intensity of punishment, or the proportion of
severe punishments, ‘is the greater the more closely societies approxi-
mate to a less developed type – and the more the central power assumes
an absolute character’ (Durkheim 1901 in Lukes and Scull 2013: 80).
This would occur because, as governments become more absolute, so
they become invested with a kind of religiosity: where absolute govern-
ments exist, political offences are seen as sacrilegious and are violently
repressed, and all offences tend to become political and are seen as
attacks on the sovereign power. Durkheim never developed this thought
and so it remained what has been called ‘an unexploited insight’ (Richter
1960: 193). The second qualification amounts to a reversal: punishment
is now seen, not as giving way to restitution, but as surviving intact into
modernity while changing its character. Hence the second law of penal
evolution: ‘Deprivations of liberty, and of liberty alone, varying in time
according to the seriousness of the crime, tend to become more and
more the normal means of control.’ Punishment has become milder as
one goes from less to more advanced societies, as human criminality
develops and religious criminality recedes. The ‘collective anger, which
is the essence of punishment’ is tempered by the very sentiments – ‘the
sentiments of human sympathy’ – that the religion of individualism
expresses:

the sympathy which we feel for every man who suffers, the horror which all
destructive violence causes to us; it is the same sympathy and the same horror
which inflames this anger. And so the same cause which sets in motion the
repressive apparatus tends also to halt it. The same mental state drives us to
punish and to moderate the punishment. Hence an extenuating influence
cannot fail to make itself felt…there is a real and irremediable contradiction in
avenging the offended human dignity of the victim by violating that of the crim-
inal. The only way, not of eliminating the difficulty (for, strictly speaking, it is
insoluble), but of alleviating it, is to lessen the punishment as much as possible.
(Durkheim 1901: 98)

These ideas, taken together, have considerably influenced our understand-
ing of punishment in its wider aspects, beyond crime control, and yet they
are vulnerable to serious criticisms. The most pertinent is one of the most
frequently voiced criticisms of Durkheim’s thinking in general. It concerns
his blind spot with regard to power. This clearly emerges here with respect
to his treatment of the state’s role in the practice of punishment. I referred
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in the previous paragraph to his undeveloped insight concerning the way
political offences become sacrilegious under highly authoritarian regimes.
But, with this exception, he remained true to his characteristic presump-
tion that the state, in its punishment practices as elsewhere, expresses and
enacts the sentiments of its citizens. He viewed the state, not in terms of
power and authority but functionally as ‘the very organ of social thought’
consisting of special groups ‘qualified to think and to act instead of and on
behalf of society’ (Durkheim 1957: 51). The result was that he offered no
insight into the varying relations between penal law and popular senti-
ments in different kinds of state, including democratic ones. Indeed, as
mass incarceration in the United States shows, a liberal-democratic state
that is responsive to popular sentiments can engage in intense and severe
punishment (albeit consisting of the deprivation of liberty) despite its
democratic character.

This suggests a further important way in which Durkheim’s blindness
to power affects his treatment of crime and punishment. There is some-
thing deeply true in Durkheim’s account of the sacralization of the indi-
vidual having ‘penetrated our institutions and our customs’ and become
‘part of our whole life’ in modern liberal-democratic societies. It underlies
the rule of law, basic taboos against violence (such as torture and rape)
and the development of humane norms and of the principle of equal
rights, including the rights of vulnerable minorities in such societies (see
Joas 2008). Yet Durkheim systematically fails to perceive the internal
conflicts within societies, and, in particular, that there are conflicting
interpretations of what individualism means and requires, and of who the
sacred ‘individual’ is, and that some interpretations prevail because
powerful groups and strata can dominate and exclude others either from
citizenship itself or from benefiting equally from it. This occurs within the
criminal justice system itself, when offenders are anathematized as
dangerous and undeserving, thereby counteracting the alleviation of
punishment that Durkheim supposed would result from the extension to
them of human sympathy. It also occurs quite generally throughout soci-
ety. Thus, Garland, deploying Durkheim’s distinction, writes of the
United States today that there are 

social groups – ethnic, racial, religious and regional groupings, for example –
that exhibit a more ‘mechanical’ solidarity of shared values and hostility to
outsiders. As a consequence, the solidarity born of individualism extends only
so far. Some groups – most notably poor, urban, African-Americans – are
regarded by other groups with suspicion rather than solidarity. And certain
individuals – sex offenders, violent criminals, recidivists – are excluded from the
solidarities of citizenship and accorded an outcast, outlaw status…That group
solidarity can co-exist with social division, inclusion with exclusion, is a feature
of social organization about which Durkheim has little to say. (Garland 2012:
30).
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Citizenship and Human Rights

We have seen that Durkheim offered two successive answers to the ques-
tion that was the starting point for The Division – that of ‘the connection
between the individual personality and social solidarity’ – namely, first,
organic solidarity and, second, the religion of individualism, and we have
seen that both answers are, in different ways, problematic. And yet the
question remains and is highly pertinent today. What kind of solidarity can
link individuals, who are becoming ever more autonomous, while living in
an ever more heterogeneous society, in such a way that they willingly share
the benefits and burdens of common membership: for example, to pay
taxes for the common good and to care about and support one another,
and in particular the most vulnerable and marginal? And on a wider
canvas, what kind of solidarity can extend beyond the borders of nation
states and motivate people to respond to distant suffering by expanding
the boundaries of moral concern, feeling and acting out of ‘sympathy for
all that is human, a wider pity for all sufferings, for all human miseries, a
more ardent desire to combat and alleviate them, a greater thirst for
justice’ (Durkheim 2013b: 156)?

The latter two questions spell out, in present-day jargon, Durkheim’s
initial question and are really questions about the bases of practices of citi-
zenship and about the implementation of human rights. What he sought
were sociological answers to them, answers that would advance beyond
the assertion that these practices find their basis in humanitarian moral
sentiments, as postulated by Adam Smith or, as in our own time, a sense
of justice, as proposed by John Rawls. What social mechanisms can reli-
ably inculcate and activate such sentiments? Durkheim devoted much of
his subsequent writing and activity to addressing this question, notably in
his many lecture courses on education. In some of them, he taught the
future schoolteachers of Third Republican France how to contribute to
moral education by teaching them about the history of education in
France. In others, on professional ethics and civic morals, he set out his
proposals for occupational associations, which are reproduced in the
Preface to the second edition of The Division. But, given that book’s focus
on law, it is his changing view of the relation between law and morality
that deserves a final comment on this topic.

Can the law enforce morality? In moving from organic solidarity to the
religion of individualism, Durkheim changed his answer to this question
from no to yes. Penal law, on his revised view, remains an essential compo-
nent of a decent society committed to the sacredness of the individual, and
all that it implies. The largely symbolic protection afforded by the law,
prohibiting and punishing violations of basic civic and human rights, is a
precondition of the survival of civilized values and humane norms; with-
out it, the danger of moral unraveling becomes real (Lukes and Prabhat
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2012 and Thomas 1994). Consider, for example, the legal prohibition of
torture and the debate over its permissibility in the latter years of the pres-
idency of George W. Bush (see Lukes 2006, Levey 2007 and Cotterrell
2011). But this of course raises the question of when legal enforcement is
appropriate and how ‘morality’ is to be understood. Which are the ‘basic
rights’ and ‘humane norms’? What is the morality appropriate to an
‘advanced’ industrial society with a developed division of labour?

Social Critique

The Division offers an answer by distinguishing what is ‘normal’ for such
a society from what is ‘pathological’ when the division of labour deviates
‘from its natural course’ (301), and thus its third part, entitled ‘The
Abnormal Forms’, contains Durkheim’s first attempt at diagnosing the ills
of capitalism. This diagnostic approach, which he was to spell out in
theory in Chapter 3 of The Rules and deploy in practice in Suicide, has
various implications. One was to commit him to a partial moral relativism,
according to which the type of society at a given stage of development
dictates what is pathological and what beneficial. Hence, for example, his
dismissal of the ideal of the Renaissance ‘man of parts’ as anachronistic
dilettantism and advocacy of competence at specific functions and special-
ist education. But this relativism was limited in two ways. The first was by
a trans-societal theory of social health, according to which what is
‘normal’ (in both the statistical and non-pathological senses, which he
assumed to coincide) for any given society is manifested in an equilibrium
level of normative regulation and social integration being neither insuffi-
cient nor excessive. The second limit to moral relativism was a trans-
historical Enlightenment-inspired theory of moral progress, where such
progress consists in the growth of individual rational reflection and auton-
omy and in the expanding scope of moral concern from the clan and tribe
to the pan-human.

Another implication, however, of his diagnostic approach to morality
was significantly to limit the scope for morally-based critique. His central
assumption was that, in principle, only one set of practical moral judg-
ments is rationally possible in face of a fully scientific understanding of the
present and foreseeable future. It is, he was later to argue, ‘never possible
to desire a morality other than that required by the social conditions of a
given time’. We cannot, he thought, choose a criterion by an act of deci-
sion; we can only observe it and derive it from the facts. The state of soci-
ety will provide ‘an objective standard to which our evaluations must
always be brought back’ (Durkheim 1953: 38, 61). Otherwise, there
would be ‘no limit…to the free inventions of the imagination in their
search for the best’. His solution was to equate the desirable with the
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healthy, for ‘the state of health is something definite, inherent in things’
and then ‘the extent of effort is given and defined…we need only to work
steadily and persistently to maintain the normal state, to re-establish it if
it is disturbed, and to rediscover the conditions of normality if they happen
to change’ (Durkheim 1913a: 66). The practical role of social science lay
in ‘helping contemporaries to become aware of themselves, their needs and
their sentiments’ (Durkheim 1953: 64) by identifying the current condi-
tions of social health and the causes of and remedies for social pathologies.
Science alone could determine the existing state of moral health of society,
which, however, is nowhere wholly attained but indicates an ideal towards
which it is evolving: we can thus anticipate what would constitute progress
towards it and what remedies such progress demands.

Two such pathologies Durkheim here identifies have a powerful pres-
ent-day resonance. One, which he labelled anomie, he was to treat much
more extensively in Suicide as pervading social life, including marriage and
the family. Here it is portrayed merely as the lack of regulation in the econ-
omy, due largely, he thought, to the rapidity with which industrialization
had occurred. As the market economy expands, the individual producer

can no longer keep the whole market within his purview, not even mentally. He
can no longer figure out for himself its limits, since it is, so to speak, unlimited.
Consequently production lacks any check or regulation…Hence the crises that
periodically disturb economic functions.

And, as large-scale industry appears, the relationship between employers
and workers is transformed and ‘the contagious influence of large urban
areas’ causes

the needs of the workers to increase. Machine work replaces that of the man,
manufacturing that of the small workshop. The worker is regimented, removed
for the whole day from his family. He lives ever more apart from the person
who employs him, etc. These new conditions of industrial life naturally require
a new organization. Yet because these transformations have been accomplished
with extreme rapidity the conflicting interests have not had time to strike an
equilibrium. (289)

The ‘normal’ equilibrium state with which these ‘pathological’ conditions
of anomie are contrasted is postulated as involving extensive economic
planning, the normative regulation of industrial relations and a work situ-
ation in which 

the worker, far from remaining bent over his task, does not lose sight of those
co-operating with him, but acts upon them and is acted upon by them. He is
not therefore a machine who repeats movements the sense of which he does not
perceive, but he knows that they are tending in a certain direction, towards a
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goal that he can conceive of more or less distinctly…he knows that his activity
has a meaning. (291)

‘The economists’, Durkheim adds, since they are only concerned with
increasing efficiency, have left this ‘essential characteristic of the division
of labour unclarified’, and have thus failed to see it ‘as a source of solidar-
ity’ (291).

The other pathology, or ‘abnormal form’, Durkheim calls the ‘forced’
division of labour. The topic here is social injustice, as manifested by
inequality of two kinds. One consists in the misallocation of individuals
to social roles. Class and caste societies fail to generate solidarity when
‘the distribution of social functions…does not correspond, or rather no
longer corresponds, to the distribution of natural abilities’ (294). This
occurs ‘in a whole sector of society’, so that ‘[c]onstraint alone, more or
less violent, more or less direct, henceforth binds them to these func-
tions. In consequence only an imperfect, troubled form of solidarity 
can exist’ (294). The other form of unjust inequality is, in effect,
exploitation. Here there is unequal exchange of value because contract-
ing parties are not ‘placed externally under equal conditions’ (300). For
if 

one class in society is obliged, in order to live, to secure the acceptance by others
of its services, whilst another class can do without them, because of the
resources already at its disposal, resources that, however, are not necessarily the
result of some social superiority, the latter group can lord it over the former. In
other words, there can be no rich and poor at birth without there being unjust
contracts. (300)

Such injustice, Durkheim maintained, becomes increasingly intolerable
as societies develop and common morality severely condemns ‘any kind of
contract where one party gets the lion’s share, where one is exploited by
the other, so that he does not receive the fair price for his pains’ (301).
Here too constraint is at work, subjecting people to pressure, direct or
indirect, and ‘this pressure constitutes a violent act’ (300).

The ‘normal’ state with which this double pathology contrasts is a meri-
tocracy in which ‘labour is divided spontaneously’ so that ‘social inequal-
ities express precisely natural inequalities’ and society feels obliged ‘to
make room for all the deserving, and that it recognizes as unjust an inferi-
ority that is personally not merited’ (296) and a non-exploitative social
order in which there is ‘exact reciprocity in the services exchanged’, that
is, where they are ‘equivalent in social value’ (299), social value being the
quantity of useful labour contained in each object of exchange, that is, that
part of it ‘capable of producing socially useful effects, that is, effects that
correspond to normal needs’ (299).
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Durkheim supposed that these ‘normal’, or normative, states were on
the historical agenda and that solidarity with justice ‘will become more
absolute as the organized type of society develops’ (298), though he also
recognized that ‘perfect spontaneity is nowhere encountered as a fact real-
ized in practice’ (296). It was an optimistic, broadly social-democratic
vision, harbouring elements of a latent egalitarian utopianism.

Beyond the Nation State5

For the most part Durkheim’s sociology of ‘advanced’ societies is firmly
placed within the framework of the nation state, exemplifying the
‘methodological nationalism’ dominant in the human sciences in the nine-
teenth and much of the twentieth centuries.6 There is no discussion in his
writings of international influences and power relations or of cross-border
phenomena, such as international exchange, cultural transfers, migrations
or diasporic movements. Because he saw ‘society’ as bounded and as the
highest source of sanctions and target of obligations and emotions, he
assumed that it is the nation state that, in ‘normal’ times, will, alongside
well-functioning intermediary associations, organize the economy and
besides, through education, penal policy and a variety of other means, will
sustain and reanimate social solidarity. In 1908 in a debate on pacifism
and patriotism, he declared that the ‘impossibility to dispense with a patrie
is abundantly clear from all the evidence: we cannot live outside of an
organized society, and the highest organized society that exists is the patrie’
(Durkheim 1973: 101). As for the cosmopolitan ideal of a universal
community of nations, he wrote in The Division that it is

not on the verge of being realized in its entirety. Between the different types of
society existing on earth there are too many intellectual and moral divergences
to be able to live in a spirit of brotherhood in the same society. (315)

The idea that ‘humanity in its entirety’ could be ‘organized in a society’, he
wrote elsewhere, could only be realized ‘in so distant a future that we can
leave it out of our present reckoning’. At the present day ‘the State is the
highest form of organized society that exists’ (Durkheim 1957: 74).

But The Division also contains interesting suggestions of a prospective
supra-national future that are taken up here and there and developed some-
what in later writings. In striking contrast to Max Weber, who wrote of
French and German culture that ‘different gods struggle with one another,
now and for all times to come’ (Weber 1948: 148),7 Durkheim envisaged
the merging of nation states into larger units and, in particular a wider
European union. He wrote in The Division that at the end of the eighteenth
and beginning of the nineteenth century, ‘a common consciousness began to
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form in European societies’ (219) and that ‘there is tending to form, above
European peoples, in a spontaneous fashion, a European society that has
even now some feeling of its own identity and the beginnings of an organ-
ization’ (315). But, of course, as he later remarked in a lecture on ‘The
State and the Individual – Patriotism’, such a European federation would
have ‘its own identity and its own interests and its own features. It would
not be humanity.’ (1957: 74) It would be a state-like entity, a larger polity,
taking on in turn ‘the characteristic of a patrie, of a soundly organized
collectivity’ (Durkheim 1973: 102). In what form, then, could one foresee
the realization of cosmopolitan ideals?

One answer, which he offers in the aforementioned lecture, recalls pres-
ent-day notions of what is called ‘constitutional patriotism’. It is to
propose a ‘merging’ of the ‘national’ with the ‘human ideal’, for states to
focus on internal justice rather than external conflict with other national
groups. Each would ‘make the widest appeal to its members for a moral
life on an ever higher level’, so that ‘civic duties would be only a particu-
lar form of the general obligations of humanity’ – an evolution he thought
was already occurring. Thus ‘as they grow in size and complexity, so they
will concentrate more and more on themselves’ and patriotism would
‘become, as it were, a fragment of world patriotism’. Such a patriotism
would be ‘directed towards the interior affairs of the society and not its
exterior expansion’. It would not exclude national pride: indeed, as ‘long
as there are States, so there will be national pride, and nothing can be more
warranted’. But, on this basis,

societies could have their pride, not in being the greatest or the wealthiest, but
in being the most just, the best organized and in possessing the best moral
constitution. To be sure, we have not yet reached the point where this kind of
patriotism could prevail without dissent, if indeed such a time could ever come.
(Durkheim 1957: 74–5)

But a second, more sociologically interesting approach to an answer is
adumbrated in an article co-authored in 1913 with (and probably influ-
enced by) his nephew Marcel Mauss, who, as Terrier remarks, came to
develop ‘highly original analyses of the material and social conditions of
international exchange’ (Terrier 2011: 161). The jointly authored article
was entitled ‘Note on the Concept of Civilization’. Here we read, for the
first time, of the ‘supra-national life’ of societies (35). There has,
Durkheim and Mauss wrote, always been ‘a diversity of civilizations
which dominate and surround the collective life specific to each people’,
constituting ‘a social life of a superior kind which sociology should take
on board’ (38). From ethnography and prehistory we know there are
‘social phenomena extending beyond the territory of any single nation’
(35). These form ‘complex and integrated systems which, without being
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limited to a determined political organism, can nevertheless be situated in
time and space’ (37). Examples are languages, religions, technological
developments, aesthetic styles and institutions, for instance, kinship rules
defining matrimonial classes, which are shared by several societies. The
authors propose for their study the concept of ‘civilization’, which they
define as ‘a moral milieu within which are immersed a certain number of
nations, and of which each national culture is but a particular form’ (37).
Thus there are Christian, Mediterranean and Northwest American
(Indian) civilizations. There could not, as Comte had thought, be ‘a single
human civilization’: this was ‘scarcely more than a construct of the imagi-
nation’ (37). Above national groups there ‘exist others, broader, less
clearly defined entities which nevertheless have an individuality and are the
locus of a new kind of societal life’ (38). Within any given civilization there
may circulate, for instance, ‘myths, tales, money, commerce, fine arts, tech-
niques, tools, languages, words, scientific knowledge, literary forms and
ideals’ (38), but, according to circumstances, ‘the same form of life is or is
not amenable to being internationalized’ (38). However, ‘political and
legal institutions’ and ‘phenomena of social morphology’ are not so
amenable, since they form ‘part of the specific make-up of each
people’(Durkheim and Mauss 2006: 35, 37, 38).

It is interesting to note that Mauss was to develop this critique and radi-
calize this concept in his writings on the nation, proposing in an article
published in 1929 entitled ‘Civilizations: their elements and forms’ (Mauss
2006) ‘the observation and study of borrowings, the study of historical fili-
ations, of techniques, of arts and of institutions’ (61). He thus went beyond
Durkheim, viewing phenomena of civilization as ‘phenomena which are
common to several societies more or less related to each other’ (61) and
civilizations as ‘families of peoples, of layers of humankind, or both at
once’ (66), ‘circumscribed, by their capacity for borrowing and expansion,
but also by the resistance of the societies which compose them’ (69).
Mauss claimed that ‘relations between societies explain a good deal of the
internal phenomena of life of societies’ and that ‘the internal life of a
nation’ is ‘for a large part conditioned by that which is external to it, and
vice versa’ (Mauss 1969: 608).

Yet, in thus advancing beyond Durkheim’s ‘methodological national-
ism’, he was returning to the basic theme of The Division of Labour, by
speculating that ‘the division of labour, within nations and between
nations’ will be ‘the principle of tomorrow in economic, legal and artistic
matters’ and that it will enhance the diversity of nations and countries,
opening up their economies and mentalities to one another (Mauss 1969:
625). Just as Durkheim had focused in The Division on the nature of soli-
darity within nation states generating the growth of individuality, so
Mauss speculated that international ‘[s]olidarity will do for nations what
it did for men within nations,’, transforming them by permitting ‘the full
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development of their individuality’ (Mauss 1969: 625). He was, in effect,
thinking about what we now call globalization, and the mutual constitu-
tion of the global and the local. There would be international exchange
and mutual borrowings, not only of goods and ideas but of legal codes and
other political institutions. It could no longer be right to see national life
as the highest form of collective life.

These ideas and suggestions take us far from the perspective of
Durkheim’s first book. But they have the same starting point – to investi-
gate ‘the connection between the individual personality and social solidar-
ity’– and the same objective, though on a different scale – to offer a
sociological account of the nature of social solidarity in an ever more
complex, interconnected and interdependent world.

Notes

1. Compare Tilly 1981 and Emirbayer 1996.
2. See Barnes 1966, Baxi 1974, Calavita et al. 1991, Cartwright and Schwartz

1973, Cotterrell 1977, Diamond 1971, Gibbs 2003, Hart 1967, Lanza-
Kaduce et al. 1979, Lenman and Parker 1980, Lukes and Scull 2013, Müller
1994, Rueschemeyer 1982, Schmaus 1994 chapter 6, Schwartz 1974,
Schwartz and Miller 1964, Sheleff 1975, Sirianni 1984,Spitzer 1975, Spitzer
and Scull 1977, Wimberley 1973 and Wolf 1970.

3. This idea of linking social interdependence with the rise of the modern indi-
vidual, explaining the latter by the former, was developed, refined and
extended (without reference to Durkheim), by Norbert Elias in his theory of
civilizing processes, exploring the connection between ‘specific changes in the
structure of human relations and the corresponding changes in the structure
of the personality’. Thus Elias traced how ‘many single plans and actions of
men can give rise to changes and patterns that no individual person has
planned or created. From this interdependence of people arises an order sui
generis, an order more compelling than the will and reason of the individual
people composing it.’ With this ‘whole reorganization of human relation-
ships’ there developed ‘corresponding changes in men’s manners, in their
personality structure, the provisional result of which is our form of ‘civilized’
conduct and sentiment’. Unlike Durkheim, Elias connected this in turn with
political power and its centralization in the hands of the state. On Elias’s
account, civilizing processes ‘are to be found wherever, under competitive
pressures, the division of functions makes large numbers of people dependent
on one another, wherever a monopolization of physical force permits and
imposes a co-operation less charged with emotion, wherever functions are
established that demand constant hindsight and foresight in interpreting the
actions and intentions of others’ (Elias 1982: 231, 230, 246–7).

4. For a valuable discussion of Durkheim’s views about justice, dignity and the
value system of modern individualism see Cotterrell 2011. See also Lukes
and Prabhat 2012.
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5. This last section is indebted to the discussion of Marcel Mauss’s extension of
Durkheim’s ideas in the last chapter of Jean Terrier’s excellent book, Visions
of the Social (Terrier 2011). 

6. See Chernilo 2006.
7. Durkheim did, in fact, write a war pamphlet in 1915 entitled L’Allemagne

au-dessus de tout (Paris: Colin 1915) in which he described the spiritual state
of Germany as a ‘morbid hypertrophy of the will, a kind of will-mania’,
which, however, he saw as transitory because unnatural, for there is ‘a
universal conscience and a universal opinion’ and a ‘state cannot survive that
has humanity arrayed against it’ (44).
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Emile Durkheim’s Life and
Works: Timeline 1858–1917

1858 Born David Emile Durkheim in Epinal, capital of the department
of Vosges, in Lorraine. His father is Chief Rabbi of the Vosges
and Haute-Marne, descending from a line of rabbis, and the
family close-knit, orthodox and traditional, part of a long-estab-
lished Jewish community.
Attends the Collège d’Epinal.

1870– The Franco-Prussian War: the Prussian army occupies the town of
1871 Epinal which becomes a French frontier town after the armistice.

1876 Arrives in Paris to study for admission to the Ecole normale
supérieure at the Lycée Louis-le-Grand.

1879 Admitted to the Ecole normale supérieure after failing in 1877
and 1878. His fellow-students include the philosopher, Henri
Bergson, and the future socialist leader, Jean Jaurès. His love of
philosophical debate leads to his being nicknamed ‘the
Metaphysician’.

1882 Takes the final examination, the agrégation, (but placed second-
last in his cohort), entitling him to teach philosophy in secondary
schools.
Nominated to teach at the Lycée de Sens.

1884 Moves to teach at the Lycée de Saint-Quentin.

1885 Granted a year’s leave by Louis Liard, reforming Director of
Higher Education and undertakes a mission to study the state of
the social sciences, in particular experimental psychology, in
Germany. The work of Wilhelm Wundt, practising the ‘positive
science of morality’, greatly influences him.

1886 Suicide of his close student friend, Victor Hommay, of whom he
publishes an obituary, noting that Hommay suffered from ‘social
isolation’ and that his life ‘lacked an object transcending it’.
On returning to France is nominated to teach at the Lycée de
Troyes.
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1887 Publishes two articles reporting on his mission to Germany on
‘La science positive de la morale’ and philosophy in German
universities.
Nominated to the first teaching post (Chargé de cours) in the
social sciences in France to teach sociology and pedagogy at the
University of Bordeaux.
Marries Louise Dreyfus (from Alsace) who, according to his
nephew, Marcel Mauss, ‘kept every material care far from him’.
They will have a daughter, Marie and a son, André.

1888 Inaugural lecture at Bordeaux opening his first course on ‘La soli-
darité sociale’.

1889 First studies of suicide and the family.

1890 Initiates first course on ‘Physique des moeurs et du droit’ (to be
published posthumously as Leçons de sociologie: physique des
moeurs et du droit) concerning professional ethics, civic morals,
property and contract.
Mauss joins him in Bordeaux as a student. He will later work
closely with his uncle on suicide, preparing the literature review
and helping compile the statistics.

1892 Publishes his Latin dissertation on Montesquieu’s contributions
to social science, Quid Secondatus Politicae Scientiae
Instituendae Contulerit.

1893 Defends and publishes his principal dissertation at the Sorbonne:
De la division du travail social: Etude sur l’organisation des
sociétés supérieures.

1894 Publishes ‘Les règles de la méthode sociologique’ as articles in the
Revue philosophique.

1895 Publication of Les règles in book form. It receives largely hostile
reviews. Inaugurates his course on the history of socialism
(published posthumously as Le socialisme).

1896 Durkheim’s father dies.
Nominated Professeur titulaire at Bordeaux, the first social
science chair in France.

1897 Publishes Le Suicide.

1898 Founds L’Année sociologique of which the first of twelve volumes
(1898–1913) appears containing his article ‘La prohibition de
l’inceste et ses origines’.
Also publishes ‘Représentations individuelles et représentations
collectives’ (published posthumously in Sociologie et Philosophie).
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The Dreyfus Affair explodes with the publication of Emile Zola’s
letter ‘J’accuse’. Durkheim becomes secretary of the Bordeaux
section of the Ligue des droits de l’homme and intervenes in the
polemics of the Affair with his article ‘L’individualisme et les
intellectuels’, defending the ‘religion of individualism’ as a
precondition of social cohesion under modern conditions.

1899 Second volume of the Année includes his article ‘De la définition
des phénomènes religieux’.

1901 Second edition of Les règles de la méthode sociologique with a
new preface.

1902 Second edition of De la division du travail social with a new
preface entitled ‘Quelques remarques sur les groupements
professionels’.
Nominated Chargé de cours at the Sorbonne in the Science of
Education. Viewed as an appointee of the secular left, he comes
under attack by Catholics and conservatives.
Inaugural lecture on ‘Pédagogie et sociologie’.

1903 Publication of ‘De quelques formes primitives de la classification’
by Durkheim and Marcel Mauss in the sixth volume of the
Année.

1905 Nominated chargé de cours to teach schoolteachers and inaugu-
rates course on ‘L’évolution pédagogique en France’ (published
posthumously with the same title). This course is compulsory for
all students seeking to be teachers in the humanities.

1906 Nominated Professeur titulaire at the Sorbonne and lectures on
‘La détermination du fait moral’ (published posthumously in
Sociologie et philosophie).

1907– Numerous articles, book reviews and published contributions to 
1910 discussions.

1911 Lecture on ‘Jugements de valeur et jugements de réalité’
(published posthumously in Sociologie et philosophie) at the
International Congress of Philosophy in Bologna.

1912 Publication of Les formes élémentaires de la vie religieuse.

1914 Outbreak of First World War and assassination of Jean Jaurès.
Many members of the Durkheimian group centred on the Année
sociologique go to fight in the war.

1915 Publishes two war pamphlets: ‘Qui a voulu la guerre? Les orig-
ines de la guerre d’après les documents diplomatiques’ and
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‘L’Allemagne au-dessus de tout: La mentalité allemande et la
guerre’.
Death on the battlefield in the retreat from Serbia of André,
Durkheim’s son and student at the Ecole normale.

1916 Publishes and partially contributes to Lettres à tous les Français
but subjected to anti-semitic attack in the Senate, accused of
being a German spy.

1917 Dies at the age of 59. On his deathbed he is at work on a planned
major work in which he intends to take up again the topic of
morality, completing only drafts of the introduction.
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Suggestions for Further 
Reading

The scholarly literature on Durkheim (and the Durkheimians) is increas-
ingly vast and various, in several languages. The Anglophone reader in
search of bearings may find it helpful to begin with the chapter on
Durkheim in Lewis Coser’s Masters of Sociological Thought (New York:
Harcourt, 1971, second edition 1977); the chapters on Durkheim in
Talcott Parsons’s classic The Structure of Social Action (New York: Free
Press, 1937, second edition 1949) and in Raymond Aron’s Main Currents
in Sociological Thought (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1965 and
1968, reprinted by Transaction, 1998); the present author’s Emile
Durkheim: His Life and Work (New York: Harper and Row, 1972 and
Allen Lane, The Penguin Press, 1973); the exhaustive biography by Marcel
Fournier first published in French as Emile Durkheim (Paris: Fayard,
2007) and in English as Emile Durkheim: A Biography (Cambridge,
England and Malden, MA: Polity, 2013); and the shorter studies of
Durkheim by Frank Parkin (Oxford and New York: Oxford University
Press, 1992), Gianfranco Poggi (Oxford and New York: Oxford University
Press, 2000), Robert Nisbet (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1965),
Robert Alun Jones (Beverly Hills and London: Sage, 1986) and Kenneth
Thompson (Chichester and New York: Tavistock, 1982). Two collections
of Durkheim’s writings in the Chicago University Press ‘Heritage of
Sociology’ series are likely to be particularly helpful to readers of this
book, namely Robert Bellah (ed.), Emile Durkheim on Morality and
Society (1973) and Mark Traugott (ed.), Emile Durkheim on Institutional
Analysis (1994). Among recent collections of relevant writings about
Durkheim, The Cambridge Companion to Durkheim (Cambridge and
New York, 2005) edited by Jeffrey C. Alexander and Philip Smith, and
Emile Durkheim: Sociologist and Moralist (New York: Routledge, 1993)
edited by Stephen Turner are highly recommended. Among recent works
that bear on the central themes of The Division of Labour in Society, the
following works are of particular interest: chapters 2 and 3 of David
Garland, Punishment and Modern Society (Chicago: Chicago University
Press, 1993), Roger Cotterrell, Emile Durkheim: Law in a Moral Domain
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1999), Philippe Steiner and Keith
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Tribe, Durkheim and the Birth of Economic Sociology (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2010) and chapter 6 of Warren Schmaus,
Durkheim’s Philosophy of Science and the Sociology of Knowledge:
Creating an Intellectual Niche (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1994).
Very many other books and articles could, of course, be cited, as some are
in the References to my Introduction above in relation to particular topics
and issues.
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Original Translator’s Note

For various reasons it has proved impossible to check every footnote and
to supply complete references. Durkheim omitted very frequently details
that would have made this possible.

However, most of the direct quotations from English-speaking authors
have been found and the original inserted. Where this has not been possi-
ble, what are given as direct quotations in Durkheim have been turned into
indirect speech.

W.D.H.
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Preface to the First Edition
(1893)

This book is above all an attempt to treat the facts of moral life according
to the methods of the positive sciences. Yet this term ‘method’ has been
employed in a way that distorts its meaning, and it is one to which we do
not subscribe. Those moralists who deduce their doctrine not from an a
priori principle, but from a few propositions borrowed from one or more
of the positive sciences such as biology, psychology or sociology, term their
morality ‘scientific’. This is not the method we propose to follow. We do
not wish to deduce morality from science, but to constitute the science of
morality, which is very different. Moral facts are phenomena like any
others. They consist of rules for action that are recognisable by certain
distinctive characteristics. It should thus be possible to observe, describe
and classify them, as well as to seek out the laws that explain them. This
is what we intend to do for a few of these facts. The objection will be
raised regarding the existence of freedom. But if this fact really does imply
the negation of any determinate law, it is an insuperable obstacle not only
for the psychological and social sciences, but for all the sciences. Since
human volition is always linked to some external forces, this renders deter-
minism just as unintelligible for what lies outside us as for what resides
within us. Yet none disputes the possibility of the physical and biological
sciences. We claim the same right for our own science.1

Thus understood, this science is not opposed to any kind of philosophy,
because it takes its stand on very different ground. It may be that morality
has some transcendental finality that experience cannot attain. This is a
matter with which the metaphysician must deal. Yet what above all is
certain is that morality develops over the course of history and is domi-
nated by historical causes, fulfilling a role in our life in time. If it is as it is
at any given moment, it is because the conditions in which men are living
at that time do not permit it to be otherwise. The proof of this is that it
changes when these conditions change, and only in that eventuality.
Nowadays we can no longer believe that moral evolution consists in the
development of one self-same idea, held in a muddled and hesitant way by
primitive man, but one that gradually becomes clearer and more precise as
enlightenment spontaneously occurs. If the ancient Romans had not the
broad conception of humanity that we possess today, it is not because of
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any defect attributable to their limited intelligence, but because such ideas
were incompatible with the nature of the Roman state. Our cosmopoli-
tanism could no more come to the light of day than a plant can germinate
on a soil unable to nourish it. What is more, for Rome such a principle
could only be fatal. Conversely, if the principle has appeared since, it is not
as a result of philosophical discoveries. Nor is it because our minds have
become receptive to truths that they failed to acknowledge. It is because
changes have occurred in the social structure that have necessitated this
change in morals. Thus morality is formed, transformed and maintained
for reasons of an experimental kind. It is these reasons alone that the
science of morality sets out to determine.

Yet because what we propose to study is above all reality, it does not
follow that we should give up the idea of improving it. We would esteem
our research not worth the labour of a single hour if its interest were
merely speculative. If we distinguish carefully between theoretical and
practical problems it is not in order to neglect the latter category. On the
contrary, it is in order to put ourselves in a position where we can better
resolve them. Yet it is customary to reproach all those who undertake the
scientific study of morality with the inability to formulate an ideal. It is
alleged that their respect for facts does not allow them to go beyond them,
that they can indeed observe what exists, but are not able to provide us
with rules for future conduct. We trust that this book will at least serve to
weaken that prejudice, because we shall demonstrate in it how science can
help in finding the direction in which our conduct ought to go, assisting us
to determine the ideal that gropingly we seek. But we shall only be able to
raise ourselves up to that ideal after having observed reality, for we shall
distil the ideal from it. Indeed, is any other procedure possible? Even the
most boundless idealist can follow no other method, for an ideal is stayed
upon nothing if its roots are not grounded in reality. All the difference
resides in the fact that the idealists study reality in very cursory fashion.
Often they merely content themselves with elevating some impulse of their
sensibility, a rather sudden aspiration of the heart – which is nevertheless
only a fact – into a kind of imperative before which their reason bows low,
and they ask us to do likewise.

It will be objected that the method of observation lacks any rules by
which to assess the facts that have been garnered. But the rule emerges
from the facts themselves, as we shall have occasion to demonstrate.
Firstly, a state of moral health exists that science alone can competently
determine and, as it is nowhere wholly attained, it is already an ideal to
strive towards it. Moreover, the conditions of this state change because
societies evolve. The most serious practical problems that we have to
resolve consist precisely in determining that state afresh, as a function of
changes that have been effected in the environment. Science, by providing
us with a law for the variations through which that state has already
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passed, allows us to anticipate those which are in progress and which the
new order of things demands. If we know the direction in which the law
of property is evolving as societies grow in size, becoming more densely
concentrated, and if some increase in volume and density makes further
modifications necessary, we shall be able to foresee them and, by foresee-
ing them, will them in advance. Finally, by comparing internally the
normal type – a strictly scientific operation – we shall be able to discover
that the latter is not entirely at harmony within itself, that it contains
contradictions – imperfections – which we can then seek to eliminate or
remedy. This is a new purpose that science proposes to the will. But, it may
be argued, if science can foresee, it cannot command. This is true: it can
only tell us what is needful for life. Yet how can we fail to see that, assum-
ing mankind wishes life to continue, a very simple operation may immedi-
ately transform the laws that science has established into rules that are
categorical for our behaviour? Doubtless, science then becomes an art. But
the transition from one to the other occurs with no break in continuity. It
remains to be ascertained whether we ought to want to live, but even on
this ultimate question we believe that science is not mute.2

But if the science of morality does not make us indifferent or resigned
spectators of reality, at the same time it teaches us to treat it with the
utmost caution. It imparts to us a prudently conservative disposition of
mind. Certain theories which claim to be scientific have been rightly
reproached with being subversive and revolutionary. But this is because
they are scientific in name only. Indeed, they erect a structure, but fail to
observe. They see in morality not a set of acquired facts which must be
studied, but a kind of legislation, always liable to be repealed, which every
thinker works out afresh. Morality as really practised by men is then
considered as a mere bundle of habits and prejudices which are of value
only if they conform with the doctrine being put forward. As this doctrine
is derived from the study of a principle that has not been induced from the
observation of moral facts, but borrowed from sciences that are alien to it,
it inevitably runs counter in more than one respect to the existing moral
order. We, on the other hand, are less exposed to this danger than anyone,
since morality for us is a system of facts that have been realized, linked to
the total world system. Now a fact does not change in a trice, even when
this may be desirable. Moreover, since it is interdependent with other facts,
it cannot be modified without these also being affected, and it is often very
difficult to work out beforehand the end-result of this series of repercus-
sions. Thus upon contemplating such risks, even the boldest spirit becomes
more prudent. Finally, and above all, any fact of a vital nature – as moral
facts are – cannot survive if it does not serve a purpose or correspond to
some need. Thus, so long as the contrary has not been proved, it has a right
to our respect. Undoubtedly it may turn out to be not all it should be, and
consequently it may be appropriate to intervene, as we ourselves have just
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demonstrated. But then the intervention is limited: its purpose is not to
construct in its entirety another morality alongside or above the predomi-
nant one, but to correct the latter, or partially to improve it.

Thus there disappears the antithesis that some have often attempted to
establish between science and morality, an impressive argument whereby
the mystics of every age have sought to undermine human reason. To regu-
late relationships with our fellow-men there is no need to resort to any
means save those that serve to regulate our relationships with things;
reflective thinking, methodically applied, suffices in both cases. What
reconciles science and morality is the science of morality, for at the same
time as it teaches us to respect moral reality it affords us the means of
improving it.

We therefore believe that the study of this book can and must be tack-
led without lack of confidence or any hidden misgivings. However, the
reader must expect to meet with propositions that run counter to certain
accepted ideas. Since we feel the need to understand, or to think we under-
stand, the reasons for our behaviour, reflective thinking was applied to
morality a considerable while before morality became the object of scien-
tific study. Thus a certain mode in which to represent and explain to
ourselves the main facts of moral life has become customary with us, and
yet it is in no way scientific. This is because it arose unsystematically by
chance, the result of a summary and perfunctory investigation, carried out,
so to speak, incidentally. Unless we divest ourselves of these ready-made
judgements, clearly we cannot embark upon the considerations that are to
follow. Here as elsewhere, science presupposes the entire freedom of the
mind. We must rid ourselves of those ways of perceiving and judging that
long habit has implanted within us. We must rigorously subject ourselves
to the discipline of methodical doubt. Moreover, this doubt entails no risk,
for it relates not to moral reality, which is not in question, but to the
explanation that incompetent and ill-informed thinking attributes to it.

We must make it incumbent upon us to allow no explanation that does
not rely upon genuine proofs. The procedures we have employed to impart
the greatest possible rigour to our proofs will be assessed. To submit an
order of facts to the scrutiny of science it is not enough carefully to
observe, describe and classify them. But – and this is much more difficult
– we must also, in Descartes’ phrase, discover the perspective from which
they become scientific, that is, find in them some objective element which
is capable of precise determination and, if possible, measurement. We have
attempted to satisfy this, the condition of all science. In particular, it will
be seen how we have studied social solidarity through the system of juridi-
cal rules, how in the search for causes, we have laid aside everything that
too readily lends itself to personal judgements and subjective appraisal this
so as to penetrate certain facts of social structure profound enough to be
objects of the understanding, and consequently of science. At the same
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time we have imposed upon ourselves a rule that obliges us to refrain from
the method too often followed by those sociologists who, to prove their
thesis, content themselves with citing in no specific order and at random a
more or less imposing number of favourable facts without worrying about
those that are contradictory. We have been concerned to institute genuine
experiments, that is, methodical comparisons. Nevertheless, no matter
how numerous the precautions observed, it is absolutely certain that such
attempts can remain only very imperfect. But, however defective they may
be, we deem it necessary to attempt them. Indeed there is only one way to
create a science, and that is to dare to do so, but to do so with method. It
is doubtless impossible to undertake the task if all raw data for it is lack-
ing. On the other hand we buoy ourselves up with a vain hope if we believe
that the best means of preparing for the coming of a new science is first
patiently to accumulate all the data it will use. For we cannot know which
it will require unless we have already formed some conception of it and its
needs, and consequently whether it exists.

The question that has been the starting point for our study has been that
of the connection between the individual personality and social solidarity.
How does it come about that the individual, whilst becoming more
autonomous, depends ever more closely upon society? How can he become
at the same time more of an individual and yet more linked to society? For
it is indisputable that these two movements, however contradictory they
appear to be, are carried on in tandem. Such is the nature of the problem
that we have set ourselves. It has seemed to us that what resolved this
apparent antinomy was the transformation of social solidarity which arises
from the ever-increasing division of labour. This is how we have been led
to make this the subject of our study.3

Notes

1. The reproach has been made (Beudant, Le droit individuel et l’Etat, p. 244)
that we have at some stage characterized this question of freedom as ‘subtle’.
For us, the expression was in no way used scornfully. If we set this question
on one side it is solely because the solution given to it, whatever that may be,
cannot hinder our research.

2. We touch upon it a little later. Cf. infra, Book II. Chapter 1, p. 192.
3. We need not recall that the question of social solidarity has already been

studied in the second part of Marion, La Solidarité morale. But Marion tack-
led the problem from a different viewpoint, being above all concerned with
establishing the reality of the phenomenon of solidarity.
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Preface to the Second Edition
(1902)

Some Remarks on Professional Groups

In republishing this book we have refrained from modifying its original
structure. A book possesses an individuality that it ought to retain. It is
fitting to leave intact the appearance under which it has become known.1

Yet there is one idea that remained somewhat obscure in the first edition
which it seems useful to us to bring out more clearly and precisely, for it
will throw light on certain parts of the present work and even on what we
have published since.2 It concerns the role that professional groups are
called upon to fulfil at the present time in the social organization of
peoples. If originally we only touched allusively upon this problem,3 it is
because we were intending to take it up again, making it the object of a
special study. Since other preoccupations have arisen to divert us from this
project, and since we do not see when it will be possible for us to carry it
out, we would like to take advantage of this second edition to show how
this question is linked to the subject dealt with in the rest of this book,
indicating the terms in which it is posed, and attempting especially to
dispose of the reasons that still prevent too many minds from comprehend-
ing the urgency and importance of the problem. Such is the purpose of this
new preface.

I

In the course of this book, on a number of occasions we emphasize the
state of legal and moral anomie in which economic life exists at the pres-
ent time.4 It is because in this particular sphere of activity, professional
ethics only exist in a very rudimentary state. There are professional ethics
for the lawyer and magistrate, the soldier and professor, the doctor and
priest, etc. Yet if we attempted to express in somewhat more precise terms
contemporary ideas of what should be the relationship between employer
and employee, between the worker and the factory boss, between industri-
alists in competition with one another or between industrialists and the
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public, how imprecise would be the statements that we could formulate!
Some vague generalities about the loyalty and dedication that employees
of every kind owe to those who employ them, or about the moderation
that employers should manifest in exercising their economic superiority, a
certain condemnation of any competition that is too blatantly unfair, or of
any too glaring exploitation of the consumer: this is almost the sum total
of what the ethical consciousness of these professions comprises.
Moreover, most of these precepts lack any juridical character. They are
backed only by public opinion and not by the law – and it is well known
how indulgent that opinion shows itself to be about the way in which such
vague obligations are fulfilled. Those actions most blameworthy are so
often excused by success that the boundary between the permissible and
the prohibited, between what is just and what is unjust, is no longer fixed
in any way, but seems capable of being shifted by individuals in an almost
arbitrary fashion. So vague a morality, one so inconsistent, cannot consti-
tute any kind of discipline. The upshot is that this entire sphere of collec-
tive life is for the most part removed from the moderating action of any
rules.

It is to this state of anomie that, as we shall show, must be attributed
the continually recurring conflicts and disorders of every kind of which the
economic world affords such a sorry spectacle. For, since nothing restrains
the forces present from reacting together, or prescribes limits for them that
they are obliged to respect, they tend to grow beyond all bounds, each
clashing with the other, each warding off and weakening the other. To be
sure, those forces that are the most vigorous succeed in crushing the weak-
est or subjecting them to their will. Yet, although the vanquished can for a
while resign themselves to an enforced domination, they do not concur in
it, and consequently such a state can provide no stable equilibrium.5

Truces imposed by violence are never anything other than temporary, and
pacify no one. Men’s passions are only stayed by a moral force they
respect. If all authority of this kind is lacking, it is the law of the strongest
that rules, and a state of warfare, either latent or acute, is necessarily
chronic.

That such anarchy is a morbid phenomenon is clearly very evident, since
it runs counter to the very purpose of any society, which is to eliminate or at
least to moderate warfare among men, by subjecting the physical law of the
strongest to a higher law. In vain one may claim to justify this absence of
rules by asserting that it is conducive to the individual exercising his liberty
freely. Yet nothing is more false than the antinomy that people have too often
wished to establish between the authority of rules and the freedom of the
individual. On the contrary, liberty (by which we mean a just liberty, one for
which society is duty bound to enforce respect) is itself the product of a set
of rules. I can be free only in so far as the other person is prevented from
turning to his own benefit that superiority, whether physical, economic or
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of any other kind, which he possesses, in order to fetter my liberty. Only a
social rule can serve as a barrier against such abuses of power. We are now
aware of how complex a set of rules is necessary in order to ensure that
economic independence for individuals without which their liberty is
purely nominal.

Yet, nowadays in particular, what causes the exceptional gravity of such
a state of affairs is the extent, hitherto unrealized, to which economic func-
tions have developed over approximately the past two centuries. Whereas
previously they had played only a secondary role, they have now become
of prime importance. The time is long past when these functions were
contemptuously left to the lower classes. Increasingly we are seeing how
military, religious and administrative functions are yielding ground to
them. Scientific functions alone are capable of contesting their position.
Even so, today science scarcely enjoys any prestige save inasmuch as it can
be utilized in practice, which means for the most part in professions relat-
ing to the economy. This is why the assertion has been able to be made,
not unreasonably, that our societies are, or tend to be, essentially indus-
trial. A form of activity which in this way has acquired such a position in
the overall life of society can clearly not remain unregulated without very
profound disturbances ensuing. Specifically, this is a source of general
moral deterioration. Precisely because economic functions today employ
the largest number of citizens, thousands of individuals spend their lives
almost entirely in an industrial and commercial environment. Hence it
follows that, since this environment lacks anything save a slight moral tinc-
ture, most of their life is pursued without any moral framework. Yet for
the sense of duty to strike deep roots within us, the conditions in which we
live should constantly sustain that sense. By nature we are not inclined to
curb ourselves and exercise restraint. Thus unless we are continually
exhorted to exert that constraint ourselves without which there can be no
morality, how may we acquire the habit of doing so? If, in activities that
almost completely fill our days, we follow no rule save that of our own
self-interest, as we understand it, how then can we acquire a taste for altru-
ism, for forgetfulness of self and sacrifice? Thus the lack of any economic
discipline cannot fail to produce effects that spill over beyond the
economic sphere, bringing with it a decline in public morality.

But, having diagnosed the sickness, what is its cause and what might be
the remedy?

In the main body of this work we have been especially concerned to
demonstrate that the division of labour can bear no responsibility for this
state of affairs, a charge that has sometimes unjustly been levelled against
it. Nor does that division necessarily produce fragmentation and lack of
coherence. Indeed, when its functions are sufficiently linked together they
tend of their own accord to achieve an equilibrium, becoming self-
regulatory. Yet such an explanation is incomplete. Although it is true that
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social functions seek spontaneously to adapt to one another, provided that
they are in regular contact, on the other hand this mode of adaptation only
becomes a rule of behaviour if a group bestows its authority upon it. Nor
indeed is a rule merely a customary manner in which to act: it is above all
an obligatory way of acting, that is, one to some extent not subject to indi-
vidual arbitrariness. Only a duly constituted society enjoys the moral and
material supremacy indispensable for imposing the law on individuals, for
the only moral personality which is above individual personalities is the
one constituted by the collectivity. Moreover, it alone has that continuity,
and indeed enduring character, necessary to sustain the rule beyond the
ephemeral relationships in which it is manifested day by day. What is
more, the role of the collectivity is not solely limited to establishing imper-
ative precepts derived from vague generalities arising from contracts
between individuals; it also intervenes actively and positively in the formu-
lation of each rule. Firstly, it is the arbiter appointed by nature for disen-
tangling conflicting interests and assigning appropriate bounds to each.
Next, it has a paramount interest in the maintenance of order and peace.
If anomie is an evil it is above all because society suffers from it, since a
society cannot exist without cohesion and regulation. Thus moral or legal
rules essentially express social needs which society alone can identify. They
rest upon a climate of opinion, and all opinion is a collective matter, the
result of being worked out collectively. To put an end to anomie a group
must thus exist or be formed within which can be drawn up the system of
rules that is now lacking.

Political society as a whole, or the state, clearly cannot discharge this
function. Economic life, because it is very special and is daily becoming
increasingly specialized, lies outside their authority and sphere of action.6

Activity within a profession can only be effectively regulated through a
group close enough to that profession to be thoroughly cognisant of how
it functions, capable of perceiving all its needs and following every fluctu-
ation in them. The sole group that meets these conditions is that consti-
tuted by all those working in the same industry, assembled together and
organized in a single body. This is what is termed a corporation, or profes-
sional group.

Yet in the economic field the professional group no more exists than
does a professional ethic. Since the eighteenth century when, not without
reason, the ancient corporations were dissolved, hardly more than frag-
mentary and incomplete attempts have been made to reconstitute them on
a different basis. Doubtless, individuals who are busy in the same trade are
in contact with one another by the very fact that their activities are simi-
lar. Competition with one another engenders mutual relationships. But
these are in no way regular; depending upon chance meetings, they are
very often entirely of an individual nature. One industrialist finds himself
in contact with another, but the body of industrialists in some particular
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speciality do not meet to act in concert. Exceptionally, we do see all
members of the same profession come together at a conference to deal with
some problem of common interest. But such conferences last only a short
while: they do not survive the particular circumstances that gave rise to
them. Consequently the collective life for which they provided an oppor-
tunity dies more or less entirely with them.

The sole groups that have a certain permanence are what today are called
unions, either of employers or workers. There is no doubt that this repre-
sents the beginnings of any organization by occupation, although still in a
rudimentary and amorphous form. In the first place, this is because a union
is a private association, lacking legal authority and consequently any regu-
latory power. The number of such unions is theoretically unlimited, even
within a particular branch of industry. As each one is independent of the
others, unless they federate or unite there is nothing about them that
expresses the unity of the profession as a whole. Finally, not only are unions
of employers and unions of employees distinct from each other, which is
both legitimate and necessary, but there are no regular contacts between
them. They lack a common organization to draw them together without
causing them to lose their individuality, one within which they might work
out a common set of rules and which, fixing their relationship to each other,
would bear down with equal authority upon both. Consequently it is
always the law of the strongest that decides any disputes, and a state of out
and out warfare prevails. Except for actions of theirs that are dependent
upon ordinary morality, in their relation to each other employers and work-
ers are in the same situation as two autonomous states, but unequal in
strength. They can, as peoples do through their governments, draw up
contracts with each other. But these contracts merely express the respective
state of the economic forces present, just as the treaties concluded by two
belligerents do no more than express the state of their respective military
forces. They confirm a state of fact; they cannot make of it a state of law.

For a professional morality and code of law to become established
within the various professions in the economy, instead of the corporation
remaining a conglomerate body lacking unity, it must become, or rather
become once more, a well-defined, organized group – in short, a public
institution. But any project of this kind clashes with a certain number of
prejudices which it is essential to foresee and dispel.

To begin with, the corporation has the disadvantage of its historic past.
It is considered to be closely linked to the Ancien Régime politically, and
consequently unable to survive it. Apparently to advocate a corporative
organization for industry and commerce is to attempt to go against the tide
of history. Such a step backwards is in fact regarded as either impossible
or abnormal.

The argument would have substance if it were proposed to revive arti-
ficially the ancient corporation as it existed in the Middle Ages. But this is
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not the way in which the problem presents itself. It is not a question of
knowing whether the mediaeval institution can be suitable in every respect
for our present-day societies, but whether the needs that it fulfilled are not
those of every age, although for those needs to be met the institution
requires transforming to fit the environment.

What does not allow us to view corporations as temporary organiza-
tions, appropriate merely in a certain era and a certain civilization, is both
their great antiquity and the manner in which they have developed
throughout history. If they went back only to the Middle Ages we could
indeed believe that, since they arose within a political system, they were
necessarily destined to vanish with it. Yet in reality their origin is much
more ancient. Generally they appear as soon as trades do, that is, as soon
as industry stops being purely agricultural. If they appear to have been
unknown in Greece, at least until the period of the Roman conquest, it is
because trades, being disdained there, were almost exclusively carried on
by foreigners, and consequently they remained outside the legal organiza-
tion of the city.7 In Rome, however, the corporations go back at least to
the early days of the Republic; a tradition even ascribed their creation to
King Numa.8 It is true that for a long while they were obliged to lead a
somewhat lowly existence, for historians and records mention them only
rarely. Thus we know extremely little about the way they were organized.
But from Cicero’s time onwards their number became considerable and
they were beginning to play a part in society. At that time, as Waltzing puts
it, ‘all classes of workers seemed seized with a desire to increase greatly the
number of professional associations’. These continued their upward move-
ment, to reach at the time of the Empire, ‘a level which has perhaps never
been surpassed since, if economic differences are taken into account’.9 All
the numerous classes of workers, it would seem, ended up by grouping
themselves into collegial bodies, and the same was true for those who lived
by commerce. At the same time such groupings became modified in their
character, finishing up as mere cogs in the administrative machine. They
fulfilled official functions, with each corporation being looked upon as a
public service for which the corresponding corporation assumed the obli-
gation and responsibility vis-à-vis the state.10

This was the ruin of the institution, for this dependence vis-à-vis the
state swiftly degenerated into a state of intolerable servitude, which the
emperors could not maintain except by constraint. All sorts of devices
were employed to prevent workers from evading the onerous obligations
laid upon them by virtue of their profession. The state even went so far as
to resort to enforced recruitment and enrolment. Plainly such a system
could only survive as long as the political power was strong enough to
sustain it. This is why it did not outlive the collapse of the Empire.
Furthermore, civil wars and invasions had destroyed commerce and indus-
try. Artisans took advantage of these conditions to flee from the towns,
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scattering themselves over the countryside. Thus the first centuries AD saw
a phenomenon occur which was to be repeated almost identically at the
end of the eighteenth century: corporative life was almost completely
extinguished. In towns of Roman origin in Gaul and Germany scarcely
any traces of it remained. If therefore at that moment some theoretician
had been aware of the situation, he would most likely have concluded, as
did economists later, that the corporations had no reason to exist, or at
least no longer had any reason, that they had vanished beyond recall, and
he would doubtless have regarded as retrograde and unrealisable any
attempt to reconstitute them. Yet events would soon have belied such a
prediction.

Indeed, after having suffered an eclipse for a while, the corporations
began a fresh existence in all European societies. They were to rise again
about the eleventh and twelfth centuries. From then onwards, states
Levasseur, ‘artisans began to feel the need to unite and form their first
associations’.11 In any case, by the thirteenth century they were again
flourishing, continuing to develop until the day when a new decadence set
in once more. So persistent an institution cannot depend upon special
contingent and chance circumstances. Even less can we concede that it may
have been the product of some collective aberration or another. If, from the
origins of the city to the apotheosis of the Empire, from the dawn of
Christian societies down to modern times, corporations have been neces-
sary, it is precisely because they correspond to deep and lasting needs.
Above all, the very fact that, having disappeared once, they reconstituted
themselves in a different form by themselves, robs of all substance the
argument which presents their violent disappearance at the end of the last
century as proof that they are no longer in harmony with the new condi-
tions of collective existence. Moreover, the need felt nowadays by all great
civilized societies to revive them is the surest indication that radical aboli-
tion was not a remedy, and that Turgot’s reform necessitated another
which could not be indefinitely deferred.

II

Yet if any corporative organization is not necessarily an historical anachro-
nism, can we legitimately believe that it is called upon to play in contem-
porary societies the considerable part that we attribute to it? For if we
deem it indispensable it is not because of the services it might render the
economy, but on account of the moral influence it could exercise. What we
particularly see in the professional grouping is a moral force capable of
curbing individual egoism, nurturing among workers a more invigorated
feeling of their common solidarity, and preventing the law of the strongest
from being applied too brutally in industrial and commercial relationships.
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Yet such a grouping is deemed unfit for such a role. Because it springs from
temporal interests, it can seemingly only serve utilitarian ends, and the
memories that survive of the corporations during the Ancien Régime only
confirm this impression. We incline to vizualize them in the future as they
were towards the end of their former existence, intent above all on main-
taining or increasing their privileges and monopolies. We fail to see how
such narrow vocational concerns might have any beneficial effect upon the
morality of the corporation or its members.

However, we should refrain from extending to the entire corporative
system what may have been true of certain corporations during a very
short period in their development. Far from the system having been,
because of its very constitution, infected by a kind of moral sickness,
during the greater part of its existence it played above all a moral role. This
is especially evident with the Roman corporation. ‘Among the Romans’,
declares Walzing, ‘the corporations of artisans were far from having so
pronounced a professional character as in the Middle Ages. We come
across no regulations concerning methods, no obligatory apprenticeship,
and no monopoly. Nor was their purpose to accumulate the capital neces-
sary to exploit an industry.’12 Doubtless their associating together gave
them more power to safeguard the common interest, when the need arose.
But this was only one of the useful by-products that the institution engen-
dered. It was not the justification for its existence, nor its main function.
Above all else, the corporation was a collegiate religious body. Each one
possessed its own particular god, who, when the means were available,
was worshipped in a special temple. Just as every family had its Lar famil-
iaris and every city its Genius publicus, so every collegiate body had its
protecting divinity, the Genius collegii. Naturally this professional form of
worship was not without its festivities, and sacrifices and banquets were
celebrated in common together. Moreover, all kinds of circumstances
would serve as the occasion for festive gatherings; distribution of food and
money was often made at the expense of the community. The question has
been raised as to whether the corporation had a mutual assistance fund
and whether it regularly came to the help of those of its members who
were in need, but views regarding this are divided.13 Some of the interest
and relevance are however taken out of this discussion because these
communal banquets, held more or less at intervals, and the distributions
that accompanied them, were often substitutes for assistance proper, thus
fulfilling the role of an indirect aid. In any case those in need knew that
they could rely on this concealed subsidy. A corollary to their religious
character was the fact that the collegium of artisans was at the same time
one for funeral rites. United in common worship during their lifetime, as
were the Gentiles, members of the corporation wished, as did the Gentiles,
to share their last sleep together. All corporations rich enough possessed a
collective columbarium, where, when the collegium lacked the means to
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buy a burial ground, at least it was able to assure for its members
honourable funeral rites which were charged to the common fund.

A common cult, shared banquets and festivities, a cemetery in common
– are not all these features, when considered together, those distinctive of
Roman domestic organization? Thus it has been said that the Roman
corporation was a ‘great family’. Waltzing declares: ‘No better term char-
acterizes the nature of the relationships which united the members of the
confraternity, and there are many signs that prove a great spirit of broth-
erhood reigned among them.’14 A commonality of interests replaced ties of
blood. ‘So much did the members look upon one another as brothers that
sometimes they used that term to address one another.’ It is true that the
commonest term employed was sodales, but even this word expresses a
spiritual kinship which implies a close fraternity. The patron and patroness
of the collegium often assumed the title of father and mother. ‘One proof
of the devotion which members of the confraternity had for their collegium
is the legacies and gifts they bestowed upon it. A further proof is the
funeral monuments on which we read: Pius in collegio – “he was pious
towards his collegium” – just as is said, pius in suos.’15 This family style
of existence was so developed that Boissier elevates it to being the main
purpose of all Roman corporations. ‘Even in corporations of workmen,’ he
states, ‘above all they came together for the pleasure of leading a life in
common, to find outside their own home a distraction from their weari-
ness and troubles, to create a less restricted form of intimacy than within
the family, yet one less diffuse than that of the city, thus making life easier
and more agreeable.’16

Just as Christian societies belong to a social type very different from the
city, the medieval corporations did not resemble exactly the Roman corpo-
rations. Yet they also constituted for their members a moral environment.
‘The corporation,’ says Levasseur, ‘united in close ties people of the same
trade. Not infrequently it was instituted in the parish or in a special chapel,
and placed itself under the invocation of a saint who became the patron of
the whole community… It was there they assembled, there that the confra-
ternity attended solemn masses in great state, the members afterwards
rounding off the day together in a joyous banquet. In this regard the
medieval corporations strongly resembled those of Roman times.’17

Moreover, the corporation often devoted to good works a portion of the
funds that made up its budget.

Furthermore, precise rules laid down for each trade the respective duties
of employers and workmen, as well as the duties of employers to one
another.18 Certainly among these regulations are some that run counter to
our present ideas. But they must be judged according to the morality of
their time, since this is what they express. What cannot be disputed is that
the rules were all inspired by concern not for some individual interest or
another, but for the corporate interest, no matter whether this was rightly
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or wrongly understood. But the subordination of private utility to a
common utility, whatever that may be, has always a moral character, for it
necessarily implies some spirit of sacrifice and abnegation. Moreover,
many of these prescripts sprang from moral sentiments that we still share.
The manservant was protected from the whim of his master, who could not
dismiss him at will. Certainly the obligation was a reciprocal one. But
beyond the fact that such reciprocity is intrinsically fair, it was the more
strongly justified because of the considerable privileges that the workman
then enjoyed. Thus it was forbidden for employers to deprive him of his
right to work by seeking the help of their neighbours or even that of their
wives. In short, states Levasseur, ‘These regulations for apprentices and
workmen should by no means be despised by the historian and the econo-
mist. They are not the handiwork of a barbarous era. They bear the stamp
of a logical mind and a certain common sense which, without the slightest
doubt, deserve attention.’19 Finally, a whole string of rules was aimed at
guaranteeing professional integrity. All kinds of precautions were taken to
prevent the merchant or artisan from deceiving the buyer and to oblige
them ‘to work well and fairly’.20 Doubtless the time came when the rules
became needlessly vexatious, when master tradesmen concerned them-
selves much more with safeguarding their privileges than watching over
the good reputation of their profession and the honesty of its members.
However, there is no institution that, at some moment, does not degener-
ate, either because it is unable to effect change at the appropriate time and
therefore stagnates, or because it develops only in one particular way,
distorting some of its characteristics. This, then, renders it less skilful in
carrying out the services for which it is responsible. This may be grounds
for seeking to reform it, but not for declaring it useless for all time, and
seeking to destroy it.

Whatever the force of this assertion, the facts cited adequately demon-
strate that a professional grouping is not at all incapable of exerting a
moral effect. The very important place that religion held in its life, both in
Rome and during the Middle Ages, highlights very particularly the true
nature of its functions, for in such times every religious community consti-
tuted a moral environment, just as every kind of moral discipline necessar-
ily tended to take on a religious form. Moreover, this characteristic of
corporative organization is due to the effect of very general causes which
we can see at work in different circumstances. Within a political society, as
soon as a certain number of individuals find they hold in common ideas,
interests, sentiments and occupations which the rest of the population does
not share in, it is inevitable that, under the influence of these similarities,
they should be attracted to one another. They will seek one another out,
enter into relationships and associate together. Thus a restricted group is
gradually formed within society as a whole, with its own special features.
Once such a group is formed, a moral life emanates from it which naturally
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bears the distinguishing mark of the special conditions in which it has
developed. It is impossible for men to live together and be in regular
contact with one another without their acquiring some feeling for the
totality which they constitute through having united together, without
their becoming attached to it, concerning themselves with its interests and
taking it into account in their behaviour. And this attachment to something
that transcends the individual, this subordination of the particular to the
general interest, is the very well-spring of all moral activity. Let this senti-
ment only become clearer and grow more determinate, let it be translated
into well-defined formulas by being applied to the most important and
common circumstances of life, and we see gradually being constituted a
corpus of moral rules.

This outcome is not only effected of its own accord; by the very nature
of things it also possesses utility, and this sentiment of its utility contributes
to its strength. Moreover, society is not alone in having an interest in these
special groups being constituted and regulating their own activities, which
otherwise would degenerate into anarchy. For his part the individual finds
in them a source of satisfaction, for anarchy is personally harmful to him.
He likewise suffers from the conflicts and disorders that ensue every time
that relationships between individuals are not subject to some regulatory
influence. It is not good for a man to live, so to speak, on a war footing
among his immediate companions. The feelings of general hostility and
mutual distrust that result, as well as the tensions necessarily caused,
become distressing conditions when they are chronic. If we like war, we
also like the delights of peace, and the more thoroughly men are socialized,
or in other words more civilized (for the two terms are synonymous), the
more highly they prize these delights. A life lived in common is attractive,
yet at the same time coercive. Undoubtedly constraint is necessary to
induce man to rise above himself and superimpose upon his physical
nature one of a different kind. But, as he learns to savour the charm of this
new existence, he develops the need for it; there is no field of activity in
which he does not passionately seek after it. This is why, when individuals
discover they have interests in common and come together, it is not only
to defend those interests, but also so as to associate with one another and
not feel isolated in the midst of their adversaries, so as to enjoy the pleas-
ure of communicating with one another, to feel at one with several others,
which in the end means to lead the same moral life together.

Domestic morality did not arise any differently. Because of the prestige
that the family retains in our eyes, if it appears to us to have been and
continue to be a school of altruism and abnegation, the seat par excellence
of morality, it is by virtue of the very special characteristics it is privileged
to possess, ones that could not be found at any level elsewhere. We like to
believe that in blood kinship there exists an extraordinarily powerful
reason for moral closeness with others. But, as we have often had occasion
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to show,21 blood kinship has in no way the extraordinary effectiveness
attributed to it. The proof of this is that in a large number of societies rela-
tions not linked by the blood tie are very numerous in a family. Thus so-
called artificial kinship is entered into very readily and has all the effects
of natural kinship. Conversely, very frequently those closely knit by ties of
blood are morally or legally strangers to one another. For example, this is
true of cognates in the Roman family. Thus the family does not derive its
virtues from unity of descent. Quite simply, it is a group of individuals who
have drawn close to one another within the body politic through an espe-
cially close community of ideas, feelings and interests. Blood kinship was
able to make such a concentration of individuals easier, for it naturally
tends to have the effect of bringing different consciousnesses together. Yet
many other factors have also intervened: physical proximity, solidarity of
interest, the need to unite to fight a common danger, or simply to unite,
have been much more powerful causes which have made people come
together.

Such causes are not peculiar to the family but are to be found, although
in different forms, within the corporation. Thus if the former group has
played so important a role in the moral history of humanity, why should
not also the latter be capable of so doing? Undoubtedly one difference will
always exist between them, inasmuch as family members share in common
their entire existence, whereas the members of a corporation share only
their professional concerns. The family is a kind of complete society
whose influence extends to economic activity as well as to that of religion,
politics, and science, etc. Everything of any importance that we do, even
outside the home, has repercussions upon it and sparks off an appropriate
reaction. In one sense the corporation’s sphere of influence is more
limited. Yet we must not forget the ever more important place that our
profession assumes in our lives as work becomes increasingly segmented.
The field of each individual’s activity tends to be restricted by the limits
prescribed by the functions especially entrusted to each individual.
Moreover, if the influence of the family extends to everything, this can
only be very generally so. Thus the detail escapes it. Finally, and above all,
the family, by losing its former unity and indivisibility, has lost at the same
time much of its effectiveness. Since nowadays the family is dispersed with
each generation, man spends a not inconsiderable part of his existence far
removed from any domestic influence.22 The corporation does not experi-
ence any such interruptions: it is as continuous as life itself. Thus the infe-
rior position it may evince as compared with the family is in certain
respects not uncompensated.

If we have thought it necessary to compare the family and the corpora-
tion in this way, it is not merely to establish between them an instructive
parallel, but it is because the two institutions are not wholly unconnected.
This is particularly illustrated in the history of the Roman corporations.

 



We saw that they were modelled on domestic society, of which at first they
were merely a new and enlarged form. A professional grouping would not
to this extent recall to mind the family grouping unless there was some-
thing akin about them. Indeed in one sense the corporation was heir to the
family. So long as the economy remains exclusively agricultural, it
possesses in the family and in the village (which itself is only a kind of large
family) its direct organ, and it needs no other. As exchange is not at all, or
only slightly developed, the peasant’s life does not draw him beyond the
family circle. Since economic activity has no repercussions outside the
home, the family suffices to regulate it, thus itself serving as the profes-
sional grouping. But this is no longer so when trades develop, for to live
off a trade one must have customers, and go outside the home to find
them. One has also to go outside it in order to come into contact with one’s
competitors, to vie with them, and to reach an understanding with them.
Moreover, directly or indirectly trades imply towns, and towns have
always been created and in the main peopled by migrants, that is, individ-
uals who have left their birthplace. Thus in this way a new form of activ-
ity was constituted, one that went beyond the primitive family
organization. For the activity not to remain in a state without any organi-
zation, a new framework had to be created, one particular to it. In other
words, a secondary group of a new kind had to be constituted. Thus the
corporation was born. Exercising a function that had first been domestic,
but that could no longer remain so, it replaced the family. Yet these origins
do not justify our attributing to it that kind of constitutionally amoral state
with which we gratuitously credit it. Just as the family had been the
environment within which domestic morality and law had been worked
out, so the corporation was the natural environment within which profes-
sional morality and law had to be elaborated.

III

However, in order to dispel all preconceptions and to demonstrate beyond
doubt that the corporative system is not solely an institution of the past,
we would have to show what changes it ought and could undergo so as to
adapt itself to modern societies, for it is plain that it could not be today
what it was in the Middle Ages.

In order to deal with this question methodically we would first have to
establish beforehand the way in which the system of corporations evolved
in the past, and the causes determining the main variations it has under-
gone. We might then be able to make with some assurance a judgement
about what it is destined to become, given the conditions at present
prevailing in European societies. Yet in order to do this comparative stud-
ies that have not yet been carried out would be required, and these cannot
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be undertaken as we go along. Yet perhaps it is not impossible, even now,
to catch a glimpse, although in only its most general traits, of what that
development has been.

From what has been stated above it has already emerged that the corpo-
ration in Rome was not what it later became in Christian societies. It
differs not only through its more religious and less professional character,
but in the place that it occupied in society. At least in its origins it was, in
fact, an institution standing outside society. An historian undertaking to
break down the Roman political organization into its constituent elements
encounters in the course of his analysis not a single fact which might alert
him to the existence of corporations. As well-defined, recognized bodies
they did not figure in the Roman constitution. In not one elective or mili-
tary assembly did artisans form up in their respective collegia. Nowhere
did the professional group participate as such in public life, either as a
body or through its regular representatives. At the very most the question
could arise in connection with the three or four collegia which we believe
we can identify with certain centuries constituted by Servius Tullius
(tignarii, aerarii, libicines, cornicines), but even this is not a well-estab-
lished fact.23 As for the other corporations, they certainly stood outside the
official organization of the Roman people.24

Their position outside society is in some way explicable by the very
conditions in which they had been formed. They make an appearance at
the moment when trades begin to develop. But for a long while trades were
only an ancillary and secondary form of Roman social activity. Rome was
essentially an agricultural and warrior society. As an agricultural society it
was divided into genies and curiae; assemblies in centuries reflected rather
the military organization. As for industrial functions, these were too
rudimentary to affect the political structure of the city.25 Moreover, up to
a very advanced stage in the history of Rome, trades were tainted by moral
disapproval, and this did not permit them to occupy a regular position
within the state. Doubtless the time came when their social status
improved. But the manner in which this improvement was effected is itself
significant. To succeed in achieving respect for their interests and in play-
ing a part in public life, the artisans had to resort to irregular procedures
outside the law. They only overcame the scorn to which they were
subjected by means of plots, conspiracies and secret agitation.26 This is the
best proof that Roman society did not open up to them of its own accord.
If later they ended up by being integrated into the state, becoming cogs in
the administrative machine, this position was for them not one of glorious
conquest, but of irksome dependence. If they then came within the ambit
of the state it was not to occupy the place to which their services to soci-
ety might have entitled them, but merely so that they might be more skil-
fully supervised by the government authorities. ‘The corporation,’ writes
Levasseur, ‘became the chain which bound them prisoner, one which the
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hand of empire pulled ever tighter the more arduous their work was, or the
more necessary to the State.’27

Their position in mediaeval societies was wholly different. As soon as
the corporation makes an appearance, from the outset it shows itself to be
the normal organization for a segment of the population called upon to
play such an important role within the state: the bourgeoisie, or the Third
Estate. Indeed for a long time bourgeoisie and tradesmen formed a single
body. ‘In the thirteenth century,’ says Levasseur, ‘the bourgeoisie was made
up entirely of tradesmen. A class of magistrates and lawyers was hardly
beginning to emerge; scholars still belonged to the clergy; the number of
rentiers was very limited, because land ownership was then almost entirely
in the hands of the nobles. For commoners there remained only the tasks
of the workshop or counting-house, and it was through industry or
commerce that they gained a status in the kingdom.’28 The same was true
in Germany. Bourgeois and city-dweller were synonymous terms. What is
more, we know that the German towns grew up around permanent
markets, opened by a lord on a site on his estate.29 The population that
came to settle round these markets, which developed into the town-
dwellers, was therefore made up almost exclusively of artisans and
merchants. Thus the terms forenses or mercatores were used indiscrimi-
nately to designate the inhabitants of towns, and the jus civile, or urban
law, is very often called jus fori, or market law. The organization of trades
and commerce thus seems to have represented the primitive organization
of the European bourgeoisie.

Moreover, when the towns had freed themselves of the nobles’ yoke and
the commune was formed, the craft guilds, which had preceded and paved
the way for this development, became the foundation of the communal
constitution. Indeed, ‘in almost all communes the political system and the
election of magistrates are based upon the division of the citizens into craft
guilds’.30 Frequently the vote was taken by trades, and the heads of the
corporation and of the commune were chosen at the same time:

At Amiens, for example, the artisans met every year to elect the ‘mayors’ of
each corporation or ‘banner’. The elected ‘mayors’ then appointed twelve alder-
men, who appointed a further twelve, and the body of aldermen in its turn
presented to the ‘mayors’ of the ‘banners’ three people from whom they chose
the mayor of the commune… In some cities the election procedure was even
more complicated, but in every case political and municipal organization was
closely linked to the organization of labour.31

Conversely, just as the commune consisted of all the craft guilds, the latter
were each a commune in miniature, by the very fact that they had been the
model of which the institution of the commune was the enlarged and
developed form.
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We know what the commune has been in the history of our societies,
and how in the course of time it has become their very cornerstone.
Consequently, since it was a union of corporations and modelled itself
upon the corporation, it was in the last analysis the latter that served as the
foundation for the entire political system which emerged from the commu-
nal movement. As it progressed we can see its extraordinary growth in
importance and dignity. Whereas in Rome it started by being almost
completely outside the normal social framework, it has, by contrast, served
as the elementary framework for present-day societies. This is yet another
reason for us to reject the view that it is a type of archaic institution,
destined to vanish from history. In the past the role that it played became
increasingly vital with the development of commerce and industry. Thus it
is entirely unlikely that further economic progress could have the effect of
depriving it of the reason for its existence. The opposite hypothesis would
appear more justified.32

But other lessons can be drawn from the brief picture just outlined.
Firstly, it permits us to conjecture how the corporation fell into tempo-

rary disrepute for some two centuries and, as a result, what it must become
in order to regain its status among our public institutions. Indeed, we have
just seen how the form that it assumed in the Middle Ages was closely
linked to the organization of the commune. Their solidarity was not disad-
vantageous, so long as the trades themselves were of a communal charac-
ter. In principle, so long as artisans and merchants drew their custom more
or less exclusively from the town-dwellers or the immediate neighbour-
hood alone, that is, so long as the market was mainly a local one, the guild,
with its municipal organization, sufficed for every need. But it was no
longer the case once large-scale industry had sprung up. Not being partic-
ularly urban in any way, it could not conform to a system that had not
been designed for it. In the first place its locus was not necessarily the
town. It can even be installed far from any existing population settlement,
whether rural or urban. It merely seeks the spot where it can be best
supplied and from where it can spread out as easily as possible. Next, its
field of activity is not confined to any particular region and it draws its
customers from anywhere. An institution so wholly involved in the
commune as was the old corporation could not therefore serve to frame
and regulate a form of collective activity so utterly alien to communal life.

Indeed, as soon as large-scale industry appeared it quite naturally lay
outside the regime of the corporations. This was also why craft guilds
strove by every means to prevent it developing. Yet large-scale industry
was by no means exempt from every form of control; in its early days the
state performed for it a role similar to that played by the corporation for
small businesses and town-based trades. While the royal authority granted
manufactories certain privileges, in return it subordinated them to its
control, as is shown by the very title of ‘royal manufactory’ granted them.
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However, we know just how unsuitable the state is to fulfil this function.
This condition of direct tutelage therefore inevitably became oppressive. It
even became almost impossible as soon as large-scale industry had reached
a certain level of development and diversification. This is why classical
economists rightly demanded that this control be abolished. But if the
corporation, as it then was, could not adapt itself to this new form of
industry, and if the state could be no substitute for the former corporative
discipline, it did not follow that in future every kind of discipline would be
useless. What remained was that the old-style corporation would have to
change if it were to continue to play its part in the new conditions of
economic life. Unfortunately it lacked sufficient flexibility to reform itself
in time, and this is why it broke up. Not being able to assimilate the new
life that was emerging, life receded from it, and the corporation became
what it was on the eve of the Revolution, a kind of lifeless substance, a
foreign body that could no longer be sustained within the social organism
save by the weight of its own inertia. Thus, not surprisingly, the time came
when it was brutally cast out by society. But to destroy it was not the way
to meet the needs that it had been unable to satisfy. Thus we are still faced
with the problem, only in a more acute form, after a century of groping
after solutions and of fruitless experiments.

The sociologist’s task is not that of the statesman. Accordingly we do
not have to set out in detail what that reform should be. We need only indi-
cate its general principles as they appear to emerge from the facts just
stated.

What past experience demonstrates above all is that the organizational
framework of the professional group should always be related to that of
economic life. It is because this condition was not fulfilled that the system
of corporations disappeared. Thus, since the market, from being munici-
pal as it once was, has become national and international, the corporation
should assume the same dimensions. Instead of being restricted exclusively
to the artisans of one town, it must grow so as to include all the members
of one profession scattered over the whole country,33 for in whatever
region they may be, whether they live in town or countryside, they are all
linked to one another and share a collective life. Since this life in common
is in certain respects independent of any territorial boundaries, a suitable
organism must be created to give expression to this life and to adjust its
operation. Because of the dimensions that it assumes, such an organism
should necessarily be closely in contact and directly linked with the central
organism of the life of the collectivity. Events important enough to affect a
whole category of industrial enterprises within a country necessarily have
wide repercussions of which the state cannot fail to be aware. This impels
it to intervene. Thus for good reason the royal power tended instinctively
not to leave large-scale industry outside its ambit as soon as it appeared. It
could not fail to take an interest in a form of activity which by its very
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nature is always liable to affect society as a whole. Yet such regulatory
action, although necessary, should not degenerate into utter subordination,
as happened in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The two organ-
isms, although in contact with each other, should remain distinct and
autonomous; each has functions that it alone can perform. If it falls to
political assemblies to lay down the general principles for industrial legisla-
tion, they are not capable of diversifying them according to the various
types of industry. It is this diversification that is the corporation’s proper
task.34 A unitary organization over a whole country also in no way
precludes the formation of secondary organizations which include similar
workers in the same region or locality. Their role could be to spell out even
more specifically, in accordance with local or regional needs, the regula-
tions for a profession. Thus economic activity could be regulated and
demarcated without losing any of its diversity.

By so doing the corporative system would be shielded against that
tendency to inertia with which it has so often been justly reproached in the
past. This defect stemmed from the closely communal character of the
corporation. So long as it was limited to the confines of one town it
inevitably fell a prisoner to tradition, as did the town itself. Within so
confined a group, since living conditions almost invariably remain
unchanged, habit exerts over both people and things a sway that lacks any
countervailing force, with the result that innovations come even to be
feared. The traditionalism of corporations was therefore only a facet of
communal traditionalism, having the same rationale behind it. Then, once
it had become rooted in custom, it outlived the causes which had occa-
sioned its creation and which had originally been its justification. A mate-
rial and moral concentration within the country, and the large-scale
industry ensuing from this, had stirred people’s minds to wish to satisfy
new wants, had stimulated new needs, and had introduced into taste and
fashion a variability hitherto unknown. This is why the corporation, stub-
bornly clinging to its old customs, was incapable of responding to these
novel demands. National corporations, however, through their very size
and complexity, would not be exposed to this danger. Too many different
minds would be stimulated to activity for any static uniformity to be estab-
lished. Within any body composed of many diverse elements regroupings
constantly occur, and these in themselves are each a source of innova-
tion.35 There would therefore be no rigid equilibrium in such an organiza-
tion, and in consequence it would naturally be attuned to a variable
equilibrium of needs and ideas.

Moreover, we must reject the belief that the corporation’s sole role
should consist in laying down and applying rules. It is undoubtedly true
that wherever a group is formed, a moral discipline is also formed. But the
institution of that discipline is only one of the numerous ways in which any
collective activity manifests itself. A group is not only a moral authority
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regulating the life of its members, but also a source of life sui generis. From
it there arises a heat which warms or quickens the heart of each individ-
ual, which makes him disposed to empathize, causing selfishness to melt
away. Thus in the past the family has been responsible for legislating a
code of law and morality whose severity has often been carried to an
extreme of harshness. But it has also been the environment where, for the
first time, men have learnt to appreciate the outpouring of feeling. We have
likewise seen how the corporation, both in Rome and during the Middle
Ages, created these same needs and sought to satisfy them. The corpora-
tions of the future will be assigned even greater and more complex func-
tions, because of their increased scope. Around their purely professional
functions will be grouped others which at present are exercised by the
communes and private associations. Among these are functions of mutual
assistance which, in order to be entirely fulfilled, assume between helpers
and helped feelings of solidarity as well as a certain homogeneity of intel-
lect and morals, such as that readily engendered by the exercise of the same
profession. Many educational activities (technical education, adult educa-
tion, etc.) should also, it seems, find in the corporation their natural envi-
ronment. The same is also true for a certain type of artistic activity. It
would seem in accordance with the nature of things that such a noble form
of diversion and recreation should develop alongside the more serious
aspects of life, acting as a balancing and restorative influence. In fact we
now already see trade unions acting at the same time as friendly societies,
and others are setting up communal centres where courses are organized,
and concerts and dramatic performances held. Hence the activity of a
corporation can take on the most varied forms.

We may even reasonably suppose that the corporation will be called
upon to become the foundation, or one of the essential foundations, of our
political organization. We have seen that, although it first began outside
the social system, it tended to become more and more closely involved in
it as economic life developed. We have therefore every reason to anticipate
that, if progress continues on the same lines, the corporation is destined to
assume an ever more central and preponderant place in society. It was once
the elementary division of communal organization. Now that the
commune, from being the autonomous unit that it once was, has been
absorbed into the state just as the municipal market was absorbed into the
national market, may we not legitimately think that the corporation
should also undergo a corresponding transformation and become the
elementary division of the state, the basic political unit? Society, instead of
remaining what it is today – a conglomerate of territorial districts juxta-
posed together – would become a vast system of national corporations.
The demand is raised in various quarters for electoral colleges to be consti-
tuted by professions and not by territorial constituencies. Certainly in this
way political assemblies would more accurately reflect the diversity of
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social interests and their interconnections. They would more exactly epit-
omize social life as a whole. Yet if we state that the country, in order to
become conscious of itself, should be grouped by professions, is not this to
acknowledge that the organized profession or the corporation should
become the essential organ of public life?

In this way a serious gap in the structure of European societies, and in
our own in particular, the nature of which we shall indicate later, would
be filled.36 We shall see how, as history unfolds, an organization based on
territorial groupings (village, town, district or province, etc.) becomes
progressively weaker. There is no doubt that we each belong to a
commune or a département, but the ties binding us to them become daily
more loose and tenuous. These geographical divisions are in the main arti-
ficial, and no longer arouse deep feelings within us. The provincial spirit
has vanished beyond recall. Small-town patriotism has become an
anachronism that cannot be restored at will. Strictly local or département
matters hardly affect or enthral us either any longer, save in so far as they
go hand in hand with matters relating to our profession. Our activity
extends much beyond these groups, which are too narrow for it; more-
over, much of what happens within them leaves us indifferent. Thus what
might be described as the spontaneous collapse of the old social structure
has occurred. But this internal organization cannot disappear without
something taking its place. A society made up of an infinite scattering of
disparate individuals, which an overgrown state attempts to limit and
restrain, constitutes a veritable sociological monstrosity. For collective
activity is always too complex to be capable of finding expression in the
one single organ of the state. Moreover, the state is too remote from indi-
viduals, its connections with them too superficial and irregular, to be able
to penetrate the depths of their consciousness and socialize them from
within. This is why, when the state constitutes the sole environment in
which men can fit themselves for the business of living in common, they
inevitably ‘contract out’, detaching themselves from one another, and thus
society disintegrates to a corresponding extent. A nation cannot be main-
tained unless, between the state and individuals, a whole range of second-
ary groups are interposed. These must be close enough to the individual
to attract him strongly to their sphere of influence and, in so doing, to
absorb him into the torrent of social life. We have just demonstrated how
professional groupings are fitted to perform this role, and how indeed
everything designate them for this role. Hence we can comprehend how
important it is, particularly in the economic sphere, that they should leave
this insubstantial and unorganized state in which they have lain for a
century, since professions of this kind today absorb the greater part of the
energies of society.37

We shall perhaps now be in a better position to explain the conclusions
we reached at the end of our book, Le Suicide.38 We proposed in it
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already a strong corporative organization as a means of curing the
malaise whose existence is demonstrated by the increase in suicide, linked
as well to many other symptoms. Certain critics have considered that the
remedy we propounded did not match up to the extent of the evil. But
this is because they have misunderstood the true nature of the corpora-
tion, the place where it rightfully belongs in our collective life as a whole,
and the serious anomaly arising from its abolition. They have regarded it
only as a utilitarian organization whose entire effect would be to improve
the way in which we organize our economic interests, whereas in reality
it should constitute the essential element in our social structure. The
absence of any corporative institution therefore creates, in the organiza-
tion of a people such as ours, a vacuum the significance of which it is
difficult to overestimate. We therefore lack a whole system of organs
necessary to the normal functioning of social life. Such a structural defect
is plainly not some local affliction limited to one segment of society: it is
a sickness totius substantiae, one that affects the entire organism.
Consequently any venture whose purpose is to effect a cure cannot fail to
have the most far-reaching consequences. The general health of the body
social is at stake.

Yet this is not to say that the corporation is a kind of cure-all which
can serve any purpose. The crisis from which we are suffering does not
stem from one single, unique cause. For it to be dispelled, it is not enough
to establish some kind of regulatory system wherever necessary: the
system should also be what it ought to be, that is, fair. But, as we shall
state later on, ‘So long as there are rich and poor from birth, there can
exist no just contract’, nor any just distribution of social status.39 Yet if
corporative reform does not remove the need for other reforms, it is the
sine qua non of their effectiveness. Let us suppose that the overriding
consideration of ideal justice has been finally realized, that men begin
their lives in a state of perfect economic equality, that is, that wealth has
completely ceased to be hereditary. The problems with which we are now
grappling would not thereby have been resolved. This is because there
will always be an economic mechanism, as well as various actors who co-
operate in its operation. Thus their rights and duties must therefore be
determined, and this for each type of industry. For each profession a set
of rules will have to be drawn up, fixing the amount of labour required,
the fair remuneration for the various people engaged in it, and their duties
towards the community and towards one another, etc. Thus, just as at the
present time, we shall be faced with a clean sweep. Merely because wealth
will not be handed down according to the same principles as at the pres-
ent time, the state of anarchy will not have disappeared. That state does
not only depend upon the fact that things are located here rather than
there, or in the hands of this person rather than in another’s, but will
depend upon the fact that the activity for which these matters are the
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occasion, or the instrument, remains unregulated. Nor will it become
regulated as if by magic as soon as it becomes useful to do so, unless the
forces needed to institute that regulatory system have been mobilized and
organized beforehand.

Something else must be added: new difficulties would then arise which
would remain insoluble without a corporative organization. Up to now it
has been the family which, either by the institution of property held in
common or by that of inheritance, has maintained the continuity of
economic life. Either it possessed and exploited wealth on an indivisible
basis or, as soon as this ancient family form of communism was under-
mined, it was the family which received the wealth bequeathed – the family
represented by the closest relatives, upon the death of the owner.40 In the
first case no change was even wrought through death, and the relationship
of things to persons remained as they were, with no modification even
through the accession of new generations. In the second case the change
was effected automatically and there was no perceptible time when the
wealth remained idle, with no one available to utilize it. But if domestic
society is no longer to play this role, another social organ must indeed
replace it in order to exercise this most necessary function. For there is
only one means by which to prevent the functioning of affairs from being
interrupted from time to time. This is if a group as enduring as family
either owns or exploits possessions itself, or receives them as deaths occur,
in order to hand them on, where appropriate, to someone else to whom
they are entrusted for development. But we have stated, and repeat, that
the state is ill-suited for these economic tasks, which are too specialized for
it. Hence there remains only the professional grouping which can usefully
perform them. It does indeed meet the two necessary conditions: it is too
closely bound up with economic life not to be conscious of the economy’s
every need, and at the same time is at least as equally enduring as the
family. But in order to fulfil that office, it must first exist, and indeed have
achieved sufficient consistency and maturity to be equal to the new and
complex role that may befall it.

Thus, although the problem of the corporation is not the only one
which imposes itself upon public attention, there is certainly none more
pressing, for other problems can only be tackled when this one has been
resolved. No notable innovation of a legal kind can be introduced unless
we begin by creating the body needed for the creation of the new law.
This is why it is otiose to waste time in working out in too precise detail
what that law should be. In the present state of scientific knowledge we
cannot foresee what it should be, except in ever approximate and uncer-
tain terms. How much more important it is to set to work immediately on
constituting the moral forces which alone can give that law substance and
shape!
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intervened in their formation. Even if in the beginning they might have been
dependent on the state, which does not appear likely, the fact remains that
they did not affect the political structure. It is this that is important for us.

25. If we go one stage further back in their evolution, their situation is even more
one of being outside the official organization. In Athens they are not only
outside society, but almost outside the law.

26. Waltzing, Etude historique, vol. I, pp. 85 ff.
27. Levasseur, Les classes, vol. I, p. 31.
28. Ibid., vol. I, p. 191.
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happen to assume very early on a visible position in the social constitution.
This is the case in Indian societies. But a caste is not a corporation. It is
essentially a family and religious group, and not an occupational one. Each
caste has it own particular level of religious feeling. And, as society is organ-
ized on religious lines, this religiosity, which depends on various causes,
assigns to each caste its determinate rank within the social system as a whole.
But its economic role has no influence over this official position. (Cf. C.
Bouglé, ‘Remarques sur le régime des castes’, Année sociologique, vol. IV.)

33. We need not discuss the international organization which, because of the
international character of the market, would necessarily develop at a level
above that of the national organization. For at present the latter alone can
constitute a legal institution. In the present state of European law the former
can only result from arrangements freely concluded between national corpo-
rations.

34. This specialization could not occur without the help of elected assemblies
charged with representing the corporation. In the present state of industry,
these assemblies, as well as those tribunals entrusted with the task of apply-
ing the regulations of an occupation, should clearly include representatives
of employees and employers, as is already the case with the industrial arbi-
tration tribunals. The proportion of each should correspond to the respec-
tive importance attributed by public opinion to these two factors of
production. But if it is necessary for both sides to meet on the governing
councils of the corporation it is no less indispensable for them to constitute
distinct and independent groups at the lower level of corporative organiza-
tion, because too often their interests vie with one another and are opposing.
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institutions never vanish in the face of new ones to such an extent that they
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survival, but also because there persists some trace of the needs to which they
corresponded. Material proximity will always constitute a link between
men. Consequently the political and social organization based on territory
will certainly subsist. But it will no longer enjoy its present predominance,
precisely because that link is losing some of its force. What is more, we have
shown above that, even at the base of the corporation will still be found
geographical divisions. Moreover, between the various corporations from a
same locality or region there will necessarily be special relationships of soli-
darity which will, from time to time, demand an appropriate organization.

38. Le Suicide, pp. 434 ff.
39. Cf. infra, Book III, Chapter II.
40. It is true that where a system of wills exists, the owner can himself determine

to whom his wealth is to be passed on. But a will merely represents the means
of dispensing with the rule of the right of succession. It is this rule that is the
norm for determining how these legacies are handed on. Moreover, these
dispensations are restricted very generally and are always the exception.
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Introduction

The Problem

Although the division of labour is not of recent origin, it was only at the
end of the last century that societies began to become aware of this law, to
which up to then they had submitted almost unwittingly. Undoubtedly even
from antiquity several thinkers had perceived its importance.1 Yet Adam
Smith was the first to attempt to elaborate the theory of it. Moreover, it was
he who first coined the term, which social science later lent to biology.

Nowadays the phenomenon has become so widespread that it catches
everyone’s attention. We can no longer be under any illusion about the
trends in modern industry. It involves increasingly powerful mechanisms,
large-scale groupings of power and capital, and consequently an extreme
division of labour. Inside factories, not only are jobs demarcated, becom-
ing extremely specialized, but each manufacture is itself a speciality entail-
ing the existence of others. Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill persisted in
hoping that agriculture at least would prove an exception to the rule,
seeing in it the last refuge of small-scale ownership. Although in such a
matter we must guard against generalizing unduly, nowadays it appears
difficult to deny that the main branches of the agricultural industry are
increasingly swept along in the general trend.2 Finally, commerce itself
contrives ways to follow and reflect, in all their distinctive nuances, the
boundless diversity of industrial undertakings. Although this evolution
occurs spontaneously and unthinkingly, those economists who study its
causes and evaluate its results, far from condemning such diversification or
attacking it, proclaim its necessity. They perceive in it the higher law of
human societies and the condition for progress.

Yet the division of labour is not peculiar to economic life. We can
observe its increasing influence in the most diverse sectors of society.
Functions, whether political, administrative or judicial, are becoming more
and more specialized. The same is true in the arts and sciences. We are far
from the time when philosophy constituted the sole science. It has become
fragmented into a host of special disciplines, each having its purpose,
method and spirit. ‘From one half-century to another the men who have
left their mark upon the sciences have become more specialized.’3

Having to pinpoint the nature of the studies which for over two
centuries had engaged the most celebrated scientists, de Candolle noted
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that in the age of Leibnitz and Newton he would have had to write
down:

two or three descriptions almost always for each scientist: for example,
astronomer and physicist, or mathematician, astronomer and physicist, or alter-
natively, to use only such general terms as philosopher or naturalist. Even that
would not have been enough. Mathematicians and naturalists were sometimes
scholars or poets. Even at the end of the eighteenth century, a number of desig-
nations would have been needed to indicate precisely what was remarkable
about men such as Wolff, Haller or Charles Bonnet in several different branches
of science and letters. In the nineteenth century this difficulty no longer exists
or at least occurs very infrequently.4

Not only is the scientist no longer immersed in different sciences at the
same time, but he can no longer encompass the whole field of one science.
The range of his research is limited to a finite category of problems or even
to a single one of them. Likewise, the functions of the scientist which
formerly were almost always exercised alongside another more lucrative
one, such as that of doctor, priest, magistrate or soldier, are increasingly
sufficient by themselves. De Candolle even predicts that one day not too
far distant the profession of scientist and that of teacher, at present still so
closely linked, will be irrevocably separated.

The recent philosophical speculations in biology have finally caused us to
realize that the division of labour is a fact of a generality that the economists,
who were the first to speak of it, had been incapable of suspecting. Indeed,
since the work of Wolff, von Baer and Milne-Edwards we know that the law
of the division of labour applies to organisms as well as to societies. It may
even be stated that an organism occupies the more exalted a place in the
animal hierarchy the more specialized its functions are. This discovery has
had the result of not only enlarging enormously the field of action of the divi-
sion of labour, but also of setting its origins back into an infinitely distant
past, since it becomes almost contemporaneous with the coming of life upon
earth. It is no longer a mere social institution whose roots lie in the intelli-
gence and the will of men, but a general biological phenomenon, the condi-
tions for which must seemingly be sought in the essential properties of
organized matter. The division of labour in society appears no more than a
special form of this general development. In conforming to this law societies
apparently yield to a movement that arose long before they existed and
which sweeps along in the same direction the whole of the living world.

Such a fact clearly cannot manifest itself without affecting profoundly
our moral constitution, for the evolution of mankind will develop in two
utterly opposing directions, depending on whether we abandon ourselves
to this tendency or whether we resist it. Yet, then, one question poses itself
urgently: of these two directions, which one should we choose? Is it our
duty to seek to become a rounded, complete creature, a whole sufficient
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unto itself or, on the contrary, to be only a part of the whole, the organ of
an organism? In short, whilst the division of labour is a law of nature, is it
also a moral rule for human conduct and, if it possesses this last character-
istic, through what causes and to what extent? There is no need to demon-
strate the serious nature of this practical problem: whatever assessment we
make of the division of labour, we all sense that it is, and increasingly so,
one of the fundamental bases of the social order.

The problem is one that the moral consciousness of nations has often
posed, but in a muddled fashion, and without being able to resolve it. Two
opposing tendencies confront one another, and neither has succeeded in
gaining entirely the upper hand.

It seems undoubtedly clear that the view is gaining ground that the divi-
sion of labour should become a categorical rule of behaviour, one that
should be imposed as a duty. It is true that those who infringe it are not
meted out any precise punishment laid down by law, but they do suffer
rebuke. The time is past when the perfect man seemed to us the one who,
capable of being interested in everything but attaching himself exclusively
to nothing, able to savour everything and understand everything, found
the means to combine and epitomize within himself the finest aspects of
civilization. Today that general culture, once so highly extolled, appears to
us merely as a flabby, lax form of discipline.5 To struggle against nature we
need to possess more vigorous faculties, deploy more productive energies.
We desire our activity to be concentrated, instead of being scattered over a
wide area, gaining in intensity what it has lost in breadth. We are wary of
those too volatile men of talent, who, lending themselves equally to all
forms of employment, refuse to choose for themselves a special role and to
stick to it. We feel a distance between us and those men whose sole preoc-
cupation is to organize their faculties, limbering them up, but without
putting them to any special use or sacrificing a single one, as if each man
among them ought to be self-sufficient, constituting his own independent
world. It appears to us that such a state of detachment and indeterminate-
ness is somewhat antisocial. The man of breeding, as he once was, is for
us no more than a dilettante, and we attribute no moral value to dilettan-
tism. Rather, we perceive perfection in the specialist, one who seeks not to
be complete but to be productive, one who has a well-defined job to which
he devotes himself, and carries out his task, ploughing his single furrow.
‘To perfect oneself,’ says Secrétant, ‘is to learn one’s role, to make oneself
fit to fulfil one’s function. … The yardstick for our perfection is no longer
to be found in self-satisfaction, in the plaudits of the crowd or the approv-
ing smile of an affected dilettantism, but in the sum total of services
rendered, and in our enduring capacity to render them.’6 Thus the moral
ideal, from being the sole one, simple and impersonal, has become increas-
ingly diversified. We no longer think that the sole duty of man is to realize
within himself the qualities of man in general, but we believe that he is no
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less obliged to have those qualities that relate to his task. One fact, among
others, reflects this view: this is the increasingly specialist character
assumed by education. More and more we deem it necessary not to subject
all children to a uniform culture, as if all were destined to lead the same
life, but to train them differently according to the varying functions they
will be called upon to fulfil. In short, in one of its aspects the categorical
imperative of the moral consciousness is coming to assume the following
form: Equip yourself to carry out a specific function properly.

Yet, confronted with these facts, we can cite others that contradict them.
If public opinion recognizes the rule of the division of labour, it is not with-
out some anxiety and hesitation. Whilst commanding men to specialize, it
has always seemingly the fear that they will do so to excess. Side by side
with maxims extolling intensive labour are others, no less widely current,
which alert us to its dangers. ‘It is,’ declares Jean-Baptiste Say, ‘sad to have
to confess that one has never produced more than the eighteenth part of a
pin; and do not let us imagine that it is solely the workman who all his life
wields a file and hammer, who demeans the dignity of his nature in this
way. It is also the man who, through his status, exercises the most subtle
faculties of his mind.’7 At the very beginning of the century Lemontey,8

comparing the existence of the modern worker to the free and easy life of
the savage, found the latter more favoured than the former. Nor is de
Tocqueville any less severe. ‘As the principle of the division of labour is
ever increasingly applied,’ he states, ‘art makes progress but the artisan
regresses.’9 Generally speaking, the maxim that decrees that we should
specialize is as if refuted everywhere by its opposite, which bids us all real-
ize the same ideal, it is a maxim that is far from having lost all authority.
In principle this conflict of ideas is certainly not surprising. Moral life, like
that of body and mind, responds to different needs which may even be
contradictory. Thus it is natural for it to be made up in part of opposing
elements, which have a mutually limiting and balancing effect.
Nevertheless, there is truly something about so marked an antinomy which
should trouble the moral consciousness of nations. It needs indeed to be
able to explain how such a contradiction can arise.

To end this state of indecision we shall not resort to the normal method
of the moralists who, wishing to decide upon the moral worth of a precept,
start by laying down a general formula for morality, and then measure the
disputed maxim up against it. Nowadays we know how little value may be
attached to such summary generalizations.10 Set out at the beginning of a
study, before any observation of the facts, their purpose is not to account
for them, but to enunciate the abstract principle for an ideal legislative code
to be created out of nothing. Thus these generalizations do not summarize
for us the essential characteristics which moral rules really represent in a
particular society or in a determinate social type. They merely express the
manner in which the moralist himself conceives morality. In this respect
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they are assuredly instructive, for they inform us of the trends in morality
that are emerging at the moment in question. But they merely possess the
interest appertaining to one fact, not that of a scientific view. We are in no
way justified in seeing in the personal aspirations that a thinker feels,
however real these may be, an adequate expression of moral reality. They
reveal needs that are never anything but incomplete. They correspond to
some special, determined desideratum that the consciousness, by an illu-
sion customary to it, fixes as its exclusive or highest goal. How often do
such aspirations even turn out to be of a morbid nature! We cannot there-
fore refer to them as objective criteria enabling us to assess the morality of
the practices that occur.

We must lay on one side such deductions, which are usually employed
only to give the semblance of an argument and to justify, after the event,
preconceived sentiments and personal impressions. The sole means of
successfully evaluating objectively the division of labour is first to study it
in itself, in an entirely speculative fashion, investigating its utility and on
what it is contingent – in short, to form for ourselves as adequate an idea
of it as possible. When this has been accomplished, we are in a position to
compare it with other moral phenomena and perceive what relationship it
entertains with them. If we find that it plays a role similar to some other
practice whose moral and normal character is unquestionable; that if in
certain cases it does not fulfil that role it is because of abnormal deviations;
and that if the causes that determine it are also the determining conditions
for other moral rules, then we shall be able to conclude that it may be clas-
sified with those rules. Thus, without seeking to substitute ourselves for
the moral consciousness of societies, without claiming to legislate in its
place, we shall be able to bring some enlightenment to that consciousness
and reduce its perplexities.

Our study will therefore be divided into three main sections. We shall
first investigate the function of the division of labour, that is, the social
need to which it corresponds.

Next, we shall determine the causes and conditions upon which it
depends.

Finally, as it would not have been the subject of such serious charges
against it did it not in reality deviate more or less frequently from the
normal state, we shall aim to classify the principal abnormal forms that it
assumes, in order to avoid confusing them with the rest. In addition, the
study will be of additional interest because, as in biology, the pathological
here will enable us to understand better the physiological.

Moreover, if there has been so much argument about the moral value of
the division of labour it is much less because agreement is lacking upon a
general formula for morality than because the questions of fact we propose
to tackle have been unduly neglected. Reasoning about these has always
been as if they were self-evident – as if, in order to know the nature, role and
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causes of the division of labour, it was enough to analyse the conception of
them that each one of us possesses. Such a method does not lead to any
scientific conclusions. Thus since Adam Smith the theory of the division of
labour has made very little progress. ‘His successors,’ declares Schmoller,11

‘with a notable poverty of ideas, clung stubbornly to his examples and obser-
vations, until the time when the socialists broadened their perspective and
contrasted the division of labour in factories today with that in the work-
shops of the eighteenth century. Even so, the theory has not been developed
in any systematic and profound way. The technological considerations and
the true but banal observations by some economists could not, furthermore,
particularly favour the development of these ideas.’ To understand objec-
tively the division of labour it is not enough to develop the substance of the
conception we have of it. We should rather treat it as an objective fact, to be
observed and comparisons made. As we shall see, the result of these obser-
vations is often different from what the inmost feelings suggest to us.12

Notes

1. Οὺ γάρ εχ δύο ὶαοτρων γιγνεται χοινωία, αλλ’ εξ ίατρον καὶ δεωργου καὶ
ολως ετέρωυ οὺχ ισωυ, Nichomachean Ethics, E. 1133a, 16.

2. Journal des économistes (November 1884) p. 211.
3. De Candolle, Histoire des Sciences et des Savants, 2nd edn, p. 263.
4. Ibid.
5. This passage has occasionally been construed as implying a root and branch

condemnation of any kind of general culture. In reality, as the context makes
plain, we are speaking here only of humanist culture, which is indeed a
general culture, but not the only possible one.

6. Secrétant, Le principe de la morale, p. 189.
7. J.-B. Say, Traité d’économie politique, book I, ch. 8.
8. Lemontey, Raison ou folie: chapter on the influence of the division of labour.
9. De Tocqueville, La démocratie en Amérique.

10. In the first edition of this book, we developed at length the reasons which,
in our view, prove the sterility of this method. Today we believe that we can
be more brief. There are arguments that should not be indefinitely
prolonged.

11. ‘La division du travail étudiée au point de vue historique’, Revue d’économie
politique (1889) p. 567.

12. Since 1893 two works have appeared, or about which we have come to hear,
which concern the question treated in our book. First, there is Simmel’s
Soziale Differenzierung (Leipzig, pp. vii and 147), which does not deal espe-
cially with the division of labour but with the process of individual special-
ization in general. Next, there is the work by Bücher, Die Entstehung der
Volkswirtschaft, recently translated into French as Etudes d’histoire
d’économie politique (Alcan, Paris, 1901), several chapters of which are
given over to the economic division of labour.
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CHAPTER I

The Method of Determining
This Function

The word function is used in two somewhat different ways. Sometimes it
designates a system of living movements, divorced from their effects. At
other times it expresses the corresponding relationship existing between
these movements and certain needs of the organism. Thus we speak of the
digestive or respiratory functions, etc. But we also say that the digestion
fulfils the function of controlling the absorption into the organism of fluid
or solid substances intended to make good its losses. We likewise say that the
respiration fulfils the function of introducing into animal tissues the gases
necessary for sustaining life, etc. It is in this second sense that we intend the
term. Thus to ask what is the function of the division of labour is to investi-
gate the need to which it corresponds. Once this question has been resolved
we shall be able to see if that need is of the same kind as those to which
correspond other rules of behaviour whose moral character is undisputed.

If we have chosen this term, it is because any other would be inexact or
ambiguous. We cannot use ‘aim’ or ‘purpose’, and speak of the goal of the
division of labour, because that would suppose that the division of labour
exists for the sake of results that we shall determine. To use ‘results’ or
‘effects’ cannot satisfy us either, because no idea of correspondence is
evoked. On the other hand, the term ‘role’ or ‘function’ has the great
advantage of implying that idea, but in no way prejudges the question of
knowing how that correspondence has been established, or whether it
arises from some intended and preconceived adaptation or from some
adjustment after the event. What is important for us is to know whether
this correspondence exists, and in what it consists, and not whether it has
been foreseen beforehand, or even whether it has been felt later.

I

At first sight nothing appears easier than to determine the role of the divi-
sion of labour. Are not its efforts known to everybody? Since it increases
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both the productive capacity and skill of the workman, it is the necessary
condition for the intellectual and material development of societies; it is
the source of civilization. Moreover, since we readily ascribe an absolute
value to civilization, it does not even occur to us to seek out any different
function for the division of labour.

We cannot conceive it necessary to argue that it does in reality have such
a result. But if it had no other result and served no other purpose, there
would be no reason for attributing any moral character to it.

Indeed the services that it renders in this way are almost entirely
divorced from moral life, or at most have with it merely a very indirect and
distant relationship. Although it is somewhat customary nowadays to
reply to Rousseau’s diatribes by dithyrambs of the opposing kind, it is by
no means demonstrated that civilization is a moral matter. To resolve the
question we cannot rely on the analysis of concepts that are necessarily
subjective. Rather we should pick out some fact that might serve to meas-
ure the average level of morality and then observe its variations as civiliza-
tion progresses. Unfortunately we lack this unit of measurement, although
we do possess one for collective immorality. The average number of
suicides and crimes of every description may indeed serve to indicate the
level of immorality in any given society. Now, if such an operation is
carried out, it hardly redounds to the credit of civilization, for the number
of such morbid phenomena seems to increase as the arts, science and
industry progress.1 It would doubtless be somewhat rash to conclude from
this fact that civilization is immoral, but at the very least we may rest
assured that, if civilization exerts any positive and favourable influence
upon moral life, that influence is somewhat weak.

If, moreover, we analyse that ill-defined conglomerate dubbed ‘civiliza-
tion’, we find that the elements of which it is made up lack any moral
character.

This particularly holds good for the economic activity that always
accompanies civilization. Far from it assisting the progress of morality, it
is in the great industrial centres that crime and suicide are most frequent.
In any case civilization does not exhibit those external indicators from
which moral facts can be discerned. We have replaced the stage coach by
the railway, sailing ships by ocean liners, and small workshops by facto-
ries. All this expansion of activity is generally acknowledged to be useful,
but there is nothing morally obligatory about it. The artisan or small-scale
industrialist who resists this general trend and stubbornly perseveres in
carrying on his modest business fulfils his duty as much as the great manu-
facturer who covers the country with factories and assembles under his
orders a whole army of workmen. The moral consciousness of nations is
not deceived: it prefers a modicum of justice to all the industrial improve-
ments in the world. Assuredly such industrial activities have a raison
d’être; they correspond to needs, but these needs are not moral ones.
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This is even more true of art, which remains entirely resistant to
anything resembling an obligation, since its domain is one where freedom
reigns. It is a luxury and an ornament that it may well be fine to possess,
but that one cannot be compelled to acquire: what is a superfluity cannot
be imposed upon people. By contrast, morality is the indispensable mini-
mum, that which is strictly necessary, the daily bread without which soci-
eties cannot live. Art corresponds to the need we have to widen those of
our activities that lack purpose, for the pleasure of doing so, whilst moral-
ity constrains us to follow a path laid down, one which leads towards a
definite goal. He who speaks of obligation speaks at the same time of
constraint. Thus, although art can draw inspiration from moral ideas or is
to be found intermingled with the evolution of strictly moral phenomena,
it is not moral in itself. Observation might even establish perhaps that,
with individuals as with societies, from the moral viewpoint the excessive
development of the aesthetic faculties is a grave symptom.

Among all the elements of civilization science is the sole one to assume,
under certain conditions, a moral character. Indeed societies are increas-
ingly tending to regard it as a duty of the individual to develop his intelli-
gence by absorbing those scientific truths already established. Already
nowadays there is a certain amount of knowledge that we should all
possess. We are not required to throw ourselves into the hurly-burly of
industry, or to become an artist, but we are now all expected not to remain
ignorant. So keenly felt is this obligation that, in certain societies, it is not
only hallowed by general opinion, but by the law. Moreover, we can
indeed perceive from where this special privilege of science arises. It is
because science is none other than consciousness raised to the acme of clar-
ity. For societies to be able to live in the conditions of existence now avail-
able to them the sphere of consciousness, whether individual or social,
must be extended and clarified. This is because the environment in which
societies live becomes increasingly complex, and consequently more fluc-
tuating, they must change frequently in order to survive. Furthermore, the
more the consciousness remains unenlightened, the more averse it is to
change, because it does not perceive rapidly enough either the need for
change or the direction change should take. On the contrary, the enlight-
ened consciousness has learnt how to prepare itself beforehand for the way
in which it has to adapt. This is why it is necessary that intelligence, guided
by science, assumes a greater role in the processes of collective life.

However, the science that everybody is thus called upon to possess
hardly deserves that name. It is not science; or at the very most it is the
most common and general part of it. It is indeed limited to a few indispen-
sable elements of knowledge which are only required of everyone because
they are within everyone’s grasp. Science proper soars infinitely beyond
this vulgar level. It includes not only what one would blush at not know-
ing, but all that it is possible to know. It presumes among those who are
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its adepts not only those average faculties possessed by all men, but special
aptitudes. In consequence, since it is accessible only to an elite, it is not
obligatory. Although something fine and useful, it is not so utterly indis-
pensable that society categorically requires it. There is advantage in being
equipped with it, but nothing immoral about not acquiring it. It is a field
of activity open to everyone on their own initiative, but one which no one
is compelled to enter. One is no more required to be a scientist than an
artist. Thus science, like art and industry, lies outside the realm of ethics.2

If so much controversy has centred round the moral character of civi-
lization, it is because too often moralists have lacked any objective crite-
rion by which to distinguish moral facts from those that are not. It is
customary to categorize as moral everything that has something noble or
valuable about it, everything that is the object of lofty aspirations. It is
because of this exaggerated extension of the meaning of the term that civi-
lization has been included within the moral domain. But the field of ethics
is far from being so indeterminate. It comprises all the rules of action that
are imposed categorically upon behaviour and to which a punishment is
attached, but goes no further than this. Consequently, since civilization
comprises nothing that displays this criterion of morality, it is morally
neutral. Thus if the role of the division of labour were solely to make civi-
lization possible, it would share this same moral neutrality.

It is because we have generally perceived no other function for the divi-
sion of labour, that the theories that have been put forward regarding it are
to this extent inconsistent. Even supposing a neutral area could exist in the
field of morality, it would be impossible for the division of labour to be
sited within it.3 If the division of labour is not good, it must be bad; if it is
not moral, then it is a moral decline. Thus if it serves no other purpose we
fall into unresolvable contradictions, for the economic advantages it
affords are set against moral disadvantages. As we cannot subtract these
two heterogeneous and uncomparable quantities from each other, we
cannot tell which one takes precedence over the other. Nor, consequently,
can we arrive at a decision. The primacy of morality will be invoked in an
out-and-out condemnation of the division of labour. But, besides the fact
that this ultima ratio always represents a scientific coup d’état, the evident
need for specialization makes such a position impossible to sustain.

Something else must be said: if the division of labour fulfils no other
role, not only does it posses no moral character, but its raison d’être
cannot be perceived. Indeed we shall see that of itself civilization has no
intrinsic and absolute value. What confers value upon it is the fact that it
meets certain needs. Later the proposition4 will be demonstrated that
these needs are themselves consequences of the division of labour. It is
because the division of labour is accompanied by an increase in fatigue
that man is constrained to seek after, as a compensatory increase, those
goods of civilization that otherwise would present no interest for him.
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Thus if the division of labour corresponded to no other needs than these,
its sole function would be to mitigate the effects that it produces itself, one
of binding up the wounds that it inflicts. In such circumstances it might be
necessary to submit to it, but there would be no reason to desire it, since
the services it would render would reduce themselves to repairing the
damage that itself caused.

Everything therefore impels us to search for some other function for the
division of labour. A few commonly observed facts will set us on the path
to a solution.

II

Everybody knows that we like what resembles us, those who think and feel
as we do. But the opposite phenomenon is no less frequently encountered.
Very often we happen to feel drawn to people who do not resemble us,
precisely because they do not do so. These facts are seemingly so much at
odds that in every age moralists have hesitated about the true nature of
friendship and have traced it now to the one cause, now to the other. The
Greeks had already posed the question. ‘Friendship,’ says Aristotle, ‘gives
rise to much argument. For some it consists in a certain resemblance, and
those who resemble each other like each other: hence the proverbs, “like
goes with like”, and “birds of a feather flock together”, and other similar
sayings. But on the contrary, according to others, all those who resemble
one another grate upon one another. Other explanations are sought at a
higher level which are taken from a consideration of nature. Thus
Euripides says that the parched earth is in love with the rain, and that the
overcast sky heavy with rain pours down upon the earth in a fury of love.
Heraclitus claims that one only accommodates to what one opposes, that
the finest harmony is born from differences, and that discord is the law of
all becoming.’5

What demonstrates these opposing doctrines is the fact that both forms
of friendship exist in nature. Dissimilarity, just like resemblance, can be a
cause of mutual attraction. However, not every kind of dissimilarity is
sufficient to bring this about. We find no pleasure in meeting others whose
nature is merely different from our own. Prodigals do not seek the
company of the miserly, nor upright and frank characters that of the hypo-
critical and underhand. Kind and gentle spirits feel no attraction for those
of harsh and evil disposition. Thus only differences of a certain kind incline
us towards one another. These are those which, instead of mutually oppos-
ing and excluding one another, complement one another. Bain says, ‘There
is a kind of disparity that repels and a kind that attracts; a kind that tends
to rivalry, and a kind that tends to friendship … if what the one has, the
other has not, but desires, there is a basis of positive attraction.’6
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Thus the theorist with a reasoning and subtle mind has often a very
special sympathy for practical men who are direct and whose intuition is
swift. The fearful are attracted to those who are decisive and resolute, the
weak to the strong, and vice versa. However richly endowed we may be,
we always lack something, and the best among us feel our own inade-
quacy. This is why we seek in our friends those qualities we lack, because
in uniting with them we share in some way in their nature, feeling
ourselves then less incomplete. In this way small groups of friends grow up
in which each individual plays a role in keeping with his character, in
which a veritable exchange of services occurs. The one protects, the other
consoles; one advises, the other executes, and it is this distribution of func-
tions or, to use the common expression, this division of labour, that deter-
mines these relations of friendship.

We are therefore led to consider the division of labour in a new light. In
this case, indeed, the economic services that it can render are insignificant
compared with the moral effect that it produces, and its true function is to
create between two or more people a feeling of solidarity. However this
result is accomplished, it is this that gives rise to these associations of
friends and sets its mark upon them.

The history of marital relationships affords an even more striking exam-
ple of the same phenomenon.

Doubtless, sexual attraction is never felt save between individuals of the
same species, and fairly generally love presumes a certain harmony of
thought and feeling. It is nevertheless true that what imparts its specific
character to this tendency and generates its specific force is not the simi-
larity but the dissimilarity of the natures that it links together. It is because
men and women differ from one another that they seek out one another
with such passion. However, as in the previous case, it is not purely and
simply contrast that causes reciprocal feelings to arise: only those differ-
ences that are assumed and that complement one another possess this
power. Indeed, men and women in isolation from each other are only
different parts of the same concrete whole, which they reconstitute by unit-
ing with each other. In other words, it is the sexual division of labour
which is the source of conjugal solidarity, and this is why psychologists
have very aptly remarked that the separation of the sexes was an event of
prime importance in the evolution of the sentiments. This is because it has
made possible perhaps the strongest of all disinterested tendencies.

There is something else. The division of labour between the sexes can be
more or less extended. It can relate only to the sexual organs and some
secondary traits that depend on them, or, on the contrary, can extend to all
organic and social functions. It can be seen historically as having developed
precisely along the same lines and in the same way as marital solidarity.

The further we go back into the past, the more we see that the division
of labour between the sexes is reduced to very little. In those distant times
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woman was not at all the weak creature that she has become as morality
has progressed. Prehistoric bone remains attest to the fact that the differ-
ence between the strength of a man and a woman was relatively much less
than it is today.7 Even nowadays, in infancy and up to puberty, the skele-
tal frame of the two sexes is not appreciably different: its characteristics
are principally female. If one accepts that the development of the individ-
ual reproduces in abridged form that of the species, we may justifiably
conjecture that the same homogeneity was to be found at the beginnings
of human evolution, and see in the female form a close image of what was
originally that single, common type from which the male sex has gradually
become distinct. Moreover, travellers report that among a certain number
of South American tribes man and woman show in their general build and
appearance a similarity greater than that found elsewhere.8 Finally, Dr 
Le Bon has been able to establish directly, with mathematical precision, this
original resemblance between the sexes, in regard to the preeminent organ
of physical and mental life, the brain. By comparing a large number of
skulls selected from among different races and societies, he arrived at the
following conclusion:

The volume of the skull of a man or woman, even when subjects of the same
age, size and weight are being compared, presents considerable differences in
favour of the man, and this disparity likewise increases with the advance of civi-
lization, so that, as regards the mass of the brain, and consequently of the intel-
ligence, woman tends increasingly to become different from man. For example,
the difference which exists between the average size of the brain between pres-
ent-day Parisian men and women is almost double that observed between male
and female skulls in ancient Egypt.9

A German anthropologist, Bischoff, has arrived at the same result in this
respect.10

These anatomical similarities are concomitant with functional ones. It is
because in these same societies the female functions are not very clearly
distinguished from the masculine ones, but the two sexes lead roughly the
same kind of existence. Even now there is still a very large number of
savage peoples where the woman takes part in political life. This has been
observed especially among the Indian tribes of America, such as the
Iroquois and the Natchez,11 in Hawaii where she shares in the life of the
man in countless ways,12 in New Zealand and Samoa. Similarly we see
very frequently the women going off to war with the men, stimulating
them to fight, and even participating very actively in the fighting. In Cuba
and Dahomey they are as warlike as the men, fighting side by side with
them.13 One of the distinctive attributes of a woman today, that of gentle-
ness, does not originally appear to have been characteristic of her. Already
among certain animal species the female is, on the contrary, noted for the
opposite characteristic.
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Among these same peoples marriage exists only in a very rudimentary
state. Even if not yet demonstrated with certainty, it is even very likely that
there was an era in the history of the family when marriage did not exist.
Sexual relationships were made and unmade at will, the partners being
bound by no legal tie. In any case we know of a family type relatively close
to us14 in which marriage is still only in a distinctly embryonic state, that
is, the matriarchal family. The relationships between mother and children
are very clearly defined, but those between the two partners are very lax.
They can cease as soon as the parties wish, or indeed may be entered into
only for a limited period.15 Marital fidelity is still not required. Marriage,
or what is so termed, comprises solely obligations of a strictly limited
nature, and these are very often of short duration, linking the husband to
the wife’s relations. Thus it amounts to very little. In any given society the
set of legal rules that constitute marriage only symbolizes the state of
conjugal solidarity. If this is very strong, the bonds uniting husband and
wife are numerous and complex, and consequently the marriage rules,
whose purpose is to define them, are themselves very elaborate. If, on the
other hand, the marital state lacks cohesiveness, if the relations between
the man and the woman are unstable and sporadic, they cannot assume a
very fixed form. Consequently marriage comes down to a small number of
rules lacking rigour and preciseness. The state of marriage in societies
where the two sexes are only slightly differentiated thus bears witness to
the fact that conjugal solidarity is itself very weak.

On the other hand, as we approach modern times, we see marriage
developing. The network of ties that it creates becomes ever more exten-
sive, the obligations that it imposes increase. The conditions on which it
may be entered into, and those on which it may be dissolved are stipulated
with increasing precision, as are the consequences of such a dissolution.
The duty of fidelity takes on an organized form; at first laid upon the wife
alone, it later becomes reciprocal. When the institution of the dowry
makes its appearance, very complex rules emerge fixing the respective
rights of each partner regarding their individual fortunes. Moreover, we
need only cast a glance through our legal codes to see how important is the
place of marriage. The union of the two spouses has ceased to be
ephemeral; no longer is it an external, temporary and partial contact, but
an intimate association, one that is lasting, often even indissoluble,
between two lives throughout their whole existence.

Beyond question, over the same period of time labour became increas-
ingly divided up as between the sexes. At first limited to the sexual func-
tions alone, it gradually extended to many other functions. The woman
had long withdrawn from warfare and public affairs, and had centred her
existence entirely round the family. Since then her role has become even
more specialized. Nowadays, among civilized peoples the woman leads an
existence entirely different from the man’s. It might be said that the two
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great functions of psychological life had become as if dissociated from each
other, one sex having taken over the affective, the other the intellectual
function. Noticing how, among certain social classes the women are taken
up with art and literature, just as are the men, one might, it is true, believe
that the activities of both sexes are tending once more to become homoge-
neous. But even in this sphere of activity, the woman brings to bear her
own nature, and her role remains very special, one very different from that
of the man. What is more, if art and letters are beginning to become
matters that occupy women, the other sex appears to be abandoning them
so as to devote itself more especially to science. Thus it might well happen
that this apparent reversion to a primeval homogeneity is no more than the
beginning of a fresh differentiation. Moreover, these functional differences
are made perceptible physically by the morphological differences they have
brought about. Not only are size, weight and general shape very dissimilar
as between a man and a woman, but Dr Le Bon has shown, as we have
seen, that with the advance of civilization the brain of the two sexes has
increasingly developed differently. According to this observer, this progres-
sive gap between the two may be due both to the considerable develop-
ment of the male skull and to a cessation and even a regression in the
growth of the female skull. He states: ‘Whilst the average size of the skulls
of male Parisians places them among the largest known skulls, the average
size of those of female Parisians places them among the smallest skulls
observed, very much below those of Chinese women and scarcely above
those of the women of New Caledonia.’16

In all these examples the most notable effect of the division of labour is
not that it increases the productivity of the functions that are divided in
this way, but that it connects them with one another. In all these cases its
role is not simply to embellish or improve existing societies, but to make
possible societies which, without these functions, would not exist. If we
reduce the division of labour between the sexes beyond a certain point
marital life disappears, leaving only sexual relationships that are predom-
inantly ephemeral. If indeed the sexes had not separated off from each
other at all, a whole style of social living would not have arisen. It is possi-
ble that the economic usefulness of the division of labour has had some
bearing upon the outcome. In any case, however, it goes very considerably
beyond the sphere of purely economic interests, for it constitutes the estab-
lishment of a social and moral order sui generis. Individuals are linked to
one another who would otherwise be independent; instead of developing
separately, they concert their efforts. They are connected to one another
and the links between them function not only in the brief moments when
they engage in an exchange of services, but extend considerably beyond.
For example, marital solidarity as it exists today among the most cultured
peoples – does it not make its effect felt at every moment and in every
detail of life? Moreover, those societies established by the division of
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labour cannot fail to bear its mark. Since they have this special origin, they
cannot resemble those that are determined by the attraction of like for like.
They must be constituted differently, rest upon a different foundation, and
appeal to different sentiments.

If exchange alone has often been held to constitute the social relation-
ships that arise from the division of labour, it is because we have failed 
to recognize what exchange implies and what results from it. It presumes
that two beings are dependent upon each other because they are both 
incomplete, and it does no more than interpret externally this mutual
dependence. Thus it is only the superficial expression of an internal and
deeper condition. Precisely because this condition remains constant, it
gives rise to a whole system of images which function with a continuity
that is lacking in exchange. The image of the one who complements us
becomes inseparable within us from our own, not only because of the
frequency with which it is associated with it, but above all because it is its
natural complement. Thus it becomes an integral, permanent part of our
consciousness to such a degree that we can no longer do without it. We
seek out everything that can increase the image’s strength. This is why we
like the company of the one the image represents, because the presence of
the object whose expression it is, by causing it to pass to the state of
perception here and now, gives it greater vividness. By contrast, we suffer
in any circumstance where, such as in absence or death, the effect can be
to prevent its return or to lessen its intensity.

Despite the brevity of this analysis, it is sufficient to show that this
mechanism is not identical to the one on which are founded those feelings
of empathy that spring from similarity. There can certainly never be soli-
darity between ourselves and another person unless the image of the other
person is united with our own. But when union derives from the similarity
between two images, it consists in an agglutination. The two representa-
tions become interdependent because, being indistinct from each other
either wholly or in part, they fuse completely, becoming one. They are only
solid with one another in so far as they are fused in this way. On the
contrary, in the case of the division of labour, they remain outside each
other and are linked only because they are distinct. The feelings that arise
cannot therefore be the same in both cases, nor can the social relationships
that derive from them.

Thus we are led to ask whether the division of labour might not play the
same role in more extensive groupings – whether, in contemporary soci-
eties where it has developed in the way that we know, it might not fulfil
the function of integrating the body social and of ensuring its unity. It is
perfectly legitimate to suppose that the facts we have just observed are
replicated here also, but on a broader scale; that these great political soci-
eties also cannot sustain their equilibrium save by the specialization of
tasks; and that the division of labour is the source – if not the sole, at least
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the main one – of social solidarity. Comte had already taken this view.
Among all the sociologists, so far as we are aware, he was the first to point
out that in the division of labour there was something other than a purely
economic phenomenon. He saw in it ‘the most essential condition of social
life’, provided that it were conceived of ‘in all its rational extent, namely,
as being applied to the whole range of our various activities of all kinds,
instead of being limited, as is only too common, to mere material uses’.
Considered from this viewpoint, he said:

it leads one immediately to look not only at individuals and classes but also, in
many respects, at different peoples, as participating at one and the same time,
each following in its own fashion and to its own special, determined degree, in
a vast common enterprise. It is one whose inevitable and gradual development
links, moreover, those co-operating together at the present time with the line of
their predecessors, whoever these may have been, and even to the line of their
various successors. Thus it is the continuous distribution of different human
tasks which constitutes the principal element in social solidarity and which
becomes the primary cause of the scale and growing complexity of the social
organism.17

If this hypothesis were proved, the division of labour may play a much
more important role than is normally attached to it. It would serve not
only to endow societies with luxury, perhaps enviable but nevertheless
superfluous. It would be a condition for their existence. It is through the
division of labour, or at least mainly through it, that the cohesion of soci-
eties would be ensured. It would determine the essential characteristics
that constitute them. By this very fact, although we are not yet in a posi-
tion to resolve the question with any rigour, already we can nevertheless
vaguely perceive that, if this is the real function of the division of labour,
it must possess a moral character, since needs for order, harmony and
social solidarity are generally reckoned to be moral ones.

Yet before examining whether this hypothesis is well founded, we must
verify the hypothesis we have just enunciated regarding the role of the divi-
sion of labour. Let us see whether, in fact, in the societies in which we live
today, it is from this that social solidarity essentially derives.

III

Yet how does one proceed to this verification?
We have not merely to investigate whether, in these kinds of societies,

there exists a social solidarity arising from the division of labour. This is a
self-evident truth, since in them the division of labour is highly developed
and it engenders solidarity. But above all we must determine the degree to
which the solidarity it produces contributes generally to the integration of
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society. Only then shall we learn to what extent it is necessary, whether it
is an essential factor in social cohesion, or whether, on the contrary, it is
only an ancillary and secondary condition for it. To answer this question
we must therefore compare this social bond to others, in order to measure
what share in the total effect must be attributed to it. To do this it is indis-
pensable to begin by classifying the different species of social solidarity.

However, social solidarity is a wholly moral phenomenon which by
itself is not amenable to exact observation and especially not to measure-
ment. To arrive at this classification, as well as this comparison, we must
therefore substitute for this internal datum, which escapes us, an external
one which symbolizes it, and then study the former through the latter.

That visible symbol is the law. Indeed where social solidarity exists, in
spite of its non-material nature, it does not remain in a state of pure poten-
tiality, but shows its presence through perceptible effects. Where it is
strong it attracts men strongly to one another, ensures frequent contacts
between them, and multiplies the opportunities available to them to enter
into mutual relationships. To state the position precisely, at the point we
have now reached it is not easy to say whether it is social solidarity that
produces these phenomena or, on the contrary, whether it is the result of
them. Likewise it is a moot point whether men draw closer to one another
because of the strong effects of social solidarity, or whether it is strong
because men have come closer together. However, for the moment we need
not concern ourselves with clarifying this question. It is enough to state
that these two orders of facts are linked, varying with each other simulta-
neously and directly. The more closely knit the members of a society, the
more they maintain various relationships either with one another or with
the group collectively. For if they met together rarely, they would not be
mutually dependent, except sporadically and somewhat weakly. Moreover,
the number of these relationships is necessarily proportional to that of the
legal rules that determine them. This is because social life, wherever it
becomes lasting, inevitably tends to assume a definite form and become
organized. Law is nothing more than this very organization in its most
stable and precise form.18 The overall life of society cannot enlarge in
scope without legal activity simultaneously increasing in proportion. Thus
we may be sure to find reflected in the law all the essential varieties of
social solidarity.

It may certainly be objected that social relationships can be forged with-
out necessarily taking on a legal form. Some do exist where the process of
regulation does not attain such a level of consolidation and precision. This
does not mean that they remain indeterminate; instead of being regulated
by law they are merely regulated by custom. Thus law mirrors only a part
of social life and consequently provides us with only incomplete data with
which to resolve the problem. What is more, it is often the case that
custom is out of step with the law. It is repeatedly stated that custom
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tempers the harshness of the law, corrects the excesses that arise from its
formal nature, and is even occasionally inspired with a very different spirit.
Might then custom display other kinds of social solidarity than those
expressed in positive law?

But such an antithesis only occurs in wholly exceptional circumstances.
For it to occur law must have ceased to correspond to the present state of
society and yet, although lacking any reason to exist, is sustained through
force of habit. In that event, the new relationships that are established in
spite of it will become organized, for they cannot subsist without seeking
to consolidate themselves. Yet, being at odds with the old law, which
persists, and not succeeding in penetrating the legal domain proper, they
do not rise beyond the level of custom. Thus opposition breaks out. But
this can only happen in rare, pathological cases, and cannot even continue
without becoming dangerous. Normally custom is not opposed to law; on
the contrary, it forms the basis for it. It is true that sometimes nothing
further is built upon this basis. There may exist social relationships
governed only by that diffuse form of regulation arising from custom. But
this is because they lack importance and continuity, excepting naturally
those abnormal cases just mentioned. Thus if types of social solidarity
chance to exist which custom alone renders apparent, these are assuredly
of a very secondary order. On the other hand the law reproduces all those
types that are essential, and it is about these alone that we need to know.

Should we go further and assert that social solidarity does not consist
entirely in its tangible manifestations; that these express it only partially
and imperfectly; that beyond law and custom there exists an inner state
from which solidarity derives; and that to know it in reality we must pene-
trate to its heart, without any intermediary? But in science we can know
causes only through the effects that they produce. In order to determine the
nature of these causes more precisely science selects only those results that
are the most objective and that best lend themselves to quantification.
Science studies heat through the variations in volume that changes in
temperature cause in bodies, electricity through its physical and chemical
effects, and force through movement. Why should social solidarity prove
an exception?

Moreover, what remains of social solidarity once it is divested of its
social forms? What imparts to it its specific characteristics is the nature of
the group whose unity it ensures, and this is why it varies according to the
types of society. It is not the same within the family as within political
societies. We are not attached to our native land in the same way as the
Roman was to his city or the German to his tribe. But since such differ-
ences spring from social causes, we can only grasp them through the
differences that the social effects of solidarity present to us. Thus if we
neglect the differences, all varieties become indistinguishable, and we can
perceive no more than that which is common to all varieties, that is, the
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general tendency to sociability, a tendency that is always and everywhere
the same and is not linked to any particular social type. But this residual
element is only an abstraction, for sociability per se is met with nowhere.
What exists and what is really alive are the special forms of solidarity –
domestic, professional, national, that of the past and that of today, etc.
Each has its own special nature. Hence generalities can in any case only
furnish a very incomplete explanation of the phenomenon, since they
necessarily allow to escape what is concrete and living about it.

Thus the study of solidarity lies within the domain of sociology. It is a
social fact that can only be thoroughly known through its social effects. If
so many moralists and psychologists have been able to deal with this ques-
tion without following this method, it is because they have avoided the
difficulty. They have divested the phenomenon of everything that is more
specifically social about it, retaining only the psychological seed from
which it develops. It is certain that solidarity, whilst being pre-eminently a
social fact, is dependent upon our individual organism. In order to be
capable of existing it must fit our physical and psychological constitution.
Thus, at the very least, we can content ourselves with studying it from this
viewpoint. But in that case we shall perceive only that aspect of it which is
the most indistinct and the least special. Strictly speaking, this is not even
solidarity itself, but only what makes it possible.

Even so, such an abstract study cannot yield very fruitful results. For,
so long as it remains in the state of a mere predisposition of our psycho-
logical nature, solidarity is something too indefinite to be easily under-
stood. It remains an intangible virtuality too elusive to observe. To take
on a form that we can grasp, social outcomes must provide an external
manifestation of it. Moreover, even in such an indeterminate state, it
depends on social conditions that explain it, and cannot consequently be
detached from them. This is why some sociological perspectives are not
infrequently to be found mixed up with these purely psychological analy-
ses. For example, some mention is made of the influence of the gregarious
state on the formation of social feeling in general;19 or the main social
relationships on which sociability most obviously depends are rapidly
sketched out.20 Undoubtedly such additional considerations, introduced
unsystematically as examples and at random as they suggest themselves,
cannot suffice to cast much light on the social nature of solidarity. Yet at
least they demonstrate that the sociological viewpoint must weigh even
with the psychologists.

Thus our method is clearly traced out for us. Since law reproduces the
main forms of social solidarity, we have only to classify the different types
of law in order to be able to investigate which types of social solidarity
correspond to them. It is already likely that one species of law exists which
symbolizes the special solidarity engendered by the division of labour.
Once we have made this investigation, in order to judge what part the
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division of labour plays it will be enough to compare the number of legal
rules which give it expression with the total volume of law.

To undertake this study we cannot use the habitual distinctions made by
jurisprudents. Conceived for the practice of law, from this viewpoint they
can be very convenient, but science cannot be satisfied with such empirical
classifications and approximations. The most widespread classification is
that which divides law into public and private law. Public law is held to
regulate the relationships of the individual with the state, private law those
of individuals with one another. Yet when we attempt to define these terms
closely, the dividing line, which appeared at first sight to be so clear-cut,
disappears. All law is private, in the sense that always and everywhere indi-
viduals are concerned and are its actors. Above all, however, all law is
public, in the sense that it is a social function, and all individuals are,
although in different respects, functionaries of society. The functions of
marriage and parenthood, etc. are not spelt out or organized any differ-
ently from those of ministers or legislators. Not without reason did Roman
law term guardianship a munus publicum. Moreover, what is the state?
Where does it begin, where does it end? The controversial nature of this
question is well known. It is unscientific to base such a fundamental clas-
sification on such an obscure and inadequately analysed idea.

In order to proceed methodically, we have to discover some characteris-
tic which, whilst essential to juridical phenomena, is capable of varying as
they vary. Now, every legal precept may be defined as a rule of behaviour
to which sanctions apply. Moreover, it is clear that the sanctions change
according to the degree of seriousness attached to the precepts, the place
they occupy in the public consciousness, and the role they play in society.
Thus it is appropriate to classify legal rules according to the different sanc-
tions that are attached to them.

These are of two kinds. The first consist essentially in some injury, or
at least some disadvantage imposed upon the perpetrator of a crime. Their
purpose is to do harm to him through his fortune, his honour, his life, his
liberty, or to deprive him of some object whose possession he enjoys.
These are said to be repressive sanctions, such as those laid down in the
penal code. It is true that those that appertain to purely moral rules are of
the same character. Yet such sanctions are administered in a diffuse way
by everybody without distinction, whilst those of the penal code are
applied only through the mediation of a definite body – they are organ-
ized. As for the other kind of sanctions, they do not necessarily imply any
suffering on the part of the perpetrator, but merely consist in restoring the
previous state of affairs, re-establishing relationships that have been
disturbed from their normal form. This is done either by forcibly redress-
ing the action impugned, restoring it to the type from which it has devi-
ated, or by annulling it, that is depriving it of all social value. Thus legal
rules must be divided into two main species, according to whether they
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relate to repressive, organized sanctions, or to ones that are purely restitu-
tive. The first group covers all penal law; the second, civil law, commercial
law, procedural law, administrative and constitutional law, when any penal
rules which may be attached to them have been removed.

Let us now investigate what kind of social solidarity corresponds to
each of these species.
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CHAPTER II

Mechanical Solidarity, or
Solidarity by Similarities

I

The bond of social solidarity to which repressive law corresponds is one
the breaking of which constitutes the crime. We use the term ‘crime’ to
designate any act which, regardless of degree, provokes against the perpe-
trator the characteristic reaction known as punishment. To investigate the
nature of this bond is therefore to ask what is the cause of the punishment
or, more precisely, what in essence the crime consists of.

Assuredly crimes of different species exist. But it is no less certain that
all these species of crime have something in common. This is proved by the
reaction that they provoke from society: the fact that punishment, except
for differences in degree, is always and everywhere the same. The oneness
of the effect reveals the oneness of the cause. Undoubtedly essential resem-
blances exist not only among all crimes provided for in the legislation of a
single society, but among all crimes recognized as such and punished in
different types of society. No matter how different these acts termed crimes
may appear to be at first sight, they cannot fail to have some common
basis. Universally they strike the moral consciousness of nations in the
same way and universally produce the same consequence. All are crimes,
that is, acts repressed by prescribed punishments. Now the essential prop-
erties of a thing lie in those observed wherever it exists and which are pecu-
liar to it. Thus if we wish to learn in what crime essentially consists, we
must distinguish those traits identical in all the varieties of crime in differ-
ent types of society. Not a single one of these types may be omitted. Legal
conceptions in the lowest forms of society are as worthy of consideration
as those in the highest forms. They are facts that prove no less instructive.
To rule them out of court would be to run the risk of perceiving the essence
of crime where it is not. It would be like the biologist whose definition of
living phenomena would be very inexact if he had scorned to observe
single-cell entities. If he had looked at organisms alone – and particularly
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the higher organisms – he would have wrongly concluded that life consists
essentially in the organization of cells.

The way to discover this permanent, general element is clearly not to go
through all those acts which have been designated as crimes at all times
and in all places, in order to note the characteristics they present. For,
despite what has been stated, if there are acts that have been universally
regarded as criminal, these constitute a tiny minority. Thus such a method
would provide us with only a singularly distorted notion of the phenome-
non, because it would apply only to exceptions.1 The variations in repres-
sive law at the same time prove that this unchanging character is not to be
found in the intrinsic properties of acts imposed or prohibited by penal
rules, because these display so great a diversity, but in the relationship they
entertain with some condition outside themselves.

This relationship was believed to lie in the kind of antagonism existing
between these acts and the larger interests of society. It has been claimed
that penal rules have expressed for each type of society the basic conditions
for collective life. Their authority thus sprang from necessity. Moreover,
since these needs vary according to societies, one could in this way explain
the variations in repressive law. We have already given our views on this
point. Such a theory ascribes much too large a part to deliberate calcula-
tion and reflection in directing social evolution. There are a whole host of
acts which have been, and still are, regarded as criminal, without in them-
selves being harmful to society. The act of touching an object that is taboo,
or an animal or man who is impure or consecrated, of letting the sacred
fire die out, of eating certain kinds of meat, of not offering the traditional
sacrifice on one’s parents’ grave, of not pronouncing the precise ritual
formula, or of not celebrating certain feasts, etc. – how have any of these
ever constituted a danger to society? Yet we know the prominent position
occupied in the repressive law of a large number of peoples by such a regu-
lation of ritual, etiquette, ceremonial and religious practices. We need only
open the Pentateuch to be convinced of it. Moreover, as these facts are
found normally in certain social species, we cannot regard them as mere
anomalies or pathological cases which we may legitimately dismiss.

Even where the criminal act is certainly harmful to society, the degree of
damage it causes is far from being regularly in proportion to the intensity
of repression it incurs. In the penal law of most civilized peoples murder is
universally regarded as the greatest of crimes. Yet an economic crisis, a
crash on the stock market, even a bankruptcy, can disorganize the body
social much more seriously than the isolated case of homicide. Assuredly
murder is always an evil, but nothing proves that it is the greatest evil. What
does one human being the less matter to society? Or one cell fewer in the
organism? It is said that public safety would be endangered in the future if
the act remained unpunished. But if we compare the degree of danger,
however real it may be, to the penalty, there is a striking disproportion. All
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in all, the instances just cited show that an act can be disastrous for soci-
ety without suffering the slightest repression. On any score, therefore, this
definition of crime is inadequate.

Modifying the definition, can it be asserted that criminal acts are those
that seem harmful to the society that represses them? Can we also say that
penal rules express, not the conditions essential to social life, but those that
appear to be so to the group observing the rules? Yet such an explanation
explains nothing: it does not allow us to understand why, in so many cases,
societies have mistakenly enforced practices which in themselves were not
even useful. In the end this alleged solution to the problem really amounts
to a truism. If societies therefore force every individual to obey these rules
it is plainly because, rightly or wrongly, they esteem this systematic and
exact obedience to be indispensable, insisting strongly upon it. This there-
fore comes down to our saying that societies deem the rules necessary
because they deem them necessary! What we should be saying is why they
judge them necessary. If the view held by societies was based upon the
objective necessity for prescriptive punishments, or at least upon their util-
ity, this would be an explanation. But this goes against the facts, so the
entire problem remains unsolved.

However, this latter theory is not without some foundation. It is correct
in seeking the conditions that constitute criminality in certain states of the
individual. Indeed, the only feature common to all crimes is that, saving
some apparent exceptions to be examined later, they comprise acts univer-
sally condemned by the members of each society. Nowadays the question
is raised as to whether such condemnation is rational and whether it would
not be wiser to look upon crime as a mere sickness or error. But we need
not launch into such discussions, for we are seeking to determine what is
or has been, not what should be. The real nature of the fact we have just
established cannot be disputed, viz., that crime disturbs those feelings that
in any one type of society are to be found in every healthy consciousness.

We can determine in no other way the nature of these sentiments nor
define them in relation to their special purposes, for these purposes have
varied infinitely, and can vary again.2 Nowadays it is altruistic sentiments
that manifest this characteristic most markedly. But at one time, not at all
distant, religious or domestic sentiments, and a host of other traditional
sentiments, had precisely the same effect. Even now, despite what Garofalo
says, a mere negative sympathy for others is by no means the only condi-
tion for bringing about such an effect. Even in peacetime do we not feel as
much aversion for the man who betrays his country as for the robber and
swindler? In countries where feeling for the monarchy is still alive, do not
crimes of lèse-majesté arouse the general indignation? In democratic coun-
tries do not insults levelled at the people unleash the same anger? Thus we
cannot draw up a catalogue of those sentiments the violation of which
constitutes the criminal act. Such feelings are indistinguishable from
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others, save for one characteristic: they are shared by most average indi-
viduals in the same society. Thus the rules forbidding those acts for which
the penal law provides sanctions are the sole ones to which the celebrated
legal axiom, ‘No man is presumed ignorant of the law’, can be applied
without exaggeration. Since the rules are inscribed upon everyone’s
consciousness, all are aware of them and feel they are founded upon right.
At least this is true for the normal condition. If adults are encountered who
are ignorant of these basic rules or refuse to recognize their authority, such
ignorance or refusal to submit are irrefutably symptoms of a pathological
perversion. Or if by chance a penal rule persists for some time although
disputed by everyone, it is because of a conjunction of exceptional circum-
stances, which are consequently abnormal – and such a state of affairs can
never endure.

This explains the special manner in which penal law becomes codified.
All written law serves a dual purpose: to prescribe certain obligations, and
to define the sanctions attached to them. In civil law, and more generally
in every kind of law where sanctions are restitutive, the legislator
approaches and resolves these two problems separately. Firstly, he deter-
mines the nature of the obligation as exactly as possible; only then does he
state the manner in which a sanction should be applied. For example, in
the chapter of the French civil code devoted to the respective duties of
husband and wife, these rights and duties are spelt out in a positive way,
but nothing is said as to what happens when these duties are not fulfilled
by one or the other party. The sanction must be sought elsewhere in the
Code. Occasionally the sanction is even taken totally for granted. Thus
Article 214 of the civil code prescribes that the wife must live with her
husband; one may deduce that the husband can oblige her to return to the
marital home, but this sanction is nowhere formally laid down. By
contrast, penal law prescribes only sanctions and says nothing about the
obligations to which they relate. It does not ordain that the life of another
person must be respected, but ordains the death of the murderer. It does
not first state, as does civil law: This is the duty; but states immediately:
This is the punishment. Undoubtedly if an act is punished, it is because it
is contrary to a mandatory rule, but this rule is not expressly spelt out.
There can be only one reason for this: it is because the rule is known and
accepted by everybody. When a customary law acquires the status of a
written law and is codified, it is because litigious questions require a solu-
tion more closely defined. If the custom continued quietly to function,
provoking no argument or difficulty, there would be no reason for it to
undergo this transformation. Since penal law is only codified so as to
establish a sliding scale of penalties, it is therefore because a custom by
itself can give rise to doubt. Conversely, if rules whose violation entails
punishment need no juridical expression it is because they are not at all a
subject of dispute, and because everyone feels their authority.3
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It is true that sometimes the Pentateuch does not lay down sanctions,
although, as we shall see, it contains little else than penal rules. This is the
case for the Ten Commandments, as they are formulated in Exodus 20 and
Deuteronomy 5. But this is because the Pentateuch, although it fulfilled the
function of a code, is not properly one. Its purpose is not to gather together
into a single system, and to detail with a view to their application, the penal
rules followed by the Jewish people. So far short does it fall of forming a
codification that the various sections comprising it do not even seem to
have been drawn up at the same time. It is above all a summary of the tradi-
tions of all kinds through which the Jews explained to themselves, and in
their own way, the origins of the world, of their society and of their main
social practices. Thus if the Pentateuch enunciates certain duties to which
punishments were certainly attached, this is not because they were
unknown or failed to be acknowledged by the Jews, or because it was
necessary to reveal them to them. On the contrary, since the book is merely
a compilation of national legends, we may be sure that all it contained was
graven on everyone’s consciousness. Nevertheless it was essential to recapit-
ulate in a set form the popular beliefs about the origins of these precepts,
the historical circumstances in which it was assumed that they had been
promulgated, and the sources of their authority. From this viewpoint, there-
fore, the determination of punishments becomes something incidental.4

For the same reason the operation of repressive justice always tends to
some extent to remain diffuse. In very different types of society it is not
exercised through a special magistrate, but society as a whole shares in it
to a greater or lesser degree. In primitive societies where, as we shall see,
law is wholly penal in character, it is the people assembled together who
mete out justice. This was the case for the primitive Germans.5 In Rome,
whereas civil matters fell to the praetor, criminal ones were judged by the
people, at first by the cornices curiates, and then, from the law of the
Twelve Tables onwards, by the cornices centuriates. Until the end of the
Republic, although in fact the people had delegated its powers to standing
commissions, they remained the supreme judges in these kinds of cases.6 In
Athens, under the legislation of Solon, criminal jurisdiction fell in part to
the Hλίαια, a huge collegial body which nominally included all citizens
over the age of thirty.7 Lastly, in Germano-Roman nations society inter-
vened in the exercise of these same functions in the form of the jury. Thus
the diffuse state that pervades this sphere of judicial power would be inex-
plicable if the rules whose observance it ensures, and in consequence the
sentiments these rules reflect, were not immanent in everyone’s con-
sciousness. It is true that in other cases the power was held by a privileged
class or by special magistrates. Yet these facts do not detract from the value
as proof of the other ones mentioned. Although the feelings of the collec-
tivity are no longer expressed save through certain intermediaries, it does
not follow that these feelings are no longer of a collective nature just
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because they are restricted to the consciousnesses of a limited number of
people. Their delegation to these people may be due either to an ever-
increasing growth in cases necessitating the appointment of special offi-
cials, or to the extreme importance assumed by certain personages or
classes in society, which authorizes them to be the interpreters of its collec-
tive sentiments.

Yet crime has not been defined when we have stated that it consists of
an injury done to the collective sentiments, since some of these may be
wounded without any crime having been committed. Thus incest is fairly
generally an object of aversion, and yet it is a purely immoral act. The
same holds good for breaches of sexual honour committed by a woman
outside marriage, either by yielding her liberty utterly to another or by
receiving the surrender of his liberty. Thus the collective sentiments to
which a crime corresponds must be distinguished from other sentiments by
some striking characteristic: they must be of a certain average intensity.
Not only are they written upon the consciousness of everyone, but they are
deeply written. They are in no way mere halting, superficial caprices of the
will, but emotions and dispositions strongly rooted within us. The extreme
slowness with which the penal law evolves demonstrates this. It is not only
less easily modified than custom, but is the one sector of positive law least
amenable to change. For instance, if we observe what the law-givers have
accomplished since the beginning of the century in the different spheres of
the law, innovations in penal law have been extremely rare and limited in
scope. By contrast, new rules have proliferated in other branches of the law
– civil, commercial, administrative or constitutional. If we compare penal
law as laid down in Rome by the Law of the Twelve Tables with its condi-
tion in the classical era, the changes we note are minimal beside those that
civil law underwent over the same period. Mainz states that from the
Twelve Tables onwards the main crimes and offences were fixed: ‘For ten
generations the calendar of public crimes was not added to save by a few
laws which punished embezzlement of public funds, conspiracy and
perhaps plagium.’8 As for private offences, only two new ones were recog-
nized: plundering (actio bonorurn vi raptorum) and malicious damage
(damnum injuria datum). Such is the position everywhere. In the lower
forms of society, as will be seen, law is almost exclusively of a penal kind,
and consequently remains unchanged. Generally religious law is always
repressive: it is essentially conservative. This unchangeable character of
penal law demonstrates the strength of resistance exerted by the collective
sentiments to which it corresponds. Conversely, the greater malleability of
purely moral laws and the relative swiftness with which they evolve
demonstrates the lesser strength of the sentiments underlying them. They
have either developed more recently and have not yet had time to penetrate
deeply the individual consciousness, or their roots are in a state of decay
and are floating to the surface.
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A last addition is needed for our definition to be accurate. If, in general,
the sentiments that purely moral sanctions protect, that is, ones that are
diffuse, are less intense and less solidly organized than those protected by
punishments proper, exceptions still remain. Thus there is no reason to
concede that normal filial piety or even the elementary forms of compas-
sion for the most blatant forms of misery are nowadays more superficial
sentiments than is the respect for property or public authority. Yet the
wayward son and even the most arrant egoist are not treated as criminals.
Consequently it is not enough for these sentiments to be strongly held; they
must be precise. Indeed, every single one relates to a very clearly defined
practice. Such a practice may be simple or complex, positive or negative,
that is, consisting in an action undertaken or avoided; but it is always
determinate. It is a question of doing or not doing this or that, of not
killing or wounding, or uttering a particular formula, or accomplishing a
particular rite, etc. By contrast, sentiments such as filial love or charity are
vague aspirations to very general objects. Thus penal rules are notable for
their clarity and precision, whilst purely moral rules are generally some-
what blurred in character. Their indeterminate nature not infrequently
makes it hard to formulate any clear definition of them. We may state very
generally that people should work, or have compassion for others, etc., but
we cannot determine precisely the manner or extent to which they should
do so. Consequently there is room here for variations and shades of mean-
ing. By contrast, because the sentiments embodied in penal rules are deter-
minate, they possess a much greater uniformity. As they cannot be
interpreted in different ways, they are everywhere the same.

We are now in a position to conclude.
The totality of beliefs and sentiments common to the average members

of a society forms a determinate system with a life of its own. It can be
termed the collective or common consciousness. Undoubtedly the substra-
tum of this consciousness does not consist of a single organ. By definition
it is diffused over society as a whole, but nonetheless possesses specific
characteristics that make it a distinctive reality. In fact it is independent of
the particular conditions in which individuals find themselves. Individuals
pass on, but it abides. It is the same in north and south, in large towns and
in small, and in different professions. Likewise it does not change with
every generation but, on the contrary, links successive generations to one
another. Thus it is something totally different from the consciousnesses of
individuals, although it has an actual existence only in individuals. It is the
psychological type of society, one which has its properties, conditions for
existence and mode of development, just as individual types do, but in a
different fashion. For this reason it has the right to be designated by a
special term. It is true that the one we have employed above is not without
ambiguity. Since the terms ‘collective’ and ‘social’ are often taken as
synonyms, one is inclined to believe that the collective consciousness is the
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entire social consciousness, that is, co-terminous with the psychological
life of society, whereas, particularly in higher societies, it constitutes only
a very limited part of it. Those functions that are judicial, governmental,
scientific or industrial – in short, all the specific functions – appertain to
the psychological order, since they consist of systems of representation and
action. However, they clearly lie outside the common consciousness. To
avoid a confusion9 that has occurred it would perhaps be best to invent a
technical expression which would specifically designate the sum total of
social similarities. However, since the use of a new term, when it is not
absolutely necessary, is not without its disadvantages, we shall retain the
more generally used expression, ‘collective (or common) consciousness’,
but always keeping in mind the restricted sense in which we are employing
it.

Thus, summing up the above analysis, we may state that an act is crim-
inal when it offends the strong, well-defined states of the collective
consciousness.10

This proposition, taken literally, is scarcely disputed, although usually
we give it a meaning very different from the one it should have. It is taken
as if it expressed, not the essential characteristics of the crime, but one of
its repercussions. We well know that crime offends very general senti-
ments, but ones that are strongly held. But it is believed that their general-
ity and strength spring from the criminal nature of the act, which
consequently still remains wholly to be defined. It is not disputed that any
criminal act excites universal disapproval, but it is taken for granted that
this results from its criminal nature. Yet one is then hard put to it to state
what is the nature of this criminality. Is it in a particularly serious form of
immorality? I would concur, but this is to answer a question by posing
another, by substituting one term for another. For what is immorality is
precisely what we want to know – and particularly that special form of
immorality which society represses by an organized system of punish-
ments, and which constitutes criminality. Clearly it can only derive from
one or several characteristics common to all varieties of crime. Now the
only characteristic to satisfy that condition refers to the opposition that
exists between crime of any kind and certain collective sentiments. It is
thus this opposition which, far from deriving from the crime, constitutes
the crime. In other words, we should not say that an act offends the
common consciousness because it is criminal, but that it is criminal
because it offends that consciousness. We do not condemn it because it is
a crime, but it is a crime because we condemn it. As regards the intrinsic
nature of these feelings, we cannot specify what that is. They have very
diverse objects, so that they cannot be encompassed within a single
formula. They cannot be said to relate to the vital interests of society or to
a minimum of justice. All such definitions are inadequate. But by the mere
fact that a sentiment, whatever may be its origin and purpose, is found in
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every consciousness and endowed with a certain degree of strength and
precision, every act that disturbs it is a crime. Present-day psychology is
increasingly turning back to Spinoza’s idea that things are good because we
like them, rather than that we like them because they are good. What is
primary is the tendency and disposition: pleasure and pain are only facts
derived from this. The same holds good for social life. An act is socially
evil because it is rejected by society. But, it will be contended, are there no
collective sentiments that arise from the pleasure or pain that society feels
when it comes into contact with their objects? This is doubtless so, but all
such sentiments do not originate in this way. Many, if not the majority,
derive from utterly different causes. Anything that obliges our activity to
take on a definite form can give rise to habits that result in dispositions
which then have to be satisfied. Moreover, these dispositions alone are
truly fundamental. The others are only special forms of them and are more
determinate. Thus to find charm in a particular object, collective sensibil-
ity must already have been constituted in such a way as to be able to appre-
ciate it. If the corresponding sentiments are abolished, an act most
disastrous for society will not only be capable of being tolerated, but
honoured and held up as an example. Pleasure cannot create a disposition
out of nothing; it can only link to a particular end those dispositions that
already exist, provided that end is in accordance with their original nature.

Yet there are cases where the above explanation does not appear to
apply. There are acts that are repressed with greater severity than the
strength of their condemnation by public opinion. Thus combinations
between officials, the encroachment by judicial authorities on the admin-
istrative powers, or by religious upon secular functions are the object of a
repression which is disproportionate to the indignation they arouse in the
individual consciousness. The misappropriation of public property leaves
us fairly indifferent, and yet for it fairly stiff punishments are meted out. It
may even happen that an act that is punished does not directly offend any
collective sentiment. We feel no urge to protest against fishing or hunting
in the close season, or against overloaded vehicles on the public highway.
Yet we have no grounds for distinguishing these offences completely from
others. Any radical distinction11 would be arbitrary, since all exhibit in
varying degree the same external criterion. Doubtless in none of these
examples does the punishment appear unjust. If the punishment is not
rejected by public opinion, such opinion, if left to its own devices, would
either not insist upon it at all or would show itself less demanding. Thus
in all cases of this kind the criminality does not derive or at least not
entirely so – from the degree of sensitivity of the collective sentiments
which are offended, but may be traced to another cause.

It is undoubtedly the case that once some governmental authority is
instituted it possesses enough power of itself to attach penal sanctions on
its own initiative to certain rules of conduct. By its own action it has the
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ability to create certain crimes or to attach greater seriousness to the crim-
inal character of certain others. Thus all the acts we have just instanced
have one characteristic in common, that is, they are directed against one
or other of the bodies that control the life of society. Should we then
concede that they are two types of crime springing from two different
causes? Such an hypothesis cannot be considered for a moment. However
numerous its varieties, crime is essentially the same everywhere, since
everywhere it entails the same consequence, that is, punishment. Although
this may vary in severity, it does not thereby change in nature. Now the
same fact cannot have two causes, unless this duality is only apparent and
fundamentally the causes are one. That power to react peculiar to the state
must be of the same nature as that spread throughout society as a whole.

Where, in fact, might it originate? From the serious nature of the inter-
ests that the state directs, interests that require protecting in a very special
way? But we know that the harm alone done to these interests, weighty
though they may be, is not enough to determine the reaction of punish-
ment. The harm must also be perceived in a certain manner. Moreover,
how does it come about that the slightest injury done to the organ of
government is punished, whilst other injuries of a much more fearsome
kind inflicted on other bodies within society are redressed only by recourse
to civil law? The slightest infringement of the regulations relating to the
highways and waterways is penalized by a fine. But even the repeated
breaching of contracts, or persistently unscrupulous conduct in economic
relationships, merely necessitates the apportionment of damages. The
apparatus of government certainly plays an outstanding role in social life,
but there are other bodies in society whose interests continue to be vital
and yet whose functioning is not underpinned in the same manner. If the
brain is of importance, the stomach is likewise an essential organ, and the
latter’s ailments may be threatening to life, just as are the former’s. Why is
this privileged position accorded to what is occasionally called the ‘brain’
of society?

The problem is easily solved when we perceive that wherever an author-
ity with power to govern is established its first and foremost function is to
ensure respect for beliefs, traditions and collective practices – namely, to
defend the common consciousness from all its enemies, from within as well
as without. It thus becomes the symbol of that consciousness, in every-
body’s eyes its living expression. Consequently the energy immanent
within the consciousness is communicated to that authority, just as affini-
ties of ideas are transmitted to the words they represent. This is how the
authority assumes a character that renders it unrivalled. It is no longer a
social function of greater or lesser importance, it is the embodiment of the
collectivity. Thus it partakes of the authority that the collectivity exercises
over the consciousness of individuals, and from this stems its strength. Yet
once this strength has arisen, not breaking free from the source from which
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it derives and on which it continues to feed, it nevertheless becomes a
factor of social life which is autonomous, capable of producing its own
spontaneous actions. Precisely because of the hegemony this strength has
acquired, these actions are totally independent of any external impulsion.
On the other hand, since it is merely derived from the power immanent in
the common consciousness, it necessarily possesses the same properties
and reacts in similar fashion, even when the common consciousness does
not react entirely in unison. It thus wards off any hostile force, just as
would the diffused consciousness of society, even if the latter does not feel
that hostility or feels it less strongly; that is, a governing authority catego-
rizes as crimes those acts that are harmful to it, even when the sentiments
of the collectivity are not affected to the same extent. Nevertheless, it is
from these latter sentiments that it receives the whole power allowing it to
create crimes and offences. As well as the certainty that the power cannot
come from elsewhere and yet cannot come from nothing, the following
facts (on which we shall expand fully in the rest of this volume) confirm
this explanation. The scope of the action that governmental authority
exerts over the number of criminal acts, and the designation of what is
criminal, depend upon the power it possesses. This power in turn may be
measured either by the degree of authority that it exercises over its citizens
or by the degree of seriousness attributed to the crimes directed against it.
We shall see that it is in lower societies that this authority is greatest and
where this seriousness weighs most heavily, and moreover, that it is in these
self-same types of society that the collective consciousness possesses most
power.12

Thus it is always to the collective consciousness that we must return.
From it, directly or indirectly, all criminality flows. Crime is not only
injury done to interests which may be serious; it is also an offence against
an authority which is in some way transcendent. Experientially speaking,
there exists no moral force superior to that of the individual, save that of
the collectivity.

Moreover, there exists a means of verifying the conclusion at which we
have just arrived. What characterizes a crime is that it determines the
punishment. Thus if our own definition of crime is exact it must account
for all the characteristics of the punishment. We shall proceed to verify
this.

Firstly, however, we must establish what those characteristics are.

II

In the first place, punishment constitutes a passionate reaction. This char-
acteristic is all the more apparent the less cultured societies are. Indeed
primitive peoples punish for the sake of punishing, causing the guilty
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person to suffer solely for the sake of suffering and without expecting any
advantage for themselves from the suffering they inflict upon him. The
proof of this is that they do not aim to punish fairly or usefully, but only
for the sake of punishing. Thus they punish animals that have committed
the act that is stigmatized,13 or even inanimate things which have been its
passive instrument.14 Although punishment is applied solely to people, it
often extends well beyond the guilty person and strikes even the innocent
– his wife, children or neighbours, etc.15 This is because the passionate
feeling that lies at the heart of punishment dies down only when it is spent.
Thus if, after having destroyed the one who was its most immediate cause,
some strength of feeling still remains, quite automatically it reaches out
further. Even when it is sufficiently moderate in intensity to attack only the
guilty person it manifests its presence by its tendency to exceed in serious-
ness the act against which it is reacting. From this there arose refinements
of pain that were added to capital punishment. In Rome the thief had not
only to give back the object stolen but also to pay a fine of double or even
quadruple its value.16 Moreover, is not the aim of the very widespread
punishment of talion to assuage the passion for vengeance?

Nowadays, however, it is said that punishment has changed in nature.
Society no longer punishes to avenge, but to defend itself. In its hands the
pain it inflicts is only a systematic instrument for its protection. Society
punishes, not because the punishment of itself affords some satisfaction,
but in order that the fear of punishment may give pause to the evilly
inclined. It is no longer wrath that governs repression, but well premedi-
tated foresight. Thus the preceding remarks cannot be generally applied:
they may only concern the primitive form of punishment and cannot be
extended to cover its present-day form.

Yet, in order to justify legitimately so radical a distinction between these
two sorts of punishment it is not enough to demonstrate that they are
employed for different ends. The nature of a practice does not necessarily
alter because the conscious intentions of those implementing it are modi-
fied. Indeed it could already have fulfilled the same role in former times
without this having been perceived. In that case why should it be trans-
formed by the mere fact that we realize more fully the effects that it
produces? It adapts itself to the new conditions of existence created for it
without thus undergoing any essential changes. This is what happened in
the case of punishment.

It would indeed be mistaken to believe that vengeance is mere wanton
cruelty. It may very possibly constitute by itself an automatic, purposeless
reaction, an emotional and senseless impulse, and an unreasoned compul-
sion to destroy. But in fact what it tends to destroy was a threat to us.
Therefore in reality it constitutes a veritable act of defence, albeit instinc-
tive and unreflecting. We wreak vengeance only upon what has done us
harm, and what has done us harm is always dangerous. The instinct for
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revenge is, after all, merely a heightened instinct of self-preservation in the
face of danger. Thus it is far from true that vengeance has played in human
history the negative and sterile role attributed to it. It is a weapon of
defence, which has its own value – only it is a rough and ready weapon.
As it has no conception of the services that it automatically renders it
cannot be regulated accordingly. It strikes somewhat at random, a prey to
the unseeing forces that urge it on, and with nothing to curb its accesses of
rage. Nowadays, since we are better aware of the purpose to be achieved,
we also know better how to use the means at our disposal. We protect
ourselves more systematically, and consequently more effectively. But from
the very beginning this result was achieved, although less perfectly. Thus
between the punishment of today and yesterday there is no great gulf, and
consequently it had no need to change to accommodate itself to the role
that it plays in our civilized societies. The whole difference lies in the fact
that punishment now produces its effects with a greater awareness of what
it is about. Now, although the individual or social consciousness does not
fail to influence the reality it highlights, it has no power to change the
nature of that reality. The internal structure of the phenomena remains
unchanged, whether these are conscious or not. We may therefore expect
the essential elements of punishment to be the same as before.

And indeed punishment has remained an act of vengeance, at least in
part. It is claimed that we do not make the guilty person suffer for the sake
of suffering. It is nevertheless true that we deem it fair that he should
suffer. We may be wrong, but this is not what is at issue. We are seeking
for the present to define punishment as it is or has been, and not how it
should be. Certainly the term ‘public vindication’, which recurs incessantly
in the language of the law-courts, is no vain expression. If we suppose that
punishment can really serve to shield us in the future, we esteem that above
all it should be an expiation for the past. What proves this are the meticu-
lous precautions we take to make the punishment fit the seriousness of the
crime as exactly as possible. These precautions would be inexplicable
unless we believed that the guilty person must suffer because it is he who
has done the injury, and indeed must suffer in equal measure. In fact this
gradation is unnecessary if punishment is only a defence mechanism. It
would undoubtedly be dangerous for society if the gravest criminal under-
takings were placed on the same level as mere minor offences. Yet in most
cases there could only be advantage in placing the minor ones on the same
level as the serious ones. One cannot take too many precautions against
one’s enemy. Can we say that the perpetrators of the most trivial offences
possess natures any less perverse and that, to counteract their evil instincts,
less onerous punishments will suffice? But although their tendencies may
be less tainted with vice, they are not thereby less intense. Thieves are as
strongly disposed to thieving as murderers to homicide. The resistance
shown by the former category is in no way weaker than that of the latter.
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Thus, to overcome it, we should have recourse to the same means. If, as
has been said, it was solely a matter of repelling a harmful force by an
opposing one, the latter’s intensity should be merely commensurate with
that of the former, without the quality of the harmful force being taken
into consideration. The scale of punishments should therefore comprise
only very few gradations. The punishment should vary only according to
whether the subject is more or less hardened a criminal, and not accord-
ing to the nature of the criminal act. An incorrigible thief should be
treated like an incorrigible murderer. But in fact, even when it had been
shown that the guilty person is definitely incurable, we would still feel
bound not to mete out excessive punishment to him. This demonstrates
that we have remained true to the principle of talion, although we
conceive of it in a more lofty sense than once we did. We no longer meas-
ure in so material and rough terms either the gravity of the fault or the
degree of punishment. But we still consider that there should be an equi-
librium between the two elements, whether we derive any advantage or
not in striking such a balance. Thus punishment has remained for us what
it was for our predecessors. It is still an act of vengeance, since it is an
expiation. What we are avenging, and what the criminal is expiating, is
the outrage to morality.

There is above all one form of punishment where this passionate char-
acter is more apparent than elsewhere: it is shame that doubles most
punishments, and that increases with them. Very often it serves no
purpose. What good does it do to disgrace a man who is no longer to live
in the society of his peers and who has more than abundantly proved by
his behaviour that more fearful threats have failed to deter him? To
disgrace him is understandable when there is no other punishment avail-
able, or as a supplement to some comparatively trivial material penalty.
Where this is not the case punishment is redundant. One may even say that
society only resorts to legal punishments when others are inadequate. If
this is so, why continue with the latter? They are a form of additional
torment that serves no purpose, or one whose sole reason is the need to
repay evil with evil. They are so much the result of instinctive, irresistible
feelings that they often spread to innocent objects. Thus the scene of the
crime, the tools used in it, the relatives of the guilty person – all sometimes
share in the opprobrium that we heap upon him. The causes that give rise
to this diffused repression are also those of the organized repression that
accompanies it. Moreover, we need only observe how punishment operates
in the law-courts to acknowledge that its motivating force is entirely
emotional. For it is to the emotions that both prosecuting and defending
counsel address themselves. The latter seeks to arouse sympathy for the
guilty person, the former to stir up the social sentiments that have been
offended by the criminal act, and it is under the influence of these oppos-
ing passions that the judge delivers sentence.
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Thus the nature of punishment has remained essentially unchanged. All
that can be said is that the necessity for vengeance is better directed nowa-
days than in the past. The spirit of foresight that has been awakened no
longer leaves the field so clear for the blind play of passion; it contains it
within set limits, opposing absurd acts of violence and damage inflicted
wantonly. Being more enlightened, such passionate action spreads itself
less at random. We no longer see it turn upon the innocent, in order to
have satisfaction come what may. Nevertheless it lies at the very heart of
the penal system. We can therefore state that punishment consists of a
passionate reaction graduated in intensity.17

From where, however, does this reaction spring? Is it from the individ-
ual or from society?

We all know that it is society that punishes. But it might be that it does
not do so on its own behalf. Yet what places beyond doubt the social char-
acter of punishment is that once it is pronounced, it cannot be revoked
save by government, in the name of society. If it were a satisfaction granted
to individuals, they would always be the ones to decide whether to
commute it: one cannot conceive of a privilege that is imposed and which
the beneficiary cannot renounce. If it is society alone that exerts repression,
it is because it is harmed even when the harm done is to individuals, and
it is the attack upon society that is repressed by punishment.

Yet we can cite cases where the carrying out of the punishment depends
upon the will of individuals. In Rome certain offences were punished by a
fine that went to the injured party, who could waive it or make it the
subject of bargaining: such was the case for covert theft, rapine, slander
and malicious damage.18 These offences, termed private offences (delicta
privata), were contrasted with crimes proper, repression of which was
carried out in the name of the city. The same distinction is found in Greece
and among the Jews.19 Among more primitive peoples punishment seems
occasionally to be a matter even more completely private, as the practice
of the vendetta tends to show. Such societies are made up of elementary
aggregates, almost of a family nature, which may conveniently be desig-
nated clans. When an attack is committed by one or several members of a
clan against another clan, it is the latter that itself punishes the offence
committed against it.20 What at least apparently gives even more impor-
tance to these facts, with respect to legal doctrine, is that it has been
frequently maintained that the vendetta was originally the sole form of
punishment. Thus at first punishment may have consisted of private acts
of vengeance. But then, if today society is armed with the right to punish,
it seems that this can only be by virtue of some sort of delegation by indi-
viduals. Society is only their agent. It is their interests that it looks after in
their stead, probably because it looks after them better. But they are not
properly those of society itself. In the beginning individuals took
vengeance themselves; now it is society that avenges them. Yet since the
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penal law cannot have changed its nature through this simple transfer,
there is thus nothing peculiarly social about it. If society appears to play a
predominant role it is only as a substitute for individuals.

Yet however widely held this theory may be, it runs counter to the best
established facts. We cannot instance a single society where the vendetta
was the primitive form of punishment. On the contrary, it is certain that
penal law was essentially religious in origin. This is clearly the case of India
and Judaea, since the law practised there was considered to be one of reve-
lation.21 In Egypt the ten books of Hermes, which contained the criminal
law and all other laws relating to the governance of the state, were called
sacerdotal, and Elien asserts that from earliest times the Egyptian priests
exercised judicial power.22 The same holds true for ancient Germany.23 In
Greece justice was considered to be an emanation from Zeus, and the
passion as a vengeance from the god.24 In Rome the religious origins of the
penal law are made clear by ancient traditions,25 by archaic practices
which subsisted until a late date, and by legal terminology itself.26 But reli-
gion is something essentially social. Far from pursuing only individual
ends, it exercises constraint over the individual at every moment. It obliges
him to observe practices that are irksome to him and sacrifices, whether
great or small, which cost him something. He must give from his posses-
sions the offerings which he is constrained to present to the divinity. He
must take from his work or leisure time the necessary moments for the
performance of rites. He must impose upon himself every kind of privation
that is commanded of him, and even renounce life itself if the gods so
decree. The religious life is made up entirely of abnegation and altruism.
Thus if criminal law was originally religious law, we may be sure that the
interests it served were social. It is offences against themselves that the
gods avenge by punishment, and not those of individuals. This is because
the offences against the gods are offences against society.

Thus in lower societies the most numerous offences are those that are
injurious to the public interest: offences against religion, customs, author-
ity, etc. We have only to see in the Bible, the laws of Manu, and the records
surviving of ancient Egyptian law, how slight in comparison is the impor-
tance given to prescripts that protect individuals. This is in contrast to the
abundant growth of repressive legislation concerning the various forms of
sacrilege, failure to observe the various religious obligations, and the
requirements of ceremonial, etc.27 At the same time these crimes are those
most severely punished. Among the Jews the most abominable crimes are
those committed against religion.28 Among the ancient Germans two
crimes alone were punished by death, according to Tacitus: treason and
desertion.29 According to Confucius and Meng Tseu, impiety is a more
grievous transgression than assassination.30 In Egypt the slightest act of
sacrilege was punished by death.31 In Rome, at the top of the scale of crim-
inality was to be found the crimen perduellionis.32
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But what then are these private punishments, instances of which we
have noted earlier? They are of a mixed nature, partaking of both a repres-
sive and a restitutive sanction. Thus the private offence in Roman law
represents a kind of intermediate stage between real crime and the purely
civil wrong. It has features of both and hovers on the bounds of both
domains. It is an offence, in the sense that the sanction prescribed by the
law does not consist merely in putting matters to rights; the offender is not
only obliged to make good the damage he has caused, but he owes some-
thing else in addition, an act of expiation. However, it is not entirely a
crime since, although it is society that pronounces the sentence, it is not
society that is empowered to apply it. This is a right that society confers
upon the injured party, who alone can exercise it freely.33 Likewise, the
vendetta is clearly a punishment that society recognizes as legitimate, but
leaves to individuals the task of carrying out. Thus these facts merely
confirm what we have stated regarding the nature of the penal system. If
this kind of intermediate sanction is partly a private matter, to a corre-
sponding extent it is not a punishment. Its penal nature is proportionately
less pronounced when its social character is less evident, and vice versa.
Private vengeance is therefore far from being the prototype of punishment;
on the contrary, it is only an incomplete punishment. Far from crimes
against the person being the first to be repressed, in the beginning they are
merely situated on the threshold of the penal law. They only moved up in
the scale of criminality as society correspondingly assumed control of
them more completely. This process, which we need not describe, was
certainly not effected by a mere act of transferral. On the contrary, the
history of this penal system is nothing but a progressive succession of
encroachments by society upon the individual, or rather upon the primary
groupings that it comprises. The effect of these encroachments was
increasingly to substitute for the law relating to individuals that relating
to society.34

But the characteristics outlined above belong just as much to that
diffused repression which follows acts that are merely immoral as to legal
repression. What distinguishes the latter, as we have said, is that it is
organized. But in what does this organization consist?

When we reflect upon the penal law as it functions in present-day soci-
eties we represent it as a code in which very precise punishments are
attached to crimes equally precisely defined. It is true that the judge enjoys
a certain latitude in applying to each particular case these general disposi-
tions. But in its essentials the punishment is predetermined for each cate-
gory of criminal acts. This elaborate organization is not, however, an
essential element in punishment, because many societies exist in which
punishments are not prescribed in advance. In the Bible there are numer-
ous prohibitions which are utterly categoric but which are nevertheless not
sanctioned by an expressly formulated punishment. Their penal character,
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however, is not in dispute, for, although the texts remain silent regarding
the punishment, at the same time they express so great an abhorrence for
the forbidden act that one cannot suspect for a moment that it will remain
unpunished.35 Thus there is every reason to believe that this silence on the
part of the law simply relates to the fact that how a crime was to be
repressed was not determined. Indeed many of the stories in the Pentateuch
teach us that there were criminal acts whose criminality was undisputed,
but where the punishment was determined only by the judge who applied
it. Society was well aware that it was faced with a crime, but the penal
sanction that was to be attached to it was not yet defined.36 Moreover,
even among those punishments laid down by the legislator there are many
that are not precisely specified. Thus we know that there were different
forms of torture which were not all on the same footing. Yet in a great
number of cases the texts speak only generally of the death penalty, with-
out stating what manner of death should be inflicted. According to Sumner
Maine the same was true of early Rome; the crimina were tried before the
assembly of the people which, acting in a sovereign capacity, decreed what
the punishment was to be by a law, at the same time as establishing the
truth of the charge.37 Moreover, even until the sixteenth century the
general principle of the penal system ‘was that its application was left to
the discretion of the judge, arbitrio et officio judicis. … Only the judge was
not allowed to devise punishments other than those that were custom-
ary.’38 Another consequence of this judicial power was to make dependent
upon the judge’s discretion even the nature of the criminal act, which was
thus itself indeterminate.39

So it is not the regulation of punishment that constitutes the distinctive
organization of this kind of repression. Nor is it the institution of a crimi-
nal procedure. The facts we have just cited suffice to show that for a long
time this was lacking. The only organization met with everywhere that
punishment proper existed is thus reduced to the establishment of a court
of law. In whatever way this was constituted, whether it comprised the
people as a whole or only an elite, whether or not it followed a regular
procedure both in investigating the case and in applying the punishment,
by the mere fact that the offence, instead of being judged by an individual,
was submitted for consideration to a properly constituted body and that
the reaction of society was expressed through the intermediary of a well-
defined organism, it ceased to be diffuse: it was organized. The organiza-
tion might have been more complete, but henceforth it existed.

Thus punishment constitutes essentially a reaction of passionate feeling,
graduated in intensity, which society exerts through the mediation of an
organised body over those of its members who have violated certain rules
of conduct.

Now the definition of crime we have given quite easily accounts for all
these characteristics of punishment.
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III

Every strong state of the consciousness is a source of life; it is an essential
factor in our general vitality. Consequently all that tends to weaken it
diminishes and depresses us. The result is an impression of being disturbed
and upset, one similar to what we feel when an important function is
halted or slows down. It is therefore inevitable that we should react vigor-
ously against the cause of what threatens with such a lowering of the
consciousness, that we should attempt to throw it off, so as to maintain
our consciousness in its entirety.

Among the most outstanding causes that produce this effect must be
ranged the representation we have of the opposing state. In fact a repre-
sentation is not a simple image of reality, a motionless shadow projected
into us by things. It is rather a force that stirs up around us a whole whirl-
wind of organic and psychological phenomena. Not only does the nervous
current that accompanies the formation of ideas flow within the cortical
centres around the point where it originated, passing from one plexus to
another, but it also vibrates within the motor centres, where it determines
our movements, and within the sensorial centres where it evokes images.
It occasionally sparks off the beginnings of illusions and may even affect
the maturative functions.40 This vibration is the stronger the more intense
the representation itself, and the more the emotional element in it is devel-
oped. Thus the representation of a feeling in contradiction to our own acts
within us, moving in the same direction and in the same fashion as the feel-
ing for which it has become the substitute. It is as if itself it had entered
our consciousness. Indeed it has the same affinities, although these are less
strong; it tends to arouse the same ideas, the same impulsions, the same
emotions. Thus it offers resistance to the free play of our personal feeling,
and so weakens it, whilst attracting in an opposite direction an entire part
of our energy. It is as if a foreign force had penetrated us, one of a kind
capable of upsetting the free functioning of our psychological life. This is
why a conviction opposed to our own cannot manifest itself before us
without disturbing us. It is because at the same time as it penetrates into
us, being antagonistic to all that it encounters, it provokes a veritable
disorder. Undoubtedly, so long as the conflict breaks out only between
abstract ideas there is nothing very painful about it, because there is noth-
ing very profound. The locus of such ideas is at one and the same time the
most elevated and yet the most superficial area of the consciousness. The
changes that occur within it, not having widespread repercussions, do not
affect us strongly. Yet when some cherished belief of ours is at stake we do
not allow, and cannot allow, violence to be done to it with impunity. Any
assault upon it provokes an emotional reaction of a more or less violent
nature, which is turned upon the assailant. We lose our temper, wax indig-
nant against it, inveigh against it, and the sentiments stirred up in this way
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cannot fail to be translated into action. We flee from it, keep it at a
distance, and banish it from our society, etc.

Certainly we do not claim that any strong conviction is necessarily intol-
erant; common observation is enough to prove the contrary. But this is
because external causes neutralize those whose effects we have just
analysed. For instance, there may exist between two adversaries some
general sympathy which keeps their antagonism within bounds, tempering
it. But this sympathy needs to be stronger than the antagonism, or else it
does not survive. Or indeed the two elements confronting each other will
abandon the contest when it becomes evident that it will be indecisive;
each will content itself with maintaining its respective position. Not being
able to destroy each other, they are mutually tolerant. The reciprocal toler-
ation that sometimes marks the end of wars of religion is often of this
nature. In all such cases, if the clash of feelings does not produce its natu-
ral consequences, it is not because it does not contain them, but because it
is prevented from producing them.

Nevertheless such consequences are useful at the same time as being
necessary. Apart from the fact that they inevitably flow from the causes
that produce them, they assist in maintaining those causes. All such violent
emotions really constitute an appeal to additional forces to restore to the
sentiment under attack the energy drained from it by opposition. It has
sometimes been asserted that anger is useless because it is a mere destruc-
tive passion, but this is to regard it from only one viewpoint. In fact it
consists in the over-stimulation of the latent forces available, which come
to the aid of our personal feeling, enabling it to stand up to the dangers
facing it by stiffening those forces. In a state of peace, if we may express it
in this way, that feeling is not adequately equipped for the struggle. It
would be in danger of succumbing if reserves of passion were not
marshalled to enter the fight at the requisite time. Anger is no more than
the mobilization of such reserves. It may even turn out that, since the
support summoned up in this way goes beyond what is necessary, argu-
ment, far from shaking our convictions, has the effect on us of strengthen-
ing them even more.

We are aware of how much force a belief or sentiment may acquire
merely because they are experienced within a single community of people
in contact with one another. Nowadays the causes of this phenomenon are
well known.41 Just as opposing states of consciousness are mutually enfee-
bling to one another, identical states of consciousness, intermingling with
one another, strengthen one another. Whilst the former take something
away from one another, the latter add something. If someone expresses to
us an idea that was already one we had, the representation we evoke of it
is added to our own idea; it superimposes itself upon it, intermingles with
it, and transmits to it its own vitality. From this act of fusion burgeons a
new idea that absorbs the former ones and which in consequence is more
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filled with vitality than each idea taken separately. This is why in large
gatherings of people an emotion can assume such violence. It is because the
strength with which it is produced in each individual consciousness echoes
in every other consciousness. To acquire such an intensity for us, a collec-
tive sentiment need not even be felt already by us, by virtue of our own
individual nature, for what we add to it, all in all, is very little. It suffices
for us not to prove too impervious for the collective sentiment to impose
itself upon us, penetrating us from the outside with a strength it draws
from its origins. Therefore since the sentiments that crime offends within a
single society are the most universally collective ones of all, since they
represent especially powerful states of the common consciousness, they
cannot possibly brook any opposition. Above all, if this opposition is not
purely theoretical, if it asserts itself not only in words but deeds, since it
then rises to a peak, we cannot fail to react against it passionately. A mere
re-establishment of the order that has been disturbed cannot suffice. We
need a more violent form of satisfaction. The force that the crime has come
up against is too intense for it to react with so much moderation. Indeed it
could not do so without becoming weakened, for it is thanks to the inten-
sity of its reaction that it recovers, maintaining the same level of vitality.

In this way we can explain one characteristic of this reaction which has
often been pointed out as irrational. It is certain that behind the notion of
expiation there is the idea of a satisfaction rendered to some power, real or
ideal, which is superior to ourselves. When we demand the repression of
crime it is not because we are seeking a personal vengeance, but rather
vengeance for something sacred which we vaguely feel is more or less
outside and above us. Depending upon time and place, we conceive of this
object in different ways. Occasionally it is a simple idea, such as morality
or duty. Very often we represent it to ourselves in the form of one or
several concrete beings: ancestors, or a divinity. This is why penal law is
not only of essentially religious origin, but continues always to bear a
certain stamp of religiosity. This is because the acts that it punishes always
appear as attacks upon something which is transcendent, whether this is a
being or a concept. It is for this same reason that we explain to ourselves
how such attacks appear to require from us a higher sanction than the
mere reparation we content ourselves with in the sphere of purely human
interests.

Such a representation is assuredly an illusion. In one sense it is indeed
ourselves that we are avenging, and ourselves to whom we afford satisfac-
tion, since it is within us, and within us alone, that are to be found the feel-
ings that have been offended. But this illusion is necessary. Since these
sentiments, because of their collective origin, their universality, their
permanence over time, and their intrinsic intensity, are exceptionally
strong, they stand radically apart from the rest of our consciousness, where
other states are much weaker. They dominate us, they possess, so to speak,
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something superhuman about them. At the same time they bind us to
objects that lie outside our existence in time. Thus they appear to us to be
an echo resounding within ourselves of a force that is alien, one moreover
superior to that which we are ourselves. We are therefore forced to project
them outside ourselves, relating what pertains to them to some external
object. Today we know how these partial alienations of personality occur.
Such a mirage is so inevitable that it will occur in one form or another so
long as a repressive system exists. For, were it otherwise, we would need
to nurture within us only collective sentiments of moderate intensity, and
in that case punishment would no longer exist. It will be asserted that the
error will disappear of its own accord as soon as men have become aware
of it. Yet in vain do we know that the sun is an immense sphere: we see it
always as a disc a few inches across. Our understanding may well teach us
to interpret our sensations, but it cannot change them. Moreover, the error
is only in part. Since these sentiments are collective, it is not us that they
represent in us, but society. Thus by taking vengeance for them it is indeed
society and not ourselves that we are avenging. Moreover, it is something
that is superior to the individual. We are therefore wrong to impugn this
quasi-religious characteristic of expiation, making it some kind of unnec-
essary, parasitical trait. On the contrary, it is an integrating element in
punishment. Certainly it only expresses its nature metaphorically, but the
metaphor is not without truth.

Moreover, it is understandable that the reaction of punishment is not in
every case uniform, since the emotions that determine it are not always the
same. In fact they vary in intensity according to the strength of the feeling
that has suffered injury, as well as according to the gravity of the offence
it has sustained. A strong state of feeling reacts more than does a weak
one, and two states of equal intensity react unequally according to the
degree to which they have been violently attacked. Such variations must
necessarily occur and are useful, moreover, for it is important that the
strength invoked should be proportionate to the extent of the danger. If too
weak, it would be insufficient; if too violent, it would represent a useless
dissipation of energy. Since the gravity of the criminal act varies according
to the same factors, the proportionality everywhere observed between
crime and punishment is therefore established with a kind of mechanical
spontaneity, without any necessity to make elaborate computations in
order to calculate it. What brings about a gradation in crimes is also what
brings about a gradation in punishments; consequently the two measures
cannot fail to correspond, and such correspondence, since it is necessary,
is at the same time constantly useful.

As for the social character of the reaction, this derives from the social
nature of the sentiments offended. Because these are to be found in every
individual consciousness the wrong done arouses among all who witness it
or who know of its existence the same indignation. All are affected by it;
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consequently everyone stiffens himself against the attack. Not only is reac-
tion general, but it is collective – which is not the same thing. It does not
occur in each individual in isolation but all together and in unison, more-
over varying according to each case. In fact, just as opposing sentiments
repel each other, like sentiments attract, and this occurs the more strongly
the more intense they are. As opposition is a danger that exacerbates them,
this strengthens their power of attraction. Never does one feel so great the
need to see once more one’s fellow-countrymen as when one is abroad.
Never does the believer feel himself so strongly drawn towards his co-reli-
gionists as in time of persecution. Undoubtedly the company of those who
think and feel as we do is agreeable at any time. But we seek it out, not
only with pleasure but passionately, after arguments have taken place in
which the beliefs we share have been hotly disputed. Crime therefore
draws honest consciousnesses together, concentrating them. We have only
to observe what happens, particularly in a small town, when some scandal
involving morality has just taken place. People stop each other in the
street, call upon one another, meet in their customary places to talk about
what has happened. A common indignation is expressed. From all the
similar impressions exchanged and all the different expressions of wrath
there rises up a single fount of anger, more or less clear-cut according to
the particular case, anger which is that of everybody without being that of
anybody in particular. It is public anger.

Moreover, only this can prove to be of use. The sentiments brought into
play draw their entire strength from the fact that they are common to
everybody: they are strongly felt because they are not contested. The
reason for the particular respect given to them is the fact that they are
universally respected. Now crime is only possible if this respect is not truly
universal. It consequently implies that the sentiments are not absolutely
collective, and it attacks that unanimity, the source of their authority. If
therefore when this occurs the individual consciousnesses that the crime
offends did not unite together to demonstrate to one another that they
were still at one, that the particular case was an anomaly, in the long run
they could not fail to be weakened. But they need to strengthen one
another by giving mutual assurance that they are still in unison. Their sole
means of doing so is to react in common. In short, since it is the common
consciousness that is wounded, it must also be this that resists; conse-
quently, resistance must be collective.

Why this resistance is organized remains to be expounded.
This trait can be explained if we note that an organized repression is not

in opposition to a diffuse repression, but is distinguished from it by a mere
difference in degree: the reaction is more united. The greater intensity of
the sentiments, and their more definite nature, which punishment proper
avenges, easily account for this more complete state of unity. If the feeling
that has been denied is weak, or is only weakly offended, it can only
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provoke a weak concentration of those consciousnesses that have been
outraged. However, quite the contrary occurs if the state of feeling is
strongly offended and if the offence is grave: the entire group attacked
closes ranks in the face of danger and, in a manner of speaking, clings
closer together. One is no longer content to exchange impressions when the
occasion presents itself, nor draw closer together when the chance occurs
or when meeting is convenient. On the contrary, the anxiety that has
spread from one person to another impels forcibly together all those who
resemble one another, causing them to assemble in one place. This physi-
cal concentration of the whole group, bringing the interpenetration of
minds ever closer, also facilitates every concerted action. Emotional reac-
tions enacted within each individual consciousness are thus afforded the
most favourable conditions in which to coalesce together. Yet if they were
too diverse in quantity or quality a complete fusion would not be possible
between those elements which were partially heterogeneous and irre-
ducible. But we know that the sentiments that determine these reactions
are very definite and in consequence very uniform. Thus, partaking of the
same uniformity, as a result they merge very naturally with one another,
blending into a single amalgam, which serves as a surrogate for each one,
a surrogate that is utilized, not by each individual in isolation, but by the
body social constituted in this way.

Historically many facts go to prove that this was the genesis of punish-
ment. Indeed we know that in the beginning it was the gathering of the
whole people which fulfilled the functions of a court of law. And if we refer
again to the examples we quoted recently from the Pentateuch,42 it will be
seen that things happened as we have just described. As soon as the news
of a crime became widely known, the people gathered together and,
although the punishment was not predetermined, their reaction was unan-
imous. In certain cases it was even the people who carried out the sentence
collectively as soon as it had been pronounced.43 Then, when the assem-
bly became embodied in the person of a leader, the latter became wholly
or in part the organ of punitive reaction and the system developed in
conformity with the general laws for any organic development.

Thus it is certainly the nature of the collective sentiments that accounts
for punishment, and consequently for crime. Moreover, we can again see
that the power to react, which is available to the functions of government,
once these have emerged, is only an emanation of the power diffused
throughout society, since it springs from it. The one power is no more than
the reflection of the other; the extent of the one varies with the extent 
of the other. Moreover, we must add that the institution of this power
serves to sustain the common consciousness itself. For that consciousness
would grow weaker if the organ that represented it did not share the
respect that it inspires and the special authority that it wields. But that
organ cannot partake of that respect unless every action that offends it is
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combated and repulsed, just as are those actions that offend the collective
consciousness, and this, even when that consciousness is not directly
affected.

IV

Thus our analysis of punishment has substantiated our definition of crime.
We began by establishing inductively that crime consisted essentially in an
act contrary to strong, well-defined states of the common consciousness.
We have just seen that in effect all the characteristics of punishment derive
from the nature of crime. Thus the rules sanctioned by punishment are the
expression of the most essential social similarities.

We can therefore see what kind of solidarity the penal law symbolizes.
In fact we all know that a social cohesion exists whose cause can be traced
to a certain conformity of each individual consciousness to a common
type, which is none other than the psychological type of society. Indeed
under these conditions all members of the group are not only individually
attracted to one another because they resemble one another, but they are
also linked to what is the condition for the existence of this collective type,
that is, to the society that they form by coming together. Not only do
fellow-citizens like one another, seeking one another out in preference to
foreigners, but they love their country. They wish for it what they would
wish for themselves, they care that it should be lasting and prosperous,
because without it a whole area of their psychological life would fail to
function smoothly. Conversely, society insists upon its citizens displaying
all these basic resemblances because it is a condition for its own cohesion.
Two consciousnesses exist within us: the one comprises only states that are
personal to each one of us, characteristic of us as individuals, whilst the
other comprises states that are common to the whole of society.44 The
former represents only our individual personality, which it constitutes: the
latter represents the collective type and consequently the society without
which it would not exist. When it is an element of the latter determining
our behaviour, we do not act with an eye to our own personal interest, but
are pursuing collective ends. Now, although distinct, these two conscious-
nesses are linked to each other, since in the end they constitute only one
entity, for both have one and the same organic basis, thus they are interde-
pendent. This gives rise to a solidarity sui generis which, deriving from
resemblances, binds the individual directly to society. In the next chapter
we shall be better able to demonstrate why we propose to term this soli-
darity mechanical. It does not consist merely in a general, indeterminate
attachment of the individual to the group, but is also one that concerts
their detailed actions. Indeed, since such collective motives are the same
everywhere, they produce everywhere the same effects. Consequently,
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whenever they are brought into play all wills spontaneously move as one
in the same direction.

It is this solidarity that repressive law expresses, at least in regard to
what is vital to it. Indeed the acts which such law forbids and stigmatizes
as crimes are of two kinds: either they manifest directly a too violent
dissimilarity between the one who commits them and the collective type;
or they offend the organ of the common consciousness. In both cases the
force shocked by the crime and that rejects it is thus the same. It is a result
of the most vital social similarities, and its effect is to maintain the social
cohesion that arises from these similarities. It is that force which the penal
law guards against being weakened in any way. At the same time it does
this by insisting upon a minimum number of similarities from each one of
us, without which the individual would be a threat to the unity of the body
social, and by enforcing respect for the symbol which expresses and epito-
mizes these resemblances, whilst simultaneously guaranteeing them.

By this is explained why some acts have so frequently been held to be
criminal, and punished as such, without in themselves being harmful to
society. Indeed, just like the individual type, the collective type has been
fashioned under the influence of very diverse causes, and even of random
events. A product of historical development, it bears the mark of those
circumstances of every kind through which society has lived during its
history. It would therefore be a miracle if everything to be found in it were
geared to some useful end. Some elements, more or less numerous, cannot
fail to have been introduced into it which are unrelated to social utility.
Among the dispositions and tendencies the individual has received from his
ancestors or has developed over time there are certainly many that serve no
purpose, or that cost more than the benefits they bring. Undoubtedly most
of these are not harmful, for if they were, in such conditions the individual
could not live. But there are some that persist although lacking in all util-
ity. Even those that do undisputedly render a service are frequently of an
intensity disproportionate to their usefulness, because that intensity derives
in part from other causes. The same holds good for collective emotions.
Every act that disturbs them is not dangerous in itself, or at least is not so
perilous as the condemnation it earns. However, the reprobation such acts
incur is not without reason. For, whatever the origin of these sentiments,
once they constitute a part of the collective type, and particularly if they are
essential elements in it, everything that serves to undermine them at the
same time undermines social cohesion and is prejudicial to society. In their
origin they had no usefulness but, having survived, it becomes necessary for
them to continue despite their irrationality. This is generally why it is good
that acts that offend these sentiments should not be tolerated. Doubtless,
by reasoning in the abstract it can indeed be shown that there are no
grounds for a society to prohibit the eating of a particular kind of meat, an
action inoffensive in itself. But once an abhorrence of this food has become
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an integral part of the common consciousness it cannot disappear without
social bonds becoming loosened, and of this the healthy individual
consciousness is vaguely aware.45

The same is true of punishment. Although it proceeds from an entirely
mechanical reaction and from an access of passionate emotion, for the most
part unthinking, it continues to play a useful role. But that role is not the
one commonly perceived. It does not serve, or serves only very incidentally,
to correct the guilty person or to scare off any possible imitators. From this
dual viewpoint its effectiveness may rightly be questioned; in any case it is
mediocre. Its real function is to maintain inviolate the cohesion of society
by sustaining the common consciousness in all its vigour. If that conscious-
ness were thwarted so categorically, it would necessarily lose some of its
power, were an emotional reaction from the community not forthcoming to
make good that loss. Thus there would result a relaxation in the bonds of
social solidarity. The consciousness must therefore be conspicuously rein-
forced the moment it meets with opposition. The sole means of doing so is
to give voice to the unanimous aversion that the crime continues to evoke,
and this by an official act, which can only mean suffering inflicted upon the
wrongdoer. Thus, although a necessary outcome of the causes that give rise
to it, this suffering is not a gratuitous act of cruelty. It is a sign indicating
that the sentiments of the collectivity are still collective, that the commun-
ion of minds sharing the same faith remains absolute, and in this way the
injury that the crime has inflicted upon society is made good. This is why it
is right to maintain that the criminal should suffer in proportion to his
crime, and why theories that deny to punishment any expiatory character
appear, in the minds of many, to subvert the social order. This is because in
fact such theories could only be put into practice in a society from which
almost every trace of the common consciousness has been expunged.
Without this necessary act of satisfaction what is called the moral
consciousness could not be preserved. Thus, without being paradoxical, we
may state that punishment is above all intended to have its effect upon
honest people. Since it serves to heal the wounds inflicted upon the collec-
tive sentiments, it can only fulfil this role where such sentiments exist, and
in so far as they are active. Undoubtedly, by forestalling in minds already
distressed any further weakening of the collective psyche, punishment can
indeed prevent such attacks from multiplying. But such a result, useful
though it is, is merely a particular side-effect. In short, to visualize an exact
idea of punishment, the two opposing theories that have been advanced
must be reconciled: the one sees in punishment an expiation, the other
conceives it as a weapon for the defence of society. Certainly it does fulfil
the function of protecting society, but this is because of its expiatory nature.
Moreover, if it must be expiatory, this is not because suffering redeems error
by virtue of some mystic strength or another, but because it cannot produce
its socially useful effect save on this one condition.46
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From this chapter it can be seen that a social solidarity exists which
arises because a certain number of states of consciousness are common to
all members of the same society. It is this solidarity that repressive law
materially embodies, at least in its most essential elements. The share it has
in the general integration of society plainly depends upon the extent,
whether great or small, of social life included in the common conscious-
ness and regulated by it. The more varied the relationships on which that
consciousness makes its action felt, the more also it creates ties that bind
the individual to the group; the more, consequently, social cohesion derives
entirely from this cause and bears this imprint. Yet on the other hand the
number of these relationships is itself proportionate to the number of
repressive rules. In determining what part of the judicial apparatus is
represented by penal law, we shall at the same time measure the relative
importance of this solidarity. It is true that by proceeding in this way we
shall leave out of account certain elements of the collective consciousness
which, because of their lesser intensity or their indeterminate nature,
remain outside the scope of repressive law whilst contributing to the main-
tenance of social harmony. It is these elements that are protected by
punishments of a mere diffuse kind. Yet the same holds good for the other
sectors of the law. None exists that is not supplemented by custom and, as
there is no reason to suppose that the relationship between law and custom
is not the same in these different domains, this omission will not jeopard-
ize the results of our comparison.

Notes

1. Yet this is the method that Garofalo followed. Undoubtedly he appears to
abandon it when he acknowledges the impossibility of drawing up a list of
actions that are universally punished (Criminologie, p. 5), which moreover
is exaggerated. Yet in the end he comes back to this method since, all in all,
the natural offence for him is one that disturbs those sentiments everywhere
fundamental to the penal law, viz., a fixed element in the moral sense, and
that alone. But why should a crime which disturbs a sentiment peculiar only
to certain types of society be less of a crime than the others? Thus Garofalo
is led to deny the character of crime to acts that have been universally
acknowledged to be criminal among certain social species, and in conse-
quence is led to limit artificially the bounds of criminality. The result is that
his notion of crime is singularly incomplete. It is also very fluctuating, for
the author does not include in his comparisons all types of society, but
excludes a large number that he characterizes as abnormal. A social fact
may be stated to be abnormal in relation to the type of species, but a species
itself cannot be abnormal. The two words are a contradiction in terms.
However interesting Garofalo’s attempt to arrive at a scientific notion of
crime may be, it is not carried out using a sufficiently exact and accurate
method. This is clearly shown in his use of the expression ‘natural crime’.
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Are not all crimes natural? We are probably seeing here a reversion to
Spencer’s doctrine, in which social life is only really natural in industrial soci-
eties. Unfortunately, nothing can be more untrue.

2. We do not see what scientific grounds Garofalo has for saying that the
moral sentiments at present possessed by the civilized portion of humanity
constitute a morality ‘not capable of being lost, but whose development is
continually growing’ (ibid., p. 9). What grounds are there for setting
bounds to the changes that may occur, whether in one direction, or the
other?

3. Binding, Die Normen und ihre Übertretung (Leipzig, 1872) vol. I, pp. 6 ff.
4. The only real exceptions to this peculiarity of the penal code occur when it

is an official act of authority that creates the offence. In that case the duty is
generally defined independently of its sanction. Later we shall explain the
reason for his exception.

5. Tacitus, Germania, ch. XII.
6. Cf. Walter, Histoire de la procédure civile et du droit criminel chez les

Romains (Fr. trans.) § 829; Rein, Kriminalrecht der Römer, p. 63.
7. Cf. Gilbert, Handbuch der Griechischen Staatsalterthümer (Leipzig, 1881)

vol. I, p 138.
8. ‘Esquisse historique du droit criminel de l’ancienne Rome’, Nouvelle Revue

historique du droit français et étranger (1882) pp. 24 and 27.
9. Such a confusion is not without its dangers. Thus it is occasionally asked

whether the individual consciousness varies with the collective conscious-
ness. Everything depends on the meaning assigned to the term. If it repre-
sents social similarities, the variation, as will be seen, is one of inverse
relationship. If it designates the entire psychological life of society, the rela-
tionship is direct. Hence the need to draw a distinction.

10. We shall not go into the question as to whether the collective consciousness
is like that of the individual. For us this term merely designates the sum total
of social similarities, without prejudice to the category by which this system
of phenomena must be defined.

11. One has only to see how Garofalo distinguishes what he calls true crimes
from others (Criminologie, p. 45). This is based upon a personal appraisal,
which relies upon no objective characteristic.

12. Moreover, when the punishment is made up entirely of a fine, since it is
merely a reparation, whose amount is fixed, the action lies on the boundary
between penal and restitutive law.

13. Cf. Exodus 21:28; Leviticus 20:16.
14. For example, the knife used to commit a murder. Cf. Post, Bausteine für eine

allgemeine Rechtswissenschaft, vol. I, pp. 230–1.
15. Cf. Exodus 20:4 and 5; Deuteronomy 12:12–18; Thonissen, Etudes sur l’his-

toire du droit criminel, vol. I, pp. 70 and 178 ff.
16. Walter, Histoire de la procédure civile et du droit criminel chez les Romains,

(Fr. trans.), § 793.
17. Moreover, this is recognized even by those who find the idea of expiation

incomprehensible. Their conclusion is that, to be congruent with their
doctrine, the traditional conception of punishment should be utterly trans-
formed, and reformed from top to bottom. This is because the conception
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rests, as it has always done, on the principle that they oppose (cf. Fouillée,
Science sociale, pp. 307 ff.).

18. Rein, Kriminalrecht der Römer, p. 111.
19. Among the Jews theft, violation of trusteeship, abuse of confidence, were

treated as private offences.
20. Cf. L. H. Morgan, Ancient Society (London, 1870) p. 76.
21. In Judaea the judges were not priests, but every judge was the representa-

tive of God, the man of God (Deuteronomy, chapter I, verse 17; Exodus,
chapter XXII, verse 28). In India it was the king who passed judgement, 
but this function was regarded as essentially religious (Manou, VIII, V, 
pp. 303–11).

22. Thonissen, Etudes sur l’histoire du droit criminel, vol. I, p. 107.
23. Zöpfl, Deutsche Rechtsgeschichte, p. 909.
24. Hesiod says: ‘It is the son of Saturn who gave men justice’ (Travaux et fours,

vol. V, 279 and 280, ed. Didot). ‘When mortals give themselves over … to
wrong actions, far-sighted Zeus inflicts prompt punishment upon them’
(ibid., p. 266; cf. Iliad, vol. XVI, pp. 384 ff.).

25. Walter, Histoire de la procédure, p. 788.
26. Rein, Kriminalrecht, pp. 27–36.
27. Cf. Thonissen, Etudes, passim.
28. Munck, Palestine, p. 216.
29. Tacitus, Germania, ch. XII.
30. Plath, Gesetz und Recht im alten China (1865) pp. 69 and 70.
31. Thonissen, Etudes, vol. I, p. 145.
32. Walter, Histoire de la procédure, ss. 803.
33. However, what accentuated the penal character of the private offence was

that it entailed infamy, a real public punishment. (Cf. Rein, Kriminalrecht, 
p. 916, and Bouvy, De l’infamie en droit romain (Paris, 1884) p. 35.)

34. In any case it is important to note that the vendetta is a matter which is
eminently of a collective nature. It is not the individual who takes revenge,
but his clan; later it is the clan or family which is paid restitution.

35. Deuteronomy 6:25.
36. A man was found gathering wood on the Sabbath day: ‘Those who had

caught him in the act brought him to Moses and Aaron and all the commu-
nity, and they kept him in custody, because it was not clearly known what
was to be done with him’ (Numbers 15:32–34). Elsewhere the case concerns
a man who had taken God’s name in vain. Those present arrested him but
did not know how he should be dealt with. Moses himself did not know, and
went away to consult God’s will (Leviticus 24:12–16). (The Biblical quota-
tion is given in the translation of the New English Bible.)

37. H. Sumner Maine, Ancient Law (London, 1861) pp. 372–3.
38. Du Boys, Histoire du droit criminel des peuples modernes, vol. VI, p. 11.
39. Ibid., p. 14.
40. H. Maudsley, The Physiology of Mind (London, 1876) p. 271.
41. Cf. Espinas, Sociétés animales (Alcan, Paris) passim.
42. Cf. supra, note 3b.
43. Cf. Thonissen, Etudes, vol. I, pp. 30 and 232. Witnesses to a crime some-

times played a predominant role in carrying out the sentence.
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44. In order to simplify our exposition we assume that the individual belongs to
only one society. In fact we form a part of several groups and there exist in
us several collective consciousnesses; but this complication does not in any
way change the relationship we are establishing.

45. This does not mean that a penal rule should nonetheless be retained because
at some given moment it corresponded to a particular collective feeling. The
rule has no justification unless the feeling is still alive and active. If it has
disappeared or grown weak nothing is so vain or even counter-productive as
to attempt to preserve it artificially by force. It may even happen to become
necessary to fight against a practice that was common once, but is no longer
so, one that militates against the establishment of new and essential prac-
tices. But we need not enter into this problem of a casuistic nature.

46. In saying that punishment, as it is, has a rationale, we do not mean that it is
perfect and cannot be improved upon. On the contrary, it is only too plain
that, since it is produced by purely mechanical causes, it can only be very
imperfectly attuned to its role. The justification can only be a rough and
ready one.
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CHAPTER III

Solidarity Arising from the
Division of Labour, or 

Organic Solidarity

I

The very nature of the restitutive sanction is sufficient to show that the social
solidarity to which that law corresponds is of a completely different kind.

The distinguishing mark of this sanction is that it is not expiatory, but
comes down to a mere restoration of the status quo ante. Suffering in
proportion to the offence is not inflicted upon the one who has broken the
law or failed to acknowledge it; he is merely condemned to submit to it. If
certain acts have already been performed, the judge restores them to what
they should be. He pronounces what the law is, but does not talk of
punishment. Damages awarded have no penal character: they are simply a
means of putting back the clock so as to restore the past, so far as possi-
ble, to its normal state. It is true that Tarde believed that he had discovered
a kind of civil penal law in the awarding of costs, which are always borne
by the losing party.1 Yet taken in this sense the term has no more than a
metaphorical value. For there to be punishment there should at least be
some proportionality between the punishment and the wrong, and for this
one would have to establish exactly the degree of seriousness of the wrong.
In fact the loser of the case pays its costs even when his intentions were
innocent and he is guilty of nothing more than ignorance. The reasons for
this rule therefore seem to be entirely different. Since justice is not admin-
istered free, it seems equitable that the costs should be borne by the one
who has occasioned them. Moreover, although it is possible that the
prospect of such costs may stop the overhasty litigant, this is not enough
for them to be considered a punishment. The fear of ruin that is normally
consequent upon idleness and neglect may cause the businessman to be
energetic and diligent. Yet ruin, in the exact connotation of the term, is not
the penal sanction for his shortcomings.
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Failure to observe these rules is not even sanctioned by a diffused form
of punishment. The plaintiff who has lost his case is not disgraced, nor is
his honour impugned. We can even envisage these rules being different
from what they are without any feeling of repugnance. The idea that
murder can be tolerated sets us up in arms, but we very readily accept that
the law of inheritance might be modified, and many even conceive that it
could be abolished. At least it is a question that we are not unwilling to
discuss. Likewise, we agree without difficulty that the laws regarding ease-
ments or usufruct might be framed differently, or that the mutual obliga-
tions of buyer and vendor might be determined in another way, and that
administrative functions might be allocated according to different princi-
ples. Since these prescriptions do not correspond to any feeling within us,
and as generally we do not know their scientific justification, since this
science does not yet exist, they have no deep roots in most of us. Doubtless
there are exceptions. We do not tolerate the idea that an undertaking
entered into that is contrary to morals or obtained either by violence or
fraud can bind the contracting parties. Thus when public opinion is faced
with cases of this kind it shows itself less indifferent than we have just
asserted, and it adds its disapprobation to the legal sanction, causing it to
weigh more heavily. This is because there are no clear-cut partitions
between the various domains of moral life. On the contrary, they form a
continuum, and consequently adjacent areas exist where different charac-
teristics may be found at one and the same time. Nevertheless the propo-
sition we have enunciated remains true in the overwhelming majority of
cases. It demonstrates that rules where sanctions are restitutive either
constitute no part at all of the collective consciousness, or subsist in it in
only a weak state. Repressive law corresponds to what is the heart and
centre of the common consciousness. Purely moral rules are already a less
central part of it. Lastly, restitutive law springs from the farthest zones of
consciousness and extends well beyond them. The more it becomes truly
itself, the more it takes its distance.

This characteristic is moreover evinced in the way that it functions.
Whereas repressive law tends to stay diffused throughout society, restitu-
tive law sets up for itself ever more specialized bodies: consular courts, and
industrial and administrative tribunals of every kind. Even in its most
general sector, that of civil law, it is brought into use only by special offi-
cials – magistrates, lawyers, etc., who have been equipped for their role by
a very special kind of training.

But although these rules are more or less outside the collective
consciousness, they do not merely concern private individuals. If this were
the case, restitutive law would have nothing in common with social soli-
darity, for the relationships it regulates would join individuals to one
another without their being linked to society. They would be mere events
of private life, as are, for instance, relationships of friendship. Yet it is far
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from the case that society is absent from this sphere of legal activity.
Generally it is true that it does not intervene by itself and of its own voli-
tion: it must be solicited to do so by the parties concerned. Yet although it
has to be invoked, its intervention is none the less the essential cog in the
mechanism, since it alone causes that mechanism to function. It is society
that declares what the law is, through its body of representatives.

However, it has been maintained that this role is in no way an especially
social one, but comes down to being that of a conciliator of private inter-
ests. Consequently it has been held that any private individual could fulfil
it, and that if society adopted it, this was solely for reasons of convenience.
Yet it is wholly inaccurate to make society a kind of third-party arbitrator
between the other parties. When it is induced to intervene it is not to
reconcile the interests of individuals. It does not investigate what may be
the most advantageous solution for the protagonists, nor does it suggest a
compromise. But it does apply to the particular case submitted to it the
general and traditional rules of the law. Yet the law is pre-eminently a
social matter, whose object is absolutely different from the interests of the
litigants. The judge who examines a divorce petition is not concerned to
know whether this form of separation is really desirable for the husband
and wife, but whether the causes invoked for it fall into one of the cate-
gories stipulated by law.

Yet to assess accurately the importance of the intervention by society it
must be observed not only at the moment when the sanction is applied, or
when the relationship that has been upset is restored, but also when it is
instituted.

Social action is in fact necessary either to lay a foundation for, or to
modify, a number of legal relationships regulated by this form of law, and
which the assent of the interested parties is not adequate enough either to
institute or alter. Of this nature are those relationships in particular that
concern personal status. Although marriage is a contract, the partners can
neither draw it up nor rescind it at will. The same holds good for all other
domestic relationships, and a fortiori for all those regulated by administra-
tive law. It is true that obligations that are properly contractual can be
entered into or abrogated by the mere will to agreement of the parties. Yet
we must bear in mind that, if a contract has binding force, it is society
which confers that force. Let us assume that it does not give its blessing to
the obligations that have been contracted; these then become pure prom-
ises possessing only moral authority.2 Every contract therefore assumes
that behind the parties who bind each other, society is there, quite prepared
to intervene and to enforce respect for any undertakings entered into. Thus
it only bestows this obligatory force upon contracts that have a social
value in themselves, that is, those that are in conformity with the rules of
law. We shall even occasionally see that its intervention is still more posi-
tive. It is therefore present in every relationship determined by restitutive
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law, even in ones that appear the most completely private, and its presence,
although not felt, at least under normal conditions, is no less essential.3

Since the rules where sanctions are restitutive do not involve the
common consciousness, the relationships that they determine are not of
the sort that affect everyone indiscriminately. This means that they are
instituted directly, not between the individual and society, but between
limited and particular elements in society, which they link to one another.
Yet on the other hand, since society is not absent it must necessarily indeed
be concerned to some extent, and feel some repercussions. Then, depend-
ing upon the intensity with which it feels them, it intervenes at a greater or
lesser distance, and more or less actively, through the mediation of special
bodies whose task it is to represent it. These relationships are therefore
very different from those regulated by repressive law, for the latter join
directly, without any intermediary, the individual consciousness to that of
society, that is, the individual himself to society.

But these relationships can assume two very different forms. Sometimes
they are negative and come down to a mere abstention; at other times they
are positive, or ones affording co-operation. To the two categories of rules
that determine either kind of relationship correspond two kinds of social
solidarity between which a distinction must be drawn.

II

The negative relationship that may serve as a model for the others is that
which joins a thing to a person.

Indeed, things are a part of society, just as persons are, and play a
specific part in it. Thus their relationship to the body social needs to be
determined. So we may say that there exists a solidarity of things whose
nature is special enough to be outwardly revealed in legal consequences of
a very particular character.

Jurisconsults indeed distinguish between two kinds of rights: they term
one kind ‘real’, the other ‘personal’. The right of property and mortgage
belongs to the first kind, the right to credit to the second kind. What char-
acterizes ‘real’ rights is that they alone give rise to a right of preference and
succession. In this case the right that I possess over something is exclusive
of any other that might be established after mine. If, for example, a prop-
erty has been successively mortgaged to two creditors, the second mort-
gage cannot in any way restrict the rights acquired under the first.
Moreover, if my debtor disposes of the thing over which I possess a mort-
gage right, this is in no way affected, but the third party acquiring it is
obliged to pay me or to surrender what he has acquired. Now, for this to
be the case, the legal bond must link directly, without the mediation of any
third person, the thing specific to me in my legal status. This privileged
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situation is thus the consequence of the solidarity peculiar to things. When,
on the contrary, the right is personal, the person under an obligation to me
can, by contracting new obligations, give me co-creditors whose right is
equal to mine and, although I possess as surety all my debtor’s goods, if he
disposes of them they are removed from my surety by being no longer part
of his estate. This is because no special relationship exists between these
goods and myself, but one between the person of their owner and myself.4

We can thus see what this ‘real’ form of solidarity consists of: it links
things directly to persons, but not persons with one another. At a pinch,
someone believing himself to be alone in the world may exercise a ‘real’
right, leaving other persons out of account. Consequently, since it is only
through the mediation of persons that things are integrated into society,
the solidarity that arises from this integration is wholly negative. It does
not cause individual wills to move towards common ends, but only causes
things to gravitate around those individual wills in an orderly fashion.
Because ‘real’ rights are limited in this way, they do not come into
conflicts: disputes are forestalled, but there is no active co-operation, no
consensus. Let us envisage such agreement to be as complete as possible;
the society where it obtains, if it does so alone, will resemble a huge
constellation in which each star moves in its orbit without disturbing the
motion of neighbouring stars. Such a solidarity thus does not shape from
the elements drawn together an entity capable of acting in unison. It
contributes nothing to the unity of the body social.

From the above, it is easy to determine to what part of restitutive law
this form of solidarity corresponds: it is the corpus of ‘real’ rights. Now,
from the very definition that has been given of these, it follows that the law
of property is its most perfect exemplar. It is because the most perfect rela-
tionship that can exist between a thing and a person is one that wholly
subordinates the former to the latter. Yet this relationship is itself very
complex, and the various elements that form it can become the object of
as many ‘real’ secondary rights, such as usufruct, easements, usage and
habitation. All in all we may say that ‘real’ rights comprise property law
in its various forms (literary, artistic, industrial, personal estate, real estate)
and its different modes, such as those regulated by the second book of the
Civil Code. As well as this book, French law recognizes four other ‘real’
rights, but which are only ancillaries to or possible substitutes for personal
rights: surety, property usufruct, preferential right and mortgage (Arts
2071–2203). One should add to these all matters relating to the law of
inheritance, the law of testacy, and consequently, of intestacy, since the
latter creates, when it has been declared, a sort of provisional succession.
Indeed inheritance is a thing, or a set of things, over which heirs and lega-
tees by particular title have a ‘real’ right, whether this is acquired ipso
facto by the decease of the former owner, or whether it is only opened up
as the result of a judicial act, as happens for indirect heirs and legatees with
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a particular title. In all these cases the legal relationship is directly estab-
lished, not between one person and another, but between a person and a
thing. The same is true for gifts made by will, which is no more than the
exercise of the ‘real’ right that the owner disposes of over his possessions,
or at least over the portion of which he is free to dispose.

But there are relationships between one person and another which,
although in no way ‘real’, are nevertheless as negative as those just
mentioned, and express a solidarity of the same kind.

Firstly, there are relationships brought into play by the exercise of ‘real’
rights proper. It is because inevitably the functioning of these sometimes
brings up against one another holders of those rights themselves. For
example, when one thing is added on to another, the owner of the thing
deemed to be the principal one becomes at the same time the owner of the
other one; only ‘he must pay the other person the value of the thing joined
to his’ (Art. 566). This obligation is clearly a personal one. Likewise any
owner of a party wall who wishes to raise its height is obliged to pay the
co-proprietor an indemnity for the obligation imposed (Art. 658). A lega-
tee by particular title to an article must address himself to the main lega-
tee to obtain the release to him of the thing bequeathed, although he
acquires a right to it immediately upon the decease of the testator (Art.
1014). But the solidarity that these relationships express does not differ
from those we have just discussed: they are indeed established only to
make good or forestall any wrong occasioned. If the holder of a ‘real’ right
could always exercise it without ever going beyond bounds, with each
person remaining in his own domain, there would be no reason for any
legal relationship. But in fact such overlapping is constantly occurring
between these different rights, so that one cannot realize the value of one
right without encroaching upon the other rights that limit it. In one case
the thing over which I enjoy a right is in the hands of another; this is what
happens with a legacy. In another, I cannot enjoy my right without harm-
ing that of another; this is what occurs for certain easements charges.
Relationships are therefore needful to repair the damage if it has already
been done, or to prevent it happening. But there is nothing positive about
these relationships. They do not cause the persons whom they bring into
contact to co-operate together; they do not imply any such co-operation.
But they merely restore or maintain, in the new conditions that have been
brought about, that negative solidarity which has been disturbed in its
functioning by circumstances. Far from uniting people, they only arise in
order to unravel more efficiently what has been united by force of circum-
stance, to re-establish boundaries that have been violated and to reinstate
each individual in his own domain. These relationships are so closely iden-
tical to those of a thing with a person that those who drew up the Civil
Code have not dealt with them separately, but have treated them at the
same time as ‘real’ rights.
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Finally, the obligations that arise from an offence or a quasi-offence are
of exactly the same character.5 Indeed they constrain each individual to
repair the damage he has wrongfully caused to the legitimate interests of
another. Thus they are personal, but the solidarity to which they corre-
spond is clearly entirely negative, since they consist not in helping, but in
refraining from harm. The tie the breaking of which they penalize is wholly
external. The only difference between these relationships and the previous
ones is that, in the one case, the break arises from a misdeed and in the
other, from circumstances determined and foreseen by the law. But the
system of order disturbed is the same one; it arises, not from competition,
but purely from abstention.6 Moreover the rights whose infringement gives
rise to these obligations are themselves ‘real’, for I am the owner of my
body, my health, my honour and my reputation by the same right and in
the same way as the material things controlled by me.

To sum up: the rules relating to ‘real’ rights and personal relationships
that are established by virtue of them form a definite system whose func-
tion is not to link together the different parts of society, but on the contrary
to detach them from one another, and mark out clearly the barriers sepa-
rating them. Thus they do not correspond to any positive social tie. The
very expression ‘negative solidarity’ that we have employed is not
absolutely exact. It is not a true solidarity, having its own existence and
specific nature, but rather the negative aspects of every type of solidarity.
The first condition for an entity to become coherent is for the parts that
form it not to clash discordantly. But such an external harmony does not
bring about cohesion. On the contrary, it presumes it. Negative solidarity
is only possible where another kind is present, positive in nature, of which
it is both the result and the condition.

Indeed the rights that individuals possess both over themselves and
things can only be determined by means of compromise and mutual
concessions, for everything that is granted to some is necessarily given up
by others. It is sometimes stated that the level of normal development in
an individual could be deduced either from the concept of human person-
ality (Kant), or from the idea of the individual organism (Spencer). This is
possible, although the rigour in this reasoning is very questionable. In any
case what is certain is that, in historical reality, it is not upon these abstract
considerations that the moral order was founded. Indeed, for a man to
acknowledge that others have rights, not only as a matter of logic, but as
one of daily living, he must have agreed to limit his own. Consequently this
mutual limitation was only realizable in a spirit of understanding and
harmony. Now if we assume a host of individuals with no previous ties
binding them to one another, what reason might have impelled them to
make these reciprocal sacrifices? The need to live in peace? But peace in
itself is no more desirable than war. The latter has its drawbacks and
advantages. Have there not been peoples and individuals whose passion
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has at all times been war? The instincts to which it corresponds are no less
powerful than those that peace satisfies. No doubt sheer weariness of
hostilities can for a while put an end to them, but this simple truce can be
no more lasting than the temporary lassitude that brought it about. This is
all the more true of outcomes due merely to the triumph of force. They are
as provisional and precarious as the treaties that terminate wars between
nations. Men need peace only in so far as they are already united by some
bond of sociability. In this case, it is true that the feelings that cause them
to turn towards one another modify entirely naturally promptings of
egoism. From another viewpoint the society that encloses them, unable to
exist save when not shaken at every instant by some upheaval, bears down
upon them with all its weight to force them to make the necessary conces-
sions to one another. It is true that we sometimes see independent societies
reach agreement to determine the extent of their respective rights over
things, that is, over their territory. But the extreme instability of these rela-
tionships is precisely the best proof that negative solidarity alone is not
sufficient. If today, among cultured peoples, it seems to be stronger, if that
portion of international law that determines what might be called the ‘real’
rights of European societies perhaps possesses more authority than once it
did, it is because the different nations of Europe are also much less inde-
pendent of one another. This is because in certain respects they are all part
of the same society, still incohesive, it is true, but one becoming increas-
ingly conscious of itself. What has been termed the balance of power in
Europe marks the beginning of the organization of that society.

It is customary to distinguish carefully between justice and charity, that
is, the mere respect of others’ rights, from every act that goes beyond that
purely negative virtue. In both these kinds of practices may be seen two
independent strata of ethics: justice, by itself, might constitute its basic
foundation; charity might be its crowning glory. The distinction is such a
radical one that, according to the protagonists of a certain kind of ethics,
justice alone is needful for the smooth functioning of social life. Altruism
is scarcely more than a private virtue, which it is laudable for the individ-
ual to pursue, but which society can very well do without. Many even view
its intervention in public life with some disquiet. From what was stated
previously we can see just how far this conception is from according with
the facts. In reality, for men to acknowledge and mutually guarantee the
rights of one another, they must first have a mutual liking, and have some
reason that makes them cling to one another and to the single society of
which they form a part. Justice is filled with charity, or to employ once
more our expression, negative solidarity is only the emanation of another
solidarity that is positive in nature: it is the repercussion of social feelings
in the sphere of ‘real’ rights which come from a different source. Thus
there is nothing specific about justice, but it is the necessary accompani-
ment to every kind of solidarity. It is necessarily encountered everywhere
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men live a life in common, whether this results from the social division of
labour or from the attraction of like to like.

III

If the rules just discussed are separated from restitutive law, what remains
constitutes a system that is no less well defined, and includes domestic law,
contractual law, commercial law, procedural law, and administrative and
constitutional law. The relationships that are regulated by these laws are
of a nature entirely different from the preceding ones; they express a posi-
tive contribution, a co-operation deriving essentially from the division of
labour.

The questions resolved by domestic law may be reduced to the follow-
ing two types:

1 Who is entrusted with the different domestic functions? Who is the
spouse, who the father, who the legitimate child, who the guardian,
etc.?

2 What is the normal type of these functions and their relationships?

The stipulations laid down to meet the first of these questions are those
that determine the status and conditions required to contract a marriage,
the necessary formalities for the marriage to be a valid one, the conditions
regarding legitimate, illegitimate and adoptive children, the mode of select-
ing a guardian, etc.

On the other hand, it is the second question that is settled by the section
on the respective laws and duties relating to husband and wife, on the state
of their relationship in case of divorce, nullity or separation (including
division of property), on the powers of the father, on the legal conse-
quences of adoption, on administration by a guardian and on his relation-
ship with his ward, on the role of the family council vis-à-vis guardian and
ward, on the role of parents in the case of suspension of civil rights, and
on the constitution of a board of guardians.

This section of civil law has therefore as its purpose the determination
of how the various family functions are allocated and what should be the
relationship of each function to the others. That is to say that they express
the special solidarity that unites the members of a family as the result of
the domestic division of labour. It is true that we are scarcely accustomed
to conceiving the family in this light. It is very often believed that what
brings about this cohesion is exclusively a commonality of sentiments and
beliefs. Indeed there are so many matters shared in common between the
members of the family group that the special character of the tasks incum-
bent upon each member easily eludes us. This prompted Comte to declare
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that domestic union excludes ‘any thought of direct and common co-oper-
ation towards any common goal’.7 But the legal organization of the family
whose essential traits we have just briefly recalled, demonstrates the real-
ity of these functional differences and their importance. The history of the
family from its origins shows in fact a mere uninterrupted movement
towards dissociation, in the course of which these various functions, at
first undivided and overlapping, have gradually separated out and been
constituted independently, being distributed among the various relatives
according to sex, age and dependent relationships, so as to make each rela-
tive a specialized functionary in domestic society.8 Far from being only an
ancillary and secondary phenomenon, this family division of labour, on the
contrary, dominates the whole of the development of the family.

The relationship of the division of labour to contractual law is no less
marked.

The contract is indeed the supreme legal expression of cooperation. It
is true that there exist so-called ‘benevolent’ contracts that bind only one
of the parties. If I make an unconditional gift to another person, if I
assume voluntarily the trusteeship of some object, or a power of attor-
ney, there ensue for me precise, clear-cut obligations. Yet no real co-
operation between the contracting parties exists since burdens are laid
upon one of them alone. Yet co-operation is not entirely absent from 
the phenomenon; it is merely gratuitous or unilateral. For instance, what
is a gift if not an exchange without reciprocal obligations? These kinds
of contract are therefore merely a variation of contracts of a truly co-
operative nature.

Moreover, they are very rare, for it is only exceptionally that gratuitous
acts fall under legal regulation. As for the other contracts, which comprise
the overwhelming majority, the obligations to which they give rise are
correlative, either through reciprocal obligations or through services
previously rendered. The undertaking entered into by the one party stems
either from that entered into by the other, or from a service already
performed by the latter.9 Now such reciprocity is only possible where co-
operation exists and this in turn does not occur without the division of
labour. To co-operate, in fact, is to share with one another a common
task. If this task is subdivided into tasks qualitatively similar, although
indispensable to one another, there is a simple or first-level division of
labour. If they are different in kind, there is composite division of labour,
or specialization proper.

This latter form of co-operation is moreover the one that the contract
by far the most usually expresses. The only one of different significance is
the contract of association, and also perhaps the marriage contract, in so
far as it determines the share in household expenses to be contributed by
husband and wife. Even for this to be the case, the contract of association
must place all associates on the same level, with identical contributions
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and functions. But this is a case which never exactly occurs in matrimonial
relations, because of the division of labour between husband and wife.
Against these rare kinds of contract let us contrast the innumerable
contracts whose purpose is to harmonize functions that are special and
different: contracts between buyer and seller, exchange contracts,
contracts between employers and workers, between hirer and person
hiring, between lender and borrower, between the repository and the
depositor, between innkeeper and traveller, between one enjoying a power
of attorney and his mandatory, between the creditor and the pledge given
by the debtor, etc. In general, the contract is the symbol of exchange. Thus
not unjustifiably Spencer was able to term a contract physiological, one
like that which at every moment occurs in the exchange of substances
between the different organs of the living body.10 Now it is plain that
exchange always assumes some more or less developed division of labour.
It is true that the contracts we have just mentioned are still of a somewhat
general character. But we must not forget that law only draws the general
contours, the main features of social relationships, those that are to be
found identical in the different spheres of collective life. Thus each one of
these types of contract assumes a host of others, more specialized, of
which it is, as it were, the common blueprint, but which at the same time
regulates the others, those in which relationships are established between
more specialized functions. Thus despite the relative simplicity of this
scheme, it is enough to demonstrate the extreme complexity of the facts
that it epitomizes.

Moreover, this specialization of functions is directly manifest in the
commercial code, which especially regulates contracts specific to
commerce: contracts between agent and principal, between carrier and
consignor, between the bearer of a bill of exchange and the drawer,
between shipowner and creditors, or shipowner and captain and crew,
between the freighting agency and the charterer, between lender and
borrower in a contract duly legally engrossed, between insurer and
insured. Yet here again a great gap exists between the comparatively
general nature of the legal prescriptions and the diversity of special func-
tions whose relationships are regulated by these, as is shown by the impor-
tant position accorded in commercial law to custom.

Where the commercial code does not regulate contracts proper, it
determines what certain special functions must be, such as those of the
stockbroker, the dealer, the ship’s captain, the receiver in a case of bank-
ruptcy, so as to ensure solidarity in all the various parts of the commer-
cial system.

Procedural law, whether this be criminal, civil or commercial, plays
the same role in the legal system. The sanctions of legal rules of all kinds
can only be applied through a certain number of ancillary functions,
such as those of magistrates, defence lawyers, solicitors, jurors, plaintiffs
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and defendants. Procedures decide the manner in which the functions
must be applied and relate to one another. It states what they should be
and what is the role of each one in the general life of the corpus of the
law.

It seems to us that, in a rational classification of legal rules, procedural
law should be considered merely as a variety of administrative law: we do
not see what rational difference separates the administration of justice
from the rest of administration. Whatever the rights or wrongs of this
viewpoint, administrative law proper regulates ill-defined functions that
are termed administrative,11 just as procedural law does judicial functions.
It determines what their normal type is, and their relationships either with
one another or with the diffused functions of society. One would only need
to except a certain number of rules which are generally classified under this
heading, although they are penal in character.12 Finally, constitutional law
performs the same role for governmental functions.

It may well be surprising to see classified under the same heading
administrative and political law with what is usually termed private law.
Yet firstly, such a connection is needed if the nature of the sanctions is
taken as the basis for classification. Now it does not seem possible for us
to adopt any other system if we wish to proceed scientifically. Moreover,
to separate completely these two kinds of law we would have to admit that
private law really exists, whereas we believe that all law is public, because
all law is social. All the functions of society are social, just as all the func-
tions of an organism are organic. The economic functions, just like the
others, are also of this character. Moreover, even among the most diffuse
functions there are none that are not to some extent subject to the effects
of the machinery of government. Thus from this viewpoint between them
there is no more than a difference in degree.

To sum up: the relationships that are regulated by co-operative law,
with its restitutive sanctions, and the solidarity these relationships
express, result from the social division of labour. Moreover, it is explica-
ble that, in general, co-operative relationships do not carry with them any
other form of sanctions. Indeed, special tasks, by their very nature, are
exempt from the effects of the collective consciousness. This is because if
something is to be the object of shared sentiments, the first condition is
that it should be shared, that is, present in every consciousness, and that
each individual may be able to conceive of it from a single, identical view-
point. Doubtless, so long as functions are of a certain general nature,
everyone can have some feeling for them. Yet the more specific they
become the more also the number is restricted of those who are aware of
each and every function. Consequently the more they overflow beyond
the common consciousness. The rules that determine them cannot there-
fore possess that superior force and transcendent authority which, when
it suffers harm, exacts expiation. It is indeed also from public opinion that
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their authority springs, just as do penal rules, but from an opinion that is
specific to certain sectors of society.

Moreover, even in those special circles where the rules are applied, and
where consequently they are evoked in the minds of people, they do not
reflect any very acute feelings, nor even in most cases any kind of emotional
state. For, since they determine the manner in which the different functions
should work together in the various combinations of circumstances that
may arise, the objects to which they relate are not ever-present in the
consciousness. We are not always having to administer a guardianship or a
trusteeship,13 nor having to exercise our rights as creditor or buyer, etc.
Above all, we do not have to exercise them in particular conditions. But the
states of consciousness are strong only in so far as they are permanent. The
infringement of these rules does not therefore touch to the quick the
common spirit of society, nor, at least usually, that of these special groups.
Consequently the infringement cannot provoke more than a very moderate
reaction. All that we require is for the functions to work together in a regu-
lar fashion. Thus if this regularity is disturbed, we are satisfied if it is re-
established. This is most certainly not to say that the development of the
division of labour cannot have repercussions in the penal law. There are, as
we already know, administrative and governmental functions where certain
relationships are regulated by repressive law, because of the special charac-
ter marking the organ of the common consciousness and everything apper-
taining to it. In yet other cases, the bonds of solidarity linking certain social
functions may be such that once they are broken repercussions occur that
are sufficiently general to provoke a reaction of punishment. But for
reasons we have already stated, these consequences are exceptional.

In the end this law plays a part analogous in society to that of the nerv-
ous system in the organism. That system, in effect, has the task of regulat-
ing the various bodily functions in such a way that they work harmoniously
together. Thus it expresses in a very natural way the degree of concentra-
tion that the organism has reached as a result of the physiological division
of labour. Therefore we can at the different levels of the animal scale meas-
ure that concentration according to the development of the nervous system.
Likewise this means that we can ascertain the measure of concentration
that a society has reached through the social division of labour, according
to the development of co-operative law with its restitutive sanctions. One
can foresee that such a criterion will be of great utility to us.

IV

Since negative solidarity on its own brings about no integration, and since,
moreover, there is nothing specific in it, we shall identify only two kinds of
positive solidarity, distinguished by the following characteristics:
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1 The first kind links the individual directly to society without any inter-
mediary. With the second kind he depends upon society because he
depends upon the parts that go to constitute it.

2 In the two cases, society is not viewed from the same perspective. In
the first, the term is used to denote a more or less organized society
composed of beliefs and sentiments common to all the members of the
group: this is the collective type. On the contrary, in the second case
the society to which we are in solidarity with is a system of different
and special functions united by definite relationships. Moreover, these
two societies are really one. They are two facets of one and the same
reality, but which none the less need to be distinguished from each
other.

3 From this second difference there arises another which will serve to
allow us to characterize and delineate the features of these two kinds
of solidarity.

The first kind can only be strong to the extent that the ideas and tenden-
cies common to all members of the society exceed in number and intensity
those that appertain personally to each one of those members. The greater
this excess, the more active this kind of society is. Now what constitutes
our personality is that which each one of us possesses that is peculiar and
characteristic, what distinguishes him from others. This solidarity can
therefore only increase in inverse relationship to the personality. As we
have said, there are in the consciousness of each one of us two conscious-
nesses: one that we share in common with our group in its entirety, which
is consequently not ourselves, but society living and acting within us; the
other that, on the contrary, represents us alone in what is personal and
distinctive about us, what makes us an individual.14 The solidarity that
derives from similarities is at its maximum when the collective conscious-
ness completely envelops our total consciousness, coinciding with it at
every point. At that moment our individuality is zero. That individuality
cannot arise until the community fills us less completely. Here there are
two opposing forces, the one centripetal, the other centrifugal, which
cannot increase at the same time. We cannot ourselves develop simultane-
ously in two so opposing directions. If we have a strong inclination to
think and act for ourselves we cannot be strongly inclined to think and act
like other people. If the ideal is to create for ourselves a special, personal
image, this cannot mean to be like everyone else. Moreover, at the very
moment when this solidarity exerts its effect, our personality, it may be
said by definition, disappears, for we are no longer ourselves, but a collec-
tive being.

The social molecules that can only cohere in this one manner cannot
therefore move as a unit save in so far as they lack any movement of their
own, as do the molecules of inorganic bodies. This is why we suggest that
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this kind of solidarity should be called mechanical. The word does not
mean that the solidarity is produced by mechanical and artificial means.
We only use this term for it by analogy with the cohesion that links
together the elements of mineral bodies, in contrast to that which encom-
passes the unity of animal bodies. What finally justifies the use of this term
is the fact that the bond that thus unites the individual with society is
completely analogous to that which links the thing to the person. The indi-
vidual consciousness, considered from this viewpoint, is simply a depen-
dency of the collective type, and follows all its motions, just as the object
possessed follows those which its owner imposes upon it. In societies
where this solidarity is highly developed the individual, as we shall see
later, does not belong to himself; he is literally a thing at the disposal of
society. Thus, in these same social types, personal rights are still not yet
distinguished from ‘real’ rights.

The situation is entirely different in the case of solidarity that brings
about the division of labour. Whereas the other solidarity implies that
individuals resemble one another, the latter assumes that they are differ-
ent from one another. The former type is only possible in so far as the
individual personality is absorbed into the collective personality; the
latter is only possible if each one of us has a sphere of action that is pecu-
liarly our own, and consequently a personality. Thus the collective
consciousness must leave uncovered a part of the individual conscious-
ness, so that there may be established in it those special functions that it
cannot regulate. The more extensive this free area is, the stronger the
cohesion that arises from this solidarity. Indeed, on the one hand each
one of us depends more intimately upon society the more labour is
divided up, and on the other, the activity of each one of us is correspond-
ingly more specialized, the more personal it is. Doubtless, however
circumscribed that activity may be, it is never completely original. Even
in the exercise of our profession we conform to usages and practices that
are common to us all within our corporation. Yet even in this case, the
burden that we bear is in a different way less heavy than when the whole
of society bears down upon us, and this leaves much more room for the
free play of our initiative. Here, then, the individuality of the whole
grows at the same time as that of the parts. Society becomes more effec-
tive in moving in concert, at the same time as each of its elements has
more movements that are peculiarly its own. This solidarity resembles
that observed in the higher animals. This is because each organ has its
own special characteristics and autonomy, yet the greater the unity of the
organism, the more marked the individualization of the parts. Using this
analogy, we propose to call ‘organic’ the solidarity that is due to the divi-
sion of labour.

At the same time this chapter and the preceding one provide us with the
means of estimating the part played by each one of these two social links
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in the overall, common result which by different ways they contribute in
producing. In fact we know under what external forms these two kinds of
solidarity are symbolised, that is, what is the corpus of legal rules corre-
sponding to each one. Consequently to know their respective importance
within a given social type, it is enough to compare the respective extent of
the two kinds of law that express them, since the law always varies with
the social relationships that it regulates.15

Notes

1. Tarde, Criminalité comparée (Alcan, Paris) p. 113.
2. Even that moral authority derives from custom, and hence from society.
3. We must confine ourselves here to these general remarks, common to every

form of restitutive law. Numerous demonstrations of this truth will be found
later (Chapter VII) for that part of law that corresponds to the solidarity
engendered by the division of labour.

4. It has sometimes been stated that the status of father or son, etc. was the
object of ‘real’ rights (cf. Ortolan, Instituts, vol. I, p. 660). But such forms
of status are only abstract symbols of various rights, some ‘real’ (for exam-
ple, a father’s right over the fortune of his under-age children), others
personal.

5. Arts 1382–1386 of the Civil Code. To these might be linked the articles
concerning the reclaiming of a debt.

6. A contracting party who fails to fulfil his undertakings is also obliged to
indemnify the other party. But in that case the damages awarded serve as
a sanction for a positive bond. It is not because he has committed any
harm that the breaker of a contract pays, but for not having carried out his
obligation.

7. A. Comte, Cours de philosophie positive, vol. IV, p. 419.
8. For further development of this point, cf. Chapter VII.
9. For instance, in the case of a loan with interest.

10. H. Spencer, Principles of Ethics (London, 1893).
11. We have retained the expression normally used. But it would require to be

defined, and this we are not able to do. All in all, it seems to us that these
functions are those placed directly under the influence of governmental
authorities. But many distinctions would have to be made.

12. Also, those that concern the ‘real’ rights of legal entities (personnes morales)
of an administrative kind, for the relationships that they determine are nega-
tive ones.

13. This is why the law that regulates the relationships of domestic functions is
not penal in character, although its functions are fairly general.

14. Nevertheless these two consciousnesses are not regions of ourselves that are
‘geographically’ distinct, for they interpenetrate each other at every point.

15. To clarify ideas, in the table that follows we develop the classification of
legal rules that is implicit in this chapter and the preceding one.
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I. Rules with an organised, repressive sanction.
(A classification will be found in the next chapter.)

II. Rules with a restitutory sanction determining different relationships.

Between domestic functions

Negative or 
abstaining
relationships

Of a thing
to a person

Of persons to
one another

Between 
diffused
economic 
functions

Administrative
functions

Governmental
functions

Contractual relationships in 
general.
Special contracts.

One to another.
With governmental functions.
With functions diffused 
throughout society.

One to another.
With administrative functions.
With diffused political functions.

Right to property in its various 
forms (personal estate, real 
estate, etc.)
Various procedures of the right 
of property (estate charges, 
usufruct, etc.)

Determined by the normal 
exercise of ‘real’ rights
Determined by the illegal 
violation of ‘real’ rights.

Positive or 
co-operative
relationships























































CHAPTER IV

Another Proof of the 
Preceding Theory

However, because of the importance of the results just set out, it is wise,
before proceeding further, to confirm them once more. This fresh verifica-
tion is all the more useful because it will provide us with an opportunity
for establishing a law that, whilst it will serve to prove the results, will also
serve to make clear everything that is to follow.

If the two kinds of solidarity that we have just distinguished indeed
assume the legal expression we have stated, the preponderance of repres-
sive law over co-operative law must be all the greater when the collective
type is more pronounced and the division of labour more rudimentary.
Conversely, to the degree that individual types develop and tasks become
specialized, the balance between the extent of these two kinds of law must
tend to be upset. Now the reality of this relationship can be demonstrated
experimentally.

I

The more primitive societies are, the more resemblances there are between
the individuals from which they have been formed. Already Hippocrates,
in his De Aere et Locis, had said that Scythians were an ethnic type and
had no personal types. Humboldt notes in his Neuspanien1 that among
barbarian peoples is to be found a physiognomy more characteristic of the
horde rather than individual physiognomies, and this fact has been
confirmed by a large number of observers:

Just as the Romans found among the ancient Germans very great similarities,
so do the so-called savages produce the same effect upon the civilized European.
To tell the truth, lack of practice can often be the main cause which induces the
traveller to form such a judgement… Yet this inexperience could hardly
produce this consequence if the differences to which the civilized man is accus-
tomed in his native environment were not in reality more considerable than
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those he encounters among primitive peoples. This saying of Ulloa is well
known and often quoted: that he who has seen one native of America has seen
them all.2

By contrast, among civilized peoples two individuals can be distin-
guished from one another at a first glance, and without any prior initiation
being necessary.

Dr Lebon was able to establish objectively this homogeneity, which
increases as one goes further back in time towards the origins. He compared
skulls belonging to different races and societies and found ‘that the differ-
ences in cranial capacity existing between individuals of the same race are
much greater according to how advanced the race is on the ladder of civi-
lization’. After having grouped together the capacity of the craniums of
each race in a progressive series, taking care to establish comparisons only
for series numerous enough for the individual examples to be linked in a
graduated way, [I recognised,] he states ‘that the difference in volume
between the largest adult male craniums and the smallest amounts in round
figures to 200 cubic centimetres for the gorilla, 280 for the untouchables in
India, 310 for the Australian aborigine, 350 for the ancient Egyptian, 470
for the twelfth-century Parisian, 600 for the modern Parisian, 700 for the
German.’3 There are even some tribes where the difference is non-existent.
‘The Andaman Islanders and the Todas are all alike. The same may also
almost be said of the inhabitants of Greenland. Five craniums of
Patagonians owned by M. Broca’s laboratory are identical.’4

There is no doubt that these organic similarities correspond to psycho-
logical similarities. ‘It is certain,’ states Waitz, 

that this great physical resemblance among natives arises essentially from 
the absence of any strong psychological individuality and from the inferior
state of intellectual culture in general. The homogeneity of characters
(Gemütseigenschaften) within a Negro tribe is indisputable. In Upper Egypt the
slave dealer only inquires in detail about the place of origin of the slave and not
about his individual character, for long experience has taught him that the
differences between individuals of the same tribe are insignificant beside those
that derive from race. Thus the Nubas and the Gallus are reputed to be very
loyal, the Northern Abyssinians treacherous and perfidious, and most of the
others are deemed to be good domestic slaves, but hardly usable for physical
labour. Those of Fertit are held to be savage and swift to seek vengeance.5

Thus originality is not only rare; there is, so to speak, no room for it.
Everybody then accepts and practises without argument the same religion;
different sects and quarrels are unknown: they would not be tolerated. At
this time religion includes everything, extends to everything. It embraces,
although in a very confused state, besides religious beliefs proper, ethics,
law, the principles of political organization, and even science, or at least
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what passes for it. It regulates even the minutiae of private life. Thus to
state that religious consciousnesses are then identical, and that this identity
is absolute, is implicitly to assert that, except for those sensations that
relate to the organism and states of the organism, every individual
consciousness is roughly made up of the same elements. Even sensory
impressions themselves need not display great diversity, because of the
physical resemblances displayed by individuals.

Yet the idea is still fairly widespread that civilization, on the contrary,
has the effect of increasing social similarities. ‘To the extent that human
settlements spread,’ states Tarde, ‘the diffusion of ideas, which follows a
regular geometrical progression, becomes more marked.’6 According to
Hale,7 it is a mistake to attribute to primitive peoples a certain uniformity
of character, and he cites as proof the fact that the yellow and black races
of the Pacific Ocean, who live side by side, are more strongly distinguish-
able from each other than two European peoples. Likewise, are not the
differences that separate the Frenchman from the Englishman or the
German less today than they were formerly? In almost all European soci-
eties law, ethics, customs, even the basic political institutions, are roughly
identical. It has also been noted that within the same country today the
contrasts that were once encountered are no longer to be found. Social life
no longer varies, or not as much, from one province to another; in unified
countries such as France, it is almost the same in every region, and this
process of evening out is greater among the cultured classes.8

But these facts in no way invalidate our proposition. Certainly the differ-
ent societies tend to resemble one another more closely, but this is not true
for the individuals that they comprise. There is now less of a gap than
formerly between the Frenchman and the Englishman in general, but this
does not prevent Frenchmen today from being much more different from
one another than they were once. Likewise, it is indeed the case that each
province is tending to lose its distinctive appearance, but this does not
prevent each individual from assuming increasingly an appearance
personal to him. The Norman is less different from the Gascon, and the
Gascon from the Lorrainer or the Provençal: all share hardly more than the
characteristics common to all Frenchmen. But the diversity that Frenchmen
exhibit as a whole has continually increased. For, if the few provincial types
that once existed tend to blend in with each other and disappear, in their
place there is a multitude of individual types, important in a different way.
There are no longer as many differences as there are large regions, but there
are almost as many differences as there are individuals. Conversely,
whereas each province has its own personality, this is not true of individu-
als. These can be very heterogeneous as compared with one another, and
yet be formed only from similar elements. This is also what occurs in polit-
ical societies. In the same way, in the world of biology the protozoans are
distinct from one another to such an extent that it is impossible to classify
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them into species.9 Yet each one is made up of matter that is perfectly
homogeneous.

This view therefore rests upon a confusion between individual and
collective types, whether these are provincial or national. It is beyond ques-
tion that civilization tends to level out differences between collective types,
but it has been wrongly concluded that it has the same effect upon individ-
ual types and that uniformity is becoming general. Far from these two
kinds of types both varying, we shall see that the disappearance of the first
is the necessary cause for the appearance of the other.10 But there is never
more than a limited number of collective types within the same society, for
it can only include a small number of races and regions that are different
enough to produce such dissimilarities. On the other hand, individuals are
capable of infinite diversity. The diversity is therefore all the greater as
types become more developed.

The foregoing applies identically to professional types. We have
reason to suppose that they are losing something of their former
contours, that the gulf that once separated professions, and particularly
certain ones, is in the process of being filled up. But what is sure is that
within each profession differences have grown. Each individual has more
his own ways of thinking and acting, and is less subject to the general
view of the corporation. Moreover, if from one profession to another the
differences are less clear-cut, they are in any case more numerous, for
occupational types have themselves multiplied as the work becomes
more shared out. If they are no longer distinguishable from one another
save in some small respects, at least these have become more and more
varied. The diversity has therefore not lessened, even from this view-
point, although it no longer manifests itself in the form of violent and
striking contrasts.

Thus we may rest assured that the farther we go back in history, the
greater the homogeneity. Moreover, the more we reach the highest social
types, the more developed the division of labour. Let us now see how the
two forms of law we have distinguished themselves vary, at diverse levels
in the social scale.

II

So far as we can judge the state of the law in the very lowest societies, it
seems to be wholly repressive. Lubbock states: ‘The savage is not free
anywhere. All over the world his daily life is regulated by a complicated
and apparently most inconvenient set of customs (as imperious as laws), of
quaint prohibitions and privileges’ (p. 303). ‘Nay, every action of their
lives is regulated by numerous rules, none the less stringent because
unwritten’ (p. 302).11



Indeed we know with what ease the ways of acting among primitive
peoples become consolidated into traditional practices, and moreover how
great the strength of tradition is among them. The customs of their ances-
tors are shrouded in so much respect that they cannot depart from them
without being punished.

Yet such observations are necessarily imprecise, for nothing is more
difficult to grasp than customs that are so vague. For our demonstration
to be conducted methodically, we must bring it to bear as much as possi-
ble upon written law.

The four final books of the Pentateuch – Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers
and Deuteronomy – represent the most ancient record of this nature that
we possess.12 Of the 4,000–5,000 verses there is only a relatively tiny
number in which are expressed rules that might conceivably pass as not
being repressive. They are concerned with the following objects:

Law of property: right of withdrawal; jubilee; property of Levites
(Leviticus 15:14–25, 29–34 and 27:1–34).
Domestic law: marriage (Deuteronomy 21:11–14; 23:5; 25:5–10;
Leviticus 21:7, 13, 14); law of succession (Numbers 27:8–11 and 26:8;
Deuteronomy 21:15–17); slavery of native-born and foreigners
(Deuteronomy 15:12–17; Exodus 21:2–11; Leviticus 19:20; 25:39–44;
36:44–54).
Loans and wages: (Deuteronomy 15:7–9; 23:19–20; 24:6 and 10–13;
25:15).
Quasi-offences: (Exodus 21:18–33 and 33–35; 22:6 and 10–17).13

Organization of public functions: functions of priests (Numbers 10); of
Levites (Numbers 3 and 4); of elders (Deuteronomy 21:19; 22:15; 25:7;
21:1; Leviticus 4:15); of judges (Exodus 18:25; Deuteronomy 1:15–17).

Thus restitutive law and co-operative law in particular amount to very
little. Nor is this all. Among the rules we have just mentioned many are not
so far remote from the penal law as at first sight one might believe, for they
are all marked with a religious character. They all likewise emanate from
the Godhead; to violate them is to offend him, and such offences are sins
that must be expiated. The Book does not distinguish between this kind of
commandment and another, for they are all divine words that cannot be
disobeyed with impunity. ‘If you do not observe and fulfil all the law writ-
ten down in this book, if you do not revere this honoured and dreaded
name, this name “the Lord your God,” then the Lord will strike you and
your descendants …’ (Deuteronomy 28:58–9, NEB). The failure, even by
a mistake, to observe any precept whatsoever constitutes a sin and
demands expiation. Threats of this kind, whose penal character is beyond
dispute, even sanction directly some of those rules that we have attributed
to restitutive law. Having decided that a divorced wife cannot be taken
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back by her first husband, if after having married again she divorces once
more, the text adds: ‘This is abominable to the Lord; you must not bring
sin upon the land which the Lord your God is giving you as your patri-
mony’ (Deuteronomy 24:4, our emphasis). Likewise, the verse that follows
prescribes the manner in which wages are to be paid: ‘Pay him [the hired
man] his wages on the same day before sunset, for he is poor and his heart
is set on them: he may appeal to the Lord against you and you will be
guilty of sin’ (Deuteronomy 24:15, our emphasis). The compensatory
damages that arise from quasi-offences seem also to be presented as veri-
table expiatory acts. Thus we read in Leviticus: ‘When one man strikes
another and kills him he shall be put to death. Whosoever strikes a beast
and kills it shall make restitution, life for life … fracture for fracture, eye
for eye, tooth for tooth.’14 Redress for the damage suffered has every
appearance of being assimilated to the punishment for murder and consid-
ered to be an application of the law of talion.

It is true that there are a certain number of precepts for which a sanc-
tion is not particularly specified, but we already know that it will certainly
be of a penal character. The nature of the expressions used is sufficient to
prove it. Moreover, tradition informs us that a physical punishment was
inflicted upon anyone who violated a negative precept, when the law
formally prescribed no specific punishment.15 In short, at various levels the
whole of Hebrew law revealed to us in the Pentateuch bears essentially the
stamp of repression. This is more apparent in certain places, more
concealed in others, but we feel it to be always present. Because all the
expressions contained in the Pentateuch are the commandments of God,
sealed, so to speak, with his direct guarantee, from this origin they all
derive an extraordinary prestige that renders them sacrosanct. Thus when
they are violated the public conscience is not content with mere reparation,
but insists upon an expiation, one of vengeance. Since what is peculiar to
the nature of the penal law is the extraordinary authority of the rules that
it sanctions, and since men have never known or imagined any higher
authority than that which the believer attributes to his God, a law deemed
to be the word of God Himself cannot fail to be essentially repressive. We
could even say that every penal law is more or less religious, for what lies
at its heart is the feeling of respect for a force superior to that of the indi-
vidual, for a power in some way transcendental, regardless of the particu-
lar symbol whereby it impinges upon the consciousness, and this sentiment
is at the basis of all religious feeling. This is why, in a general fashion,
repression dominates the entire corpus of law in lower societies: it is
because religion permeates all legal activity, just as, moreover, it does all
social life.

Thus this characteristic is still very marked in the laws of Manu. We
have only to see the prominent place that the laws assign to criminal justice
among national institutions as a whole: ‘To help the king in his functions,’
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states Manu, ‘the Lord produced from the very beginning the genius of
punishment, protector of all beings, the executant of justice, his own son,
and whose essence is wholly divine. It is the fear of punishment which
allows all creatures, whether they move or are immovable, to enjoy what
is their own, and which prevents them from straying from their duties. …
Punishment governs the human race, punishment protects it; punishment
remains on watch whilst all else is sleeping; punishment is justice, say the
wise. … All classes would become corrupt, all barriers would be overtop-
pled, the universe would be mere chaos, if punishment no longer
performed its duty.’16

The Law of the Twelve Tables already relates to a society much more
advanced17 and closer to us than was the Hebrew people. What proves this
is that Roman society did not arrive at the type of the city until it had
passed through the type in which Jewish society had remained static, and
had gone beyond it. We shall have proof of this later.18 Other facts also
bear witness to this lesser distance from us. Firstly, in the Law of the
Twelve Tables we find in embryonic form the main elements of our pres-
ent body of law, whereas there is nothing in common, so to speak, between
Hebraic law and our own.19 Secondly, the Law of the Twelve Tables is
completely secular. If in primitive Rome lawgivers such as Numa
Pompilius were held to receive their inspiration from the divinity, and if in
consequence law and religion were then closely intermingled, at the time
when the Twelve Tables were drawn up this alliance had certainly ceased,
for this legal monument was presented from the beginning as an entirely
human edifice intended to cover only human relationships. We find in it
only a few clauses relating to religious ceremonies, and even these seem to
have been admitted because they were sumptuary laws. Now a more or
less complete state of dissociation existing between legal and religious
elements is one of the best indicators for discovering whether one society
is more, or less, developed than another.20

Thus criminal law no longer arrogates to itself the whole field. Rules
reinforced by punishments and those that carry only restitutive sanctions
are by this time clearly distinguished from each other. Restitutive law has
disentangled itself from repressive law, which in the beginning subsumed it
completely. It now possesses its own characteristics, its particular constitu-
tion and individuality. It exists as a distinct legal species, equipped with its
own special bodies and procedures. Co-operative law itself makes its
appearance: in the Twelve Tables are to be found both domestic and
contractual law.

Yet if penal law has lost its original preponderancy, its share of the
whole remains large. Of the 115 fragments of that law that Voigt
succeeded in reconstituting, only 66 can be attributed to restitutive law,
and 49 are strongly penal in nature.21 Consequently penal law is not far
from representing half of that Code as it has come down to us. Yet what
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remains of it can only provide us with a very incomplete picture of the
importance of repressive law at the time when it was drawn up, for it is
those parts that concerned this kind of law which have probably been most
easily lost. It is to the jurisconsults of the classical era that, almost exclu-
sively, we owe the fragments that have been preserved for us. Yet the
jurisconsults were much more interested in problems of civil law than in
questions relating to the criminal law. The latter hardly lends itself to the
splendid controversies that in every age have stirred the passions of
lawyers. The general indifference shown towards it must have had the
effect of consigning to oblivion a large part of the ancient penal law of
Rome. Moreover, even the authentic, complete text of the Law of the
Twelve Tables certainly did not wholly comprise all that law. Thus it did
not speak of religious and domestic crimes, which were both tried in
special courts, nor of offences against morals. Finally, we must allow for
the reluctance, so to say, of the penal law, in becoming codified. Since it is
engraved on the consciousness of each one, no need is felt to write it down
in order to make it known. For all such reasons, we may rightly presume
that, even in fourth-century Rome, penal law still represented the larger
part of juridical rules.

This preponderance is even much more certain and much more marked
if it is compared not to the whole of restitutive law, but only to that part
of the law that corresponds to organic solidarity. Indeed at that time there
existed hardly anything other than domestic law, the organization of which
was already fairly advanced. Procedure, although irksome, is not varied or
complicated. Contractual law is only just beginning: ‘The small number of
contracts recognized in ancient law,’ says Voigt, ‘is in striking contrast to
the host of obligations that arise from criminal offences.’22 As for public
law, besides the fact that it is still fairly simple, it has for the most part a
penal character, because it has retained its religious character.

From this time on repressive law did not cease to diminish in relative
importance. On the one hand, even presuming that it had not regressed on
a great number of points, and that many acts originally regarded as crim-
inal had not gradually ceased to be repressed, and the contrary is certainly
the case for religious offences, at least repressive law did not perceptibly
increase. We know that from the era of the Twelve Tables the principal
criminological types of Roman law were constituted. On the other hand,
contractual law, procedure and public law did not cease increasingly to
expand. As time passes, we see the rare and scrappy formulas concerning
these different points, which were contained in the Twelve Tables, contin-
ually developing and multiplying until they become the gigantic systems of
the classical era. Domestic law itself grows more complex and diverse, as
praetorian law is gradually added to the primitive form of civil law.

This history of Christian societies affords yet another example of the
same phenomenon. Already Sumner Maine had conjectured that by
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comparing with one another the different laws of the barbarians one
would discover that the prominence given to penal law would be the
greater the more ancient it was.23 The facts bear out this proposition.

Salic law relates to a society less developed than fourth-century Rome.
For if, like the latter, it had already gone beyond the social type at which
the Hebrew people had stopped, it was, however, less completely separated
from it. As we shall show later, its traces are much more apparent. Thus
penal law was of much greater importance in it. Of the 293 articles that
make up the text of the Salic law, as published by Waitz,24 there are
scarcely 25 (roughly 9 per cent) that are not repressive in nature. These are
those that relate to the constitution of the Frankish family.25 Contractual
is not entirely separated from penal law, for a refusal to honour an agree-
ment entered into on the appointed day gives rise to a fine. But the Salic
law comprises only part of the penal law of the Franks, since it concerns
solely crimes and offences in which settlements can be made. Now there
were certainly some of these that could not be redeemed in this way. If one
reflects that the Lex contains not a word about crimes against the state,
nor about military crimes, or those against religion, then the preponder-
ance of repressive law will appear even more considerable.26

It is already less in Burgundian law, which is more recent. Of 311 arti-
cles, we have counted 98 – roughly one-third – that present no penal char-
acter. But any increase relates solely to domestic law, which has become
more complicated, both in the law concerning things and that concerning
persons. Contractual law is not much more developed than it was in Salic
law.

Finally, the law of the Visigoths, of even more recent date, that relates
to an even more cultured people, attests to further progress in the same
direction. Although penal law is still predominant, restitutive law has
almost equal importance. Indeed we find an entire code of procedure
(Books I and II), a matrimonial law and a domestic law, which are already
very advanced (Book III, titles I and VI; Book IV). Lastly, for the first time
a whole book, the fifth, is devoted to transactions.

The lack of codification does not permit us to observe with the same
accuracy this dual development as it proceeds over the whole of our
history. But it is indisputable that it continued in the same direction.
Indeed, from this time onwards the legal calendar of crimes and offences
is already very comprehensive. By contrast, domestic law, contractual law,
procedural and public law have continued to develop uninterruptedly, and
it is in this way that finally the two parts of the law that we are compar-
ing are found to have been reversed.

Repressive and co-operative law thus vary exactly as was predicted in the
theory, which is therefore confirmed. It is true that this predominance of
penal law in lower societies has sometimes been attributed to a different
cause. It has been explained, ‘by the violence habitual to the communities
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which for the first wrote down their laws. The legislator, it is said, propor-
tioned the divisions of his work to the frequency of a certain class of inci-
dents in barbarian life.’27 Sumner Maine, who reports this explanation,
finds it incomplete; in reality it is not only incomplete, it is false. First of
all, it makes law out to be an artificial creation of the lawgiver, since it is
deemed to have been instituted to counter public morals and react against
them. Such a conception is today no longer tenable. Law is the expression
of morals, and if it reacts against them it is with a strength that has been
borrowed from them. Where acts of violence are frequent, they are toler-
ated. Their criminal character is in inverse proportion to their frequency.
Thus with the lower peoples, crimes against the person are more usual
than in our civilized societies. Accordingly, they are placed on the lowest
rung of the penal ladder. It may almost be stated that physical attacks are
the more severely punished the rarer they are. Moreover, what causes such
a plethora of primitive penal laws is not because today our crimes are
subject to more extensive regulation, but because there existed an abun-
dant growth of crime peculiar to those societies, and which cannot be
accounted for by their alleged violence: offences against religious faith,
against ritual and ceremonial, against traditions of every kind, etc. The real
reason for the development of repressive measures is therefore that at that
time the evolution of the collective consciousness was both widespread and
strong, whilst the division of labour had not yet taken place.

Now that we have laid down these principles, the conclusion will
appear self-evident.
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CHAPTER V

The Increasing Preponderance
of Organic Solidarity and 

its Consequences

One need only cast an eye over our legal codes to confirm the much
diminished position occupied in them by repressive law in comparison
with co-operative law. What defines the former beside that vast system
made up of domestic law, contractual law, commercial law, etc.? All of
those relationships that are subject to penal measures thus represent
only the merest fraction of social life in general. Consequently the ties
binding us to society, which spring from a commonality of beliefs and
sentiments, are much fewer than those that result from the division of
labour.

As we have already remarked, it is true that the common conscious-
ness creates other bonds than those whose breakings are repressed by
penal law. The common consciousness creates bonds other than those
whose breaking it represses. There are weaker or less precise states of the
common consciousness that make their effect felt through morals and
public opinion, without any legal sanction being attached to them, and
which nevertheless contribute to ensuring social cohesion. Yet co-opera-
tive law does not fully express either all the ties forged by the division of
labour, for it affords us also only a sketchy representation of this entire
area of social life. In a host of cases, the relationships of mutual interde-
pendence that unite functions that are divided are merely regulated by
usage, and these unwritten rules certainly exceed in number those serv-
ing as an extension of repressive law, for they must be as diverse as the
social functions themselves. The relationship between both is thus the
same as that of the two types of law that they supplement. Consequently
we can leave them out of the reckoning without the sum total being
changed.

However, if we had only discovered this relationship in our present-day
societies, at the exact moment in their history at which we have now
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arrived, we might ask whether it could not be ascribed to temporary causes
that perhaps were even pathological. Yet we have just seen that the more
a social type is comparable to our own, the more co-operative law predom-
inates. On the other hand, penal law looms correspondingly larger the
farther we get away from our present social organization. Thus this
phenomenon is linked not to some accidental cause which is more or less
pathological, but to what is most vital in the structure of our societies,
since it becomes ever more prominent as social structure becomes more
marked. So the law we established in the preceding chapter proves doubly
useful to us. Besides confirming the principles on which our conclusion is
based, it enables us to establish its universality.

Nevertheless, from this one comparison alone we can still not deduce
what is the contribution of that organic solidarity to the general cohesive-
ness of society. It is because what causes the individual to be more or less
closely linked to his group is not only the larger or smaller mooring that
bind him to it, but also the varying intensity of the forces that attach him.
It may then be that the bonds resulting from the division of labour,
although more numerous, are weaker than the rest, and that the greater
strength of the latter makes up for their numerical inferiority. But it is the
opposite that is true.

In fact, the measure of the relative strength of two social ties is the
different ease with which they may be broken. The less resistant is plainly
the one that snaps under the slightest pressure. Now it is in lower soci-
eties, where solidarity through similarities is the only, or almost the only
one, where these breaks are the most frequent and the easiest. Spencer
says that:

At first, however, though it is necessary to join some group, it is not necessary
to continue in the same group. When oppressed by their chief, Kalmucks and
Mongols desert him and go over to other chiefs. Of the Abipones Dobrizhoffer
says: ‘Without leave asked on their part, or displeasure evinced on his, they
remove with their families whithersoever it suits them, and join some other
cacique.’1

In Southern Africa the Balondas are continually moving from one part
of the country to another. MacCulloch has noted the same phenomenon
with the Koukis. With the Teutons any man who had a liking for war
could become a soldier under the chief of his choice. Nothing, he notes,
was more common or seemed more legitimate. A man would stand up
in the midst of an assembly and announce that he was going to mount
an expedition to such and such a place, against such and such an enemy.
Those who gave him their confidence and who were after booty
acclaimed him as their chief and followed him. The social bond was too
weak to hold men back in spite of themselves, weighed against the
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temptations of the nomadic life and of gain.2 Waitz says generally about
lower societies that even where the power of a leader is established,
every individual preserves enough independence to part company with
his chief at any moment, ‘and to rise up against him, if he is powerful
enough to do so, without such an action being held criminal.’3 Even
when the form of government is despotic, the same author declares,
everyone is always free to secede from it with his family. Might not the
rule whereby the Roman, made prisoner by his enemies, ceased to be
part of the city, also be explained by the ease with which the social tie
could then be broken?

Things are entirely different as labour becomes divided up. The differ-
ent parts of the aggregate, since they fulfil different functions, cannot be
easily separated. Spencer says that:

Middlesex separated from its surroundings would in a few days have all its
social processes stopped by lack of supplies. Cut off the cotton-district from
Liverpool and other ports, and there would come arrest of its industry followed
by mortality of its people. Let a division be made between the coal-mining
populations and adjacent populations which smelt metals or make broadcloth
by machinery, and both, forthwith dying socially by arrest of their actions,
would begin to die individually. Though when a civilized society is so divided
that part of it is left without a central controlling agency, it may presently evolve
one; yet there is meanwhile much risk of dissolution, and before re-organiza-
tion is tolerably efficient, a long period of disorder and weakness must be
passed through.4

This is why violent annexations, formerly so frequent, become increasingly
delicate operations, of doubtful success. It is because nowadays the tearing
away of a province from a country is to cut away one or several organs
from the organism. Life in the annexed region is deeply disturbed, sepa-
rated as it is from the essential organs on which it depended. Such acts of
mutilation and such disturbance necessarily provoke lasting wounds
whose memory does not fade. Even for the isolated individual it is no easy
matter to change nationality, despite the greater similarity between differ-
ent civilizations.5

The converse experience would be equally conclusive. The weaker soli-
darity is, that is, the slacker the thread that links society together, the
easier it must be for foreign elements to be incorporated into societies.
Now, with the lower peoples naturalization is the easiest thing in the
world. Among North American Indians every member of the clan has the
right to introduce new members into it by the process of adoption.
‘Captives taken in war were either put to death, or adopted into some
gens. Women and children taken prisoners usually experienced clemency
in this form. Adoption not only conferred gentile rights, but also the
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nationality of the tribe.’6 We know how easily Rome originally granted
citizenship to those lacking any place of refuge and to the peoples that it
conquered.7 Moreover, it was by incorporations of this kind that primi-
tive societies increased in number. To be so easily penetrated, they had not
to possess too strong a feeling of their unity and personality.8 The oppo-
site phenomenon can be observed where functions have become special-
ized. Undoubtedly the foreigner can temporarily insert himself into a
society, but the process by which he is assimilated, that is, that of natural-
ization, becomes long drawn-out and complex. It is no longer possible
without the assent of the group, made manifest with due solemnity, and
subjected to special conditions.9

It may seem astonishing that a tie which binds the individual to the
community to the extent that it absorbs him within it can be broken or
forged with such ease. But what causes the solidity of the social link is not
what makes it a force of resistance. Despite the fact that the parts of the
whole, when united, act only in concert, it does not follow that they must
either remain united or perish. The exact opposite is the case, since they
do not need one another, and since each one contains within itself the
whole of social life, it may remove itself elsewhere, the more easily
because such acts of secession are generally made in groups. It is because
in this case the individual is so constituted that he can only move as a
group, even when separating himself from the original group. Society, for
its part, certainly requires from each of its members, so long as they
remain part of it, a uniformity of beliefs and practices. Yet, since it can
lose a certain number of those subjected to it without its internal func-
tioning being disturbed, because labour in society is not greatly divided
up, society does not come out strongly against such reductions in its
number. Likewise, where solidarity merely arises from similarities,
whoever does not deviate unduly from the collective type is incorporated
without resistance into the whole. There are no grounds for rejecting him
and, if there is room, there are even reasons to attract him. But where
society constitutes a system of differentiated parts complementary to one
another, new elements cannot be grafted on to the old ones without
disturbing their harmony and changing these relationships. Consequently
the organism resists intrusions that cannot occur without upsetting its
balance.

II

Not only does mechanical solidarity generally bind men together less
strongly than does organic solidarity, but, as we mount the scale of social
evolution, it becomes increasingly loose.
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In fact the strength of the social bonds that derive from this origin varies
in accordance with the following three conditions:

1 The relationship between the volume of the common consciousness
and that of the individual consciousness. The social bonds are stronger
the more completely the former overlaps with the latter.

2 The average intensity of the states of collective consciousness. The rela-
tionship between the volume of the common and individual conscious-
ness assumed to be equal, the degree of intensity has more effect upon
the individual the more energy it possesses. If, on the other hand, that
intensity is only caused by a feeble impetus, its capacity to steer the
individual in a collective direction can only be feeble. Thus the more
easily will he be able to go his own way, and solidarity will be less
strong.

3 The degree of determinateness of these same states. Indeed the more
beliefs and practices are clear-cut, the less room they allow for indi-
vidual divergences. They act as uniform moulds in which we all cast,
in a uniform fashion, our ideas and actions. Consensus is therefore
as perfect as possible; every consciousness beats as one. Conversely,
the more general and indeterminate the rules of conduct and
thought, the more individual reflection must intervene in applying
the rules to particular cases. But such reflective thinking cannot be
aroused without disagreements breaking out. For, as it varies in
quality and quantity from one man to another, all that it generates
has the same character. Centrifugal tendencies thus continue to
multiply at the expense of social cohesion and harmony in the work-
ings of society.

On the other hand, strong, well-defined states of the common
consciousness are at the root of penal law. We shall see that such states are
fewer today than in the past, and the number progressively decreases the
more societies approximate to our present type. Thus this is because the
average intensity and degree of determinateness of the collective states
have themselves diminished. To be sure, we cannot conclude from this fact
that the overall area of the common consciousness has grown smaller in
size, for it may be that the sector to which penal law corresponds has
diminished and that the rest, on the contrary, has swollen in size. There can
be less strong, well-defined states, and on the other hand, a greater number
of others. But this growth, if it is real, is at the very most the equivalent of
what has occurred in the individual consciousness, for at least this has
grown, in the same proportion, correspondingly bigger. If there are more
matters common to all, there are also many more that are personal to each
individual. Indeed there are even grounds for believing that the latter have
increased more than the others, for the dissimilarities among men have
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become more pronounced the more cultured they have become. We have
just seen that specialized activities have developed more than the common
consciousness. Thus it is at least probable that within each individual
consciousness the personal sphere has become much larger than the other.
In any case, the relationship between them has at the very most remained
the same. As a result, from this viewpoint mechanical solidarity has gained
nothing, even supposing that it has lost nothing either. On the other hand,
if we therefore establish that the collective consciousness has become
weaker and vaguer, we can rest assured that a weakening in this solidarity
has occurred, since, of the three conditions on which its power of action
depends, at least two lose some of their force, whilst the third remains
unchanged.

To demonstrate this it would be no use for us to compare the number
of rules entailing repressive sanctions in the different social types, for
the number does not vary in exact proportion to the number of senti-
ments that the rules represent. Indeed the same sentiment can be
offended in several different ways, and thus give rise to several different
rules without becoming diversified as a result. Because there are now
more ways in which property may be acquired, there are likewise more
categories of theft. But the sentiment of respect for the property of
others has not grown in consequence. Because the individual personal-
ity has developed and comprises more facets, there are more possible
assaults that can be made upon it. But the sentiment that these offend
remains unchanged. Thus we need, not to count the number of rules,
but to group them into classes and sub-classes, depending on whether
they relate to the same sentiment or to different ones, or to different
varieties of the same sentiment. In this way we shall build up crimino-
logical types and their essential variations, the number of which is
necessarily equal to the strong, well-defined states of the common
consciousness. The more numerous the latter, the more also the number
of species of crime and, as a result, the variations of the one reflect
exactly those of the others. To crystallise these ideas we have incorpo-
rated in the table below [Table V.1] the main types and the main vari-
eties which have been identified in the different kinds of societies. Very
clearly such a classification cannot be very complete, nor perfectly
rigorous. Yet for the conclusions we are seeking to draw, it is more than
sufficient and precise. Indeed it certainly includes all the present crimi-
nological types; we run the risk only of having omitted some of those
that have disappeared. However, since we do in fact wish to show that
their number has decreased, these omissions would provide merely one
more argument in support of our proposition.
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Table V.1 Rules forbidding acts contrary to the sentiments of the
collectivity

I
Serving general purposes

Positive (stipulating the practice of religion)
Negative – relating to beliefs concerning

the divine
Religious sentiments concerning worship

concerning the instruments of 
worship (sanctuary, priests)

Positive (affirmative civil obligations)
National sentiments Negative (treason, civil war, etc.)

Positive: (a) paternal and filial (b) conjugal
(c) relating to kinship in general

Negative: the same as above

forbidden unions: incest – sodomy – 
Sentiments improper alliances
concerning prostitution
sexual public decency
relationships decency of behaviour towards minors

mendicancy
Sentiments vagrancy
concerning drunkenness
work penal rules for work

relating to: certain vocational practices

Various burial

traditional food

sentiments dress
ceremonial
practices of all kinds

In so far high treason
as they are plots against legitimate authority
directly flagrant insults

Sentiments offended offering violence to authority – rebellion

relating to encroachment by individuals upon official 
the organ functions – usurpation – public falsification
of the abuse of authority by officials and various 
common offences relating to a profession
consciousness

Indirectly12 frauds against the state
acts of disobedience of every kind
(administrative breaches of regulations)







































































III

It suffices to cast a glance over this table to recognize that a large number
of criminological types have gradually disappeared.

Nowadays the regulation of domestic life has almost entirely lost every
trace of its penal character. We have only to except the prohibitions on
adultery and bigamy. Even so, in the list of modern crimes adultery occu-
pies a very exceptional place, since a husband has the right to remit the
punishment from a wife who has been sentenced for it. As for the duties of
other members of the family, no longer does any repressive sanction attach
to them. Formerly this was not the case. The Ten Commandments make
filial piety a social obligation. Thus to strike one’s parents,13 to curse
them,14 or to disobey one’s father15 was punished by death.

In the Athenian city which, although belonging to the same type as the
Roman city, nevertheless represents a more primitive variety of it, legisla-
tion upon this matter possessed the same character. Failure to observe
family duties gave rise to a special charge, the γραϕή παχώσεωζ: ‘Those
who misused or insulted their parents or those of their lineage, and who
did not provide them with the means of subsistence they required, nor
obtain for them funeral rites consonant with the dignity of their families
… might be prosecuted on a charge of γραϕή παχώσεωζ.’16 The duties of
relatives towards an orphan child, whether boy or girl, had attached to
them actions of the same kind. However, the appreciably less severe
punishments applied to these crimes demonstrate that the sentiments to
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II
Serving individual purposes

murder – wounding – suicide
Sentiments physical
concerning the

individual freedom
moral (pressure exerted

person of through exercise of
the individual civil rights)

honour insults, slander, libel
false witness

Sentiments concerning theft – swindling, breach of confidence
individual possessions various types of fraud

Sentiments concerning counterfeiting – bankruptcy
individuals in general, fire
either in relation to brigandage – pillage
their persons or public health
their possessions


























which they corresponded had not the same force or specificity in Athens as
they had in Judaea.17

Finally, in Rome there is apparent a further, even more marked deterio-
ration. The sole family obligations written into the penal law are those that
bind the freed client slave to his master and vice versa.18 As for other
domestic misdemeanours, they are punished only by disciplinary measures
taken by the paterfamilias. Certainly the authority he commands allows
him to punish them severely. Yet when he exercises his power in this way
it is not as a public official or magistrate entrusted with the task of enforc-
ing respect among his household for the general law of the state, but rather
does he act as an individual.19 These kinds of breaches of the law thus tend
to become purely private matters, ones in which society has no interest.
Thus domestic sentiments gradually move out of the central domain of the
common consciousness.20

Sentiments dealing with the relationships between the sexes have also
evolved in the same way. In the Pentateuch breaches of morals occupy a
prominent place. A large number of acts that our legislation today no longer
represses are treated as crimes: the debauching of the betrothed of another
(Deuteronomy 22:23–7), sexual relations with a slave (Leviticus 19:20–2),
the girl who upon marriage fraudulently passes herself off as a virgin
(Deuteronomy 22:13–21), sodomy (Leviticus 18:22), bestiality (Exodus
22:19), prostitution (Leviticus 19:29) and more particularly the prostitution
of the daughters of priests (Leviticus 21:19), incest – and Leviticus (Chapter
17) records no less than seventeen cases of incest. In addition, all these
crimes are subject to very severe punishments – in most cases death. Already
in Athenian law they are fewer in number: it merely visits punishment upon
pederasty for gain, pimping, relations with an honourable female citizen
outside marriage and, finally, incest, although we are poorly informed as to
what constitutes an incestuous act. The punishments, moreover, were gener-
ally less harsh. In the Roman city the position is roughly the same, although
the whole scope of this legislation is more vague. It seems to lose its promi-
nence. ‘Pederasty in the primitive city,’ says Rein, ‘without being specified in
the law, was punished by the people, the censors of morals or the head of
the family, by death, by a fine, or by public disgrace.’21 The same was
roughly the case also for the crime of ‘stuprum’, that is an illicit relationship
with a married woman. A father had the right to punish his daughter. The
people punished by a fine or exile the same crime when the charge was
brought by the municipal magistrates.22 It certainly appears that the repres-
sion of these offences was already partly a domestic and private matter.
Finally, nowadays these sentiments are no longer reflected in the penal law
save in two cases: when they are publicly outraged or in the person of a
minor who is incapable of defending himself.23

The category of penal rules we have designated under the heading vari-
ous traditions really represents a host of different criminological types,
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corresponding to different collective sentiments. Progressively these have
all, or almost all, disappeared. In simple societies, where tradition is all-
powerful and where almost everything is held in common, the most puerile
customs become categorical duties from force of habit. In Tonkin there are
a very large number of breaches of convention that are more seriously
punished than grave attacks upon society.24 In China the doctor who has
not written out his prescription in the set manner is punished.25 The
Pentateuch is full of rules of the same kind. This is to leave out a very large
number of semi-religious practices whose origin is clearly historical and
whose whole strength derives from tradition: food,26 dress,27 and a host of
details relating to economic life are subject in the Book to very extensive
regulation.28 Up to a certain point the same held good for the Greek cities.
‘The State,’ declares Fustel de Coulanges, ‘exercised its tyranny even in
most minor matters. At Locres the law prohibited men from drinking
unadulterated wine. It was usual for dress invariably to be prescribed by
the laws of each city. Spartan legislation regulated the coiffure of females,
and that of Athens forbade them to take more than three dresses when
going on a journey. In Rhodes the law forbade the shaving off of the beard.
In Byzantium it punished by a fine anyone who possessed a razor in his
home. On the other hand, in Sparta it required the moustache to be shaved
off.’29 But the number of all such offences is already much diminished. In
Rome hardly any are cited save some relating to a few sumptuary regula-
tions regarding women. Nowadays it would be difficult, I believe, to
discover any at all in our law.

But the most considerable loss from the penal code is the one due to the
total – or almost total – disappearance of religious crimes. Thus here is a
whole host of sentiments that have ceased to be counted among the strong
and well-defined states of the common consciousness. Certainly, if we
content ourselves with comparing our legislation under this heading with
that of lower types of society taken as a whole, this regression appears so
marked that we may well doubt whether it is normal and lasting. Yet when
we follow closely the development of the facts, we perceive that this elim-
ination has occurred regularly and progressively. We see it becoming ever
more absolute as one social type evolves into another, and consequently it
cannot be due to a temporary or random occurrence.

It would be impossible to list all the religious crimes that the Pentateuch
delineates and represses. The Jews had to obey all the commandments of
the law under threat of annihilation. ‘He shall be cut off from his people
because he has brought the word of the Lord into contempt and violated
his command.’30 In this matter he was not only obliged to do nothing that
was forbidden, but also to do all that was prescribed, to submit himself
and his family to circumcision, to keep the Sabbath and feast days, etc.
There is no need for us to recall how numerous such prescriptions were
and with what terrible punishments they were invested.
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In Athens, the place occupied by religious crimes was still very promi-
nent. There was a special charge, the γραϕὴ ασεβείας, designed to prose-
cute attacks upon the national religion. Its scope was certainly very
extensive. ‘According to all appearances, Attic law had not precisely
defined the crimes and offences which were to be qualified as ασέβεία,
with the result that much was left to the judge’s discretion.’31 However, the
list of such crimes was certainly less lengthy than in Hebrew law.
Moreover, they were all, or almost all, crimes of commission, rather than
of refraining from action. The main ones cited are in fact the following: the
denial of beliefs concerning the gods, their existence, and their role in
human affairs; the profanation of festivals, sacrifices, games, temples and
altars; the violation of the right of asylum, the failure to observe duties
towards the dead, the omission or modification of ritual practices by the
priest, the act of initiating lay persons into the secret of the mysteries, or
of uprooting the sacred olive-trees, the entering of temples by those to
whom access was prohibited.32 Thus crime consisted not in failure to cele-
brate the cult, but in disturbing it by positive actions or words.33 Finally,
it has not been proved that the introduction of new divinities regularly
required authorization or was treated as impiety, although this charge
could be so stretched naturally that it could occasionally have been
brought in this case.34 Moreover, it is clear that the religious consciousness
was destined to be less intolerant in the homeland of the Sophists and
Socrates than in a theocratic society such as that of the Jews. For philoso-
phy to take root there and develop, traditional beliefs had not to be so
strong as to prevent it from flourishing.

At Rome such beliefs weigh even less heavily upon the consciousness of
individuals. Fustel de Coulanges has in point of fact emphasized the reli-
gious character of Roman society. Yet, compared with earlier peoples, the
Roman state was much less imbued with religious feeling.35 Political func-
tions, which were separated very early on from religious functions, made
these subordinate to them. ‘Thanks to this preponderance of the political
principle and the political character of the Roman religion the State only
lent its support to religion in so far as the attacks against religion were
indirectly a threat to itself. The religious beliefs of foreign states or of
foreigners living within the Roman empire were tolerated, if they were
kept within bounds and did not impinge too closely upon the State.’36 But
the state intervened if its citizens turned to foreign gods and consequently
harmed the national religion. ‘However, this matter was treated less as a
question of law than as a concern of higher administration. One intervened
against these acts as circumstances required, by edicts warning against or
prohibiting them, or by punishments which could even extend to the death
penalty.’37 Religious trials certainly did not have so much importance in
the criminal justice of Rome as of Athens. We do not find any juridical
institution analogous to that of the γραϕήασεδείαζ.
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Not only are crimes against religion more clearly determined and less
numerous, but many of them have been downgraded by one or several
degrees. Indeed, the Romans did not place them all on the same level, but
distinguished scelera expiabilia from scelera inexpiabilia. The former only
required an expiation consisting of a sacrifice offered to the gods.38

Doubtless this sacrifice was a punishment, in the sense that the state could
insist upon it being performed, since the taint that had blemished the guilty
party contaminated society and ran the risk of drawing down upon it the
wrath of the gods. However, it was a punishment of an entirely different
nature than the death penalty, confiscation of property, or exile, etc. Such
errors, which were so easily purged, were the same as those that the law of
Athens had repressed with the greatest severity. They were:

1 The profaning of any locus sacer.
2 The profaning of any locus religiosus.
3 Divorce, in the case of marriage per confarreationem.
4 The sale of a son by such a marriage.
5 The exposure of a dead person to the sun’s rays.
6 The commission, even with no evil intent, of any one of the scelera

inexpiabilia.

In Athens the profaning of temples, the slightest disturbance of religious
ceremonies, occasionally even the smallest infringement of ritual,39 were
subject to the supreme punishment.

In Rome there were no real punishments save those meted out for
offences that were both grave and intentional. The sole scelera inexpiabilia
were in fact the following:

1 Any intentional failure by public officials in their duty to consult the
auguries or to perform the sacra, or indeed the profanation of the
sacra.

2 Action by a magistrate to carry out a legis actio on a forbidden day,
and this intentionally.

3 The intentional profaning of the feriae by actions that were prohibited
in such cases.

4 Incest committed by a vestal virgin or with another vestal virgin.40

Christianity has often been reproached for its intolerance. However, in
this respect it made a considerable advance over earlier religions. The reli-
gious consciousness in Christian societies, even when faith was at its
zenith, only incited a penal reaction when a revolt against it consisted of
some striking action, or when it was denied or attacked head-on.
Separated from temporal existence much more completely than it was even
in Rome, it could no longer impose its will with the same authority and
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had to confine itself much more to a defensive attitude. It no longer
demanded repression for infringement of minutiae such as those just
alluded to, but only when it was threatened on one of its basic principles.
The number of these is not very great, for faith, as it became more spiri-
tual, general and abstract, at the same time became more simple. Sacrilege,
of which blasphemy is only one variation, heresy in its different forms –
these are henceforth the sole religious crimes.41 Thus the list continues to
grow shorter, thereby attesting to the fact that the strong, well-defined
sentiments are becoming fewer. Moreover, how could it be otherwise?
Everyone would acknowledge that the Christian religion is the most ideal-
istic that has ever existed. Thus it is made up of very broad and very
general articles of faith much more than of special beliefs and well-
determined practices. This explains how it came about that the birth of
free thinking within the Christian religion took place relatively early on.
From its origins different schools of thought and even opposing sects were
established. Christian societies had hardly begun to organize in the Middle
Ages when scholasticism made its appearance, the first methodical attempt
at reflective thinking, the first source of dissent. The rights of discussion
are acknowledged in principle. We need not demonstrate that since then
this movement has continued to grow stronger. Thus religious criminality
ended up by disengaging itself completely, or almost completely, from the
penal law.

IV

Thus there are a number of varieties of crime that have progressively disap-
peared, without any compensating factor, for no varieties that are
absolutely new have arisen. We may forbid begging,42 but Athens
punished idleness. There exist no societies where assaults upon national
sentiments or national institutions have ever been tolerated. Indeed repres-
sion of such attacks seems formerly to have been even harsher, and conse-
quently there is reason to believe that the corresponding sentiments have
grown weaker. The crime of lèse-majesté, which once could be interpreted
in so many differing ways, is increasingly tending to die out.

However, it has occasionally been alleged that crimes against the person
of an individual were not recognized among less civilized peoples and that
theft and murder were even honoured among them. Lombroso has recently
attempted to revive this thesis. He maintains ‘that crime among savages is
not an exception, but the general rule … that nobody considers them [theft
and murder] as a crime’.43 But in support of this statement he cites only a
few sparse and equivocal facts which he interprets uncritically. Thus he is
reduced to identifying theft with the practice of communism or interna-
tional brigandry.44 Now, although property may not be shared out among
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all the members of the group, it does not follow at all that the right to theft
is acknowledged. There cannot even be thieving save to the extent that the
institution of property exists.45 Likewise, because a society does not find
pillaging at the expense of neighbouring nations to be abhorrent, we cannot
conclude that it tolerates the same practice in its internal relations and does
not protect its citizens from one another. So it is the absence of punishment
for internal brigandry that must be established. It is true that there is a text
of Diodorus and another of Aulus Gellius46 that might lead us to believe
that such licence was permitted in ancient Egypt. But these texts are contra-
dicted by everything that we know about Egyptian civilization. Thonissen
states very aptly, ‘How can tolerance of theft be allowed in a country where
… laws imposed the death penalty upon the person who lived upon his
illicit gains, and where the mere alteration of weights and measures was
punished by the cutting off of both hands?’47 By a series of conjectures48 we
can seek to reconstitute the facts, which writers have reported inaccurately,
although the inexactness of their account is unquestionable.

As for the acts of homicide that Lombroso refers to, these are always
perpetrated in exceptional circumstances. Sometimes they are acts of war,
sometimes religious sacrifices, or the result of the absolute power exercised
either by a barbaric despot over his subjects, or by a father over his chil-
dren. What would require to be demonstrated is the complete lack of any
rules that in principle proscribe murder. Among these particularly excep-
tional examples not one bears out such a conclusion. The fact that, under
special conditions, exceptions are allowed to this rule does not prove that
the rule does not exist. Moreover, are not similar exceptions met with even
in our contemporary societies? Is the general who dispatches a regiment to
certain death in order to save the remainder of his army acting any differ-
ently from the priest who offers a victim up in sacrifice in order to assuage
the national god? Does not killing take place in war? Does the husband
who inflicts death upon his adulterous wife not enjoy, in certain cases, a
relative immunity from punishment, even although such immunity is not
absolute? The sympathy occasionally manifested towards murderers and
thieves is no less instructive. Individuals can admire the bravery of a man
without his action being tolerated in principle.

Moreover, the conception that serves as the foundation for this doctrine
is a contradiction in terms. It assumes, in fact, that primitive peoples are
bereft of all morality. Now, from the first moment when men form
together in a society, however rudimentary it may be, there are necessarily
rules that govern their relationships, and consequently a morality which,
although not resembling our own, nevertheless exists. In addition, if there
is a rule common to all these moral codes, it is certainly the one that
forbids attacks against the person, for men who are similar to one another
cannot live together without each feeling for his fellows a sympathy that
revolts against acts of any kind that will bring suffering upon them.49
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All that is true about the theory is firstly the fact that the laws that
protected the person of the individual formerly excluded from their appli-
cation a part of the population, viz., children and slaves. Secondly, it is
legitimate to believe that such protection is now afforded more zealously,
and consequently that the collective sentiments that correspond to it have
become stronger. But there is nothing in these two facts that invalidates our
conclusion. If all the individuals who, in any capacity whatsoever, make up
society are today protected to an equal extent, this greater mildness in
morality is due, not to the emergence of a penal rule that is really new, but
to the extension of the scope of an ancient rule. From the beginning there
was a prohibition on attempts to take the life of any member of the group,
but children and slaves were excluded from this category. Now that we no
longer make such distinctions actions have become punishable that once
were not criminal, but this is merely because there are more persons in
society, and not because collective sentiments have increased in number.
These have not grown, but the object to which they relate has done so. If
however there are grounds for conceding that the respect of society for the
individual has become stronger, it does not follow that the central area of
the common consciousness has grown in size. No new elements have been
brought into play, since this sentiment has existed from earliest times and
has always been of sufficient strength not to suffer being harmed in any
way. The only change that has occurred is that a primitive element has
attained greater intensity. But this mere reinforcement cannot compensate
for the numerous and severe losses that we have indicated.

Thus on the whole the common consciousness comprises ever fewer
strong and well-defined sentiments. This is therefore the case because the
average intensity and degree of determinateness of the collective states of
feeling continue still to diminish, as we have just stated. Even the very
limited increase that we have just observed only confirms this result.
Indeed it is very remarkable that the sole collective sentiments that have
gained in intensity are those that relate, not to social matters, but to the
individual. For this to be so the individual personality must have become
a much more important factor in the life of society. For it to have been able
to acquire such importance it is not enough for the personal consciousness
of each individual to have increased in absolute terms; it must have
increased more than the common consciousness. The personal conscious-
ness must have thrown off the yoke of the common consciousness, and
consequently the latter must have lost its power to dominate and that
determining action that it exerted from the beginning. If indeed the rela-
tionship between these two elements had remained unchanged, if both had
developed in extent and vitality in the same proportion, the collective
sentiments that relate to the individual would likewise have remained
unchanged. Above all, they would not have been the sole sentiments to
have grown. This is because they depend solely on the social value of the
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individual factor, which in turn is determined not by any absolute develop-
ment of that factor, but by the relative size of the share that falls to him
within the totality of social phenomena.

V

This proposition could be verified by utilising a method that we shall only
sketch out briefly.

At the present time we do not possess any scientific conception of what
religion is. In order to do so we would need to have dealt with the prob-
lem using the same comparative method that we have applied to the ques-
tion of crime, and such an attempt has not yet been made. It has often been
stated that at any moment in history religion has consisted of the set of
beliefs and sentiments of every kind concerning man’s links with a being or
beings whose nature he regards as superior to his own. But such a defini-
tion is manifestly inadequate. There are indeed a host of rules of conduct
or ways of thinking that are certainly religious and that, however, apply to
relationships of a totally different kind. Religion prohibits the Jew from
eating certain kinds of meat and lays down that he must dress in a
prescribed fashion. It imposes upon him this or that view regarding the
nature of men and things, and regarding the origin of the world. Often it
regulates legal, moral and economic relationships. Its sphere of action thus
extends far beyond man’s communication with the divine. We are assured,
moreover, that there exists at least one religion without a god.50 This single
fact alone, were it firmly established, would suffice to demonstrate that we
have no right to define religion as a function of the notion of God. Finally,
if the extraordinary authority that the believer attributes to the divinity can
account for the special prestige attached to everything that is religious, it
remains to be explained how men have been led to ascribe such an author-
ity to a being who, on the admission of everybody, is in many, if not all
cases, a figment of their imagination. Nothing proceeds from nothing.
Thus the force that the being possesses must come from somewhere, and
consequently the above formula does not inform us about the essence of
the phenomenon.

Yet, setting this element on one side, the sole characteristic that is appar-
ently shared equally by all religious ideas and sentiments is that they are
common to a certain number of individuals living together. Moreover, their
average intensity is fairly high. Indeed it is invariably the fact that when a
somewhat strong conviction is shared by a single community of people it
inevitably assumes a religious character. It inspires in the individual
consciousness the same reverential respect as religious beliefs proper. Thus
it is extremely probable – but this brief outline doubtless cannot constitute
a rigorous proof – that likewise religion corresponds to a very central
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domain of the common consciousness. It is true that such a domain would
have to be mapped out, distinguishing it from the area that corresponds to
penal law, with which, moreover, it frequently wholly or partly overlaps.
These are problems that have to be studied, but whose solution is not
directly relevant to the very feasible conjecture we have just made.

Yet if there is one truth that history has incontrovertibly settled, it is that
religion extends over an ever diminishing area of social life. Originally, it
extended to everything; everything social was religious – the two words
were synonymous. Then gradually political, economic and scientific func-
tions broke free from the religious function, becoming separate entities and
taking on more and more a markedly temporal character. God, if we may
express it in such a way, from being at first present in every human rela-
tionship, has progressively withdrawn. He leaves the world to men and
their quarrels. At least, if He continues to rule it, it is from on high and
afar off, and the effect that He exercises, becoming more general and inde-
terminate, leaves freer rein for human forces. The individual thus feels
himself, and he is in reality, much less acted upon; he becomes more a
source of spontaneous activity. In short, not only is the sphere of religion
not increasing at the same time as that of the temporal world, nor in the
same proportion, but it is continually diminishing. This regression did not
begin at any precise moment in history, but one can follow the phases of
its development from the very origins of social evolution. It is therefore
bound up with the basic conditions for the development of societies and
thus demonstrates that there is a constantly decreasing number of beliefs
and collective sentiments that are both sufficiently collective and strong
enough to assume a religious character. This means that the average inten-
sity of the common consciousness is itself weakening.

This demonstration has one advantage over the previous one: it allows
it to be established that the same law of regression applies to the represen-
tative element in the common consciousness as it does to the affective
element. Through the penal law we can reach only phenomena that relate
to the sensibility, whereas religion embraces not only feelings but also ideas
and doctrines.

The decrease in the number of proverbs, adages and sayings as societies
develop is still further proof that the collective representations are also
becoming less determinate.

Indeed, among primitive peoples, maxims of this kind are very numer-
ous. According to Ellis, ‘The Ewe-speaking peoples, like most races of West
Africa, have a large collection of proverbs, one, at least, being provided for
almost every circumstance in life; a peculiarity which is common to most
peoples who have made but little progress in civilization.’51

More advanced societies are only slightly fertile in this way during the
preliminary phases of their existence. Later not only are no new proverbs
coined, but the old ones gradually fade away, lose their proper meaning,
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and end up by not being understood at all. This clearly shows that it is
above all in lower societies that they are most favoured, and that today
they only succeed in maintaining their currency among the lower classes.52

But a proverb is the concentrated expression of a collective idea or feeling,
relating to a determinate class of objects. Beliefs and feelings of this kind
cannot even exist without their crystallizing in this form. As every thought
tends to find the expression that is most adequate for it, if it is common to
a certain number of individuals it necessarily ends up by being encapsu-
lated in a formula that is equally common to them all. Any lasting func-
tion fashions an organ for itself in its own image. Thus it is wrong to have
adduced our inclination for realism and our scientific outlook to explain
the decline in proverbs. In conversational language we do not pay much
attention to precision nor disdain imagery in this way. On the contrary, we
relish greatly the old proverbs that we have preserved. Moreover, the
image is not an element inherent in a proverb. It is one of the ways – yet
not the only one – in which the thought of the collectivity is epitomized.
Yet these brief formulas end up by being too constricting to contain the
diversity of individual sentiments. Their unity no longer chimes with the
divergences that have occurred. Thus they only sustain their existence
successfully by taking on a more general meaning, and gradually die out.
The organ becomes atrophied because the function is no longer exercised,
that is, because there are fewer collective representations sufficiently well-
defined to be enclosed within any determinate form.

Thus everything goes to prove that the evolution of the common
consciousness proceeds along the lines we have indicated. Very possibly it
progresses less than does the individual consciousness. In any case it
becomes weaker and vaguer as a whole. The collective type loses some of
its prominence, its forms become more abstract and imprecise.
Undoubtedly, if this decline were, as we are often inclined to believe, an
original product of our most recent civilization and a unique event in the
history of societies, we might ask whether it would last. But in fact it has
continued uninterruptedly from earliest times. This is what we set out to
demonstrate. Individualism and free thinking are of no recent date, neither
from 1789, the Reformation, scholasticism, the collapse of Graeco-Latin
polytheism, nor the fall of oriental theocracies. They are a phenomenon
that has no fixed starting point but one that has developed unceasingly
throughout history. Their development is undoubtedly not linear. The new
societies that replace extinct social types never embark on their course at
the very spot where the others came to a halt. How could that be possible?
What the child continues is not the old age or the years of maturity of his
parents, but their own childhood. Thus if we wish to take stock of the
course that has been run we must consider successive societies only at the
same stage of their existence. We must, for example, compare the Christian
societies of the Middle Ages with primitive Rome, and the latter with the
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original Greek cities, etc. We then find that this progress or, if you like, this
regression, has been accomplished, so to speak, without any break in conti-
nuity. Thus an iron law exists against which it would be absurd to revolt.

Moreover, this is not to say that the common consciousness is threat-
ened with total disappearance. But it increasingly comprises modes of
thinking and feeling of a very general, indeterminate nature, which leave
room for an increasing multitude of individual acts of dissent. There is
indeed one area in which the common consciousness has grown stronger,
becoming more clearly delineated, viz., in its view of the individual. As all
the other beliefs and practices assume less and less religious a character, the
individual becomes the object of a sort of religion. We carry on the
worship of the dignity of the human person, which, like all strong acts of
worship, has already acquired its superstitions. If you like, therefore it is
indeed a common faith. Yet first of all, it is only possible because of the
collapse of other faiths and consequently it cannot engender the same
results as that multiplicity of extinct beliefs. There is no compensation.
Moreover, if the faith is common because it is shared among the commu-
nity, it is individual in its object. If it impels every will towards the same
end, that end is not a social one. Thus it holds a wholly exceptional posi-
tion within the collective consciousness. It is indeed from society that it
draws all this strength, but it is not to society that it binds us: it is to
ourselves. Thus it does not constitute a truly social link. This is why theo-
rists have been justly reproached with effecting the dissolution of society,
because they have made this sentiment the exclusive basis for their moral
doctrine. We may therefore conclude by affirming that all those social links
resulting from similarity are growing progressively weaker.

This law alone suffices to demonstrate the absolute grandeur of the part
played by the division of labour. Indeed, since mechanical solidarity is
growing ever weaker, social life proper must either diminish or another
form of solidarity must emerge gradually to take the place of the one that
is disappearing. We have to choose. In vain is it maintained that the collec-
tive consciousness is growing and becoming stronger with that of individ-
uals. We have just proved that these two factors vary in inverse proportion
to each other. Yet social progress does not consist in a process of continual
dissolution – quite the opposite: the more we evolve, the more societies
develop a profound feeling of themselves and their unity. Thus there must
indeed be some other social link to bring about this result. And there can
be no other save that which derives from the division of labour.

If, moreover, we recall that even where it is most resistant, mechanical
solidarity does not bind men together with the same strength as does the
division of labour, and also that its sphere of action does not embrace most
of present-day social phenomena, it will become even more evident that
social solidarity is tending to become exclusively organic. It is the division
of labour that is increasingly fulfilling the role that once fell to the
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common consciousness. This is mainly what holds together social entities
in the higher types of society.

This is a function of the division of labour that is important, but in a
different way from that normally acknowledged by economists.
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CHAPTER VI

The Increasing Preponderance
of Organic Solidarity and its

Consequences (cont.)

I

Thus it is a law of history that mechanical solidarity, which at first is the
only one, or almost so, should progressively lose ground, and organic soli-
darity gradually become preponderant. But when the way in which men
are interdependent is modified, it is inevitable that the structure of societies
should change. The shape of a body must needs be transformed, when the
molecular affinities within are no longer the same. Consequently, if the
foregoing proposition is accurate, there must be two social types,
corresponding to these two kinds of solidarity.

If, by a process of thought, we attempt to constitute the ideal type of a
society whose cohesion would result exclusively from resemblances, we
would have to conceive of it as consisting of an absolutely homogeneous
mass whose parts would not be distinguishable from one another and
consequently not be arranged in any order in relation to one another. In
short, the mass would be devoid of any definite form or organization. This
would be the real social protoplasm, the germ from which all social types
would have emerged. The aggregate we have characterized in this way we
propose to call a horde.

It is true that we have not yet observed, with complete authentication,
societies that correspond in every respect to this description. Yet what
gives us the right to postulate their existence is the fact that lower societies,
those that in consequence are the most akin to this primordial stage, are
formed by a mere replication of aggregates of this kind. We find an almost
wholly pure model of this social organization among the Indians of North
America. For example, each Iroquois tribe is made up of a number of
incomplete societies (the most extensive includes eight of them) which
present all the features we have just pointed out. Adults of both sexes are
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equal to one another. The sachems and chiefs at the head of each one of
these groups, who form the council administering the common affairs of
the tribe, enjoy no superior status. Kinship itself is not organized, for the
term cannot be applied to the fact that the mass of the people is distributed
in various generation layers. At the late stage when these peoples were
observed there were certainly some special ties of obligation joining the
child to his maternal relatives. But these relationships were confined to
being very few in number and did not appreciably differ from those he
maintained with the other members of society. In principle all individuals
of the same age were linked to one another in the same degree of kinship.1

In other cases we are even closer to the horde: Fison and Howitt describe
Australian tribes that include only two such divisions.2

We shall give the term ‘clan’ to a horde that has ceased to be independ-
ent and has become an element in a more extensive group, and that of
segmentary societies based upon clans to those peoples that have been
constituted from an association of clans. We term such societies ‘segmen-
tary’ to denote that they are formed from the replication of aggregates that
are like one another, analogous to the rings of annelida worms. We also
term this elementary aggregate a clan because this word aptly expresses its
mixed nature, relating both to the family and to the body politic. It is a
family in the sense that all the members who go to make it up consider
themselves kin to one another, and indeed it is true that for the most part
they share a blood relationship. The affinities produced by sharing a blood
kinship are mainly what keeps them united. What is more, they sustain
mutual relationships that might be termed domestic, since these are to be
found elsewhere in societies whose family character is undisputed: I mean
collective revenge, collective responsibility and, as soon as individual prop-
erty makes an appearance, mutual heredity. Yet on the other hand it is not
a family in the true sense of the word, for in order to form part of it, there
is no need to have a clear-cut blood relationship with the other clan
members. It is enough to exhibit some external criterion, which usually
consists in bearing the same name. Although this sign is esteemed to denote
a common origin, such an official status really constitutes very ineffective
proof, one that is very easy to copy. Thus the clan comprises a large
number of strangers, which allows it to attain a size that the family proper
never reaches: very often it numbers several thousand people. Moreover, it
is the basic political unit; the clan chiefs are the sole authorities in society.3

Thus this organization might also be termed politico-familial. Not only
has the clan blood kinship as its basis, but different clans within the same
people very often consider themselves related to one another. Among the
Iroquois, according to the circumstances, they treat one another as broth-
ers or cousins.4 Among the Jews who, as we shall see, manifest the most
characteristic features of the same social organization, the ancestor of each
one of the clans making up the tribe is deemed to have descended from the
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founder of the tribe, who is himself regarded as one of the sons of the
father of the race. But this designation has one disadvantage as compared
with the former one: it does not bring out what constitutes the real struc-
ture of these societies.

Yet, whatever term we assign to it, this organization, just like that of the
horde, whose extension it merely is, plainly does not possess any other soli-
darity save that which derives from similarities. This is because the society
is made up of similar segments and these in turn comprise only homoge-
neous elements. Doubtless each clan has its own peculiar features and is
consequently distinct from the others. But their solidarity is the weaker the
more heterogeneous they are, and vice versa. For a segmentary organiza-
tion to be possible, the segments must both resemble one another (or else
they would not be united), and yet be different from one another (other-
wise they would become so lost in one another as to vanish). Depending
upon the society, these two opposing necessities are met in different
proportions, but the social type remains the same.

This time we have emerged from the sphere of prehistory and conjec-
ture. Not only is this social type far from hypothetical: it is almost the most
widespread of all among lower societies. And we know that these are the
most numerous. We have already seen that the type was general in America
and Australia. Post reports that it is very common among the African
negroes.5 The Jews remained in this same state until a very late stage; the
Kabyles have never got beyond it.6 Thus Waitz, wishing to characterize
generally the structure of these peoples, whom he calls Naturvölker,
depicts them as follows, where is to be found the general pattern of organ-
ization we have just described:

As a general rule families live side by side in a state of great independence and
develop gradually, so as to form small societies (viz. clans)7 which have no defi-
nite constitution so long as internal struggles or an external danger – such as
war – does not lead to one or several men distinguishing themselves from the
mass of society and placing themselves at its head. Their influence, which relies
solely on personal attributes, is extended and lasts only when confined within
the bounds laid down by the trust and patience of others. Every adult remains
in a state of complete independence vis-à-vis such a chieftain. This is why we
see such peoples, lacking any other internal organization, can only hold
together through the action of external circumstances and then through the
habit of living their life in common.8

The arrangement of clans within society and thus the overall shape of
the latter can, it is true, vary. Sometimes they are simply juxtaposed so as
to form a kind of linear series: this is the case for many Indian tribes in
North America.9 In other instances – and this is the distinguishing mark of
a higher organization – each one is embedded within a larger group which,
having been formed by the coming together of several clans, has its own
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life and special name. Each one of these groups in turn may be embedded
with several other groups in an even more extensive aggregate, and it is
from the successive series formed by the embedding process that results the
unity of the whole society. Thus among the Kabyle the political unit is the
clan, fixed in the form of a village (djemmaa or thaddart); several djem-
maa form a tribe (arch’), and several tribes form the confederation (thak’e-
bilt), the highest form of political society known to the Kabyles. Likewise,
among the Jews the clan is what translators somewhat inaccurately call the
family, a huge society that included thousands of people descended,
according to tradition, from a single ancestor.10 A certain number of fami-
lies made up of the tribe and the union of twelve tribes made up the whole
of the Jewish people.

These societies are the home par excellence of mechanical solidarity, so
much so that it is from this form of solidarity that they derive their main
physiological characteristics.

We know that in them religion pervades the whole of social life. This
is because social life is made up almost entirely of common beliefs and
practices that draw from their unanimous acceptance a very special kind
of intensity. Using the analysis of classical texts alone to go back to an
era exactly similar to the one we are discussing, Fustel de Coulanges
discovered that the primitive organization of societies was of the family
type and that, moreover, the constitution of the primitive family was
based upon religion. Only he mistook cause for effect. After having
postulated the religious idea, without tracing its derivation from
anything, he deduced from it the social arrangements which he noted,11

whilst, on the contrary, it is these arrangements that explain the power
and nature of the religious idea. Since all such social masses were formed
from homogeneous elements, that is to say, since the collective type was
very highly developed in them whereas individual types were rudimen-
tary, it was inevitable that the entire psychological life of society should
assume a religious character.

From this also springs communism, which has often been noted among
these peoples. This is because communism is the necessary product of that
special cohesion that swallows up the individual within the group, the part
into the whole. In the end property is merely the extension of the idea of
the person to things. Thus where the collective personality is the sole exist-
ing one, property itself is inevitably collective. It can only become individ-
ual when the individual, freeing himself from the mass of the people, has
also become a personal, distinctive being, not only as an organism, but as
a factor in social life.12

This type can even be modified without the nature of social solidarity
suddenly changing on this account. Indeed not all primitive peoples display
that lack of centralization we have just observed. On the contrary, some of
them are subject to an absolute power. The division of labour has therefore
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appeared in them. However, the link which in this case binds the individual
to the chief is identical to that which nowadays joins things to persons.
The relationships of the barbaric despot to his subjects, like those of the
master to his slaves or the paterfamilias to his descendants, are indistin-
guishable from those of the owner to the object he possesses. There is
nothing about them which corresponds to that reciprocity which brings
about the division of labour. It has been rightly stated that they are unilat-
eral.13 Thus the solidarity they express remains mechanical. The difference
lies entirely in the fact that it links the individual no longer directly to the
group, but to the one who is its image. But the unity of the whole rules out
as before any individuality in the parts.

If this first form of the division of labour, however important it may
nevertheless be, has not the effect of making social solidarity more flexi-
ble, as might be expected, it is because of the special conditions in which
it takes place. It is in fact a general law that the most pre-eminent organ
in any society partakes of the nature of the collective entity that it repre-
sents. Thus where society possesses this religious character, one that is, so
to speak, suprahuman, whose source, as we have shown, lies in the
constitution of the common consciousness, it is necessarily transmitted to
the chief who directs it and who in consequence finds himself very greatly
elevated above all other men. Where individuals are merely dependants
of the collective type, they quite naturally become dependent on the
central authority that embodies this type. Again, in the same way the
undivided property right that the community exercised over things passes
wholly to the superior personality constituted in this way. The peculiarly
professional services that the latter renders therefore count for little in the
extraordinary power with which he is invested. If, in these kinds of soci-
eties, the power that is directing has so much authority, it is not because,
as has been said, these societies particularly need a more energetic lead-
ership. But this authority is wholly an emanation of the common
consciousness, an authority that is vast, because the common conscious-
ness itself is highly developed. Even if the common consciousness were
weaker or only included a smaller section of social life, the need for some
supreme regulating function would be no less. However, the rest of soci-
ety would no longer be in the same state of inferiority vis-à-vis the one to
whom that function has been entrusted. This is why solidarity remains
mechanical so long as the division of labour has not developed further. It
is in such conditions that it even attains its maximum energy: for the
effect of the common consciousness is stronger when it is no longer
exerted diffusely, but through the mediation of some clearly defined
organ.

Thus there is a social structure of a determinate nature to which
mechanical solidarity corresponds. What characterizes it is that it
comprises a system of homogeneous segments similar to one another.
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II

But the structure of societies where organic solidarity is preponderant is
entirely different.

These are constituted, not by the replication of similar homogeneous
elements, but by a system of different organs, each one of which has a
special role and which themselves are formed from differentiated parts.
The elements in society are not of the same nature, nor are they arranged
in the same manner. They are neither placed together end-on, as are the
rings of an annelida worm, nor embedded in one another, but co-ordinated
and subordinated to one another around the same central organ, which
exerts over the rest of the organism a moderating effect. This organ itself
is no longer of the same character as outlined above, for, if the others
depend upon it, in turn it depends upon them. Undoubtedly it still enjoys
a special place and, one may say, a privileged one. But this is due to the
nature of the role that it fulfils and not to some cause external to its func-
tions or to some force imparted to it from outside. Thus it has nothing
more than what is temporal and human about it; between the other organs
and itself there is no longer any difference save in degree. Thus, with an
animal, the priority of the nervous system over the other systems comes
down to the right, if it may be so expressed, of receiving a choicer form of
sustenance and of taking its share first. But it has need of the other organs,
just as they have need of it.

This social type relies upon principles so utterly different from the
preceding type that it can only develop to the extent that the latter has
vanished. Indeed individuals are distributed within it in groups that are no
longer formed in terms of any ancestral relationship, but according to the
special nature of the social activity to which they devote themselves. Their
natural and necessary environment is no longer that in which they were
born, but that of their profession. It is no longer blood relationship,
whether real or fictitious, that determines the place of each one, but the
functions he fulfils. Undoubtedly, when this new organization begins to
appear, it attempts to use the existing one and to assimilate it to itself. The
way in which functions are distributed is therefore modelled as closely as
possible upon the way in which society is already divided up. The
segments, or at least groups of segments linked by particular affinities,
become organs. Thus the clans who assembled from the tribe of the Levites
appropriate for themselves the priestly functions among the Jewish people.
Generally it may be said that classes and castes have probably no other
origin or nature: they spring from the mixing of the professional organiza-
tion, which is just emerging, with a pre-existent family organization. But
this mixed arrangement cannot last for long because, between the two
elements that it takes upon itself to reconcile, there is an hostility that must
in the end break out. Only a very rudimentary division of labour can fit
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into these rigid, well-defined moulds, which were not fashioned for it. The
division of labour can only increase in so far as it frees itself from the frame
that hedges it in. Once it has gone beyond a certain stage of development
no longer is there any connection between the fixed number of segments
and the ever increasing number of functions that become specialized, nor
between the hereditarily determined properties of the former and the new
aptitudes that the latter demand.14 Thus the social substance must enter
into entirely new combinations in order to be organized on completely
different foundations. Now the old structure, so long as it subsists, is
hostile to this. This is why it must disappear.

The history of these two types indeed shows that the one has only made
progress in the proportion to which the other has regressed.

Among the Iroquois, the social constitution based on clans exists in its
pure state. The same is true of the Jews, as the Pentateuch shows us, except
for the slight deviation that we have just pointed out. Thus the organized
social type exists in neither, although we may perhaps perceive its first
beginnings in Jewish society.

The same no longer holds good for the Franks of the Salic law: this time
it appears with its own special characteristics, free from any compromise.
Indeed, we find among this people, besides a regular, stable, central author-
ity, a whole network of administrative and judicial functions. On the other
hand, the existence of contract law, still, it is true, very little developed,
bears witness to the fact that economic functions are themselves beginning
to separate out and become organized. Thus the politico-family constitu-
tion is gravely undermined. Doubtless the last social molecule, the village,
is indeed still merely a clan transformed. What proves this is the fact that
among the inhabitants of a single village relationships of a clearly domes-
tic nature exist, which are in any case characteristic of the clan. All the
members of the village have the right to inherit from one another, in the
absence of any relatives proper.15 A text to be found in the Capita extrav-
agantia legis salicae (Art. 9) informs us that even in the case of a murder
committed in the village neighbours maintained their collective solidarity.
Moreover, the village is a system much more hermetically closed to the
outside world, concentrated in on itself, than would be a mere territorial
constituency, because none can settle in it without the unanimous consent,
expressly or tacitly given, of all the inhabitants.16 But in this form the clan
has lost some of its essential characteristics: not only has all memory of a
common origin disappeared, but it has been almost completely divested of
any political importance. The political unit is the hundred. ‘The popula-
tion,’ declares Waitz, ‘lives in the villages, but both people and land are
spread out over the hundred, which for all matters of war and peace forms
the unit which serves as a basis for all relationships.’17

In Rome this dual movement of progression and regression is continued.
The Roman clan is the gens, and it is indeed certain that the gens was the
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basis for the ancient Roman constitution. But from the time of the foun-
dation of the republic it ceased almost completely to be a public institu-
tion. It was no longer a definite territorial unit, like the Frankish village,
nor a political unit. It is to be found neither in the territorial arrangement,
nor in the structure of the people’s assemblies. The comitia curiata, in
which it used to play a social role,18 are replaced either by the comitia
centuriata or the comitia tributa, which were organized on entirely differ-
ent principles. It is no longer more than a private association sustained by
force of habit, yet one that is destined to disappear because it no longer
corresponds to any facet of Roman life. But in addition, from the time of
the Twelve Tables onwards, the division of labour was much more
advanced in Rome than among earlier peoples, and its organized structure
was more developed. Already to be found there are important corpora-
tions of public officials (senators, knights, the college of priests, etc.), trade
guilds,19 and at the same time the concept of the secular state begins to
arise.

Thus the hierarchy that we have established is justified, according to
other criteria of a less methodical nature, between the social types we have
compared previously. If we were able to say that the Jews of the Pentateuch
belong to a less exalted social type than do the Franks of the Salic law, and
that the latter, in their turn, were below the Romans of the Twelve Tables,
it is because, as a general rule, the more visible and strong the segmentary
organization based on clans is with a people, the more does that people
belong to a lower species. Indeed it cannot rise higher until it has gone
beyond this first stage. For this same reason the Athenian city, whilst
belonging to the same type as the Roman city, is nevertheless a more prim-
itive form of it. This is because the politico-family type of organization has
disappeared from it much more slowly. It survived almost right up to the
eve of its decadence.20

But it is far from true that the organized type subsists alone, in its pris-
tine state, once the clan has disappeared. The organization based upon
clans is in fact only one species of a more extensive genus, the segmentary
organization. The distribution of society into similar compartments corre-
sponds to needs that persist even in new societies where social life is estab-
lished, needs that nevertheless produce their effects in another form. The
mass of the population is no longer divided up according to blood relation-
ships, whether real or fictitious, but according to land divisions. The
segments are no longer family aggregates but territorial constituencies.

Moreover, it was through a slow process of evolution that the passage
from one state to another took place when the memory of the common
origin had faded. When the domestic relationships that sprang from it, but
as we have seen often outlive it, have themselves vanished, the clan has no
longer any consciousness of itself save as a group of individuals who
occupy the same parcel of territory. It becomes the village proper. Thus all
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those peoples who have passed beyond the stage of the clan are made up
from territorial districts (the mark, the commune, etc.) which, just as the
Roman gens had become implicated in the curia, are inserted in other
districts of the same kind, but larger in size, termed in one place hundred,
elsewhere Kreis or arrondissement, which in turn are often swallowed up
in other entities, even more extensive (county, province, département)
which unite to form a society.21 This process of insertion can moreover be
more or less an hermetical sealing-off. Likewise the links that join together
the most general kind of districts can either be very close, as with the
centralized countries of present-day Europe, or more relaxed, as in simple
confederations. But the principle behind the structure remains the same,
and this is why mechanical solidarity persists even in the highest societies.

Nevertheless, in the same way as mechanical solidarity is no longer
preponderant, the arrangement in the form of segments is no longer, as
previously, the sole anatomical structure or even the essential structure of
society. Firstly, the territorial divisions have necessarily something artificial
about them. The ties that arise from living together have not their source
so deeply in men’s hearts as those arising from blood relationship. Thus
they have a much weaker power of resistance. When one is born into a
clan, one cannot change anything more, so to speak, than one’s relatives.
The same reasons do not prevent one’s changing one’s town or province.
Doubtless, geographical distribution corresponds roughly to a certain
moral distribution of the population. For example, each province, each
territorial division, has its own special morality and customs, a life pecu-
liarly its own. Thus it exerts over individuals imbued with its spirit an
attraction that tends to keep them on the spot and, moreover, to repel
others. But within a single country such differences cannot be very numer-
ous or clear-cut. The segments are therefore more open to one another.
Indeed, from the Middle Ages onwards ‘after the formation of towns,
foreign artisans travelled as freely and as far and wide as did goods’.22

Segmentary organization had lost its contours.
It is increasingly losing them as societies develop. It is indeed a general

law that the partial aggregates that make up a more extensive aggregate see
their individuality as growing less and less distinctive. At the same time as
the family organization, local religions have disappeared for ever, yet local
customs continue to exist. Gradually these merge into one another and
unify, at the same time as dialects and patois dissolve into a single national
language and regional administration loses its autonomy. In this fact a
simple consequence of the law of imitation has been discerned.23 However,
it seems as if it is rather a levelling-out analogous to that which occurs
between two liquids which intermingle together. The partitions that sepa-
rate the various cells of social life, being less thick, are breached more
often. Their permeability increases the more they are penetrated.
Consequently they lose their consistency and gradually collapse, and to the
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same extent environments become mingled together. Now local diversity
can only be maintained in so far as a diversity of environments subsists.
Territorial divisions are therefore less and less based upon the nature of
things, and consequently lose their significance. One might almost say that
a people is the more advanced the more superficial its character.

On the other hand, as segmentary organization vanishes, organization
by professions covers it ever more completely with its network. It is true
that at the beginning it establishes itself only within the boundaries of the
more simple segments, without extending beyond. Every town, with its
immediate neighbourhood, forms a group within which work is divided
up, but that strives to be self-sufficient. ‘The town,’ states Schmoller,
‘becomes as far as possible the ecclesiastical, political and military centre
of the surrounding villages. It aspires to develop every kind of industry to
supply the countryside, just as it seeks to concentrate commerce and
transport in its area.’24 At the same time within the town inhabitants are
grouped according to their occupation; each trade guild is like a town,
living a life of its own.25 This is the state in which the cities of antiquity
remained until a comparatively late era, and from which Christian soci-
eties sprang. But the latter went beyond this stage very early on. From the
fourteenth century onwards division of labour develops between regions:
‘Each town had originally as many cloth-merchants as necessary. But the
manufacturers of grey cloth in Basle succumbed already before 1362 in
the face of competition from the Alsatians; at Strasburg, Frankfurt and
Leipzig the weaving of wool was ruined about 1500 … . The character of
industrial universality of towns of former times was irrevocably
destroyed.’

Since then the movement has continued unceasingly to spread:

In the capital are concentrated today, more than in former times, the active
forces of the central government, the arts, literature and large-scale credit oper-
ations. In the large ports are concentrated more than before all exports and
imports. Hundreds of small commercial centres dealing in corn and cattle are
prospering and growing in size. Whereas each town had once its ramparts and
moat, now a few great fortresses are entrusted with the task of protecting the
whole country. Like the capital, the chief towns in the provinces are growing
because of the concentration of provincial administration, provincial institu-
tions, collections and schools. The mentally deranged and the sick of a certain
category, who were once scattered around the area, are gathered up together,
for a whole province or département, in a single place. The different towns tend
increasingly to develop certain specializations, so that today we distinguish
between university towns, civil service towns, factory towns, commercial
towns, watering-places, and rentier towns. At certain spots or in certain areas
are concentrated the large-scale industries: machine construction, spinning,
cloth manufacture, tanning, blast furnaces, the sugar industry, all working for
the whole country. Special schools have been established for them, the popula-
tion of industrial workers adapts to them, the construction of machines is
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concentrated in them, whilst communications and the organization of credit
adapt themselves also to the special circumstances.26

Doubtless to a certain extent this professional organization attempts to
adapt itself to the one that existed before it, as it had originally done for
the organization of the family. This is what emerges from the very descrip-
tion given above. Moreover, it is a very general fact that new institutions
are shaped initially in the mould of previous institutions. The territorial
regions therefore tend to be specialized in relation to their complexion,
organs and different mechanisms, just as was the clan in former times. But
just like the latter, they are really incapable of maintaining this role. In fact
a town always includes either different organs or parts of organs.
Conversely there are hardly any organs that are wholly included within the
limits of a particular district, whatever its size. Almost always the district
extends beyond them. Likewise, although fairly frequently those organs
which are most closely linked to one another tend to draw together, yet in
general their physical proximity reflects only very imperfectly the degree of
closeness of their relationships. Some are very distant, although depending
directly upon one another. Others are physically very close, although their
relationships are indirect and distant. The way in which men are grouped
together as a result of the division of labour is thus very different from the
way the spatial distribution of the population occurs. The professional
environment no more coincides with the territorial environment than it
does with the family environment. It is a new framework that is substituted
for the others. Thus the substitution is only possible to the extent that the
others have vanished.

If therefore this social type is nowhere to be observed in a state of
absolute purity, likewise nowhere is organic solidarity to be met with in
isolation. But at least it frees itself increasingly from any amalgam, just as
it becomes increasingly preponderant. Such predominance is all the more
rapid and complete because at the very moment when its structure
becomes more prominent, the other becomes more indistinct. The segment
formed by the clan, so well-defined, is replaced by the territorial district.
At least originally, the latter corresponded, although in somewhat vague
and approximate fashion, to the real and moral division of the population.
But it gradually loses this character, to become no more than an arbitrary
combination, one that is a mere convention. As these barriers are lowered,
they are covered over by systems of organs which are more and more
developed. If therefore social evolution remains subject to the effect of the
same determining causes – and we shall see later that this is the sole feasi-
ble hypothesis – we may predict that this dual movement will continue in
the same direction, and the day will come when the whole of our social
and political organization will have an exclusively, or almost exclusively,
professional basis.
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Moreover, the studies that follow will establish27 that this professional
organization is not even today all that it is destined to become; that abnor-
mal causes have prevented it from reaching the stage of development that
our present social state requires. From this we may judge the importance
that it is destined to assume in the future.

III

The same law governs biological development.
Nowadays we know that the lower animals are made up of similar

segments, arranged either in irregular masses or in a linear series. Even at
the very lowest point on the scale these elements are not only similar to one
another but are even homogeneous in composition. They are usually given
the name of colonies. But this expression – which incidentally is not with-
out ambiguity – does not signify that these associations are not individual
organisms. For ‘every colony whose members are made up of continuous
tissues is in reality an individual’.28 Indeed what is characteristic of the
individuality of any kind of aggregate is the existence of operations carried
out in common by all its parts. Between the members of a colony there is
pooling of nutriments and an inability to move save by movements of the
whole, so long as the colony is not split up. There is something more: the
egg, having emerged from one of the segments that are associated together,
reproduces not this segment, but the whole colony of which it formed part:
‘Between these colonies of polyps and the higher animal forms, from this
viewpoint there is no difference.’29 Moreover, what makes any radical
separation impossible is the fact that there are no organisms at all,
however ‘centralized’ they may be, which to a varying degree do not pres-
ent the structure of a colony. We find traces of this even in the vertebrates,
in the constitution of their skeleton and their urogenital mechanism, etc.
Above all their embryonic development gives indisputable proof that they
are nothing more than modified colonies.30

Thus there exists in the animal world an individuality ‘which is
produced outside any combination of organs’.31 Now this is identical to
that of societies that we have termed segmentary. Not only is the structural
plan clearly the same, but solidarity is of the same kind. Indeed, since the
parts that make up an animal colony are mechanically intertwined with
one another, they can only act as a whole, at least so long as they remain
joined together. Their activity is collective. In a community of polyps, as
each stomach communicates with the others, one individual unit cannot
eat unless all the others do so as well. It is, states Perrier, communism in
the fullest sense of the word.32 A member of the colony, particularly when
the colony is not well defined, cannot contract without also causing the
polyps to which it is joined to move as well, and the movement is passed
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from each succeeding member to the next.33 In a worm each ring depends
rigidly upon the others – this despite the fact that it can detach itself from
them without danger to itself.

But just as the segmentary type vanishes as we advance up the scale of
social evolution, the colony type disappears as we move higher up in the
scale of organisms. Already started with the annelida, although it is still
very visible, it becomes almost imperceptible with the molluscs, and in the
end only scientific analysis can succeed in discovering traces of it in verte-
brates. We need not point out the analogies that exist between the type that
replaces the preceding one and that of organic societies. In both cases, the
structure, like the solidarity, derives from the division of labour. Each part
of the animal, once it has become an organ, has its own sphere of action,
in which it moves independently, without impinging upon the others. Yet
from another viewpoint these parts depend much more closely upon one
another than in a colony, since they cannot separate from one another
without perishing. Finally, in organic as in social evolution, the division of
labour begins by using the framework of segmentary organization, but
only eventually to free itself and to develop in an autonomous way. If in
fact the organ is sometimes only a transformed segment, this is, however,
the exception.34

To sum up: we have distinguished between two types of solidarity. We
have just discerned that there exist two social types that correspond to
them. Just as the first kinds of solidarity develop in inverse relationship to
one another, with the two corresponding social types one regresses regu-
larly as the other progresses, and the latter is the one that is defined by
the social division of labour. Besides the fact that it confirms the preced-
ing results, this result ends up by demonstrating to us all the importance
of the division of labour. Just as it is this which, for the most part, gives
cohesion to the societies in which we live, it is also this that determines
the characteristics which go to make up their structure and everything
leads us to predict that in the future its role, from this viewpoint, can only
increase.

IV

The law we have established in the last two chapters in one characteristic,
but in one characteristic alone, may have reminded us of the one that
dominates the sociology of Spencer. Like him, we have stated that the place
of the individual in society, from being originally nothing at all, has grown
with civilization. But this indisputable fact has presented itself in a
completely different light than to the English philosopher, so much so that
in the end our conclusions are in contradiction to his, rather than echoing
them.



Firstly, according to him, this absorption of the individual into the
group is allegedly the result of a constraint and an artificial organization
necessitated by the state of warfare that is endemic in lower societies.
Indeed it is especially in war that union is necessary for success. A group
cannot defend itself against another group or subdue it save on condition
that it acts as one unit. Thus all individual forces must be clustered
together in a concentration that cannot be broken up. Now the only means
of ensuring this concentration uninterruptedly is to institute a very power-
ful authority to which individuals are subjected absolutely. It is necessary
that ‘As the soldier’s will is so suspended that he becomes in everything the
agent of his officer’s will; so is the will of the citizen in all transactions,
private and public, overruled by that of the government.’35 It therefore is
an organized despotism that could annihilate the individual and, since this
organization is essentially a military one, it is by militarism that Spencer
defines this kind of society.

We have seen, on the contrary, that this effacement of the individual has
its origin in a social type characterised by a complete absence of any
centralization. It is the product of a state of homogeneity that is the distin-
guishing mark of primitive societies. If the individual is not distinct from
the group, it is because the individual consciousness is almost indistinct
from the collective consciousness. Spencer, and other sociologists with
him, seem to have interpreted these facts of the remote past by means of
very modern ideas. The very pronounced sentiment that each one of us
today possesses of our own individuality has caused them to believe that
personal rights could not be restricted to such a degree save by a coercive
organization. We cling so much to these rights that it seemed to them that
man could not have abandoned them of his own free will. In fact, if in
lower societies so little place is allowed for the individual personality, it is
not that it has been constricted or suppressed artificially, it is quite simply
because at that moment in history it did not exist.

Moreover, Spencer recognizes himself that among these societies many
possess a constitution that is so little military and authoritarian that he
himself terms them democratic.36 But he seeks to view them as the first
prelude to those societies of the future which he calls industrial. Yet to do
so he must fail to acknowledge one fact: in these societies, just as in those
that are subject to despotic government, the individual has no sphere of
action that is peculiarly his own, as is proved by the general institution of
communism. Likewise traditions, prejudices and collective customs of
every kind weigh down upon him no less heavily than would a constituted
authority. Therefore they cannot be treated as democratic unless one twists
the usual meaning of the word. Moreover, if they were really marked by
the precocious individualism attributed to them, we would arrive at the
strange conclusion that social evolution has attempted, from the very
outset, to produce the most perfect types, since ‘no governmental force
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exists at first save that of the common will expressed by the assembled
horde’.37 Is history therefore circular in its motion and is progress only a
step backwards?

In a general way one can easily understand that individuals can be
subjected only to a collective despotism, for the members of a society can
only be dominated by a force that is superior to themselves, and there is
only one of these that possesses this quality: that of the group. Any person-
ality, however powerful it might be, could do nothing alone against a
whole society. The latter cannot therefore be enslaved in spite of itself. This
is why, as we have seen, the strength of authoritarian governments does
not spring from themselves, but derives from the very constitution of soci-
ety. If, moreover, individualism was to such an extent congenital in human-
ity, one cannot see how primitive tribes were able so easily to subject
themselves to the despotic authority of a chief, wherever it was necessary
to do so. Ideas, customs, institutions themselves ought to have risen up
against so radical a transformation. On the other hand, all is explained
once we have fully realized the nature of these societies, for then this
change is no longer so profound as it appears. Individuals, instead of
subordinating themselves to the group, subordinated themselves to the one
who represented it. As collective authority, when it was diffused, was
absolute, the authority of the chief, which was only a way of organizing
collective authority, naturally assumed the same character.

Far from being able to date the effacement of the individual from the
institution of some despotic power, we ought on the contrary to see in it
the first step taken along the road to individualism. In fact, the chiefs are
the first individual personalities who have risen from the mass of society.
Their exceptional position, which makes them unrivalled, imparts to them
a distinctive presence and in consequence confers an individuality upon
them. Dominating society, they are no longer constrained to follow its
every movement. Doubtless it is from the group that they draw their
strength. Yet once their strength is organized, it becomes autonomous and
renders them capable of personal action. Thus a source for initiative is
opened up which until then did not exist. Henceforth there is someone
who can engender something new, and even depart from collective
customs. The balance is upset.38

If we have insisted upon this point it is in order to establish two impor-
tant propositions.

In the first place, each time that we find ourselves faced with a mecha-
nism of government endowed with great authority we must seek the reason
not in the particular situation of those governing, but in the nature of the
societies that they govern. We must observe what are the common beliefs,
the common sentiments that, in embodying themselves in a person or a
family, have bestowed such power. As for the personal superiority of the
chief, in this process it plays only a secondary role. It explains why the
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strength of the collectivity, not without intensity, is concentrated in these
hands rather than in those of another. As soon as this force, instead of
remaining diffused, is obliged to delegate, this can only be to the benefit of
those individuals who have manifested their superiority in other ways. But
if this superiority denotes the direction in which the current is moving, it
does not create that current. If the paterfamilias, in Rome, enjoys absolute
power, it is not because he is the oldest, the wisest or the most experienced,
but because, through the circumstances in which the Roman family finds
itself, he embodies the old family communism. Despotism, at least when it
is neither a pathological phenomenon nor one of decadence, is nothing
more than transformed communism.

In the second place, we see from the above how false is the theory that
places egoism as the point of departure for humanity and makes altruism,
on the other hand, a recent phenomenon.

What imparts authority to this hypothesis for certain minds is that it
appears to be a logical consequence of Darwinian principles. In the name
of the dogma of competition to survive, and of natural selection, there is
depicted for us in the gloomiest colours that primitive humanity for whom
hunger and thirst, both moreover largely unassuaged, were allegedly the
sole passions. They were the dark ages, when men seemingly had no other
thought or preoccupation than to quarrel amongst each other over their
piteous food. In order to react against the retrospective reveries of eigh-
teenth-century philosophy, and also against certain religious doctrines, and
to show more strikingly that paradise lost is not behind us and that there
is nothing that we ought to regret about our past, it was held necessary to
make it appear darker and systematically to denigrate it. There is nothing
more unscientific than this inverted prejudice. If the hypotheses of Darwin
are usable in moral matters, it is still with more reservations and modera-
tion than in the other sciences. In fact they remove the essential element of
moral life, viz., the moderating influence that society exerts over its
members, which tempers and neutralizes the brutal effect of the struggle
for existence and of selection. Everywhere that societies exist there is altru-
ism, because there is solidarity.

Thus we find altruism at the very dawn of humanity and even in a form
that exceeds all bounds, for the hardships that the savage imposes upon
himself in order to obey the religious tradition, the abnegation with which
he offers up his life as soon as society demands its sacrifice, the irresistible
impulsion that drives the widow in India to follow her husband in death,
the Gaul not to survive the chief of his clan, the ancient Celt to rid his
fellows of a useless mouth to feed by bringing about his own voluntary end
– is all that not altruism? Shall we treat these practices as superstitions? No
matter, provide that they attest an ability to give oneself. And, moreover,
where do superstitions begin and end? We would find ourselves extremely
embarrassed to give a reply and to provide a scientific definition for the
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fact. Is it not also superstition, that attachment we feel towards the places
where we have lived, for people with whom we have had a lasting relation-
ship? And yet this power to attach ourselves to something, is it not the
mark of a healthy moral constitution? Precisely speaking, the whole life of
the sensibility is made up only of superstitions, since it precedes and rules
the judgement, rather than depends upon it.

Scientifically conduct is egotistical in so far as it is determined by
sentiments and representations that are wholly personal to ourselves. If
therefore we recall to what extent in lower societies the consciousness of
the individual is assailed by the collective consciousness, we shall be
even tempted to believe that it is something wholly other than itself, that
it is made up entirely of altruism, as Condillac would say. Yet this
conclusion would be an exaggeration, for there is a sphere of psycholog-
ical life which, no matter how developed the collective type may be,
varies from one person to another and belongs by right to each individ-
ual. It is that part which is made up of representations, feelings and
tendencies that relate to the organism and states of the organism; it is
the world of internal and external sensations and those movements
directly linked to them. This primal basis of all individuality is inalien-
able and does not depend upon the social condition. Thus we should not
state that altruism is born of egoism, for such a derivation would only
be possible if it were a creation ex nihilo. But strictly speaking these two
springs of behaviour have been present from the very beginning in every
human consciousness, for there cannot be one that does not reflect both
the things that relate to the individual alone, and things that are not
personal to him.

All that can be said is that with the savage that lower part of ourselves
represents a more considerable proportion of the total human being,
because his being is lesser in extent, the higher reaches of psychological life
in him being less developed. Thus it has relatively more importance and in
consequence more power over the will. Yet, on the other hand, for every-
thing that goes beyond this domain of physical needs, the primitive
consciousness, according to the strongly couched expression of Espinas, is
absolutely and entirely outside of itself. For the civilized person the very
opposite is true; egoism insinuates itself even to the very centre of the
higher representations. Each one of us has his own opinions, beliefs and
aspirations, and clings to them. He even comes to be involved in altruism,
because it so happens that we have a way of being altruistic that depends
upon our personal character, our cast of mind, from which we refuse to
depart. Doubtless we should not conclude that the share of egoism has
increased for the whole of life, for we must take into account the fact that
the whole of consciousness has been extended. It is nevertheless the case
that individualism has developed, in terms of absolute value, by penetrat-
ing areas that in the beginning were closed to it.
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Yet this individualism, the fruit of historical development, is not,
however, the one that Spencer described. The societies that he terms
industrial no more represent organized societies than military societies
resemble segmentary societies based on the family. We shall see this in the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER VII

Organic Solidarity and
Contractual Solidarity

It is true that in the industrial societies of Spencer, just as in organized soci-
eties, social harmony derives essentially from the division of labour.1 Its
characteristic feature is that it consists of a co-operation that is automati-
cally produced by the fact that each person pursues his own interest. It is
enough for every individual to devote himself to one special function to
discover that inevitably he is in solidarity with other people. Is not this the
distinguishing mark of organized societies?

But if Spencer quite rightly pointed out what was, in the higher forms
of society, the principal cause of social solidarity, he was mistaken about
the way in which this cause produces its effect and, in consequence, about
the nature of the latter.

Indeed, for him, industrial solidarity, as he terms it, displays the two
following characteristics.

Since it is spontaneous, there is no need for any coercive apparatus
either to produce it or to maintain it. Society has therefore no need to
interfere in order to effect a harmony that is established of its own accord.
‘Each man may maintain himself by labour, may exchange his products for
the products of others, may give aid and receive payment, may enter into
this or that combination for carrying on an undertaking, small or great,
without the direction of society as a whole.’2

The sphere of social action would therefore continue to grow increas-
ingly small, for it would no longer have any purpose save to prevent indi-
viduals from encroaching upon one another and from doing one another
mutual harm, that is, that it would no longer be a regulating mechanism
save in a negative way.

In these conditions the sole link remaining between men would be that
of absolutely free exchange. ‘All trading transactions … are effected by free
exchange. … This relation becomes the predominant relation throughout
society in proportion as the individual activities predominate.’3

Now the normal form of exchange is contract. This is why, with the
decline of militarism and the ascendancy of industrialism, the power as well
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as the extent of authority diminishes, and as freedom of action increases, so
does the relationship of contract become general. Finally, in the fully indus-
trialized type of society, this relationship becomes universal.4

By this Spencer does not mean that society ever rests upon an implicit
or formal contract. The hypothesis of a social contract is, on the contrary,
irreconcilable with the principle of the division of labour. The greater the
importance one ascribes to the latter, the more completely must one aban-
don Rousseau’s postulate. This is because for such a contract to be feasi-
ble, at any given time all individual wills should be in agreement regarding
the common foundations of the social organization and consequently
every individual consciousness should pose to itself the political problem
in all its generality. But in order to do this each individual must step out
from his own sphere; all should equally play the same role, that of the
statesman and the constituent member of society. Imagine to yourself the
moment when society is making the contract: if assent is unanimous the
thoughts of every consciousness are identical. Thus, in so far as social soli-
darity arises from such a cause, it has no connection with the division of
labour.

Above all, nothing resembles less that automatic and spontaneous soli-
darity which, according to Spencer, is the distinguishing mark of industrial
societies, for, on the contrary, he sees in this conscious pursuit of social
ends the characteristic of military societies.5 Such a contract assumes that
all individuals can represent to themselves what are the general conditions
for collective life, so that they are able to make an informed choice. Now
Spencer knows very well that such a representation goes beyond science in
its present state of knowledge, and consequently beyond consciousness. He
is so convinced of the futility of reflective thinking when applied to such
matters that he wishes even to remove them from the ambit of the legisla-
tor, far from submitting them to public opinion. He esteems that social life,
like all life in general, cannot be organized naturally save by an uncon-
scious and spontaneous adaptation, under the immediate pressure of
necessity and not according to some plan thought out by the reflective
intelligence. Thus he does not believe that higher societies can be
constructed according to some programme that has been solemnly
debated.

The conception of the social contract is today therefore very difficult to
defend, because it bears no relation to the facts. The observer does not, so
to speak, meet with it in his path. Not only are there no societies that have
had such an origin, but there are none whose present structure bears the
slightest trace of a contractual organization. Thus it is neither a fact
derived from history nor a trend that emerges from historical development.
Consequently in order to instil new life into this doctrine and to give it
fresh credibility, it has been necessary to term the contract the acceptance
on the part of each individual, once he has become an adult, of the society
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into which he is born, by the mere fact that he continues to live in it. But
then one must term contractual any step taken by men that is not deter-
mined by constraint.6 On this reckoning there is no society, whether pres-
ent or past, which is not, or has not been, contractual, for there is not one
that can continue to exist through constraint alone. We have stated the
reason for this earlier. If it has occasionally been believed that constraint
was once greater than it is today, it is by virtue of the illusion that the small
importance accorded to individual liberty in lower societies has been
attributed to a coercive regime. In reality social life, where it is normal, is
spontaneous; if it is abnormal, it cannot last. The individual abdicates
spontaneously, and it is not even fair to talk of abdication when there is
nothing to be abdicated. If therefore we give the word this wide and some-
what distorted meaning, there is no distinction to be made between the
different social types. And if we only mean by this the well-defined legal
bond that this expression designates, we may be assured that no link of
this kind has ever existed between individuals and society.

But if higher societies do not rest upon a basic contract which has a
bearing on the general principles of political life, they would have – or tend
to have – according to Spencer, as their sole basis the vast system of special
contracts that link individuals with one another. Individuals would only be
dependent upon the group to the extent that they depended upon one
another, and they would not depend upon one another save within the
limits drawn by private agreements freely arrived at. Thus social solidarity
would be nothing more than the spontaneous agreement between individ-
ual interests, an agreement of which contracts are the natural expression.
The type of social relations would be the economic relationship, freed from
all regulation, and as it emerges from the entirely free initiative of the
parties concerned. In short, society would be no more than the establish-
ment of relationships between individuals exchanging the products of their
labour, and without any social action, properly so termed, intervening to
regulate that exchange.

Is this indeed the nature of societies whose unity is brought about by the
division of labour? If this were so, one might reasonably doubt their stabil-
ity. For if mutual interest draws men closer, it is never more than for a few
moments. It can only create between them an external bond. In the fact of
exchange the various agents involved remain apart from one another and
once the operation is over, each one finds himself again ‘reassuming his
self’ in its entirety. The different consciousnesses are only superficially in
contact: they neither interpenetrate nor do they cleave closely to one
another. Indeed, if we look to the heart of the matter we shall see that every
harmony of interests conceals a latent conflict, or one that is simply
deferred. For where interest alone reigns, as nothing arises to check the
egoisms confronting one another, each self finds itself in relation to the
other on a war footing, and any truce in this perpetual antagonism cannot
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be of long duration. Self-interest is indeed the least constant thing in the
world. Today it is useful for me to unite with you; tomorrow the same
reason will make me your enemy. Thus such a cause can give rise only to
transitory links and associations of a fleeting kind. We see how necessary
it is to examine whether such is effectively the nature of organic solidarity.

Nowhere, as Spencer admits, does industrial society exist in a pure state:
it is a type that is partly ideal, one that develops more and more in the
course of evolution, but which has not yet been completely realized.
Consequently, in order to have the right of attributing to it the traits we
have just set out, we should establish methodically that societies exhibit
them the more completely the more evolved they are, with the exception
of those cases where regression has occurred.

In the first place it is asserted that the sphere of social activity continues
to diminish more and more in favour of that of the individual. But in order
to demonstrate this proposition by a valid experiment it is not enough to
do as Spencer does and cite some cases where the individual has effectively
emancipated himself from collective influence. No matter how numerous
such examples are, they can only serve as illustrations and in themselves
lack any power of proof. It is very possible that in one respect social action
has regressed whilst in others it has been enlarged, so that in the end we
mistake transformation for disappearance. The sole way of proving this
objectively is not to quote a few facts as they occur to one, but to follow
the history from its origins down to most recent times of the mechanism
through which social action is essentially exerted, and to see whether over
time it has grown or diminished in volume. We know what is the legal
position. The obligations that society imposes upon its members, however
slight in importance and duration, take on a legal form. Consequently the
relative dimensions of this mechanism allow one to measure precisely the
relative extent of social action.

It is abundantly clear that, far from decreasing, this mechanism is
continuing to grow, becoming more complex. The more primitive a legal
code is, the smaller it is in size. On the other hand, the more recent it is,
the more considerable it becomes. Of this there is no possible doubt. But
it assuredly does not follow that the sphere of individual activity is grow-
ing smaller. We must indeed not forget that if life is more regulated it is
also generally more abundant. This is nevertheless adequate proof that
social discipline is not continually growing more lax. One of the forms that
it assumes tends, it is true, to regress, as we have ourselves established. But
other forms, much richer and more complex, are developing in its place. If
repressive law is losing ground, restitutive law, which in the beginning did
not exist at all, is continually growing. If social intervention has no longer
the effect of imposing certain uniform practices upon everybody, it consists
more in defining and regulating the special relationship between the differ-
ent social functions, and this is not less because it is different.
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Spencer will answer that he did not assert that every kind of control had
decreased, but only positive control. Let us accept this distinction.
Whether positive or negative, this control is nevertheless social, and the
main question is to know whether it is extended or contracted. But
whether it is for decreeing something to happen or for prohibiting it, for
saying Do this or Do not do that, if society intervenes more we have no
right to say that individual spontaneity is increasingly adequate for all
purposes. If the rules that determine conduct are multiplied, whether their
commands are positive or negative, it is not true to say that it springs more
and more completely from private initiative.

But is the distinction itself well-founded? By positive control Spencer
means one that constrains a person to act, whilst negative control constrains
him only to abstain from action. For example, a man has a piece of land; I
cultivate it for him either wholly or in part, or I impose upon him, either
partially or entirely, the mode of cultivation he must employ: this is a posi-
tive control. On the other hand, I give him no help or advice about his farm-
ing; I merely prevent him from touching his neighbour’s crop or from
tipping his rubbish there: this is negative control. The difference is fairly
clear-cut between taking it upon oneself to pursue in the place of another
citizen some goal which is properly his or to intervene concerning the means
that this citizen employs to pursue it, and on the other hand to prevent him
harassing another citizen who is pursuing his own chosen goal.7 If this is the
meaning of the terms, positive control is far from disappearing.

We know indeed that restitutive law is continually growing. In the vast
majority of cases it either indicates to the citizen the aim that he should
pursue or it intervenes in the means that this citizen is employing to attain
his chosen goal. For each juridical relationship it resolves the two follow-
ing questions: (1) In what conditions and in what form does the relation-
ship normally exist? (2) What are the obligations to which it gives rise?
The determination of the form and conditions is essentially positive, since
this forces the individual to follow a certain procedure in order to attain
his goal. As for obligations, if in principle they came down to a prohibi-
tion not to disturb another in the exercise of his functions, Spencer’s thesis
would be true, at least in part. But more often than not these obligations
consist in the performance of services of a positive nature.

But let us go into the detail.

II

It is absolutely true that contractual relationships that originally were rare
or completely missing are multiplied as labour in society is divided up. But
what Spencer seems to have failed to perceive is that non-contractual rela-
tionships are developing at the same time.
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Let us first examine that section of the law that is wrongly termed
private and that, in reality, regulates the relationships between diffused
social functions or, to put it differently, the innermost life of the social
organism.

In the first place we know that domestic law, from being originally
simple, has become increasingly complex, that is, the different species of
legal relationships that give rise to family life are much more numerous
than formerly. On the one hand, the relationships that result from them are
pre-eminently of a positive kind; it is a reciprocity of rights and duties. On
the other hand, they are not contractual, at least in their typical form. The
conditions upon which they depend are related to our personal status,
which itself depends upon our birth, our blood relationships, and conse-
quently upon facts independent of our will.

However, marriage and adoption are sources of domestic relationships
and these are contracts. Yet it so happens that the closer we come to the
highest types of society, the more these two legal relationships also lose
their strictly contractual character.

Not only in lower societies, but in Rome itself right up to the end of the
Empire, marriage remained an entirely private matter. It was generally a
type of sale, a real one among primitive peoples, a fictitious one later, but
which was valid only by sole consent of the parties, duly attested. Neither
solemn forms of ceremony of any kind, nor the intervention of any author-
ity whatsoever were then necessary. It is only with Christianity that
marriage took on a different character. Early on, Christians got into the
habit of having their union blessed by a priest. A law of the emperor Leo
the Philosopher converted this usage into a law for the East; the Council
of Trent did as much for the West. Henceforth marriage was no longer
freely contracted, but only through the mediation of a public authority,
that is, the Church. The role of the Church is not only that of a witness,
but she it is and only she that forges the legal bond that up to then the will
of private individuals had sufficed to establish. We know how at a later
stage the civil authority became the substitute for the religious authority in
fulfilling this function and how, at the same time, the role of social inter-
vention and of the necessary formalities was extended.8

The history of the adoption contract is still more cogent.
We have already seen how easily and on how large a scale adoption was

practised among the Indian clans of North America. It could give rise to
every form of kinship. If the person adopted was of the same age as the
person adopting him or her, they became brothers and sisters. If the former
was a woman who was already a mother, she became the mother of the
person adopting her.

Among the Arabs, before Mahomet’s time, adoption was often used to
found real families.9 It frequently happened that several persons adopted
one another; they then became brothers and sisters, and the relationship
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that united them was as strong as if they were of common descent. The
same kind of adoption is to be found among the Slavs. Very often members
of different families took one another as brothers and sisters, and formed
what is called a confraternity (probatinstvo). These societies were
contracted freely and without formality: an agreement was sufficient to
establish them. However, the bond that united these siblings by election was
even stronger than that which springs from a natural sibling relationship.10

Among the Germans adoption was probably as easy and frequent. Very
simple ceremonies sufficed to constitute it.11 But in India, Greece or Rome
it was already subject to conditions that were laid down. The person
adopting had to be of a certain age, had not to be related to the person
adopted in a degree that would not have allowed him to be the natural
father. Finally this change of family became a very complex legal operation
that necessitated the intervention of a magistrate. At the same time the
number of those who enjoyed the right of adoption became more limited.
Only the father of a family or a bachelor sui juris could undertake adop-
tion, and the former could only do so if he had no legitimate children.

Under our present law restrictive conditions have multiplied. The
person adopted must be of the age of majority, the person adopting must
be over fifty and have treated the adopted person for a long time as his
child. Even so we must add that within such limitations adoption has
become a very rare event. Before the drawing up of our legal code it had
even fallen almost completely into disuse and still today certain lands such
as Holland and Lower Canada do not allow it at all.

At the same time as adoption was becoming rarer, it was losing its effec-
tiveness. In the beginning the adoptive parental relationship was in every
respect similar to that of natural parenthood. In Rome the similarity was
still very great, yet it was no longer perfectly identical.12 In the sixteenth
century it no longer gave any right to the inheritance ab intestat of the
adoptive father.13 Our legal code has re-established this right, but the
kinship to which adoption gives a right does not extend beyond that of the
adopting and the adopted persons.

We see how defective is the traditional explanation that attributes this
custom of adoption among ancient societies to the need to ensure the
perpetuation of the cult of one’s ancestors. The peoples who have practised
it most widely and freely, such as the American Indians, the Arabs and the
Slavs, did not know of this cult. On the contrary, it is Rome and Athens,
that is, in countries where the domestic type of religion was at its height,
where this right was subjected for the first time to control and restrictions.
Thus if it has been able to satisfy these needs, it was not because of them
that it was established. Conversely, if it tends to disappear it is not because
we are less eager to ensure the perpetuating of our name and race. It is in
the structure of present-day societies and in the place that the family occu-
pies in them that we must seek the cause that determined this change.
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A further proof of this truth is that it has become even more impossible
to leave a family by a private act of authority than to enter it. Just as the
bond of kinship is not the outcome of a binding contractual relationship,
it cannot be broken through an undertaking of a similar kind. Amongst the
Iroquois we occasionally see part of the clan depart to swell the ranks of
the neighbouring clan.14 Among the Slavs a member of the Zadruga who
is tired of the life in community can separate himself from the rest of his
family and become legally a stranger to it, as in the same way he can be
excluded by it.15 With the Germans a not very complicated ceremony
allowed every Frank who so desired to free himself completely from the
obligations of kinship.16 In Rome a son could not renounce his family of
his own volition, and from this trait we can recognize a higher social type.
But the bond that the son could not break could be broken by the father.
It was this operation that constituted emancipation. Today neither father
nor son can modify the natural condition of domestic relationships: they
remain as determined at birth.

To sum up: at the same time as domestic obligations are becoming more
numerous they are taking on, so to speak, a public character. In principle
they not only have no contractual origin, but the role played by contract
is continually decreasing. On the other hand the social control over the
way in which obligations are entered into and dissolved is modified, and is
continually increasing. The reason for this lies in the progressive disap-
pearance of the segmentary organization. The family was indeed for a long
while a true social segment. Originally it was mixed together in the clan.
If it later became distinct from it, it was as a part of the whole. It is the
product of a secondary segmentation of the clan, identical to that which
gave rise to the clan itself. When the latter has disappeared it still retains
that same capacity. But everything that is segmentary tends increasingly to
be absorbed into the mass of society. This is why the family is obliged to
transform itself. Instead of remaining an autonomous society within the
larger one, it is drawn increasingly into the system of organs of society. It
becomes one of these organs itself, invested with special functions.
Consequently all that takes place within it is capable of having general
repercussions. It is this that brings about the need for the regulatory organs
of society to intervene, to exercise a moderating effect over the way in
which the family functions or even, in certain cases, one that acts as a posi-
tive stimulus.17

But it is not only outside the sphere of contractual relationships, but
also on the interplay between these relationships themselves that social
action is to be felt. For in a contract not everything is contractual. The only
undertakings worthy of the name are those that are desired by individuals,
whose sole origin is this free act of the will. Conversely, any obligation that
has not been agreed by both sides is not in any way contractual. Wherever
a contract exists, it is submitted to a regulatory force that is imposed by
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society and not by individuals: it is a force that becomes ever more weighty
and complex.

It is true that the contracting parties can agree to dispense in certain
respects with the arrangements laid down in the law. But firstly, their
rights in this respect are not unlimited. For example, an understanding
between parties cannot validate a contract that does not satisfy the condi-
tions for validity laid down by the law. It is certain that in the vast major-
ity of cases the contract is no longer now constrained to employ set forms,
but we must not forget that in our legal codes there still exist ‘solemn
contracts’. Yet if the law generally does not prescribe the formalist
requirements that once it did, it subjects the contract to obligations of
another kind. It denies any binding power to undertakings entered into by
one incapacitated mentally, or those that lack a purpose, or whose
reasons are illegal, or made by a person who has no right to sell, or relat-
ing to a thing that cannot be sold. Among the obligations that the law
decrees must flow from the various forms of contract, there are some that
cannot be changed by any stipulations whatsoever. Thus the seller cannot
shirk the obligation to indemnify the buyer against any eviction which
results from an action which is his (the seller’s) responsibility (Art. 1628),
nor to reimburse the price of the sale in the case of an eviction, whatever
the cause, providing that the buyer was unaware of the risk he was
running (Art. 1629) nor to explain clearly what the buyer is binding
himself to do (Art. 1602). Likewise, to a certain extent at least, he cannot
be dispensed from giving a guarantee against hidden defects (Arts. 1641
and 1643), particularly if he (the seller) was aware of them. If it concerns
real estate, it is the buyer who has a duty not to profit from the situation
by offering a price appreciably far below the real value of the thing, etc.
(Art. 1674). Moreover, concerning all matters of proof, the nature of the
actions to which the contract assigns a right, the timescale within which
they must be performed – these are all entirely removed from the sphere
of individual negotiation.

In other cases the action of society is manifested not only in the refusal
to recognize a contract drawn up in contravention of the law, but by posi-
tive intervention. Thus, regardless of the terms of the agreement, the judge
in certain circumstances may grant the debtor a stay of execution (Arts
1184, 1244, 1655, 1900), or oblige a borrower to return to the lender the
latter’s property before the date agreed upon, if he has pressing need of it
(Art. 1189). But what demonstrates even more clearly that contracts give
rise to obligations that have not been contracted for is that ‘they commit
one not only to what is expressed in them, but also to all the consequences
that equity, usage and the law impart to the obligation incurred, according
to its nature’ (Art. 1135). By virtue of this principle there must be ascribed,
in addition to the contract, ‘the clauses which are customary to it, although
not expressed’ (Art. 1160).
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Yet even when social action is not stated in this express form, it does not
cease to be real. Indeed this possibility of dispensing with the law, which
seems to reduce contractual law to the role of a possible substitute for
contracts proper, is in the vast majority of cases purely theoretical. To
convince ourselves of this we have only to represent to ourselves what it
consists of.

Undoubtedly when men bind one another by contract it is because,
through the division of labour, whether this be simple or complex, they
have need of one another. But for them to co-operate harmoniously it is not
enough that they should enter into a relationship, nor even be aware of the
state of mutual interdependence in which they find themselves. The condi-
tions for their co-operation must also be fixed for the entire duration of
their relationship. The duties and rights of each one must be defined, not
only in the light of the situation as it presents itself at the moment when the
contract is concluded, but in anticipation of circumstances that can arise
and can modify it. Otherwise, at every moment there would be renewed
conflicts and quarrels. Indeed we must not forget that if the division of
labour makes interests interdependent, it does not mix them together: it
leaves them distinct, and in competition with one another. Just as within the
individual organism each organ is at odds with the others, whilst still acting
in concert with them, each contracting party, whilst having need of the
other, seeks to obtain at least cost what he needs, that is, to gain the widest
possible rights in exchange for the least possible obligations.

Thus it is necessary for the allocation of both rights and obligations to
be prescribed in advance, and yet this cannot take place according to some
preconceived plan. There is nothing in the nature of things from which we
can deduce that the obligations of either party should attain any particu-
lar limit. But every decision of this kind can only be the result of a compro-
mise, one that steers a middle course between the interests that are in
competition and their solidarity with one another. It is a position of equi-
librium that can only be found by a more or less laborious process of trial
and error. It is very clear that we cannot begin this process again, or restore
after fresh effects this equilibrium, every time that we enter into a contrac-
tual relationship. We lack all the elements for doing this. It is not at the
moment when difficulties arise that they should be resolved. Yet we cannot
foresee the variety of possible circumstances that may arise during the
period our contract will run, nor fix beforehand, by means of a simple
mental calculation, what will be in every case the rights and duties of each
person, save in matters of which we have very special practical experience.
Moreover, the material conditions of life prevent a repetition of such oper-
ations. For at every instant, and often unexpectedly, we find we bind
ourselves in this way, either in what we buy or sell, or in travelling, hiring
out our services, and putting up at a hotel, etc. Most of our relationships
with others are of a contractual nature. If therefore we had each time to
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launch ourselves afresh into these conflicts and negotiations necessary to
establish clearly all the conditions of the agreement, for the present and the
future, our actions would be paralysed. For all these reasons, if we were
only bound by the terms of our contract as they had been worked out, only
a precarious solidarity would emerge.

But contractual law exists to determine the legal consequences of those
of our acts that we have not settled beforehand. It expresses the normal
conditions for attaining equilibrium, as they have evolved gradually from
the average case. Epitomizing numerous, varied experiences, it foresees
what we could not do individually; what we could not regulate is regu-
lated, and this regulation is mandatory upon us, although it is not our
handiwork, but that of society and tradition. It constrains us to respect
obligations for which we have not contracted, in the precise meaning of the
term, since we have not deliberated upon them or, on occasions, even been
aware of them beforehand. Undoubtedly the initial action is always a
contractual one. But it entails consequences, even immediately, that more
or less go beyond the limits of the contract itself. We co-operate because
we have wished to do so, but our voluntary co-operation creates for us
duties that we have not desired.

Viewed in this light, the law of contract appears very differently. It is no
longer a useful supplement to individual agreements, but their basic norm.
It imposes itself upon us with the traditional authority of experience, it
constitutes the foundation of our contractual relationships. We can only
depart from it in part, and by chance. The law confers rights and imposes
duties upon us as if they derived from a certain act of our will. In particu-
lar cases we can renounce some rights and relieve ourselves of some duties.
Both nevertheless represent the normal type of rights and duties that the
circumstances entail, and deliberate action must be taken if we wish to
modify them. Thus modifications are comparatively rare; in principle, it is
the rule that is applied, and innovations are exceptional. The law of
contract therefore exercises over us a regulatory action of the utmost
importance, since it determines in advance what we should do and what
we can demand. It is a law that can be changed only by the agreement of
the parties concerned. Yet so long as it has not been repealed or replaced,
it retains an entire authority. Moreover, we can only act in the capacity of
legislator very periodically. Thus only a difference in degree marks the law
that regulates the obligations arising from contract and those that
prescribe the other duties of citizens.

Finally, beyond this organized, precise pressure exerted by the law,
there is another that arises from morals. In the way in which we conclude
and carry out contracts, we are forced to conform to rules which,
although not sanctioned, either directly or indirectly, by any legal code,
are none the less mandatory. There are professional obligations that are
purely moral but that are nevertheless very strict. They are particularly
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apparent in the so-called liberal professions. If perhaps they are less
numerous in other occupations, we may, as we shall see, have grounds for
asking whether this is not the result of some unhealthy state. Although
this kind of action is more diffuse than the legal one, it is just as much a
social matter. Moreover, it is necessarily more extensive the more contrac-
tual relationships are developed, for like contracts its action has many
ramifications.

Summing up, therefore, the contract is not sufficient by itself, but is only
possible because of the regulation of contracts, which is of social origin.
The former implies the latter, firstly because the function of contract is less
to create new rules than to diversify pre-established rules in particular
cases; secondly, because it has not, and cannot have, any power to bind
save under certain conditions that need to be defined. If in principle soci-
ety confers upon it a power of obligation it is because generally the agree-
ment of individual wills is sufficient to ensure – excepting the reservations
made above – harmonious collaboration between the diffused social func-
tions. But if it runs contrary to its own purpose, if it is such as to disturb
the regular working of the social organs, if, as has been said, it is not fair,
then, since it lacks social value, it must needs be stripped of all authority.
Thus in any case the role of society cannot be reduced to a passive one of
seeing that contracts are carried out. It has also to determine in what
conditions they are capable of being executed and, if the need arise, restore
them to their normal form. Agreement between the parties concerned
cannot make a clause fair which of itself is unfair. There are rules of justice
that social justice must prevent being violated, even if a clause has been
agreed by the parties concerned.

Thus some regulation is necessary, but its extent cannot be delimited in
advance. A contract, states Spencer, has the purpose of ensuring for the
workman expenditure on his behalf equivalent to what his labour has
caused him.18 If this is really the role of contract, it can never fulfil it unless
it is regulated much more meticulously than it is today. For it would indeed
be a miracle if it sufficed to guarantee to produce such equivalents. It is
because sometimes gain outweighs the outlay, sometimes the opposite –
and the disproportionality is often glaring. Yet – and this is the retort of a
whole school of thought – if the gains are too low, the function will be
abandoned for other functions; if they are too high, the function will be
much sought after and competition will reduce the gain. They forget that
a whole section of the population cannot abandon their function in this
way, since no other is available to them. Even those possessing more free-
dom of mobility cannot immediately take advantage of it. Such revolutions
are always long drawn-out before being accomplished. Meanwhile unfair
contracts, unsocial by definition, have been executed with the co-operation
of society, and when equilibrium has been established in one respect there
is no reason for it to be upset in another.
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We need not demonstrate that this intervention, in its various forms, is
of an eminently positive kind, since its effect is to determine the manner in
which we should co-operate together. It is true that it is not the act of inter-
vention that sets off the functions that co-operate with one another. Yet it
regulates their cooperation once it has begun. As soon as we have taken
the first step towards co-operation, we are committed and the regulatory
action of society exerts itself upon us. If Spencer termed this action nega-
tive it is because for him contract consists solely in exchange. Yet even
from this standpoint the expression he employs is inexact. Undoubtedly,
after having taken delivery of an article or had a service performed for me,
when I refuse to provide the agreed equivalent I am taking from another
what belongs to him, and it may be said that society, in obliging me to keep
my promise, is merely preventing the occurrence of some prejudice or indi-
rect act of aggression. But if I have merely promised a service without
having received in advance the recompense for it, I am nonetheless bound
to fulfil my undertaking. However, in that case I am not enriching myself
at the expense of others. I am merely refusing to be of service to them.
Moreover, exchange, as we have seen, is not the whole of contract; there
is also the harmonious working of the functions that are co-operating.
These are not only in contact in the brief time when things pass from one
person to another. More extensive relationships necessarily result from
them, in the course of which it is important that their solidarity should not
be disturbed.

Even the biological comparisons with which Spencer likes to support his
theory of the free contract, however, rather serve to refute it. He compares,
as we have done, economic functions to the visceral activity within the
individual organism, and remarks that the latter does not directly depend
upon the cerebro-spinal system, but upon a special mechanism whose main
branches are the great sympathetic nerve system, and the pneumo-gastric
nerve. Yet if from this comparison it is legitimate to induce, with some
degree of probability, that economic functions are not of a kind to be
placed under the immediate influence of the social ‘brain’, it does not
follow that they can be isolated from all regulatory influence. For although
the sympathetic nerve system is to a certain extent independent of the
brain, it dominates the movements of the viscera just as the brain does
those of the muscles. Thus if there is in society a mechanism of the same
kind, there must be organs that are subject to a similar effect.

According to Spencer, what corresponds to this is that exchange of
information that takes place continually from one market-place to
another regarding the state of supply and demand and which, in conse-
quence, halts or stimulates production.19 But nothing in this resembles
any kind of regulatory action. To transmit information is not to be in
command of movement. This function is indeed that of the afferent
nerves, but has nothing in common with the nerve ganglions. It is the
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latter that exercise the domination we have just referred to. Stationed on
the pathway of the sensations, it is wholly through their mediation that the
sensations can be manifested in movement. Very probably, if research on
this were more advanced, we would see that their role, whether central or
not, is to ensure harmonious co-operation between the functions they
govern. This would be constantly disorganized if it were to vary with every
fluctuation in stimulatory impressions. The sympathetic nerve system of
society must therefore include, apart from a system of transmission paths,
truly regulatory organs which, entrusted with the task of combining the
action of the intestines just as the cerebral ganglion combines action from
outside, would have the power to halt, amplify or moderate stimuli
according to need.

This comparison induces us even to think that the regulatory action to
which economic life is at present subject is not what it should be
normally. It is undoubtedly not non-existent, as we have just shown. But
either it is diffuse or it emanates directly from the state. It will be difficult
to find in our present-day societies regulatory centres analogous to the
ganglions of the great sympathetic nerve system. Certainly if this uncer-
tainty had no basis other than this lack of symmetry between the individ-
ual and society, it would not merit our attention dwelling upon it. Yet we
must not forget that up to very recent times such mediating organs did
exist: these were the trade guilds. We need not discuss here their advan-
tages and disadvantages. Moreover, such discussion cannot easily be
objective, for we can hardly decide these questions of practical utility save
according to our personal feelings. But the mere fact that an institution
has been necessary to societies for centuries would make it seem rather
improbable that societies have suddenly found themselves able to do
without it. Undoubtedly they have changed, but it is legitimate to presume
a priori that the changes undergone demanded far less radical a destruc-
tion of that organization than its transformation. In any case they have
existed for far too short a time under these conditions for us to be able to
decide whether such a state is normal and definitive or simply one of sick-
ness that has occurred by chance. Even the disturbances in this sphere of
social life that have been felt since do not appear to prejudice a favourable
answer. Later in this study we shall find other facts which confirm this
assertion.20

III

Finally, there remains administrative law. This is what we call the set of
rules that firstly determine the functions of the central organ and their rela-
tionships, and then the functions of the organs directly subordinate to the
central organ, their relationships with one another and with those of the
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central organ, and with the diffused functions of society. If we again
borrow from biology a terminology which, although metaphorical, is none
the less convenient, we would say that the rules regulate the way in which
the cerebrospinal system of the social organism functions. It is this system
that in common parlance is given the name of the state.

That the social action expressed in this form is of a positive kind is not
disputed. Indeed its object is to fix how these special functions should co-
operate. In certain respects it even imposes co-operation, for these various
organs cannot be maintained except through taxes exacted obligatorily
from every citizen. Yet according to Spencer this regulatory apparatus is on
the decline as the industrial type of society emerges from the military type,
and in the end the functions of the state may be destined to be limited
solely to the administration of justice.

However, the reasons advanced to support this proposition are remark-
ably weak. It is almost wholly by a short comparison between England and
France, and between the England of former times and England today that
Spencer believes he can induce this general law of historical develop-
ment.21 But conditions for proof are no different in sociology from what
they are in the other sciences. To prove a hypothesis is not to show that it
accounts fairly satisfactorily for some facts that are conveniently recalled;
it means to set up methodical experiments. It is to show that the phenom-
ena between which a relationship is established are either universally in
harmony or do not exist save together, or vary in the same direction and
in the same proportion. But a few examples expounded in any order do
not constitute proof.

What is more, these facts taken by themselves in the event prove noth-
ing, for all that they demonstrate is that the place of the individual is
becoming greater and governmental power less absolute. But there need be
no contradiction in the fact that the scope of individual action is growing
at the same time as that of the state, or that the functions not directly
placed in a state of dependence vis-à-vis the central regulatory mechanism
develop at the same time as the latter. Moreover, a power can be both
absolute and very simple. Nothing is less complex than the despotic
government of a barbaric chief, where the functions it fulfils are rudimen-
tary and few in number. This is because the organ directing social life may
have absorbed all that life within itself, so to speak, nevertheless without
being very developed, if social life itself is not very developed. It merely
enjoys an exceptional supremacy over the rest of society, because nothing
is capable of containing or neutralizing it. But it may well be that it
assumes greater size as other organs begin to form that act as a counter-
vailing force to it. For it is enough that the total volume of the organism
should have increased. Doubtless the action it exerts in these conditions is
no longer of the same nature. Yet the points at which it is exerted have
multiplied in number. If the action is less violent, it does not cease from
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exercising constraint in no less formal a way. Acts of disobedience to the
orders of authority are no longer treated as sacrilege, nor are they conse-
quently repressed with the same superabundance of severity. But they are
not more tolerated, and such orders are more numerous and relate to more
different species. Now the problem posed is to know not whether the coer-
cive power which this regulatory apparatus has at its command is more or
less intense, but whether that mechanism itself has become greater or less
in size.

Once the problem has been formulated in this way the solution is sure.
History indeed shows that administrative law is regularly more developed
the more societies belong to a higher type. On the other hand, the more
we go back to their origins, the more rudimentary it is. The state that
Spencer holds up as an ideal is in reality the state in its primitive form.
Indeed, according to the English philosopher, the sole functions peculiar
to it are those of justice and war, at least in so far as war is necessary. In
lower societies it has in fact no other role. Doubtless these functions are
not understood in the same way as they are nowadays, but they are no
different because of that. That entirely tyrannical intervention that
Spencer points to is only one of the ways in which judicial power is exer-
cised. By repressing attacks on religion, etiquette or traditions of every
kind, the state fulfils the same office as do our judges today when they
protect the life or property of individuals. On the other hand, the state’s
attributions become ever more numerous and diverse as one approaches
the higher types of society. The organ of justice itself, which in the begin-
ning is very simple, begins increasingly to become differentiated. Different
law courts are instituted as well as distinctive magistratures, and the
respective roles of both are determined, as well as the relationships
between them. A host of functions that were diffuse become more concen-
trated. The task of watching over the education of the young, protecting
health generally, presiding over the functioning of the public assistance
system or managing the transport and communications systems gradually
falls within the province of the central body. As a result that body devel-
ops. At the same time it extends progressively over the whole area of its
territory an ever more densely packed, complex network, with branches
that are substituted for existing local bodies or that assimilate them.
Statistical services keep it up to date with all that is happening in the
innermost parts of the organism. The mechanism of international rela-
tions – by this is meant diplomacy – itself assumes still greater propor-
tions. As institutions are formed, which like the great establishments
providing financial credit are of general public interest by their size and
the multiplicity of functions linked to them, the state exercises over them
a moderating influence. Finally, even the military apparatus, which
Spencer asserts is disappearing, seems on the contrary to develop, becom-
ing ever more centralized.
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This evolution emerges with so much clarity from the lessons of history
that it does not seem necessary for us to enter into greater detail in order
to demonstrate it. If we compare tribes that lack all central authority with
tribes that are centralized, and the latter to the city, the city to feudal soci-
eties, feudal societies to those of the present day, we can follow step by step
the principal stages in the development whose general progression we have
just traced out. Thus it runs counter to all method to regard the present
dimensions of the organ of government as a morbid phenomenon attribut-
able to a chance concatenation of circumstances. Everything compels us to
look upon it as a normal phenomenon, inherent in the very structure of
higher societies, since it advances in a regular, continuous fashion, as soci-
eties evolve towards this type.

Moreover, we can show, at least in broad outline, how it is the outcome
of the progress of the division of labour itself and of the process of trans-
formation, whose effect is to facilitate the passage of societies of a segmen-
tary type to the organized type.

So long as each segment has a life peculiarly its own, it forms a small
society within the larger one and consequently has its own special regula-
tory organs, just as does the larger one. But their vigour is necessarily
proportional to the intensity of this more local activity. Thus they cannot
fail to grow weaker when that activity itself grows weaker. We know that
this weakening process occurs with the progressive disappearance of the
segmentary organization. The central organ, finding itself faced with less
resistance, since the forces that held it in check have lost some of their
strength, develops, attracting to itself these functions, similar to those it
exercises already, but that can no longer be retained by those entities that
held them up to then. The local organs, instead of preserving their individ-
uality and remaining diffuse, therefore come to merge into the central
mechanism, which in consequence is enlarged, and this the more society
becomes extensive and the fusion complete. This signifies that it is all the
more voluminous the more societies belong to a higher species.

This phenomenon occurs with a kind of mechanical necessity and is
moreover useful, because it corresponds to the new state of affairs. In so
far as society ceases to be formed by a replication of similar segments, the
regulatory mechanism must itself cease to be composed of a replication of
autonomous segmentary organs. However, we do not mean that normally
the state absorbs into itself all the regulatory organs of society of what-
ever kind, but only those that are of the same nature as its own, that is,
those that govern life generally. As for those that control special func-
tions, such as economic functions, they lie outside its zone of attraction.
Among these there can certainly be effected a coalescence of the same
kind, but not between them and the state – or at least if they are subject
to the action of the higher centres they remain distinct from them. With
vertebrates the cerebrospinal system is very developed and it does have
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influence on the sympathetic nervous system, although it also leaves it
great autonomy.

In the second place, so long as society is made up of segments what
occurs in one of these has less chance of having any repercussion upon the
others, the stronger the segmentary organization. The alveolar system
naturally lends itself to the localization of social phenomena and their
effects. Thus in a colony of polyps one may be sick without the others
feeling any ill effect. This is no longer the case when society is made up of
a system of organs. As a result of their mutual dependence, what infects
one infects the others, and thus any serious change assumes a general
interest.

This generalization is more easily arrived at because of two other
circumstances. The more labour is divided up, the less each organ of soci-
ety consists of distinctive parts. As large-scale is substituted for small-
scale industry, the number of separate undertakings grows less. Each
undertaking acquires relatively more importance, because it represents a
larger fraction of the whole. All that happens in it has therefore social
repercussions that are much more extensive. The closing of a small work-
shop gives rise to only very limited disturbances, which are not felt
beyond a small circle. On the contrary, the failure of a large industrial
company entails a great public upheaval. Moreover, as the progress of the
division of labour determines a greater concentration in the mass of soci-
ety, between different parts of the same tissue, organ or mechanism there
exists a closer contact which renders easier the chances of infection.
Motion originating at one point is rapidly passed on to others. We have
only to observe, for example, the rapidity with which a strike today
becomes general throughout the same trade. A disturbance of a somewhat
general character cannot occur without having repercussions upon the
higher centres. Since these are painfully affected, they are obliged to inter-
vene, and this intervention occurs all the more frequently the higher the
type of society. But consequently they must be organized to do so. They
must extend their ramifications in all directions, so as to keep in touch
with the different areas of the organism and to maintain in a more imme-
diate state of dependence certain organs whose action could occasionally
give rise to exceptionally grave repercussions. In short, as their functions
become more numerous and complex, the organ serving as their substra-
tum needs to develop, just as does the body of legal rules determining
these functions.

To the complaint often levelled against him of contradicting his own
theories by admitting that the development of the higher centres occurs in
an inverse direction in societies and organisms, Spencer has answered that
these different variations in the organ follow corresponding variations in
the function. According to him, the role of the cerebrospinal system
consists essentially in regulating the relationships of the individual with
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the outside world, to combine movements so that he may seize his prey or
escape from his enemy.22 As a mechanism of attack and defence, the
system is naturally very large in the highest organisms, where these exter-
nal relationships are themselves very developed. This is the case in mili-
tary societies, which live in a state of perpetual hostility with their
neighbours. In contrast, among industrial peoples war is the exception.
Social interests mainly concern the inner order. The external regulatory
mechanism, having no longer any reason to exist, thus necessarily
declines.

But this explanation is based on a double error.
Firstly, any organism, whether or not it has any depredatory instincts,

lives in an environment with which, the more complex it is, the larger the
number of its relationships. Thus if hostile relationships diminish as soci-
eties become more pacific, they are replaced by others. Industrial peoples
have mutual connections that are much more developed than those that
the lower tribes maintain with one another, no matter how warlike they
may be. We are talking not of the connection established directly between
one individual and another, but of that which unites social bodies among
themselves. Every society has general interests to defend against others, if
not by taking up arms, at least through negotiations, coalitions and
treaties.

Moreover, it is not the case that the brain does no more than govern
relationships outside it. On occasion not only does it seemingly modify the
state of the organs by wholly internal channels, but even when it acts from
the outside it exerts an effect on what is internal. Indeed, even the inner-
most intestinal viscera can function only with the help of substances that
come to them from the outside; as the brain has absolute command over
these, it has at every single moment an influence in this way over the whole
organism. It is said that the stomach does not function at its command, but
the presence of foodstuffs is enough to stimulate peristaltic action. If food
is available, it is because the brain has willed it to be so, and it is there in
the quantity the brain planned and of the quality it has chosen. It is not the
brain that governs the heartbeat, but it can by appropriate action slow it
down or speed it up. There are scarcely any body tissues that do not
undergo one or other of the disciplined treatments it decrees, and the
control that it exercises in this way is more extensive and profound the
higher the type to which the animal belongs. This is because the brain’s real
role is to assume charge not only of relationships merely external to it, but
of the whole of life. This function is therefore the more complex the richer
and more concentrated life itself is. The same holds good for societies.
What renders the organ of government more important or less so is not
because people are more pacific or less so. But it grows through the
progress of the division of labour, as societies include a greater number of
different organs which are more interdependent.
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IV

The following propositions sum up this first part of our work.
Social life is derived from a dual source, the similarity of individual

consciousnesses and the social division of labour. In the first case the
individual is socialized because, lacking any individuality of his own, he is
mixed up with his fellows in the same collective type. In the second case it
is because, whilst his physiognomy and his activities are personal to him,
distinguishing him from others, he depends upon them to the very extent
that he is distinguished from them, and consequently upon the society that
is the result of their combining together.

The similarity of consciousnesses gives rise to legal rules which, under
the threat of repressive measures, impose upon everybody uniform beliefs
and practices. The more pronounced the similarity, the more completely
social life is mixed up with religious life, and the closer economic institu-
tions are to communism.

The division of labour gives rise to legal rules that determine the nature
and relationships of the function thus divided up, but the infringement of the
rules entails only measures of reparation lacking any expiatory character.

Each set of legal rules moreover is accompanied by a set of rules that are
purely moral. Where penal law is very voluminous shared morality is very
extensive. This means that there are a host of collective practices placed
under the protection of public opinion. Where restitutive law is very devel-
oped, for each profession a professional morality exists. Within the same
group of workers a public opinion exists, diffused throughout this limited
body, which, despite the lack of any legal sanctions, is nevertheless obeyed.
There are customs and usages common to the same group of functionaries
which none can infringe without incurring the reprimand of the corpora-
tion.23 Yet this morality is distinguished from the previous one by differ-
ences analogous to those that separate the two corresponding species of
laws. This morality is in fact localized within a limited area of society.
Moreover, the repressive character of the sanctions attached to it is appre-
ciably less severe. Professional faults give rise to a disapproval much
weaker than attacks upon public morality.

However, the rules of professional morality and law are categorical, like
the others. They force the individual to act in accordance with ends that
are not his own, to make concessions, to agree to compromises, to take
into account interests superior to his own. Consequently even where soci-
ety rests wholly upon the division of labour, it does not resolve itself into
a myriad of atoms juxtaposed together, between which only external and
transitory contact can be established. The members are linked by ties that
extend well beyond the very brief moment when the act of exchange is
being accomplished. Each one of the functions that the members exercise
is constantly dependent upon others and constitutes with them a solidly
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linked system. Consequently the nature of the task selected derives from
duties that are permanent. Because we fulfil this or that domestic or social
function we are caught up in a network of obligations from which we have
no right to disengage ourselves. There is above all one organ in regard to
which our state of dependence continues to grow: this is the state. The
points where we come into contact with it are multiplied, as well as the
occasions when it is charged with reminding us of the sentiment of our
common solidarity.

Thus altruism is not destined to become, as Spencer would wish, a kind
of pleasant ornament of our social life, but one that will always be its
fundamental basis. How indeed could we ever do without it? Men cannot
live together without agreeing, and consequently without making mutual
sacrifices, joining themselves to one another in a strong and enduring fash-
ion. Every society is a moral society. In certain respects this feature is even
more pronounced in organized societies. Because no individual is sufficient
unto himself, it is from society that he receives all that is needful, just as it
is for society that he labours. Thus there is formed a very strong feeling of
the state of dependence in which he finds himself: he grows accustomed to
valuing himself at his true worth, viz., to look upon himself only as a part
of the whole, the organ of an organism. Such sentiments are of a kind not
only to inspire those daily sacrifices that ensure the regular development of
everyday social life but even on occasion acts of utter renunciation and
unbounded abnegation. For its part society learns to look upon its
constituent members no longer as things over which it has rights, but as
co-operating members whom it cannot do without and towards whom it
has duties. Thus it is wrong to oppose a society that derives from a
community of beliefs to one whose foundation is co-operation, by grant-
ing only the first a moral character and seeing in the latter only an
economic grouping. In reality, co-operation also has its intrinsic morality.
There is only reason to believe, as we shall later see more clearly, that in
our present-day societies this morality has still not developed to the extent
which from now onwards is necessary for them.

But this morality is not of the same nature as the other. The latter is
strong only if the individual is weak. Made up of rules practised by all
without distinction, it receives from this universal, uniform practice an
authority that makes it something superhuman, removing it more or less
from argument. The other, by contrast, develops as the individual person-
ality grows stronger. However regulated a function may be, it always
leaves plenty of room for individual initiative. Even many of the obliga-
tions that are subject to penalties in this way have their origin in a choice
by the will. It is we who choose our profession and even certain of our
domestic functions. Doubtless once our resolve has ceased to be internal
and been translated externally into social consequences, we are bound by
it: duties are imposed upon us that we have not expressly wished. Yet it is
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through a voluntary act that they arose. Finally, because these rules of
conduct relate not to the conditions of ordinary life but to different forms
of professional activity, they have for this reason a more temporal charac-
ter which, so to speak, whilst retaining all their obligatory force, makes
them more accessible to the actions of men.

There are thus two great currents in social life, to which correspond two
types of structure that are no less different.

Of these currents, the one that has its origin in social similarities flows
at first alone, and has no competition. At that time it mingles with the very
life of society. Then gradually it becomes channelled and becomes less
apparent, whilst the second continues to grow bigger. Likewise the
segmentary structure is more and more overshadowed by the other, but
without ever disappearing completely.

We have just established the reality of this relationship of inverse varia-
tion. We shall discover its causes in the following book.
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CHAPTER I

The Progress of the Division of
Labour and of Happiness

What caused the division of labour to progress?
Undoubtedly there can be no question of finding one single formula to

account for all the possible forms of the division of labour. Such a formula
does not exist. Each particular case depends upon special causes that can
only be determined by a special investigation. The problem that we are
posing is less wide. If we leave out of account the various forms that the
division of labour assumes according to the conditions of time and space,
the general fact remains that the division develops regularly as history pro-
ceeds. This fact certainly depends on causes that are likewise constant,
causes that we shall investigate.

This cause could not consist of a mental representation beforehand of
the effects that the division of labour produces by contributing to the
maintenance of the equilibrium of societies. This is an after-effect too
remote to be understood by everybody and most minds have no conscious-
ness of it. In any case it could only begin to become apparent when the
division of labour was already very advanced.

According to the most widely held theory it may have had no other
origin than the constant desire man has of increasing his happiness. Indeed
we know that the more work is divided up, the higher the production. The
resources that it places at our disposal are more abundant; they are also of
better quality. Science is carried out better and more quickly; works of art
are more plentiful and more delicate; industry produces more and its prod-
ucts are more finished. Now, man needs all these things. Thus it seems that
he must be the happier the more of them that he possesses, and conse-
quently be naturally induced to seek after them.

Having postulated this, the regularity with which the division of labour
has increased can be easily explained. It has been said that a combination
of circumstances, very easy to envisage, has alerted men to some of these
advantages, so that they have sought to extend the division of labour ever
farther, in order to derive the maximum benefit from it. Thus its progress,
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it is alleged, has been influenced entirely by individual and psychological
causes. To construct a theory regarding this, it would not be necessary to
observe societies and their structure: the simplest and most basic instinct
of the human heart would suffice to account for it. It is the need for happi-
ness that may impel the individual to specialize more and more. Doubtless,
since every specialization presumes the simultaneous presence of several
individuals and their mutual cooperation, it would not be possible without
the existence of society. But instead of being the determining cause, society
might be merely the means by which specialization is realized, the material
necessary for the organization of divided labour tasks. It might even be an
effect of the phenomenon rather than its cause. Is it not repeatedly stated
that it is the need for co-operation that has given rise to societies? Might
societies therefore have been constituted so that work can be divided up,
far from work being divided up for social reasons?

This is a classical explanation of political economy. Moreover, it
appears so simple and self-evident that it is accepted unconsciously by a
host of thinkers whose conceptions are changed by it. This is why we need
first of all to examine it.

I

Nothing has been so little proved as the alleged axiom upon which it rests.
No rational limits can be assigned to the productive power of labour. It
doubtless depends upon the state of technology, the capital available, etc.
But these obstacles are never anything other than provisional, as experi-
ence demonstrates, and each generation pushes back farther the frontier at
which the previous generation halted. Even if one day a maximum should
be arrived at beyond which it could not go – and this is a purely gratuitous
conjecture – it is at least certain that even now it has behind it an immense
field of development. If, therefore, as is supposed, happiness has increased
regularly with it, happiness would have to be able to increase indefinitely,
or at least the stages of growth that are feasible for it should be propor-
tionate to those that have gone before. If happiness increased as pleasant
stimuli became more frequent and more intense, it would be entirely natu-
ral for man to seek to produce more so as to have still greater enjoyment.
Yet in reality our capacity for happiness is very restricted.

Indeed it is a truth generally recognized today that pleasure does not
accompany states of consciousness that are either too intense or are too
weak. There is pain when functional activity is insufficient, but excessive
activity produces the same effect.1 Certain physiologists even believe that
pain is linked to an over-intense form of nervous stimulation.2 Pleasure is
therefore situated between these two extremes. This proposition is more-
over a corollary of the law of Weber and Fechner. If the mathematical
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formula that these experimenters have given to it may be of questionable
accuracy, they have at least placed one point beyond dispute. This is that
the variations in intensity through which a sensation can pass extend
between two limits. If the stimulus is too weak it is not felt. But if it goes
beyond a certain level, the increments it receives produce less and less effect,
until they cease entirely to be noticed. Now this law is equally true of that
quality of sensation called pleasure. The law was even formulated for pleas-
ure and pain long before it was for other elements of sensation. Bernoulli
applied it directly to the most complex sentiments, and Laplace, interpret-
ing it in the same way, gave it the form of a relationship existing between
physical fortune and moral fortune.3 The gamut of variability through
which the intensity of a single pleasure may move is thus restricted.

What is more, if states of consciousness of moderate intensity are gener-
ally pleasant, they do not all present conditions equally favourable to the
production of pleasure. Around the lower limit the changes through which
the agreeable activity passes are too small, in absolute value, to arouse feel-
ings of pleasure of great strength. Conversely, when it is close to the point
of indifference, that is, near its maximum, the orders of magnitude in
which it increases have too weak a relative value. A man possessing a very
small capital cannot easily increase it in proportions that are sufficient
appreciably to change his condition. This is why the initial economies that
he makes bring so little enjoyment. They are too small to better his situa-
tion. The insignificant advantages they procure do not compensate for the
privations that they have cost. Likewise a man whose fortune is excessive
finds no longer any pleasure save in exceptional profits, for he measures
their importance against what he already possesses. The state of affairs is
completely different in the case of moderate fortunes. Here both the
absolute size and the relative size of the variations occur under the best
conditions for pleasure to arise from them, for they are easily important
enough, and yet they need not be outstanding to be valued at their worth.
The standard that serves to measure their value is not so high for a big
depreciation in it to occur. The intensity of a pleasant stimulus cannot
therefore usefully increase save between limits even narrower than we
stated at the outset, for it produces its complete effect only in the space
that corresponds to the average area of the pleasant activity. Below this
and beyond this pleasure still continues, but it is not in proportion to the
cause that produces it, whilst in that more temperate zone the slightest
variations are savoured and appreciated. Nothing is lost of the force of the
stimulus, which is converted wholly into pleasure.4

What we have just said about the intensity of each stimulus could be
repeated about their number. They cease to be pleasant when they are too
many or too few, just as when they exceed or do not reach a certain degree
of intensity. Not without reason does human experience see the aurea
mediocritas as the condition of happiness.
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Thus if the division of labour had in reality only made progress in order
to increase our happiness, it would have arrived at its extreme limit long
ago, just as would have the civilization that has arisen from it, and both
would have come to a halt. In order to put man in a position to lead that
modest existence that is the most favourable to pleasure it was not neces-
sary to go on accumulating indefinitely stimuli of all kinds. A moderate
development of them would have sufficed to ensure that individuals had
reached the sum total of enjoyment of which they were capable. Humanity
would therefore have arrived at a state of immobility from which it would
never have emerged. This is what happened to the animals: the majority
have not changed for centuries because they have arrived at that state of
equilibrium.

Other considerations lead to the same conclusion.
We cannot state categorically that every pleasurable state is useful, nor

that pleasure and utility always vary in the same direction and in the same
relationship. Yet an organism that in principle might take pleasure in things
that were harmful to it could plainly not sustain itself. Thus we can accept
as a very general truth that pleasure is not linked to harmful states, that is,
on the whole, happiness coincides with a state of health. Only creatures
afflicted with some kind of physiological or psychological abnormality find
pleasure in states of sickness. Now health consists in a moderate degree of
activity. It is because it implies the harmonious development of all functions
and these cannot develop harmoniously unless they moderate one another,
that is, contain one another mutually within certain bounds, beyond which
sickness begins and pleasure ceases. As for the simultaneous growth of all
faculties, this is not possible for any given creature, save to a very restricted
extent that is determined by the congenital state of the individual.

In this way we understand what limits human happiness: it is the consti-
tution of man itself, taken at every moment in his history. Given his
temperament, the degree of physical and moral development that he has
attained, there is a maximum degree of happiness, just as there is a maxi-
mum degree of activity, that he cannot exceed. This proposition is hardly
disputed, so long as it is only the organism in question: everyone recog-
nizes that the needs of the body are limited and that in consequence phys-
ical pleasure cannot increase indefinitely. But it has been claimed that
spiritual functions were the exception. ‘No pain to discipline and repress
… the most energetic impulsions to devotion to others and charity, the
passionate search for the true and the beautiful. One’s hunger is assuaged
with a certain quantity of food; one’s reason is not satisfied by a certain
quantity of learning.’5

This is to forget that the consciousness, like the organism, is a system of
functions that balance one another and that moreover the consciousness is
joined to an organic substratum of the state on which it depends. It is said
that although there is a level of brightness that the eyes cannot bear there
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is never enough brightness for the reason. However, too much knowledge
can only be acquired by an exaggerated development of the higher nervous
centres, which itself cannot come about without being accompanied by
painful distress. Thus there is a maximum limit that cannot be exceeded
with impunity, and as this varies in accordance with the average brain, it
was especially low at the dawn of humanity. Consequently it would have
been quickly reached. Moreover, the understanding is only one of our
faculties. Thus it cannot increase beyond a certain point without detriment
to our practical faculties, by undermining the sentiments, beliefs and habits
by which we live, and such a breakdown in equilibrium cannot occur with-
out some distress. Sectarians of the most rudimentary religion find pleas-
ure in the elementary cosmogony and philosophy taught them, a pleasure
that we would deprive them of without any possible compensation if we
succeeded in abruptly initiating them into our scientific theories, however
indisputable their superiority may be. At every moment in history and in
the consciousness of each individual, for clear ideas and well-conceived
views, in short, for science, there is a precise limit beyond which one
normally cannot go.

The same holds good for morality. Every people has its moral code that
is determined by the conditions under which it is living. Thus another
morality cannot be inculcated, no matter how lofty it may be, without
disorganizing it, and such disturbances cannot fail to have a painful effect
upon individuals. Yet does not the morality of each society, taken on its
own, imply the indefinite development of the virtues it recommends? This
is not the case at all. To act morally is to do one’s duty, and all duty is of
a finite nature. It is limited by other duties. We cannot give ourselves over
to other people, absolutely and utterly, without an abandonment of our-
selves. Nor can we develop too much our personality without falling into
a state of egoism. Moreover, the sum total of our duties is itself limited by
other needs of our nature. If it is necessary for certain forms of behaviour
to be subjected to that categorical domination characteristic of morality,
there are other forms of it, on the other hand, which are by nature
unamenable to it and yet that are none the less essential. Morality cannot
direct unduly the industrial and commercial functions, etc., without
paralysing them, and yet these functions are vital. Therefore to consider
wealth as immoral is an error no less pernicious than to see in it the
supreme good. Thus there can be excesses in morality, excesses from
which, moreover, morality itself is the first to suffer. This is because, since
its immediate purpose is to regulate our temporal existence, it cannot turn
us away from that existence without itself extinguishing the matter to
which it applies.

It is true that aesthetic and moral activity, because it is not regulated,
appears to be free of any constraint or limitation. Yet in reality it is closely
circumscribed by activity that is properly of a moral kind. This is because
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it cannot go beyond a certain limit without having an adverse effect upon
morality. If we expend too much of our strength upon what is superfluous,
we have not enough left to do what is needful. When too large a share is
given to the imagination in morality, obligatory tasks are necessarily
neglected. Any discipline must needs appear intolerable when one has
grown over-accustomed to acting without any rules save those imposed by
oneself. An excess of idealism and too lofty a morality often make men no
longer inclined to carry out their daily duties.

Much the same may be said generally about aesthetic activity; it is only
healthy if engaged in with moderation. The need to play, to indulge in
acting without any purpose and for the pleasure of so doing cannot be
developed beyond a certain point without detaching oneself from the seri-
ous business of life. Too much artistic sensibility is a sign of sickness that
cannot be generalized without danger to society. The limit beyond which
excess begins is moreover a variable one according to different peoples and
the social environment. Such a limit is lower the less advanced the society
is or the less cultured the environment. The ploughman, if he is at one with
the conditions of his existence, is and must remain shut off from aesthetic
pleasures which are normal with the man of letters, and the same is true
for the savage as compared with the civilized person.

If this is true for the luxuries of the mind, it is even more so for mate-
rial luxuries. Thus there is a normal degree of intensity for all our needs,
intellectual and moral as well as physical, which cannot be exceeded. At
any moment in history our yearning for science, art and material wellbe-
ing is defined, as are our appetites, and everything exceeding this amount
leaves us indifferent or causes us to suffer. This is too easily forgotten
when we compare the happiness of our forefathers with our own. We
reason as if all our pleasures must have been theirs also. Then, as we
think of all those refinements of civilization we enjoy and that they did
not know, we feel inclined to pity their lot. We forget that they had no
capacity to enjoy them. Thus if they underwent so much agony so as to
increase the productive capacity of labour it was not to acquire posses-
sions of no value to them. To appreciate them they would first have had
to contract tastes and habits that they did not have, that is, to change
their nature.

This is indeed what they did, as is shown by the history of the transfor-
mations through which humanity has passed. For the need for greater
happiness to be able to account for the development of the division of
labour, it would therefore be necessary for it also to be the cause of
changes that have come about progressively in human nature, and for men
to have changed as well, in order to become happier.

But even if we assume that these transformations have finally produced
such a result, they cannot possibly have occurred for this purpose and
consequently must depend upon a different cause.
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Indeed any change in human existence, whether sudden or prepared in
advance, always constitutes a painful crisis, for it does violence to acquired
instincts, which offer it resistance. All the past holds us back, even when
the brightest prospects tempt us to go forward. It is always a laborious
operation to uproot habits that time has fixed and organized within us. It
is possible that a sedentary life offers greater chances of happiness than a
nomad life. But when one has led for centuries no other existence than that
of the nomad, one cannot easily free oneself from it. Thus if such transfor-
mations are far-reaching, the lifetime of one individual is not sufficient to
bring them about. One generation does not suffice to cast off the work of
generations and install the new man in the place of the old. In the present
state of our societies work is not only useful, but necessary: indeed every-
one feels this to be the case, and this necessity has for long been felt.
However, those who find their pleasure in regular and persistent labour are
rare. For most men it is still an unbearable servitude. For them the idleness
of primitive times has not lost its old attraction. Such metamorphoses thus
cost a great deal, without bringing in any return for a long while. The
generations that initiate them do not garner the fruits, if there are any,
because these come too late. They have only to provide the labour for
them. Consequently it is not the expectation of very great happiness that
tempts them in such undertakings.

But is it true that the happiness of men increases in proportion as men
progress? Nothing is more doubtful.

II

There are certainly many pleasures open to us today that more simple
natures are unaware of. Yet on the other hand we are prone to much
suffering that is spared them, and it is by no means sure that the balance
is in our favour. Thought is undoubtedly a source of enjoyment, one that
can be very acute. On the other hand, however, how many joys are
disturbed by it! For one problem resolved, how many questions are raised
to which there is no answer! For one doubt cleared up, how many myster-
ies do we perceive that disconcert us! Likewise, although the savage does
not know the pleasures that a very active life procures for us, his compen-
sation is that he is not a prey to boredom, that torment of the cultured
mind. He lets his life flow gently by without continually feeling the need
to fill its too fleeting moments with great but hasty activity. Moreover, let
us not forget that work is still only for the majority of men a toil and a
burden.

The objection will be made that among civilized peoples life is more
varied, and that variety is necessary for pleasure. But accompanying a
greater mobility, civilization brings in its train greater uniformity, for it has
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imposed upon mankind monotonous and unceasing labour. The savage
goes from one occupation to another, according to the circumstances and
the needs that impel him. Civilized man gives himself entirely over to his
task, always the same, and one that offers less variety the more restricted
it is. Organization necessarily implies an absolute regularity in habits, for
a change cannot occur in the mode of functioning of an organ without its
having repercussions upon the whole organism. In this sense our life offers
us a lesser share of the unexpected, whilst at the same time, by its greater
instability, it takes away from enjoyment some of the security that it needs.

It is true that our nervous system, which has become more delicate, is
open to feeble stimuli that did not affect our forefathers, because they were
of a coarser grain. Yet also many stimuli that were agreeable have become
too strong for us, and are in consequence painful. If we are sensitive to
more pleasures, we are also sensitive to more sorrows. Moreover, if it is
true that, other things being equal, suffering produces in the organism
greater repercussions than does joy,6 that an unpleasant stimulus has a
more painful effect upon us than a pleasant stimulus of the same intensity
causes us pleasure, this greater sensibility might well be more contrary
than favourable to happiness. Indeed, very highly-strung nervous systems
live in pain and even end up by becoming attached to it. Is it not very
remarkable that the fundamental cult of the most civilized religions is that
of human suffering? Doubtless, for life to continue today, as in former
times, on average the amount of pleasure should exceed the sorrow. Yet it
is not certain that this excess of pleasure is very considerable.

Finally, above all it is not proved that this excess ever gives the measure
of happiness. Doubtless such obscure questions have as yet hardly been
studied, and nothing can be affirmed with certainty. However, it does
really seem that happiness is something different from the sum total of
pleasure. It is a general and constant state that accompanies the regular
activity of all our organic and psychological functions. Thus continuous
activities such as respiration and circulation procure no positive enjoy-
ment. Yet it is above all upon these that our good humour and vitality
depend. Every pleasure is a sort of crisis; it is born, lasts for a moment, and
dies. Life, on the other hand, is lasting. What causes its basic charm must
be continuous, just as it is. Pleasure is local; it is an affective sentiment
limited to one spot in the organism or the consciousness. Life resides in
neither, but is everywhere present. Our attachment to it must therefore
depend on some cause that is likewise of a general nature. In short, what
happiness expresses is not the momentary state of this or that particular
function, but the healthiness of physical and moral life as a whole. As
pleasure accompanies the normal exercise of intermittent functions, it is
indeed an element in happiness, and the greater place these functions have
in one’s life the more important it is. But it is not happiness. Pleasure
cannot vary the level of happiness save within restricted limits, for it relates
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to ephemeral causes, whereas happiness consists of permanent disposi-
tions. For local events to be able to affect profoundly this fundamental
basis of our sensibility, they must be repeated with exceptional frequency
and continuity. Most often, on the contrary, it is pleasure that depends
upon happiness: according to whether we are happy or unhappy, every-
thing appears to smile upon us or make us sad. It has been very rightly
asserted that we carry our happiness within ourselves.

But if this is true there is no need to ask oneself whether happiness
increases with civilization. It is the index of the state of health. Now the
health of a species is no fuller because that species is of a higher type. A
healthy mammal does not feel better than an equally healthy protozoan.
The same must be true of happiness. It does not increase because activity
becomes richer, but it is the same wherever it is healthy. The simplest crea-
ture and the most complex one experience the same happiness if they both
equally realize their own nature. The average savage can be just as happy
as the normal civilized person.

Thus the savages are just as content with their lot as we can be with our
own. This perfect contentment is even one of the distinctive traits of their
character. They desire nothing more than what they have and have no
longing to change their condition:

The inhabitant of the North [states Waitz] does not seek out the South in order
to better his situation, and the inhabitant of a hot, unhealthy country no more
aspires to leave it for a more favourable climate. In spite of the numerous
illnesses and afflictions of every kind to which the inhabitant of Darfour is
exposed, he loves his native land, and not only can he not emigrate, but he
yearns to return home if he is abroad… As a general rule, whatever may be the
material misery in which a people is living, it continues to consider its country
as the best in the world, its way of living the most fertile in pleasure that there
could be, and it looks upon itself as the first among all peoples. This conviction
appears generally to reign among the black peoples.7

Thus in those countries which, like so many lands in America, have been
exploited by the Europeans, the natives firmly believe that the Whites have
only left their own countries in order to come seeking happiness in
America. It is true that the example is quoted of a few young savages
whose unhealthy anxiety led them to seek happiness outside their own
country. But these are very rare exceptions

It is true that observers have sometimes depicted the life of lower soci-
eties in a completely different light. But this is because they have taken
their own impressions to be those of the natives. Now an existence that
appears to be intolerable for us can be pleasant for men of a different phys-
ical and moral constitution. For example, when from infancy one is accus-
tomed to exposing one’s life at every moment and, in consequence, to set
it at naught, what is death? In order to feel pity at the fate of primitive
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peoples, it does not therefore suffice for us to establish that hygiene rules
are hardly respected and that peoples are badly policed. Only the individ-
ual is in a position to appreciate his own happiness; he is happy if he feels
happy. Now, ‘From the inhabitant of Tierra del Fuego to the Hottentot,
man in his natural state lives satisfied with himself and with his lot.’8 How
much rarer is this state of contentment in Europe! These facts explain what
a man of experience has been able to state: Cowper Rose declares that
there are situations where the man who thinks feels himself inferior to the
one whom nature alone has nurtured, where he asks whether the most
solid convictions are of greater worth than narrow prejudices that are
nevertheless pleasing to the heart.9

But here is a more objective proof.
The sole fact of experience that demonstrates that life is generally good

is that the overwhelming majority of men prefer it to death. For this to be
so it must be that in the average existence happiness triumphs over unhap-
piness. If the relationship were reversed one would not understand either
whence arose the attachment of men to life, nor above all how it could
continue, threatened as it is at every moment by the facts. It is true that
pessimists explain the persistence of this phenomenon by the illusions of
hope. According to them if, in spite of the disappointments of experience,
we still cling to life, it is because we hope vainly that the future will redeem
the past. But even admitting that hope suffices to explain the love for life,
it does not explain itself. It has not miraculously fallen from heaven into
our hearts, but must have, like all the sentiments, been formed under the
influence of the facts. Thus if men have learnt to hope, if under the blows
of misfortune, they have grown accustomed to turn their gaze towards the
future and to expect from it compensation for their present suffering, it is
because they have perceived that such compensation occurred frequently,
that the human organism was both too flexible and too resisting to be
easily brought down, that the moments when misfortune gained the day
were exceptional and that generally the balance ended up by being re-
established. Consequently, whatever the role of hope in the genesis of the
instinct of self-preservation, that instinct is a convincing testimony to the
relative goodness of life. For the same reason, where that instinct loses its
power or generality we may be sure that life itself loses its attractiveness,
that misfortune increases, either because the causes of suffering multiply or
because the capacity for resistance on the part of the individual diminishes.
Thus, if we possessed an objective and measurable yardstick to translate
the variations in intensity through which this sentiment passes in different
societies, we could at the same time measure the variation in unhappiness
that on average exists in these same environments. This yardstick is the
number of suicides. Just as the scarceness originally of voluntary homicides
is the best proof of the power and universality of this instinct, the fact that
the number is increasing shows that it is losing ground.
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Now suicide hardly exists before the arrival of civilization. At least the
sole kind observed in lower societies of a chronic nature presents very
special features that make it a special type whose value as a symptom is
not the same. It is an act not of despair but of abnegation. If among the
primitive Danes, the Celts and the Thracians, an old man who has arrived
at a great age puts an end to his days, this is because it is his duty to rid
his companions of a useless mouth to feed. If the widow in India does not
survive her husband or the Gaul the chief of his clan, if the Buddhist allows
himself to be crushed under the wheels of the chariot bearing his idol, it is
because religious and moral prescriptions oblige them to do so. In all such
cases man kills himself not because he esteems life evil, but because the
ideal to which he clings requires this sacrifice. Such voluntary deaths are
therefore no longer suicides, in the common meaning of the term, any
more than the death of the soldier or the doctor who exposes himself
knowingly to danger in order to perform his duty.

On the contrary the true suicide, the suicide of sadness, is an endemic
state among civilized peoples. It is even geographically distributed accord-
ing to the level of civilization. On the maps of suicide it can be seen that
the central region of Europe is occupied by a huge dark patch which
extends between the 47th and 57th degree of latitude and between the
20th and 40th degree of longitude. This area is the favourite spot for
suicide. According to the expression of Morselli, this is the ‘suicidogenic’
zone of Europe. There also are to be found the countries where scientific,
artistic and economic activity is carried to the highest level: Germany and
France. On the contrary, Spain, Portugal, Russia and the Slavonic peoples
of the south are comparatively free from it. Italy, born only yesterday, is
still somewhat protected from it, but is losing its immunity as it develops.
England alone proves to be the exception, although we are still ill-
informed as to the exact tendency to suicide in that country.

Within each country the same kind of relationship is to be seen.
Everywhere suicide is more prevalent in towns than in the countryside.
Civilization is concentrated in the large towns, as is suicide. Occasionally
we have seen a kind of contagious illness whose centres of propagation are
alleged to be the national capitals and important towns. From these the
sickness spreads out over the whole country. Finally, in the whole of
Europe with the exception of Norway, the number of suicides has regularly
increased for a century.10 According to one calculation it may have trebled
between 1821 and 1880.11 The onward march of civilization cannot be
measured with the same exactness, but we know how rapid it has been
over this period.

We could multiply these proofs. Classes in the population provide a
number of suicide cases that is in proportion to their level of civilization.
Everywhere it is the liberal professions that are the most afflicted and agri-
culture that is most spared. The same is true for the sexes. Woman is less
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concerned than man in the civilizing process; she participates less in it and
draws less benefit from it. She more recalls certain characteristics to be
found in primitive natures.12 Thus the homicide rate among women is four
times less than among men. But it will be objected that, if the upward
climb in the number of suicides points to the fact that unhappiness is
advancing on certain fronts, might it not be that at the same time happi-
ness is increasing on others? In that case this positive benefit might perhaps
be sufficient to compensate for the adverse balance suffered elsewhere.
Thus in certain societies the number of the poor increases without the
public coffers diminishing. It is only concentrated in fewer hands.

But this hypothesis itself is hardly more favourable for our civilization.
For, if we assume that such compensations exist, we could not arrive at any
conclusion save that the average level of happiness has remained more or
less stationary. Or indeed if it had increased, it would only have been to a
very slight extent which, since it was out of all proportion to the strenu-
ousness of the efforts that progress has expended, could not account for it.
But the hypothesis itself lacks any foundation.

In fact when we say of a society that it is more, or less, happy than
another one, it is an average happiness that we are talking of, namely that
enjoyed by the average members of that society. As they are placed in simi-
lar conditions of existence, in so far as they are subject to the effects of the
same physical and social environment, there is necessarily a certain mode
of existence and consequently a certain mode of happiness that is common
to them. If we remove from the happiness of individuals everything that is
due to personal or local causes, retaining only what results from general
and common causes, the residue so obtained exactly constitutes what we
call average happiness. Its order of size is therefore abstract, but one that
is absolutely unitary and cannot vary in two opposing directions at the
same time. It can increase or decrease, but it is impossible for it to increase
and decrease at the same time. It has the same unity and same reality as the
average type of society and of Quételet’s average man, for it represents the
happiness this ideal creature is presumed to enjoy. Consequently, as it
cannot become at one and the same time larger and smaller, more moral
and less moral, it cannot either become at the same time more happy and
more unhappy.

Now the causes on which the advance of suicide among civilized
peoples depends have undoubtedly a general character. Indeed suicide does
not occur at isolated points, in certain parts of society to the exclusion of
others: it can be observed everywhere. According to areas, the upward
trend in suicide numbers is more rapid or more slow, but there is no excep-
tion. Agriculture is less prone than industry, but its share in the number of
suicides is continually growing. We are therefore faced with a phenomenon
not linked to any special local circumstance but to the general atmosphere
of the social environment. This condition is reflected differently in special
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environments (provinces, professions, religious denominations, etc.). This
is why its effect is not felt everywhere with the same intensity, but this does
not change its nature.

This means that the decreasing happiness that the progression in the
number of suicides demonstrates is the average happiness. What the
mounting tide of self-inflicted deaths proves is not only that there is a
greater number of individuals who are too unhappy to bear going on living
– and this would in no way affect the rest, who nevertheless form the
majority – but it is because the general happiness of society is on the
decrease. Consequently, since this happiness cannot increase and decrease
at the same time, it is impossible for it to increase, in any way at all, when
suicide is on the increase. In other words, the growing deficiency revealed
by the number of suicides is not being compensated for in any way. The
causes on which they depend exhaust only a part of their effect in the form
of suicide; the influence that they exert is much more extensive. Where
they do not impel a man to commit suicide, thereby destroying utterly his
happiness, at least they reduce, in varying proportions, the normal excess
of pleasure over pain. Undoubtedly in certain cases it can happen, through
a combination of particular circumstances, that their effect is neutralized
so as even to make possible an increase in happiness. But these chance indi-
vidual and private variations have no effect upon social happiness. What
statistician, moreover, would hesitate to see in an increase in mortality
generally within a given society an assured symptom of a decline in public
health?

Does this mean that we should attribute these sorry results to progress
itself, and to the division of labour which is its necessary condition? This
discouraging conclusion does not necessarily follow from the facts we have
set out. On the contrary, it is very probable that these two orders of facts
are merely concomitant. But their simultaneous occurrence suffices to
prove that progress does not increase our happiness very much, since this
decreases, and in very alarming proportions, at the very moment when the
division of labour is developing with a vitality and speed that we have
never previously seen. If we have no reason to admit that it has effectively
diminished our capacity for enjoyment, it is still more impossible to believe
that it has perceptibly increased it.

All in all, everything that we have just said is only a particular applica-
tion of that general truth that pleasure, like pain, is essentially a relative
matter. There is no absolute happiness, objectively determinable, that men
come nearer to as they progress. But just as, according to Pascal’s maxim,
the happiness of man is not that of woman, that of lower societies cannot
be ours, and vice versa. Yet one is not greater than the other. For we cannot
measure their relative intensity save by the strength with which they bind
us to life in general, and to our style of life in particular. Now primitive
peoples prize life and their own particular existence just as much as we do
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ours. They even give it up less easily.13 Thus there is no connection
between the variations in happiness and the progress of the division of
labour.

This is an extremely important proposition. The upshot is that, in order
to explain the transformations through which society has passed, we
should not investigate what influence they exert upon men’s happiness,
since it is not that influence which has brought them about. Social science
must resolutely renounce the utilitarian comparisons to which it has too
often assented. Moreover, such considerations are necessarily subjective,
for every time that we compare pleasures or interests, since all objective
criteria are lacking, we cannot help throwing into the scales our own ideas
and preferences, and we proclaim as scientific truth what is only personal
opinion. This is a principle that Comte formulated very clearly. ‘The essen-
tially relative spirit,’ he states, ‘in which must necessarily be conceived any
kind of ideas for positive policy, must firstly make us dismiss as both
equally vain and useless the vague metaphysical controversy about the
increase in man’s happiness at the various stages of civilization… Since 
the happiness of each individual requires an adequate harmony between
the overall development of his various faculties and the set of local circum-
stances of whatever kind which dominate his life, and since, moreover,
such an equilibrium always tends spontaneously towards a certain level,
we are not in a position to compare positively, either by direct feeling or
any rational means, in relation to individual happiness, social situations,
where complete comparison is absolutely ruled out.’14

But the desire to become happier is the sole individual motivation that
could account for progress. Once this is ruled out, nothing else remains.
Why should the individual institute changes of his own accord that always
cost him some trouble, unless he drew greater happiness from them? Thus
it is outside himself, that is, in the environment that surrounds him, that
are to be found the determining causes of social evolution. If societies
change and he changes, it is because that environment changes. Moreover,
as the physical environment remains comparatively constant it cannot
explain that uninterrupted succession of changes. Consequently it is in the
social environment that we must begin to seek the original conditions for
change. It is the variations produced in it that spark off those through
which societies and individuals pass. This is a methodological rule that we
shall later have occasion to apply and confirm.

III

We might ask, however, whether certain variations that pleasure under-
goes, by the mere fact that it is lasting, have not the effect of spontaneously
inciting men to vary, and whether, as a result, the progress of the division

 



of labour cannot be explained in this way. This is how we might conceive
such an explanation.

If pleasure is not happiness, it is none the less an element in it. Yet, it
decreases in intensity if it is repeated. Indeed if it becomes too continuous
it disappears completely. Time suffices to break the equilibrium that tends
to be established, and to create new conditions of existence to which men
may adapt only by changing themselves. As we become accustomed to a
certain happiness it slips from our grasp and we are obliged to embark
upon new enterprises to find it again. We must rekindle a pleasure that
grows dim by means of more powerful stimuli, multiply or make more
intense those stimuli we have at our command. But this is only possible if
work becomes more productive and consequently more divided up. Thus
every progress registered in art, science and industry would oblige us to
make yet more progress, solely in order not to lose the fruits of what has
gone before. So we would again explain the development of the division of
labour by a set of entirely individual motivations without adducing the
intervention of any social cause. Doubtless, it might be said, if we special-
ize, it is not to acquire new pleasures but to redress, as it occurs, the corro-
sive influence that time exerts over the pleasures we have already acquired.

But however real these variations in pleasure may be, they cannot play
the role attributed to them. Indeed they occur everywhere pleasure exists,
viz., everywhere man is. There is no society in which this psychological law
does not apply. Yet there are some societies where the division of labour
makes no headway. Indeed we have seen that a very great number of prim-
itive peoples live in a static condition from which they have no thought of
emerging. They aspire to nothing new. Yet their happiness is subject to the
universal law. The same is true in rural areas among civilized peoples. The
division of labour progresses in them only very slowly and the inclination
to change is only very weakly felt. Finally, within the same society the divi-
sion of labour develops at differing speeds according to the particular
century. But the influence of time on pleasure is always the same. Thus it
is not time that determines that development.

Indeed we cannot see how this influence might have such an effect. One
cannot re-establish a balance that time destroys and maintain happiness at
a constant level without effort which is all the more arduous the more we
approach the upper limit of pleasure. For in the zone near the maximum
the increments it receives are for ever smaller than those of the correspon-
ding stimuli. One must put forth more effort for the same result. What one
gains on the one hand one loses on the other, and one avoids a loss only
by expending greater effort. Consequently, for the operation to be more
beneficial this loss must at the very least be considerable and the need to
make it good strongly felt.

Now in fact the need is only very moderately felt, because mere repeti-
tion takes nothing essential away from pleasure. We must not confuse the
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charm of variety with that of novelty. Variety is a necessary condition for
pleasure, since an uninterrupted joy disappears or is changed into pain. But
time alone does not abolish variety; continuity must be added. A state
often repeated, but only discontinuously, can remain pleasurable, for if
continuity destroys pleasure, it is either because it makes us unaware of it
or because the exercise of any function requires the expenditure of effort
which, if prolonged without interruption, eventually becomes painful and
exhausting. Thus if the action, although it becomes habitual, recurs only
at fairly well spaced-out intervals, it will continue to be felt and the expen-
diture of effort can in the meantime be made good. This is why a healthy
adult always feels the same pleasure in drinking, eating and sleeping,
although he does all these every day. The same holds good for the needs of
the mind, which are also periodical, like the psychological functions to
which they correspond. The pleasures procured from music, the fine arts
and science are sustained in their entirety, provided they are alternated.

Even if continuity can effect what repetition cannot, because of this it
does not inspire in us a need for fresh and unexpected stimuli. For if conti-
nuity eliminates entirely an awareness of an agreeable state, we cannot
perceive that the accompanying pleasure has vanished at the same time.
Moreover, it is replaced by that general feeling of wellbeing that accompa-
nies the regular exercise of normally continuous functions, and which has
no less worth.

Thus we have no regrets about anything. Who amongst us has never
had the desire to feel his heart beating or his lungs functioning? If, on the
other hand, there is pain, we simply aspire to a state that will be different
from the one that has become tiring to us. Yet in order to put a stop to this
suffering there is no need for us to cudgel our brains. Some object we
know, which normally leaves us unresponsive, can in this case even cause
us great pleasure if it contrasts with what is wearisome to us. Thus there
is nothing about the way in which time affects the basic ingredient in pleas-
ure that can stimulate us to make any sort of progress. It is true that with
novelty, whose attraction is not lasting, it is different. Yet if it imparts a
greater freshness to pleasure, it does not constitute pleasure in itself. It is
only a secondary and ancillary quality of it, without which pleasure can
indeed exist, although it runs the risk of our relishing it less. Thus when
the novelty wears off the vacuum that follows is not greatly felt, nor is the
need to fill it very intense.

What diminishes the intensity of pleasure still more is that it is neutral-
ized by an opposing sentiment that is much stronger and more deeply
rooted within us. This is the need for stability in our enjoyment and regu-
larity in our pleasure. Whilst we like change, we grow attached to what we
like and cannot separate ourselves from it without being upset. Moreover,
this state of affairs is necessary for us to carry on our lives. For if life is not
possible without change, if it is even more flexible the more complex it is,
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yet it is above all a system of stable and regular functions. It is true that
individuals exist for whom the need for novelty reaches an exceptional
level of intensity. Nothing already existing satisfies them; they yearn for the
impossible and would like to substitute a different reality for the one that
has been imposed upon them. But these incorrigibly dissatisfied people are
sick, and the pathological character of their case only confirms what we
have just stated.

Finally we must not lose sight of the fact that this need of novelty is of
a very indeterminate nature. It binds us to nothing precise, since it is a need
for something that does not exist. Thus it is only half formulated, for a
complete need includes two elements: a tension of the will and an assured
object. Since the object is not present externally it can have no other real-
ity than that which imagination imparts to it. This process is half ‘repre-
sentation’. It rather consists of combinations of images, in a kind of
intimate poetry, than in an effective act of the will. It does not cause us to
step outside ourselves. It is hardly more than an inner disturbance that
seeks a path to the outside world, one that it has not yet found. We dream
of new sensations, but this is a half-formulated aspiration that dissolves
without taking on substance. Consequently even where it is most power-
ful it cannot have the strength of needs that are firmly defined, ones which,
continually directing the will in the same direction along paths already
traced out, stimulate it the more categorically because they leave no room
for trial and error or deliberation.

In short, we cannot admit that progress is only the effect of boredom.15

That periodical remoulding of human nature, which in certain respects is
even continuous, has been a laborious task, one carried on with suffering.
Humanity cannot have imposed such travail upon itself solely in order to
vary slightly its pleasures and retain their virgin freshness.
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CHAPTER II

The Causes

Thus it is in certain variations of the social environment that we must seek
the cause that explains the progress of the division of labour. The results
outlined in the preceding book allow us to induce immediately what these
variations consist of.

We have indeed seen that the organized structure, and consequently the
division of labour, develops regularly as the segmentary structure vanishes.
It is therefore this disappearance that is the cause of this development;
alternatively, the latter may be the cause of the former. This last hypothe-
sis is not acceptable, for we know that the segmentary arrangement is an
insurmountable obstacle to the division of labour and that the arrange-
ment must have disappeared, at least in part, for the division of labour to
be able to appear. It can only do so when that arrangement no longer
exists. Undoubtedly once the division of labour exists it can contribute to
speeding up its disappearance, but it only becomes apparent after the
segmentary arrangement has partly receded. The effect reacts upon the
cause, but does not in consequence cease to be an effect. Thus the reaction
that it exerts is a secondary one. The increase in the division of labour is
therefore due to the fact that the social segments lose their individuality,
that the partitions dividing them become more permeable. In short, there
occurs between them a coalescence that renders the social substance free
to enter upon new combinations.

But the disappearance of this type can only bring about this result for
the following reason. It is because there occurs a drawing together of indi-
viduals who were separated from one another, or at least they draw more
closely together than they had been. Hence movements take place between
the parts of the social mass which up to then had no reciprocal effect upon
one another. The more the alveolar system is developed, the more the rela-
tionships in which each one of us is involved become enclosed within the
limits of the alveola to which we belong. There are, as it were, moral vacu-
ums between the various segments. On the other hand these vacuums fill
up as the system levels off. Social life, instead of concentrating itself in
innumerable small foci that are distinct but alike, becomes general. Social
relationships – more exactly we should say intra-social relationships –
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consequently become more numerous, since they push out beyond their
original boundaries on all sides. Thus the division of labour progresses the
more individuals there are who are sufficiently in contact with one another
to be able mutually to act and react upon one another. If we agree to call
dynamic or moral density this drawing together and the active exchanges
that result from it, we can say that the progress of the division of labour is
in direct proportion to the moral or dynamic density of society.

But this act of drawing together morally can only bear fruit if the real
distance between individuals has itself diminished, in whatever manner.
Moral density cannot therefore increase without physical density increas-
ing at the same time, and the latter can serve to measure the extent of the
former. Moreover, it is useless to investigate which of the two has influ-
enced the other; it suffices to realize that they are inseparable.

The progressive increase in density of societies in the course of their
historical development occurs in three main ways:

1 Whilst lower societies spread themselves over areas that are relatively
vast in comparison with the number of individuals that constitute
them, amongst more advanced peoples the population is continually
becoming more concentrated. Spencer says: ‘If we contrast the popu-
lousness of regions inhabited by wild tribes with the populousness of
equal regions in Europe; or if we contrast the density of population in
England under the Heptarchy with its present density; we see that
besides the growth produced by union of groups there has gone an
interstitial growth.’1

The changes wrought successively in the industrial life of nations
demonstrate how general this transformation is. The activity of
nomadic tribes, whether hunters or shepherds, entails in fact the
absence of any kind of concentration and dispersion over as wide an
area as possible. Agriculture, because it is of necessity a settled exis-
tence, already presumes a certain drawing together of the social tissues,
but one still very incomplete, since between each family tracts of land
are interposed.2 In the city, although the condensation process was
greater, yet houses did not adjoin one another, for joined building was
not known in Roman law.3 This was invented on our own soil and
demonstrates that the social ties have become tighter.4 Moreover, from
their origins European societies have seen their density increase contin-
uously in spite of a few cases of temporary regression.5

2 The formation and development of towns are a further symptom, even
more characteristic, of the same phenomenon. The increase in average
density can be due solely to the physical increase in the birth rate and
can consequently be reconciled with a very weak concentration of
people, and the very marked maintenance of the segmentary type of
society. But towns always result from the need that drives individuals
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to keep constantly in the closest possible contact with one another.
They are like so many points where the social mass is contracting
more strongly than elsewhere. They cannot therefore multiply and
spread out unless the moral density increases. Moreover, we shall see
that towns recruit their numbers through migration to them, which is
only possible to the extent that the fusion of social segments is far
advanced.

So long as the social organization is essentially segmentary, towns
do not exist. There are none in lower societies; they are not met with
among the Iroquois, nor among the primitive German tribes.6 The
same was true for the primitive populations of Italy. ‘The peoples of
Italy,’ states Marquardt, ‘originally used not to live in towns, but in
family or village communities (pagi), over which farms (vici, oίχοί)
were scattered.’7 Yet after a fairly short period of time the town made
its appearance. Athens and Rome were or became towns, and the same
transformation was accomplished throughout Italy. In our Christian
societies the town appears from the very beginning, for those that the
Roman Empire had left behind did not disappear with it. Since then,
they have not ceased to grow and multiply. The tendency of country
dwellers to flow into the towns, so general in the civilized world,8 is
only a consequence of this movement. But this phenomenon does not
date from the present day: from the seventeenth century onwards it
preoccupied statesmen.9

Because societies generally start with an agricultural period we have
occasionally been tempted to regard the development of urban centres
as a sign of old age and decadence.10 But we must not lose sight of the
fact that this agricultural phase is the shorter the more societies belong
to a higher type. Whilst in Germany, among the American Indians and
among all primitive peoples, it lasts as long as do these peoples them-
selves, in Rome or Athens it ceases fairly early on, and in France we
may say that this agricultural state has never existed in a pure form.
Conversely, urban life begins very early on, and consequently extends
itself more. The constantly accelerating speed of this development
demonstrates that, far from constituting a kind of pathological
phenomenon, it derives from the very nature of the higher social
species. Even supposing therefore that today this movement has
reached threatening proportions for our societies, which perhaps have
no longer sufficient flexibility to adapt to it, it will not cease to
continue, either through them, or after them, and the social types to be
formed after our own will probably be distinguished by a more rapid
and more complete regression of agricultural society.

3 Finally, there is the number and speed of the means of communication
and transmission. By abolishing or lessening the empty spaces separat-
ing social segments, these means increase the density of society.
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Moreover, there is no need to demonstrate that they are the more
numerous and perfect the higher the type of society.

Since this visible and measurable symbol reflects the variations in
what we have termed moral density,11 we can substitute this symbol
for the latter in the formula that we have put forward. We must, more-
over, repeat here what we were saying earlier. If society, in concentrat-
ing itself, determines the development of the division of labour, the
latter in its turn increases the concentration of society. But this is of no
consequence, for the division of labour remains the derived action, and
consequently the advances it makes are due to a parallel progress in
social density, whatever may be the cause of this progress. This is all
we wished to establish.

But this factor is not the only one.
If the concentration of society produces this result, it is because it multi-

plies intra-social relationships. But these will be even more numerous if the
total number of members in a society also becomes larger. If it includes
more individuals, as well as their being in closer contact, the effect will
necessarily be reinforced. Social volume has therefore the same influence
over the division of labour as density.

Indeed, societies are generally more voluminous the more advanced they
are and consequently labour is more divided up in them. Spencer says that
‘Societies, like living bodies, begin as germs – originate from masses which
are extremely minute in comparison with the masses some of them eventu-
ally reach. That out of small wandering hordes such as the lowest races now
form, have arisen the largest societies, is a conclusion not to be contested.’12

What we have said about the segmentary constitution makes this
unquestionably true. Indeed, we know that societies are formed by a
certain number of segments of unequal size that overlap with one another.
These frames are not artificial creations, particularly in the beginning.
Even when they have become conventional they imitate and reproduce so
far as possible the forms of natural arrangement that preceded them. Many
ancient societies are maintained in this form. The largest among these
subdivisions, those that include the others, correspond to the nearest lower
social type. Likewise, among the segments of which they in turn are made
up, the most extensive are the remains of the type that comes directly
below the preceding one, and so on. Among the most advanced peoples we
find traces of the most primitive social organization.13 Thus the tribe is
made up of an aggregate of hordes or clans; the nation (the Jewish nation,
for example) and the city, of an aggregate of tribes; the city, in its turn,
with the villages that are subordinate to it, is one element that enters into
the most complex societies, etc. The social volume therefore cannot fail to
grow, since each species is made up of a replication of societies of the
immediately preceding species.
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Yet there are exceptions. The Jewish nation, before the conquest, was
probably more voluminous than the Roman city of the fourth century; yet
it was of a lower species. China and Russia are much more populous than
the most civilized nations of Europe. Consequently among these same
peoples the division of labour did not develop in proportion to the social
volume. This is because the growth in volume is not necessarily a mark of
superiority if the density does not grow at the same time and in the same
proportion. A society can reach very large dimensions because it contains
a very large number of segments, whatever may be the nature of these. If
therefore the largest of them only reproduces societies of a very inferior
type, the segmentary structure will remain very pronounced, and in conse-
quence the social organization will be little advanced. An aggregate of
clans, even if immense, ranks below the smallest society that is organized,
since the latter has already gone through those stages of evolution below
which the aggregate has remained. Likewise if the number of social units
has some influence over the division of labour, it is not through itself and
of necessity, but because the number of social relationships increases gener-
ally with the number of individuals. To obtain this result it is not enough
for the society to comprise a large number of persons, but they must be in
fairly intimate contact so as to act and react upon one another. If on the
other hand they are separated by environments that are mutually impene-
trable, only very rarely, and with difficulty, can they establish relation-
ships, and everything occurs as if the number of people was small. An
increase in social volume therefore does not always speed up the progress
of the division of labour, but only when the mass condenses at the same
time and to the same degree. Consequently it is, one may say, only an addi-
tional factor. Yet, when joined to the first factor, it extends the effects by
an action peculiarly its own, and thus requires to be distinguished from it.

We can therefore formulate the following proposition:

The division of labour varies in direct proportion to the volume and density of
societies and if it progresses in a continuous manner over the course of social
development it is because societies become regularly more dense and generally
more voluminous.

At all times, it is true, it has been clearly understood that there was a rela-
tionship between these two orders of facts. This is because, for functions
to specialize even more, there must be additional cooperating elements,
which must be grouped close enough together to be able to co-operate. Yet
in societies in this condition we usually see hardly more than the means by
which the division of labour is developed, and not the cause of this devel-
opment. The cause is made to depend upon individual aspirations towards
wellbeing and happiness, which can be the better satisfied when societies
are more extensive and more condensed. The law we have just established
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is completely different. We state, not that the growth and condensation of
societies permit a greater division of labour, but that they necessitate it. It
is not the instrument whereby that division is brought about; but it is its
determining cause.14

Yet how can we represent to ourselves the way in which this dual cause
produces its effect?

II

According to Spencer, if the growth in social volume has an influence on
the progress of the division of labour, it is not that this growth determines
it; it merely speeds it up. It is simply a facilitating condition for the
phenomenon. Unstable by nature, any homogeneous mass necessarily
becomes heterogeneous, whatever its dimensions. Only it becomes differ-
entiated more completely and speedily when it is more extensive. Since this
heterogeneity springs from the fact that the different parts of the mass are
exposed to the action of different forces, it is all the greater when more
parts are located in various places. This is the case in societies; Spencer
says:

A community which, growing populous, has overspread a large tract, and has
become so far settled that its members live and die in their respective districts,
keeps its several sections in different physical circumstances; and then they no
longer remain alike in their occupations. Those who live dispersed continue to
hunt or cultivate the earth; those who spread to the sea-shore fall into maritime
occupations; while the inhabitants of some spot chosen for its centrality, as one
of periodic assemblage, become traders, and a town springs up… A result of
differences in soil and climate, is that the rural inhabitants in different parts of
the kingdom have their occupations partially specialized; and become respec-
tively distinguished as chiefly producing cattle, or sheep, or wheat.15

In short, the variety of environments in which individuals are placed gives
rise among them to different aptitudes that determine their specialization
along different paths, and if this specialization increases with the dimen-
sions of societies, it is because these internal differences increase at the
same time.

It is beyond question that the external conditions in which individuals
live leave their mark upon them and that, since these conditions are diverse,
they cause this differentiation. But we need to know whether this diversity,
which doubtless is not without its links with the division of labour, is suffi-
cient to bring it about. Certainly the properties of the soil and the climatic
conditions may explain that in this spot the inhabitants produce corn, else-
where sheep or cattle. But functional differences are not always reducible,
as in the two examples, to mere nuances. They are sometimes so clear-cut
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that the individuals among whom the work is divided up form so many
distinct and even opposing species. It might be said that they conspire to
place as great a distance as possible between one another. What resem-
blance is there between the brain that thinks and the stomach that digests?
In the same way, what is there in common between the poet entirely given
over to his dreaming, the scientist totally absorbed in his research, the
workman who spends his life in making pinheads, the ploughman who
steers his plough, the shopkeeper behind his counter? However great the
variety of external conditions, nowhere do they present differences propor-
tionate to such strongly drawn contrasts and that consequently could
account for them. Even when we compare, not functions very remote from
one another, but only various branches of the same function, it is often
completely impossible to perceive to what external dissimilarities their
separation from one another can be ascribed. Scientific work is continually
being more divided up. What are the climatic, geological or even social
conditions that can have given rise to those very different talents possessed
by the mathematician, the chemist, the naturalist, the psychologist, etc.?

Yet even where external circumstances are most strongly favourable for
individuals to specialize along a clearly defined path, they are not sufficient
to determine what that specialization will be. Constitutionally a woman is
predisposed to lead a life different from that of a man. Yet there are soci-
eties where the occupations of both sexes are appreciably the same. By his
age and the blood relationship that he sustains with his children, the father
appears the proper person to exercise in the family those functions of
control that constitute paternal powers as a whole, and yet in the mater-
nal family it is not upon him that this authority devolves. It appears quite
natural that the different members of the family should have duties, that
is, different functions, according to their degree of kinship and that father
and uncle, brother and cousin should not possess the same rights or duties.
There are, however, family types where all the adults fulfil the same role
and are on an equal footing, regardless of blood relationship. The lower
status that the prisoner of war occupies in a victorious tribe seems to
condemn him, at least if his life is preserved, to the lowliest social func-
tions. We have however seen that he is often assimilated to his conquerors
and becomes their equal.

This is because, if such differences make the division of labour possible,
they do not impose that division. Because such differences are given, it
does not necessarily follow that they are used. All in all, they are of small
account beside the resemblances that men continue to display between one
another. It is only a barely distinct germ. For specialization of activity to
result, the differences must be developed and organized, and this develop-
ment clearly depends upon causes other than the variation in external
conditions. But, states Spencer, such a development will occur of its own
accord, because it follows the line of least resistance and all the forces of
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nature are borne invincibly in this direction. Undoubtedly if men special-
ize it will be on the lines traced out by these natural differences, because in
this way they will have less difficulty and receive the most benefit. But why
do they specialize? What determines that they should come down in favour
of distinguishing themselves from one another? Spencer explains fairly
satisfactorily how this evolution will occur if it takes place, but does not
tell us what is the trigger that sets it off. To tell the truth, for him the ques-
tion does not even arise. He admits in fact that happiness grows with the
productive power of labour. Each time therefore when a new means is
provided of dividing labour yet further it appears inconceivable to him that
we should not grasp it. Yet we know that things do not happen like that.
In reality such a tool only has value for us if we have need of it and, as
primitive man has no need of all those products that civilized man has
learnt to desire and that the more complex organization of labour has
precisely the effect of providing for him, we cannot understand the source
of the increasing specialization of tasks unless we know how these new
needs have been constituted.

III

If labour becomes increasingly divided as societies become more volumi-
nous and concentrated, it is not because the external circumstances are
more varied, it is because the struggle for life becomes more strenuous.

Darwin very aptly remarked that two organisms vie with each other
more keenly the more alike they are. Having the same needs and pursuing
the same purposes, they are everywhere to be found in a state of rivalry. So
long as they possess more resources than each needs, they can still live side
by side. But if each happens to increase in number in such proportions that
all appetites can no longer be sufficiently assuaged, war breaks out and it
is the more violent the more striking the shortfall, that is, the numbers
vying with one another are greater. The situation is totally different if the
individuals coexisting together are of different species or varieties. As they
do not feed in the same way or lead the same kind of life, they do not
impede one another. What causes some to flourish lacks value for others.
The occasions for conflict are therefore less, as are the occasions of meet-
ing, and this is all the more the case when these species or varieties are
more distant from one another. Darwin states that:

In an extremely small area, especially if freely open to immigration, and where
the contest between individual and individual must be very severe, we always
find great diversity in its inhabitants. For instance, I found that a piece of turf,
three foot by four in size, which had been exposed for many years to exactly
the same conditions, supported twenty species of plants, and these belonged to
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eighteen genera and to eight orders, which shows how much these plants
differed from each other.16

Moreover, everyone has noticed that in the same field, beside cereal crops
there can grow a very great number of weeds. The animals likewise do
better in the struggle the more they differ from one another. On an oak tree
are to be found up to two hundred species of insects that have no contacts
with one another save those of good neighbourliness. Some feed on the
fruits of the tree, others on leaves, yet more on bark and roots. ‘It would
be absolutely impossible,’ states Haeckel, ‘for such a number of creatures
to live on that tree if all belonged to the same species, if all, for example,
lived on bark or only on leaves.’17 Again, in the same way, within an
organism what lessens the rivalry between the different tissues is the fact
that they feed on different substances.

Men are subject to the same law. In the same town different occupations
can coexist without being forced into a position where they harm one
another, for they are pursuing different objectives. The soldier seeks mili-
tary glory, the priest moral authority, the statesman power, the industrial-
ist wealth, the scientist professional fame. Each one of them can therefore
reach his goal without preventing others from reaching theirs. This is the
case even when the functions are less remote from one another. The
medical eye specialist does not compete with the one who cares for the
mentally ill, the shoemaker does not compete with the hatter, the mason
with the cabinet maker, the physician with the chemist, etc. As they
perform different services they can perform them in harmony.

However, the closer the functions are to one another, the more points of
contact there are between them, and, as a result, the more they tend to
conflict. As in this case they satisfy similar needs by different means, it is
inevitable that they should seek, more or less, to encroach upon others.
The magistrate is never in competition with the industrialist. But the
brewer and the winegrower, the draper and the maker of silks, the poet
and the musician often attempt mutually to supplant each other. As for
those that discharge exactly the same function, they cannot prosper save
to the detriment of their fellows. If therefore one represents these different
functions in the form of a cluster of branches springing from a common
root, the struggle is least between the extreme points, whilst it increases
steadily as it approaches the centre. This is the case not only within each
town but over society as a whole. Similar occupations located at different
sites over an area enter into fiercer rivalry the more alike they are,
provided that difficulties of communications and transport do not
constrain their sphere of action.

This having been said, it is easy to understand that any concentration in
the social mass, particularly if accompanied by a growth in population,
necessarily determines the progress of the division of labour.
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Indeed, let us imagine an industrial centre that supplies a certain area of
the country with a special product. The development that it is capable of
reaching is restricted in two ways: firstly by the extent of the needs that
have to be satisfied, or the so-called size of the market, and secondly, by
the capacity of the means of production at its disposal. Normally it does
not produce more than is necessary, even less does it produce more than it
can. But if it is impossible for it to exceed these limits, as set out, it strives
to reach them, for it is in the nature of a force to deploy all its energy so
long as nothing brings it to a halt. Once it has arrived at this point, it has
adapted to the conditions of its existence; it finds itself in a position of
equilibrium that cannot change if nothing changes.

But there may be some region, until then independent of the centre, that
becomes linked to it by a means of communication which partly does away
with distance. By the same token, one of the barriers that prevented its
upward ascent is broken down or at least is lowered. The market becomes
more extensive, there are now more needs to be satisfied. Undoubtedly if all
the individual enterprises that it includes had already reached their possible
peak of production, as they could not expand further, things would stay as
they were. However, such a situation is wholly an ideal one. In reality there
is always a certain number of enterprises that have not reached their limit
and which, so to speak, consequently have sufficient speed in reserve to go
further. As an empty space has opened up for them, their needs must seek
to spread over it and fill it. If they meet with similar enterprises that are
capable of resisting them, these latter contain them, they impose mutual
limits upon one another, and consequently their mutual relationships
remain unchanged. To be sure, there are more competitors, but as they
share a larger market, the share of each one on the two sides remains the
same. Yet if there are some that manifest some kind of inferiority, they will
have to yield ground that they occupied up to then, where they can no
longer sustain themselves in the new conditions in which the struggle is
fought out. They then have no longer any option but either to disappear or
to transform themselves, and this transformation must necessarily result in
a fresh specialization. For if instead of creating at once yet another special-
ity, the weakest preferred to adopt a different kind of business, but which
existed already, they would have to enter into competition with those who
had been engaged in it up to then. The struggle would therefore no longer
be over, but simply change its location, producing its consequences in a
different place. Finally, somewhere there would certainly have to be either
an elimination or a fresh differentiation. It would be pointless to add that
if a society in fact comprises more members, and at the same time they have
drawn closer to one another, the struggle is even fiercer and the specializa-
tion that emerges from it more rapid and more complete.

In other words, to the extent that the social constitution is a segmentary
one, each segment has its own organs that are, so to speak, protected and
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kept at a distance from similar organs by the partitions separating the
different segments. But, as these partitions disappear, it is inevitable that
organs similar to one another come into contact, embark upon a struggle
and try to substitute themselves for one another. However, in whatever
way this substitution occurs, some advance along the road to specializa-
tion cannot fail to be the outcome. For on the one hand, the segmentary
organ that triumphs, if we may speak in those terms, cannot be sufficient
to undertake the larger task that now falls to it in the future save by a
greater division of labour. On the other hand, the vanquished can only
continue to exist by concentrating upon one part only of the total function
that they fulfilled up to that time. The small employer becomes a foreman,
the small shopkeeper an employee, etc. This share can moreover be of
greater or lesser size depending on whether their inferiority is more or less
glaring. It can even happen that the original function simply becomes split
into two parts of equal importance. Instead of entering into competition,
or remaining so, two similar enterprises find their equilibrium again by
sharing their common task: instead of one becoming subordinate to the
other, they co-ordinate their activities. But in every case new specialities
appear.

Although the above examples are especially taken from economic life,
this explanation is applicable to all social functions without distinction.
Work, whether scientific, artistic, or otherwise, does not divide up in any
other way or for any other reasons. It is still because of these same causes
that, as we have seen, the central regulatory mechanism absorbs to itself
the local regulatory organs, reducing them to the role of specialized auxil-
iary ones.

Does an increase in the average level of happiness emerge from all these
changes? We cannot see to what cause it might be ascribed. The greater
intensity of the struggle implies new and painful efforts that are not of a
kind to make men any happier. Everything occurs mechanically. A break
in the equilibrium of the social mass gives rise to conflicts that can only be
resolved by a more developed form of the division of labour: this is the
driving force for progress. As for external circumstances and the various
combinations of heredity, just as the contours of the land determine the
direction of a watercourse but do not create it, they indicate the direction
in which specialization is occurring in cases where it is needed, but they do
not impose any obligation. The individual differences that they produce
would remain in a state of virtuality if, in order to face up to new difficul-
ties, we were not forced to give them prominence and to develop them.

The division of labour is therefore one result of the struggle for life: but
it is a gentle denouement. Thanks to it, rivals are not obliged to eliminate
one another completely, but can coexist side by side. Moreover, as it devel-
ops, it provides a greater number of individuals, who in more homoge-
neous societies would be condemned to extinction, with the means of
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sustaining themselves and surviving. Among many lower peoples, any ill-
formed organism was fatally doomed to perish, for it was not usable for
any function at all. Sometimes the law, anticipating and in some way sanc-
tioning the results of natural selection, condemned to death the sickly and
weak newborn babies, and Aristotle himself18 found this practice natural.
Things are completely different in more advanced societies. A puny indi-
vidual can find within the complex cadres of our social organization a
niche in which he can render a service. If he is only weak bodily and his
mind is healthy, he will devote himself to the labour of the study, to the
speculative functions. If it is his brain that is defective ‘he will undoubtedly
have to renounce taking on great intellectual competition; but society has,
in the secondary cells of the hive, places small enough which will prevent
him from being eliminated’.19 Likewise, among primitive tribes the
conquered enemy is put to death; where industrial functions are separated
from military functions, he continues to exist beside the conqueror as a
slave.

There are certainly some circumstances where different functions
compete with one another. Thus in the individual organism, as a result of
a prolonged fast, the nervous system nourishes itself at the expense of
other organs, and the same phenomenon occurs if brain activity is over-
taxed. The same is true for society. In times of famine or economic crisis,
in order to maintain themselves, the vital functions are obliged to draw
their nourishment from less essential functions. Luxury industries decline,
and those parts of the people’s wealth that served to maintain them are
absorbed by the food industries or by objects of prime necessity. Or indeed
it may happen that an organism attains an abnormal level of activity that
is out of all proportion to the need, and, to meet the expense occasioned
by this exaggerated development, it must take away from the share of
others. For example, there are societies where there are too many public
officials, too many soldiers, too many middlemen, too many priests, etc.
The other professions suffer from this hypertrophying effect. However, all
such cases are pathological; they are due to the fact that the nourishment
of the organism does not take place regularly or the fact that the functional
equilibrium is broken.

However, an objection presents itself:
An industry can only live if it corresponds to some necessity. A function

can only become specialized if that specialization corresponds to some
need in society. Every new specialization has as a result an increase and
improvement in production. If this advantage is not the reason for the exis-
tence of the division of labour, it is its necessary consequence. As a result,
lasting progress cannot be established unless individuals really feel the
need for more abundant or better-quality products. So long as a transport
industry had not been set up, each individual journeyed about by any
means at this disposal, and we were accustomed to this state of affairs. Yet
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for it to become a specialized industry, men had to cease to be content with
what had been adequate for them until then, and to become more demand-
ing. Yet from where may such new demands spring?

They are an effect of the same cause that determines the progress of the
division of labour. Indeed we have just seen that progress is due to the
greater fierceness of the struggle. Now a more violent struggle does not
occur without a greater deployment of forces, and consequently not with-
out greater fatigue. Yet in order for life to continue the reward must always
be proportionate to the effort; this is why the nourishment that until then
was sufficient to restore the organic equilibrium is henceforth insufficient.
The food must be more abundant and choicer. Thus the peasant, whose
labour is less exhausting than that of the town worker, nourishes himself
equally well, although on a poorer type of food. The latter cannot content
himself with a vegetable diet and again, in these conditions has great diffi-
culty in making up the deficiency that intense and continuous work causes
each day in the economy of his organism.20

Moreover, it is above all the central nervous system that bears all the
costs in this process.21 This is because one must be inventive in finding the
means of sustaining the struggle, to create new specialities, and acclimatize
them. Generally the more the environment is subject to change, the greater
the part played by intelligence in life. It alone can discover the new condi-
tions necessary for an equilibrium which is constantly being broken, and
can restore it. Thus the activity of the brain develops at the same time as
competition becomes fiercer, and to the same extent. This parallel advance
can be noted not only among the elite, but in all classes of society. On this
point we need only compare once more the industrial worker with the agri-
cultural worker. It is an acknowledged fact that the former is much the
more intelligent, in spite of the mechanical character of the tasks to which
he is often tied. Moreover, it is not without reason that mental illnesses go
hand in hand with civilization, nor that they break out in towns rather
than the countryside, and in large rather than small towns.22 Now a more
capacious and delicate brain has different needs from an encephalon which
is of a coarser nature. Troubles and privations that the latter would not
even feel wrack the former with pain. For the same reason more complex
stimuli are necessary to give pleasure to the brain organ, once it has
become refined, and more are needed because at the same time it has devel-
oped. Finally, more than all other needs, specifically intellectual needs
increase.23 Vulgar explanations can no longer satisfy more practised
minds. New enlightenment is sought, and science nurtures these aspira-
tions at the same time as it assuages them.

All these changes are therefore wrought automatically by necessary
causes. If our intelligence and sensibility develop, becoming more acute, it
is because we exercise them more. And if we do so, it is because we are
constrained by the greater violence of the struggle we have to sustain. This
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is how, without having willed it, humanity finds itself prepared to accept a
more intense and varied culture.

However, if another factor did not intervene, this mere predisposition
could not of itself arouse the means of satisfaction, for it constitutes only
an aptitude to enjoy and, according to a remark of Bain, ‘Mere capabilities
of pleasure do not evoke desire; we may be so constituted as to take pleas-
ure in music, in pictures, in science, but, if we have been utterly debarred
from the slightest taste of such things, desire does not arise.’24 Even when
we are drawn towards an object because of a very strong inherited dispo-
sition towards it, we can only desire it after having come into contact with
it. The adolescent who has never heard of sexual relationships nor the
enjoyment they procure can indeed feel a vague and indefinable sense of
restlessness. He can have the feeling that he is missing something, but he
does not know what and consequently strictly speaking he has no sexual
desires. Thus these vague aspirations can fairly easily be diverted from their
natural ends and their normal course. But at the very moment when man
is in a position to taste these new joys and summons them up even uncon-
sciously, he finds them within his grasp, because the division of labour has
at the same time developed and has provided them for him. Without there
being the slightest pre-established harmony in this, the two orders of facts
meet, quite simply because they are effects of the same cause.

This is how we might conceive such an encounter to come about. The
attraction of novelty would already be enough to induce man to taste these
pleasures. He is even more naturally inclined to do so because the greater
richness and complexity of these stimuli make him esteem to be of a more
mediocre quality those with which he had contented himself up to that
point. He can moreover adapt himself mentally to them before he has ever
tried them out. As in reality they correspond to changes that have taken
place in his constitution, he feels in advance that he will find them agree-
able. Experience then comes to confirm this presentiment. Needs that were
dormant are awakened, become precise, acquire an awareness of them-
selves and begin to be organized. However this does not signify that in
each case this adjustment is equally perfect, or that every new product that
is due to further advances in the division of labour, always corresponds to
some real need in our nature. On the contrary, it is very likely that fairly
often the needs take shape because we have acquired a habit for the object
to which they relate. This object was neither necessary nor useful. Yet we
have happened to experience it several times and have grown so accus-
tomed to it that we can no longer do without it. Harmonies arising from
wholly automatic causes can never be other than imperfect and approxi-
mate, but they are sufficient to maintain order generally. This is what
happens with the division of labour. The progress that it makes is gener-
ally – but not in all cases – in harmony with the changes that occur in man,
and this it is that makes them lasting.
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But once again we are not on this account any the happier. Doubtless
once our needs are stimulated, they cannot remain in a state of limbo with-
out pain occurring. But our happiness is none the greater because they are
stimulated. The point of reference in relationship to which we were meas-
uring the relative intensity of our pleasures is displaced. The result is a
disturbance over the whole gradation of enjoyment. But this regrading of
pleasures does not imply an increase. Since the environment is no longer the
same, we have had to change, and these changes have determined others in
our manner of happiness. But changes do not necessarily signify progress.

We see how different our view of the division of labour appears from
that of the economists. For them it consists essentially in producing more.
For us this greater productivity is merely a necessary consequence, an after-
effect of the phenomenon. If we specialize it is not so as to produce more,
but to enable us to live in the new conditions of existence created for us.

IV

A corollary of everything that has gone before is that the division of labour
cannot be carried out save between the members of a society already
constituted.

Indeed when competition opposes isolated individuals not known to
one another, it can only separate them still more. If they have ample space
at their free disposal, they will flee from one another. If they cannot go
beyond set limits, they will begin to differentiate, but in such a way as to
become still more independent of one another. We can cite no case where
relationships of open hostility have been transformed into social relation-
ships, without the intervention of any other factor. Thus, as there is gener-
ally no bond between individuals or creatures of the same vegetable or
animal species, the war they wage upon one another serves only to diver-
sify them, to give rise to dissimilar varieties that increasingly grow further
apart. It is this progressive disjunction that Darwin has called the law of
the divergence of characteristics. Yet the division of labour unites at the
same time as it sets at odds; it causes the activities that it differentiates to
converge; it brings closer those that it separates. Since competition cannot
have determined their coming together, it must indeed have already pre-
existed. The individuals between whom the conflict is joined must already
be interdependent and feel so, that is, they belong to the same society. This
is why, where this sentiment of solidarity is too weak to resist the centrifu-
gal influence of competition, the latter produces completely different
effects from the division of labour. In countries where existence is too diffi-
cult because of the extreme density of the population, the inhabitants,
instead of specializing, withdraw permanently or provisionally from soci-
ety by emigrating to other areas.
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Moreover, it is enough to represent to ourselves what the division of
labour is to make us understand that things cannot be otherwise. It
consists in the sharing out of functions that up till then were common to
all. But such an allocation cannot be effected according to any precon-
ceived plan. We cannot say beforehand where the line of demarcation is
drawn between tasks, once they have been separated. In the nature of
things that line is not marked out so self-evidently, but on the contrary
depends upon a great number of circumstances. The division must there-
fore come about of itself, and progressively. Consequently, in these condi-
tions for a function to be capable of being shared out in two exactly
complementary fractions, as the nature of the division of labour requires,
it is indispensable that the two parties specializing should be in constant
communication over the whole period that this dissociation is occurring.
There is no other way for one part to take over from the other the whole
operation that the latter is surrendering, and for them to adapt to each
other. Now, just as an animal colony, the tissue of whose members is a
continuum, constitutes an individual, so every aggregate of individuals in
continuous contact forms a society. The division of labour can therefore
only occur within the framework of an already existing society. By this we
do not just simply mean that individuals must cling materially to one
another, but moral ties must also exist between them. Firstly, material
continuity alone gives rise to links of this kind, provided that it is lasting.
Moreover, they are directly necessary. If the relationships beginning to be
established during the period of uncertainty were not subject to any rule,
if no power moderated the clash of individual interests, chaos would ensue
from which no new order could emerge. It is true that we imagine that
everything occurs by means of private agreements freely argued over. All
social action therefore seems to be absent. But we forget that contracts are
only possible where a legal form of regulation, and consequently a society,
already exists.

Thus it has been wrong sometimes to see in the division of labour the
basic fact of all social life. Work is not shared out between independent
individuals who are already differentiated from one another, who meet and
associate together in order to pool their different abilities. It would be a
miracle if these differences, arising from chance circumstances, could be so
accurately harmonized as to form a coherent whole. Far from their preced-
ing collective life, they derive from it. They can only occur within a soci-
ety, under the pressure of social sentiments and needs. This is what makes
them essentially capable of being harmonized. Thus there is a social life
outside of any division of labour, but one that the latter assumes. This is
in fact what we have directly established by demonstrating that there are
societies whose cohesion is due essentially to a community of beliefs and
sentiments, and that it is from these societies that others have emerged
whose unity is ensured by the division of labour. The conclusions of the
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preceding book and those at which we have just arrived can therefore serve
as a check, mutually confirming each other. In physiology the division of
labour is itself subject to this law: it never occurs save with polycellular
masses that are already endowed with a certain cohesion.

For a number of theorists, it is a self-evident truth that any society
consists essentially in co-operation. Spencer states that ‘a society, in the
sociological sense, is formed only when, beside juxtaposition there is co-
operation’.25 We have just seen that this alleged axiom is the opposite of
the truth. On the contrary, it is evident, as Auguste Comte says, ‘that co-
operation, far from being able to produce a society, supposes necessarily
its spontaneous establishment beforehand’.26 What draws men together
are mechanical forces and instinctive forces such as the affinity of blood,
attachment to the same soil, the cult of their ancestors, a commonality of
habits, etc. It is only when the group has been formed on these bases that
co-operation becomes organized.

Even so, the sole co-operation possible in the beginning is so intermit-
tent and weak that social life, if it lacked any other source, would itself
lack strength or continuity. A fortiori, the complex co-operation that
results from the division of labour is a later, derived phenomenon. It results
from the internal movements that develop within the mass of people, when
this mass has been constituted. It is true that once co-operation has made
its appearance, it tightens social bonds and imparts to society a more
complete individuality. But this integration supposes another sort that it
replaces. For social units to be able to differentiate from one another, they
must first be attracted or grouped together through the similarities that
they display. This process of formation is observed, not only at the origins,
but at every stage of evolution. We know in fact that higher societies are
the result of the coming together of lower societies of the same type. First
of all, these latter must be blended together in the sense of a single and
identical common consciousness so that the process of differentiation can
begin or begin again. It is in this way that more complex organisms are
formed by the replication of more simple organisms, similar to one
another, which only differentiate after they have been associated together.
In short, association and co-operation are two distinct events, and if the
second, once it has been developed, reacts upon the first and transforms,
if human societies consist increasingly of groups co-operating together, the
dual nature of the two phenomena does not in consequence disappear.

If this important truth failed to be realised by the Utilitarians, it is an
error springing from the manner in which they conceived the genesis of
society. They supposed that originally there were isolated and independent
individuals who thus could only enter into relationships with one another
in order to co-operate, for they had no other reason to bridge the empty
gap separating them, and to associate together. But this theory, which is so
widely held, postulates a veritable creation ex nihilo.
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It consists, in fact, of deducing society from the individual. But we
possess no knowledge that gives grounds for believing in the possibility of
such a spontaneous generation. On Spencer’s admission, for society to be
able to be formed on such an hypothesis, ‘the units [must] pass from the
state of perfect independence to that of mutual dependence’.27 But what
can have determined them to make so complete a transformation? The
prospect of the advantages that social life offers? But these are balanced,
and even unduly so, by the loss of independence, because for creatures
destined by nature for a free and solitary life, such a sacrifice is the most
intolerable of all. In addition, in the first social types, the sacrifice was as
absolute as possible, because nowhere is the individual more completely
absorbed within the group. How could man, if he were born an individu-
alist, as we suppose, have resigned himself to an existence that goes so
violently against his most fundamental inclination? How very pallid the
problematic utility of co-operation must have appeared to him in compar-
ison with such a surrender! From autonomous individualities, like those
we imagine, nothing can therefore emerge save what is individual; conse-
quently cooperation itself, which is a social fact, subject to social rules,
cannot arise. It is in this way that the psychologist who begins to shut
himself up within his own self can no longer emerge from it, to find again
the non-self.

Collective life did not arise from individual life; on the contrary, it is the
latter that emerged from the former. On this condition alone can we
explain how the personal individuality of social units was able to form and
grow without causing society to disintegrate. Indeed, since in this case it
developed from within a pre-existing social environment, it necessarily
bears its stamp. It is constituted in such a way as not to ruin that collec-
tive order with which it is interdependent. It remains adapted to it, whilst
detaching itself from it. There is nothing antisocial about it, because it is a
product of society. It is not the absolute personality of the monad, suffi-
cient unto itself, and able to do without the rest of the world, but that of
an organ or part of an organ that has its own definite function, but that
cannot, without running a mortal risk, separate itself from the rest of the
organism. In these conditions co-operation not only becomes possible, but
necessary. The Utilitarians therefore reverse the natural order of events,
and there is nothing less surprising than this reversal. It is a particular illus-
tration of the general truth that what is first to be known is last in reality.
Precisely because co-operation is the most recent fact, this it is that strikes
one’s gaze first. If therefore we look only to appearances, as does common
sense, inevitably we see it as the primary fact of moral and social life.

But if co-operation is not the whole of morality, we must not place it
outside the ambit of morality either, as do certain moralists. Just like the
Utilitarians, such idealists make it out to consist exclusively of a system of
economic relationships, of private arrangements that are sparked off solely
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by egoism. In reality moral life permeates all the relationships that go to
make up co-operation, since it would not be possible if social sentiments,
and consequently moral ones, did not preside over its elaboration.

The argument concerning the international division of labour will be
adduced. It seems clear, in this case at least, that the individuals who share
the work do not belong to the same society. But we should remember that
a group, whilst it retains its individuality, can be enveloped within another
larger one, which comprises others of the same kind. We may even affirm
that a function, whether of an economic or any other kind, can only be
divided up between two societies if these share in some respects in the same
common life and, consequently, belong to the same society. Let us indeed
suppose that these two collective consciousnesses are not in some respects
intermingled together. Then we would not be able to see how the two
aggregates might have the continuous contact that is necessary nor, in
consequence, how one of them could abandon one of its functions to the
other. For a people to allow itself to be penetrated by another, it must have
ceased to shut itself up in an exclusive form of patriotism, and must have
learned another that is more all-embracing.

Moreover, we can observe directly this relationship of fact in the most
striking example of the international division of labour that history offers
us. We may indeed say that it has never really occurred save in Europe and
in our own day. It was at the end of the last century and the beginning of
our own that a common consciousness began to form in European societies:

There is [says Sorel] a prejudice which we must rid ourselves of. It is to repre-
sent the Europe of the Ancien Régime as a society consisting of regularly consti-
tuted states in which each one made its conduct conform to principles
universally recognized, where the respect for established law governed transac-
tions and dictated treaties, where good faith controlled their implementation,
where a sentiment of solidarity existing between monarchies ensured, with the
maintenance of public order, the lasting character of the undertakings entered
into by princes… A Europe where the rights of each arise from the duties of all
was something so foreign to the statesmen of the Ancien Régime that a war last-
ing a quarter of a century was needed, the most formidable seen up to then, in
order to impose this notion upon them and to show them the necessity for it.
The attempt made at the Congress of Vienna and in the ensuing congresses to
give Europe some elementary form of organization was a step forward and not
a return to the past.28

Conversely, any reversion to a narrow nationalism has always resulted in
the development of a protectionist spirit, that is, a tendency for peoples to
isolate themselves, economically and morally, from one another.

If however, in certain cases, peoples lacking any common link, who
sometimes even look upon one another as enemies,29 exchange their prod-
ucts in more and more regular fashion, we should only see in these facts
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mere relationships of ‘mutualism’ which have nothing in common with the
division of labour.30 This is because, if two organisms that are different
find they have properties that fit in usefully with each other, it does not
follow that there is any sharing out of functions between them.31
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31. Finally we remind readers that in this chapter we have only studied how it
comes about that generally the division of labour still goes on increasing, and
we have stated the causes that determine this development. Yet it may well
be that in any given society a certain division of labour, and in particular the
economic division of labour, is very developed, although the segmentary
social type is still very strongly pronounced. Indeed, this seems to be the case
in England. Large-scale industry and commerce appear to be as developed
there as on the Continent, although the ‘alveolar’ system is still very marked,
as is demonstrated both by the autonomy of local life and the authority
preserved by tradition. (The symptomatic value of this last fact will be
addressed in the following chapter.)

It is because the division of labour, being a derived and secondary
phenomenon, as we have just seen, occurs on the surface of social life, and
this is particularly true for the economic division of labour. It skims the
surface. Now, in the whole organism, superficial phenomena, by their very
location, are more susceptible to the effect of external causes, even when the
internal causes upon which they depend generally are not modified. Thus
some circumstance or another stimulates a people to feel a stronger need for
material wellbeing so that the economic division of labour develops without
any appreciable change in the social structure. The spirit of imitation, the
contact with a more refined civilization, can bring about this result. Thus the
understanding, being at the culminating point and consequently the most
superficial area of the consciousness, can be easily modified by external
influences such as education, without the foundations of psychological life
being touched. Thus intelligences are created that are amply sufficient to
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ensure success, but that lack any deep roots. Hence this kind of talent is not
transmitted by heredity.

This comparison shows that we must not judge the appropriate place for
a society on the social scale according to the state of its civilization, espe-
cially of its economic civilization. The latter may be a mere imitation or
copy, and conceal a social structure of an inferior species. It is true that such
a case is exceptional, but it does occur.

It is only in such occurrences that the material density of a society does
not express accurately the state of moral density. The principle we have
enunciated is therefore true very generally, and this is adequate enough for
our proof.
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CHAPTER III

Secondary Factors: 
The Progressive Indeterminacy
of the Common Consciousness

and its Causes

We saw in the first part of this work that the collective consciousness
weakened and became vaguer as the division of labour developed. It is
even because of this progressive indeterminacy that the division of labour
becomes the main cause of solidarity. Since these two phenomena are
linked to such an extent, it is not unhelpful to investigate the causes of this
regression. Undoubtedly, by demonstrating the regularity with which it
occurs, we have directly established that it assuredly depends upon some
basic conditions of social evolution. But this conclusion of the preceding
book would be even more indisputable if we could discover what these
conditions are.

This question, moreover, is closely linked to the one we are dealing with
at present. We have just shown that the progress of the division of labour
is due to the stronger pressure exerted by social units upon one another,
which forces them to develop in more or less divergent directions. But at
every moment this pressure is neutralized by a reverse pressure that the
collective consciousness exerts upon every individual consciousness.
Whilst the one impels us to create for ourselves a distinctive personality,
the other, by contrast, requires us to resemble everybody else. Whilst the
former induces us to follow our personal inclinations, the latter checks us,
preventing us from deviating from the collective type. In other words, for
the division of labour to be able to arise, and to increase, it is not enough
for individuals to have within them the seeds of special aptitudes, nor for
them to be stimulated to veer towards these aptitudes, but individual vari-
ations must also be possible. Such variations cannot occur when they are
opposed to some strong, well-defined state of the collective consciousness.
For the stronger such a state, the more resistant it is to anything that might
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weaken it. The better defined it is, the less room it leaves for changes. Thus
we can foresee that the division of labour will be more difficult and slower,
the more vigour and precision the collective consciousness possesses.
Conversely, the more swift that progress becomes, the more easily the indi-
vidual can establish a harmony with his personal environment. Yet for this
it is not enough for this environment to exist; he also needs to be free to
adapt to it, that is, to be capable of moving independently within it, even
when the group as a whole does not move with him, nor in the same direc-
tion. Yet we know that particular movements of individuals are rarer the
more mechanical solidarity is developed.

Examples are numerous where one can observe directly this countervail-
ing influence of the common consciousness on the division of labour. So
long as law and morals make the inalienable and indivisible nature of
immovable property a strict obligation, the conditions necessary for the
division of labour cannot yet exist. Every family forms a compact mass,
and all devote themselves to the same occupation, the cultivation of the
ancestral inheritance. Among the Slavs, the zadruga often grow so much in
number that there is great misery among them. However, as the home
spirit is very strong, they generally continue to live together, instead of
leaving and taking up specialized professions such as those of seafarer or
merchant. In other societies, where the division of labour is more
advanced, each class has functions that are prescribed, unvarying and
protected from all innovations. Elsewhere there are whole categories of
occupations whose access is more or less formally prohibited to citizens. In
both Greece1 and Rome,2 industry and commerce were careers that were
looked down upon; among the Kabyle tribes certain trades like those of
butcher, shoemaker, etc., are despised by public opinion.3 Specialization
cannot therefore occur in these various directions. Finally, even among
peoples whose economic life has already reached a certain stage of devel-
opment, as with our own in the days of the old corporations, functions
were regulated in such a way that the division of labour could make no
headway. Where everyone was obliged to manufacture goods in the same
way any individual variation was impossible.4

The same phenomenon occurs in the representative life of societies.
Religion, that outstanding form of the common consciousness, originally
subsumed all the functions of representation with the practical functions.
The former were only dissociated from the latter when philosophy came on
the scene. Philosophy is only possible when religion has lost some of its
sway. This new way of representing things shocks collective opinion, which
resists it. It has occasionally been said that free investigation has caused the
decline in religious beliefs. But this in turn assumes an earlier decline in
those beliefs. This cannot happen unless the common faith allows it.

The same antagonism breaks out whenever a new science is estab-
lished. Christianity itself, although it immediately assigned a larger place
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to individual reflection than any other religion, was not able to escape
from this rule. Doubtless opposition was less fierce so long as scientists
limited their studies to the material world, since in principle this had been
abandoned to the disputations of men. Even so, since this act of abandon-
ment was never total because the Christian God is not wholly a stranger
to the things of this world, it necessarily turned out that in more than one
respect the natural sciences found faith to be an obstacle. But it was above
all when man himself became an object of scientific study that resistance
became powerful. In fact the believer cannot help being repelled by the
idea that man should be studied as a natural being, analogous to other
beings, and moral facts studied just as are the facts of nature. We know to
what extent these collective feelings, in the different guises they have
assumed, have hampered the development of psychology and sociology.

Thus the progress made by the division of labour has not been entirely
explained when we have demonstrated that it was necessitated by the
changes that have occurred in the social environment. That progress still
depends upon secondary factors that may facilitate or hamper it, or even
stop it completely in its tracks. We must indeed not forget that specializa-
tion is not the sole possible solution to the struggle for existence: there are
also integration, colonization, resignation to a precarious and more
contested existence and, finally, the complete elimination of the weakest
through suicide or other means. Since the outcome is to a certain degree
contingent upon circumstances and the protagonists are not necessarily
drawn towards any one of these solutions to the exclusion of all others,
they strive towards the one nearest their grasp. It is true that if nothing
stands in the way of the development of the division of labour, they
become specialized. But if this solution is rendered impossible or too diffi-
cult because of circumstances, they must needs resort to another.

The first of these secondary factors consists in a greater independence of
individuals in relation to the group, which allows them to vary at will. The
physiological division of labour is subject to this same condition. Perrier
states that 

Even when they are drawn closer to one another, the parts of the anatomy each
preserve their complete individuality. Whatever their number, in the highest
organism as in the humblest, they feed, grow and reproduce paying no heed of
their neighbours. This is what constitutes the law of independence of anatomi-
cal elements, which has become so fertile a tool in the hands of the physiolo-
gists. This independence must be considered as a necessary condition among
plastides for the free exercise of a more general faculty, their variability under
the influence of external circumstances or even of certain forces immanent in
protoplasms. Thanks to this ability to vary, and to their mutual independence,
elements deriving from one another which were once all similar have been able
to modify in different directions, assume various forms and acquire new func-
tions and properties.5 
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Contrary to what occurs in organisms, this independence was not a
primitive fact in societies, since originally the individual was swallowed up
in the group. Yet we have seen that independence appears later and
progresses steadily with the division of labour, as a sequel to the regression
of the collective consciousness. What remains to be studied is how this
condition useful for the social division of labour is realized as it becomes
necessary. Undoubtedly it is because it depends itself on causes that have
determined the advance of specialization. Yet how can the growth in the
volume and density of societies bring about this result?

I

In a small society, since everybody is roughly placed in the same conditions
of existence, the collective environment is essentially concrete. It is made
up of human beings of every kind who people the social horizon. The
states of consciousness that represent it are therefore of the same charac-
ter. At first they relate to precise objects, such as a particular animal, tree,
plant, or natural force, etc. Then, since everyone is similarly placed in rela-
tion to these things, they affect every individual consciousness in the same
way. The whole tribe, provided it is not too extensive, enjoys or suffers
equally the advantages and inconveniences of sun and rain, heat and cold,
or of a particular river or spring, etc. The collective impressions resulting
from the fusion of all these individual impressions are thus determinate in
their form as in their objects. Consequently the common consciousness has
a definite character. But this consciousness alters in nature as societies
grow more immense. Because they are spread over a much vaster area, the
common consciousness is itself forced to rise above all local diversities, to
dominate more the space available, and consequently to become more
abstract. For few save general things can be common to all these various
environments. There is no longer question of such and such an animal, but
of such and such a species; not this spring, but these springs; not this
forest, but forest in abstracto.

Moreover, because living conditions are not the same everywhere, these
common objects, whatever they may be, can no longer determine every-
where feelings so completely identical. The results for the collectivity thus
lack the same distinctness, and this is even more the case because the compo-
nent elements are more dissimilar. The more differences between the individ-
ual portraits that have served to make a composite portrait, the more
imprecise the latter is. It is true that local collective consciousnesses can
retain their individuality within the general collective consciousness and that,
since they encompass narrower horizons, they can more easily remain
concrete. But we know that gradually they vanish into the general conscious-
ness as the different social segments to which they correspond fade away.
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Perhaps the fact that best demonstrates this increasing tendency of the
common consciousness is the parallel transcendence of the most vital of all
its elements – I refer to the notion of divinity. Originally the gods were not
apart from the universe, or rather there were no gods, but only sacred
beings, without the sacred character with which they were invested being
related to some external entity as its source. The animals or plants of the
species that serve as the clan totem are the object of worship. But this is
not because a principle sui generis coming from outside communicates to
them their divine nature. This nature is intrinsic within them. They are
divine in themselves. But gradually the religious forces become detached
from the things of which they were at first only the attributes, and are
reified. In this way is formed the notion of spirits or gods who, whilst
preferring this or that location, nevertheless exist outside the particular
objects to which they are more especially attached.6 This fact alone renders
them less concrete. However, whether they are many or have been reduced
to a certain unity, they are still immanent in the world. Partly separated
from things, they still exist in space. Thus they remain very close to us,
continually intermingling with our life. Greco-Roman polytheism, which is
a higher and better organized form of animism, marks a new step towards
transcendence. The dwelling-place of the gods becomes more clearly
distinct from that of man. Having withdrawn to the mysterious heights of
Olympus or to the depths of the earth, they no longer intervene personally
in human affairs, except intermittently. But it is only with Christianity that
God finally goes beyond space; His Kingdom is no longer of this world.
The dissociation of nature and the divine becomes so complete that it even
degenerates into hostility. At the same time the notion of divinity becomes
more general and abstract, for it is formed not from sensations, as it was
in the beginning, but from ideas. The God of humanity has necessarily a
less defined meaning.

Moreover, at the same time as religion, legal rules become universalized,
as do those of morality. First bound to local circumstances, to racial or
climatic peculiarities, etc., they gradually free themselves from these and
simultaneously become more general. What makes this increase in gener-
ality more apparent is the unbroken decline in formalism. In lower soci-
eties the form of behaviour – even its external form – is predetermined
even down to the detail. The way in which men must take food or dress in
every situation, the gestures they must perform, the formulas they must
pronounce, are precisely laid down. On the other hand, the more distant
the point of departure, the more moral and legal prescriptions lose clarity
and preciseness. They no longer regulate any save the most general forms
of behaviour, and these only in a very general way, stating what should be
done, but not how it should be done. Now everything definite is expressed
in a definite form. If collective sentiments were as determinate as once they
were, they would be expressed in no less determinate a fashion. If the
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concrete details of action and thought were as uniform, they would be
obligatory as well.

The fact has often been remarked upon that civilization has tended to
become more rational and logical. We can now see the cause of this. That
alone is rational that is universal. What defies the understanding is the
particular and the concrete. We can only ponder effectively upon the
general. Consequently, the closer the common consciousness is to particu-
lar things, the more exactly it bears their imprint, and thus the more unin-
telligible it is. This is whence derives the effect that primitive civilizations
have upon us. Not being able to reduce them to logical principles, we are
inclined to view them only as bizarre, strange and fortuitous combinations
of heterogeneous elements. In reality, there is nothing artificial about them.
But we must look for their determining causes in sensations and impul-
sions of the sensibility, and not in concepts. If this is so, it is because the
social environment for which they have been made is not sufficiently
extensive. On the other hand, when civilization is developed over a vaster
field of action, when it relates to more people and things, general ideas
necessarily appear and there become paramount. The notion of mankind,
for example, replaces in law, morality and religion that of the Romans
which, being more concrete, is more difficult to understand. Thus it is the
growth in the size of societies and their greater density that explains this
great transformation.

The more general the common consciousness becomes, the more
scope it leaves for individual variations. When God is remote from
things and men, His action does not extend to every moment of time and
to every thing. Only abstract rules are fixed, and these can be freely
applied in very different ways. Even then they have neither the same
ascendancy nor the same strength of resistance. Indeed, if usages and
formulas, when they are precise, determine thought and action with a
compulsion analogous to that of the reflexes, by contrast these general
principles can only be translated into facts with the assistance of the
intelligence. Yet once reflective thinking has been stimulated, it is not
easy to set bounds to it. When it has gathered strength, it spontaneously
develops beyond the limits assigned to it. At the beginning certain arti-
cles of faith are stipulated to be beyond discussion, but later the discus-
sion extends to them. There is a desire to account for them and justify
them, and however they fare in this examination, they relinquish some
part of their strength. For ideas arising from reflection never have the
same constraining power as instincts. Thus actions that have been delib-
erated upon have not the instant immediacy of involuntary acts. Because
the collective consciousness becomes more rational, it therefore becomes
less categorical and, for this reason again, impedes less the free develop-
ment of individual variations.
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II

But this cause is not the one that contributes most to bringing about this
result.

What constitutes the strength of the collective states of consciousness is
not only that they are common to the present generation, but particularly
that they are for the most part a legacy of generations that have gone
before. Indeed, the common consciousness is formed only very slowly and
modified in the same way. Time is needed for a form of behaviour or a
belief to attain that degree of generality and crystallization, and time also
for it to lose it. Thus it is almost entirely a product of the past. But what
springs from the past is generally an object of very special respect. A prac-
tice to which everyone unanimously conforms has without doubt great
prestige. But if it is also strong because it bears the mark of ancestral
approval, one dares even less to depart from it. The authority of the collec-
tive consciousness is therefore made up in large part of the authority of
tradition. We shall see that this authority necessarily decreases as the
segmentary type of society vanishes.

Indeed, when it is very marked, the segments form so many small soci-
eties more or less partitioned off from one another. Where they are based
upon the family, it is as difficult to change them as to change the family. If,
when they remain merely on a territorial basis, the barriers dividing them
are less insurmountable, they nevertheless persist. In the Middle Ages it was
still difficult for a workman to find work in a town other than his own.7

Internal customs authorities, moreover, formed around each social compart-
ment a protective belt against the infiltration of foreign elements. In these
conditions the individual is fixed to his native heath by bonds that attach
him to it, and also because he is rejected elsewhere. The scarcity of the
means of communication and transmission is a proof of this occlusion of
each segment. One repercussion is that the causes that retain a man in his
native environment bind him to his domestic environment also. Originally
the two were linked together. If at a later date a distinction is made between
them, a person could not remove himself far from the domestic environment
when neither could he go outside his native environment. The force of
attraction that results from blood kinship acts with maximum intensity,
since throughout his whole life each person is placed close to the very source
of that force. Indeed that law admits of no exception which states that the
more segmentary the social structure the more families form large, compact
masses, indivisible and turned in on themselves.8

On the other hand, as the demarcation lines separating the different
segments disappear, this equilibrium is inevitably broken. Since individuals
are no longer restricted to their place of origin and free space is opened up,
attracting them, they cannot fail to spread out over it. Children no longer
remain irrevocably attached to the locality of their parents, but set off in
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all directions to seek their fortune. Populations mingle together, and this it
is that finally causes their original differences to disappear. Unfortunately
statistics do not permit us to follow the historical course of these interior
migrations. But there is one fact sufficient to establish their growing
importance: the formation and development of towns. Towns are certainly
not formed by a sort of spontaneous growth, but by immigration. To state
that they owe their existence and progress to a normal excess of births over
deaths is far from the truth; there is in fact from this viewpoint an overall
deficit. Thus it is from external sources that they receive those elements
that cause their population to grow day by day. According to Dunant,9 the
annual increment of the entire population of thirty-one great cities of
Europe, amounting to a rate of 784.6 per thousand, is due to immigration.
In France the 1881 census revealed, as compared with that of 1876, an
increase of 766,000 inhabitants. The département of the Seine and the
forty-five towns of more than 30,000 inhabitants ‘absorbed for the five-
yearly figure of growth more than 661,000 inhabitants, leaving only
105,000 to be spread out over average and small towns, and over the
countryside’.10 Nor do these great migratory movements only install them-
selves in the large towns; they also spread out over the adjoining areas.
Bertillon has calculated that during the year 1886, whilst on an average in
France, out of 100 inhabitants, 11.25 only were born outside the départe-
ment, in the département of the Seine the figure was 34.67. The propor-
tion of strangers to the département is higher, the more populous the towns
within it. In the Rhône département it is 31.47; in Bouches-du-Rhône
26.29, in Seine-et-Oise 26.41,11 in the Nord 19.46, in the Gironde
17.62.12 This phenomenon is not peculiar to large towns: it also occurs,
although less intensely, in the small towns and the bourgs. ‘All such built-
up areas are constantly increasing at the expense of smaller communes, so
that at every census we can see the number of towns in each category
growing by a number of units.’13

The greater mobility of social units that these phenomena of migration
assume effects a weakening of all traditions.

What constitutes the strength of tradition is the character of those
who hand it on and inculcate it, that is, the older generation. They are
its living expression; they alone have witnessed what our predecessors
were wont to do. They are the unique mediator between the present and
the past. Moreover, they enjoy among the generations brought up under
their supervision and control a prestige that nothing can supplant. The
child is certainly conscious of his inferiority in relation to the older
persons around him, feeling dependent upon them. The reverential
respect he has for older persons is naturally communicated to everything
that proceeds from them, all that they say and do. Thus it is the author-
ity of age that mainly constitutes that of tradition. Consequently all that
can contribute to prolonging that influence beyond childhood can only
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strengthen traditional beliefs and practices. This is what happens when
the grown man continues to live in the environment where he was
brought up, for he then remains in touch with those who have known
him as a child, and subject to their influence. The feelings he has for
them continue to exist, and consequently encompass the same effect,
which means that they restrain the will to innovate. For innovations to
occur in social life, it is not enough for new generations to see the light
of day. They must also not be too strongly inclined to follow in their
predecessors’ footsteps. The more profound the latter’s influence – and it
is all the more so the longer it lasts – the more the obstacles to change.
Auguste Comte rightly declared that if the span of human life was vastly
increased, without any modification in the proportions of the age
groups, there would occur ‘an inevitable slowing-up in our social devel-
opment, although this would be impossible to measure’.14

Yet the opposite occurs if a man, when he leaves adolescence behind, is
transplanted into a new environment. He will doubtless find there men
older than himself, but they are not the same ones whose influence he has
undergone in childhood. His respect for them is therefore less, and of a
more conventional nature, for it corresponds to no reality, whether pres-
ent or past. He does not depend upon them and has never done so. He can
therefore only respect them by analogy. It is moreover a well-known fact
that the worship of age grows weaker as civilization progresses. Once so
highly developed, it is today reduced to a few polite usages, inspired by a
kind of pity. Old men are pitied rather than feared. Age differences are
levelled out. All men, once they have arrived at the age of maturity, treat
one another as approximate equals. As a result of this levelling out, the
customs of one’s forefathers lose their ascendancy, since for adults they
lack anyone to represent them with authority. One is freer in regard to
them, because one is freer with those who embody them. The solidarity
that time imparts is less appreciable because it no longer has material
expression in the unbroken contact of successive generations. Undoubtedly
the effects of one’s early education continue to be felt, but with less force,
because they are no longer sustained.

That moment of the fullness of youth is moreover the one when men are
most impatient at any restraint placed upon them, and when they are most
eager for change. The life flowing within them has not had time to coagu-
late, to assume definitively a determined form, and is too intense to submit
to any discipline without resistance. This imperative will thus be all the
more easily satisfied if it is less restrained from outside, and it can only be
satisfied at the expense of tradition. But tradition is breached at the very
moment when its strength is ebbing away. Once implanted, this enfeebling
germ can only continue to develop with each succeeding generation, for
principles whose authority is more weakly felt will be handed down with
weaker authority still.
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One experience, which is characteristic, shows this influence of age
upon the force of tradition.

Precisely because the population of large towns is principally added to
by immigration, it is essentially made up of people who, once they had
come of age, have left their homes and removed themselves from the influ-
ence of the older generation. Thus the number of old people in these towns
is very few, whilst by contrast that of men in the prime of life is very high.
Cheysson has shown that the population curves for each age cohort, for
Paris and the provinces, only meet at the ages of 15 to 20 and 50 to 55.
Between 20 and 50 the curve for Paris is very much higher, above that age
it is lower.15 In 1881 there were in Paris 1,118 people aged between 20 and
25 as compared with 874 in the rest of the country.16 For the département
of the Seine as a whole, of 1,000 inhabitants, 731 are aged between 15 and
60, whereas only 76 are over that age, whilst in the provinces the corre-
sponding figures are 618 and 106. In Norway, according to Jacques
Bertillon, the proportions per 1,000 inhabitants are as follows:

Age Towns Rural areas
15–30 278 239
30–45 205 183
45–60 110 120
60 and over 59 87

It is therefore in the large towns that the moderating influence of age is at
its lowest. At the same time it is notable that nowhere do traditions hold less
sway over people’s minds. Indeed the large towns are indisputably centres of
progress. It is in them that ideas, fashions, morals and new needs take shape,
to spread out afterwards over the rest of the country. When society changes
it does so after the towns and in imitation of them. The mood is so fluctu-
ating in them that everything springing from the past is a little suspect. On
the contrary, novelty, whatever kind it consists of, enjoys a prestige almost
equal to that once enjoyed by the customs of our ancestors. Minds are natu-
rally turned towards the future. Thus life is transformed with extraordinary
speed: beliefs, taste, passions are in a state of perpetual evolution. There is
no more favourable soil for developments of every kind. This is because
collective life can have no continuity where the different strata of social
units, called upon to replace one another, so lack continuity.

After observing that, during the youthful period of societies and partic-
ularly at the time of their maturity, the respect for traditions is much
greater than in their old age, Tarde thought he could present the decline of
traditionalism as merely a transitory phase, a passing crisis in all social
evolution. ‘Man,’ he declares. ‘only escapes the yoke of custom in order to
fall back into it, that is, to fix and consolidate by falling back into it the
conquests due to his temporary emancipation.’17 This error derives, we
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believe, from the method of comparison followed by the author, the disad-
vantages of which we have pointed out several times before. Doubtless, if
we compare the final days of one society with the beginnings of the one
that follows it, we perceive a return to traditionalism. Only this phase, by
which every social type begins, is always much less violent than it had
been in the immediately preceding type. With us ancestral customs have
never been the object of superstitious worship such as that devoted to
them at Rome. There was never in Rome an institution similar to the
γραϕὴ παραόυµωυ of Athenian law, which was hostile to every kind of
innovation.18 Even in Aristotle’s time it was still a question in Greece of
knowing whether it was good to change established laws in order to
improve them, and the philosopher only gives his assent with the greatest
circumspection.19 Finally, with the Jews any deviation from the traditional
rule was even more utterly ruled out, since it constituted an act of impiety.
In order to judge the course of social events, we must not place successive
societies end-on to one another, but compare them only at the correspon-
ding period in the career of each one. If therefore it is true that all social
life tends to crystallize in form, becoming customary, the form that it
assumes becomes ever less resistant and more accessible to change. In other
words, the authority of custom is continually diminishing. Moreover, it
cannot be otherwise, since this weakening depends upon the very condi-
tions that dominate historical development.

In addition, since common beliefs and practices draw their strength for
the most part from the force of tradition, they are clearly less and less in a
position to hinder the free flourishing of individual variations.

III

Finally as society spreads out and becomes denser, it envelops the individ-
ual less tightly, and in consequence can restrain less efficiently the diverg-
ing tendencies that appear.

To confirm that this is the case it is sufficient to compare large and small
towns. With the latter, the person who seeks to emancipate himself from
accepted customs comes up against resistances that are on occasion very
fierce. Any bid for independence is a subject of public scandal, and the
general opprobrium attached to it is such as to discourage imitators. On the
contrary, in large towns the individual is much more liberated from the
yoke of the collectivity; this is indisputably a fact of experience. It is because
we depend more closely upon public opinion the more narrowly it super-
vises all our activities. When everyone’s attention is constantly fixed upon
what everyone else is doing, the slightest deviation is remarked upon and
immediately repressed. Conversely, the greater freedom each individual has
to follow his own bent, the easier it is for him to escape surveillance. Now,

 



as the proverb has it, one is nowhere so well hidden as in a crowd. The
larger and denser a group is, the more the collective attention, dissipated
over a wide area, becomes incapable of following the movements of each
individual, because attention does not become more intense as the number
of individuals increases. It must oversee too many points at one time to be
able to concentrate on any single one. The surveillance is less careful,
because there are too many people and things to watch.

Moreover, the great motivator of attention, interest, is more or less
completely lacking. We only desire to know the doings and actions of a
person if his image stirs up in us memories and emotions that are linked to
it. This desire is all the more active when the states of consciousness awak-
ened in this way are greater in number and stronger.20 If, on the other
hand, the person in question is someone whom we only perceive at a
distance and in passing, what his concerns are, since they arouse no echo
within ourselves, leave us indifferent. Consequently we have no induce-
ment to inform ourselves about what is happening to him or to observe
what he is doing. Collective curiosity is therefore stronger when personal
relations between individuals are more continuous and frequent. On the
other hand, it is evident that they are rarer and briefer when each separate
individual is in contact with a larger number of other people.

This is why the pressure of opinion is felt with less force in large popu-
lation centres. It is because the attention of each individual is distracted in
too many different directions. Moreover, we do not know one another so
well. Even neighbours and members of the same family are in contact less
often and less regularly, separated as they are at every moment by a host of
matters and other people who come between them. Undoubtedly if the
population is larger in number than it is concentrated in density, it can
happen that the business of living, scattered over a wider area, is less intense
at any and every point. The large town then splits up into a certain number
of smaller ones and consequently the preceding remarks do not apply
exactly.21 Yet wherever the density of the conurbation is proportionate to
its volume, personal ties are few and weak. We lose sight of others more
easily, even those very close to us physically. And to the same extent we lose
interest in them. Since this mutual indifference has the effect of relaxing the
supervision of the collectivity, the range of freedom of individual action is
enlarged de facto, and gradually this situation of fact becomes one de jure.
Indeed we know that the common consciousness only retains its strength if
it countenances no contradiction. As a result of this decrease in social
control, acts are committed daily that infringe it, without, however, its
reacting. If therefore some acts are repeated sufficiently frequently and
consistently, they end up by enfeebling the collective sentiment that they
offend. A rule no longer appears as respectable when it ceases to be
respected, and this without incurring punishment. One does not find so self-
evident an article of faith that has been allowed to be challenged unduly.
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Moreover, once we have enjoyed a liberty, we acquire a need for it. It
becomes as necessary and as sacred to us as all the others. We deem intol-
erable a control we are no longer accustomed to. An acquired right to a
greater autonomy is set up. Thus encroachments committed by the individ-
ual personality, when that personality is less forcibly constrained exter-
nally, end up by receiving the consecration of custom.

If this fact is more apparent in large towns, it is not peculiar to them. It
happens also in the others, depending upon their importance. Thus since
the disappearance of the segmentary type of society entails an ever-increas-
ing development of urban centres, this is a prime reason for this phenom-
enon to become more general. But, in addition, as the moral density of a
society is raised, so it becomes itself like a large city, which would contain
within its walls the whole population.

Indeed, as the material and moral distance between different regions
tends to vanish, they are placed in relation to one another in a situation
still more analogous to that of different quarters of the same city. The
cause that in large towns determines the weakening of the common
consciousness must therefore produce its effect over the whole expanse of
society. So long as the various segments, retaining their individuality,
remain sealed off from one another, each narrowly restricts the social hori-
zon of individuals. Separated from the rest of society by barriers more or
less difficult to surmount, there is nothing to turn us away from the life of
the neighbourhood, and in consequence our entire activity is concentrated
upon it. But as the fusion of segments becomes more complete, perspec-
tives broaden out – all the more because at the same time society itself
becomes generally more extensive. From then onwards even the inhabitant
of a small town lives less exclusively upon the life of the small group imme-
diately around him. He enters into relationships with distant localities that
are all the more numerous as the movement towards concentration
advances. His more frequent journeys, the more active communications
that he exchanges, the affairs with which he busies himself outside his own
locality, etc., divert his gaze from what is taking place around him. The
centre of his life and concerns is no longer to be found wholly in the place
where he lives. Thus he takes less interest in his neighbours, because they
occupy a more minor place in his life. Moreover, the small town has less
hold upon him, by the very fact that his life has broken out beyond its
narrow framework and his interests and affections stretch well beyond it.
For all these reasons, the local public opinion weighs less heavily with each
one of us, and as public opinion in society generally is not capable of
replacing it, because it cannot supervise closely the behaviour of all its citi-
zens, collective surveillance is irrevocably relaxed, the common conscious-
ness loses its authority, and individual variability increases. In short, for
social control to be rigorous and for the common consciousness to be
maintained, society must be split up into moderately small compartments
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that completely enclose the individual. By contrast, both social control and
the common consciousness grow weaker as such divisions fade.22

Yet it will be objected that the crimes and offences to which organized
punishments are attached never leave indifferent the organs charged with
their repression. Whether the town be large or small, or the density of soci-
ety be concentrated or not, the magistrates do not let the criminal and the
delinquent go unpunished. It would therefore appear that the particular
process of weakening, the cause of which we have just indicated, must be
located in that part of the collective consciousness that determines only
diffuse reactions and is incapable of extending further. Yet in reality so
specific a location is impossible, for the two areas are so closely linked to
each other that the one cannot be affected without the other being
disturbed also. The actions that morality alone represses are no different
in nature from those the law punishes; they are merely less serious. Thus if
one action loses its serious character, the corresponding graduation in seri-
ousness of the others is upset at the same time. They diminish in gravity by
one or several degrees and appear less abhorrent. If one is no longer sensi-
tive to small failings, one is even less so to major ones. When great impor-
tance no longer attaches to simple neglect of religious observances,
blasphemous or sacrilegious acts are no longer inveighed against with such
indignation. When we have grown accustomed to suffering free unions
complacently, adultery becomes less scandalous. When the weakest senti-
ments lose their potency, stronger ones of the same kind, which serve the
same purpose, cannot retain intact their own potency. Thus the distur-
bance is gradually transmitted to the common consciousness in its entirety.

IV

Now we can explain how it happens that mechanical solidarity is linked to
the existence of the segmentary type of society, as we established in the
preceding book. It is because this particular structure enables society to
hold the individual more tightly in its grip, making him more strongly
attached to his domestic environment, and consequently to tradition.
Finally, by helping to limit his social horizon, the structure also23 helps in
making the latter concrete and definite. Thus it is entirely mechanical
causes which ensure that the individual personality is absorbed into the
collective personality, and it is causes of the same nature which ensure that
the same individual personality can free itself. Undoubtedly this emancipa-
tion is useful, or at least is used. It makes advances in the division of labour
possible. More generally, it imparts more flexibility and elasticity to the
social organism. Yet it is not because it is useful that it occurs. It is because
things cannot be otherwise. The experience of the services that it renders
can only consolidate it once it exists.
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However, we may ask if, within organized societies, the organ does not
play the same role as the segment, and whether the corporate and profes-
sional spirit does not bid fair to replace local parochialism and exert the
same pressure upon individuals. In that case individuals would have gained
nothing from the change. This doubt is all the more legitimate, since the
caste spirit has certainly had this effect, and class is a social organ. We
know also how greatly the organization of trade guilds for a long time
impeded the development of individual variations. We have cited some
examples of this above.

It is certain that organized societies are not possible without a developed
system of rules laying down in advance the functioning of each organ. As
work becomes divided up many professional moralities and legal prescrip-
tions are constituted.24 Yet this regulatory process does not leave the indi-
vidual with any less enlarged scope for action.

Firstly, the professional spirit can only have an influence upon profes-
sional life. Beyond this sphere the individual enjoys that larger liberty
whose origin we have just demonstrated. It is true that the caste enlarges
its action ever further, but it is not properly an organ. It is a segment trans-
formed into an organ.25 It therefore partakes of the nature of both. At the
same time as it is entrusted with special functions, it constitutes a distinc-
tive society within the total aggregate. It is a ‘society-organ’, analogous to
those ‘individual-organs’ observable within certain organisms.26 It is this
that allows class to embrace the individual in a way more exclusive than
do the ordinary corporations.

In the second place, as these rules have roots only in a small number of
consciousnesses, leaving society as a whole indifferent, their authority is
less because of this lesser universality. Thus they offer less resistance to
change. It is for this reason that in general faults that may properly be
termed professional are not of the same degree of seriousness as the others.

On the other hand, the same causes that in general lighten the collective
yoke produce their liberating effect within the corporation as they do
outside it. To the extent that the segmentary organs fuse together each
social organ becomes larger in volume, and this all the more so because in
principle the overall volume of society increases simultaneously. Practices
common to the professional group thus become more general and abstract,
as do those common to society as a whole, and consequently leave the field
more open for particular divergences. Likewise the greater independence
enjoyed by later generations in comparison with their elders cannot fail to
weaken the traditionalism of the profession, and this makes the individual
still freer to innovate.

Thus not only does professional regulation, by its very nature, hinder
less than any other form of regulation the free development of individual
variation, but it also hinders it less and less.
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proof of which we cannot give here. It results from research we have carried
out on the family and that we wish to publish shortly.

9. Quoted by Layet, Hygiène des peuples, last chapter.
10. Dumont, Dépopulation et civilisation, p. 175.
11. This high figure reflects the proximity of Paris.
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20. It is true that in a small town the foreigner or stranger is no less subject to

surveillance than the inhabitants. But this is because the image that repre-
sents him is made very striking by the effect of contrast, because he is the
exception. The same is not true in a large town, where he is the rule, since,
so to speak, everyone is a stranger.

21. This is a question to be studied. We believe we have already remarked that
in populous towns, but where the density is not great, collective opinion
retains its strength.

22. To this basic cause we must add the contagious influence that spreads from
large towns to small ones, and from small ones to rural areas. But this influ-
ence is only secondary and, moreover, only assumes importance as social
density increases.

23. This third effect is only partially a result of the segmentary nature. Its prin-
cipal cause is in the growth of social volume. It would remain to be ascer-
tained why, in general, density grows at the same time as volume. This is a
question we ask ourself.

24. Cf. supra, Book I, Chapter V, particularly p. 168 ff.
25. Cf. supra, pp. 119–120.
26. Cf. Perrier, Colonies animales, p. 764.
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CHAPTER IV

Secondary Factors (cont.):
Heredity

In what has gone before we have reasoned as if the division of labour
depended only on social causes. However, it is also linked to organic and
psychological conditions. The individual receives at birth tastes and apti-
tudes that predispose him to certain functions more than others, and these
predispositions certainly have an influence upon the way in which tasks
are distributed. According to the most commonly held opinion, we should
even see in this diversity of human nature the prime condition for the divi-
sion of labour, whose main reason for existence would be to classify indi-
viduals according to their abilities.1 Thus it is of interest to determine
precisely the part played by this factor, even more so because it constitutes
another obstacle to the capacity for variation of each individual, and
consequently an obstacle to the division of labour.

Indeed, as these innate aptitudes are handed down to us by our ances-
tors, they refer not to the present conditions in which an individual is
placed, but to those in which our forefathers lived. Thus they join us to our
race, just as the collective consciousness joined us to our group, and they
have the effect of fettering our freedom of movement. As this part of
ourselves is wholly turned towards the past, and towards a past that is not
personal to ourselves, it deflects us from our own proper sphere of inter-
est and the changes that are occurring within it. The more developed this
part is, the more it restricts our movements. The race and the individual
are two opposing forces that vary in inverse proportion to each other. In
so far as we merely reproduce and continue our ancestors, we tend to live
as they lived, unreceptive to all innovation. A creature whose legacy from
heredity was too considerable and too burdensome would be almost inca-
pable of change. This is the case for animals, which can only advance with
extreme slowness.

The obstacle that progress encounters in this respect is even more diffi-
cult to surmount than that which derives from a community of beliefs and
practices. These latter are only imposed upon the individual from the
outside, by means of a moral action, whilst hereditary tendencies are
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congenital, and have an anatomical basis. Thus the greater the role of
heredity in the distribution of tasks, the more invariable that distribution
is. Consequently, the more the development of the division of labour
becomes difficult, even when it would be useful. This is what happens
within the organism. The function of each cell is determined through its
birth. According to Spencer:

In a living animal … the progress of organization implies, not only that the
units composing each differentiated part severally maintain their position, but
also that their progeny succeed to those positions. Bile-cells which, while
performing the functions, grow and give origin to new bile-cells, are, when they
decay and disappear, replaced by these: the cells descending from them do not
migrate to the kidneys, or the muscles, or the nervous centres, to join in the
performance of their duties.2

Thus, however, the changes that occur in the physiological organization of
labour are very rare, limited and slow.

Now, many facts tend to demonstrate that originally heredity had very
considerable influence over the distribution of social functions.

Undoubtedly, among extremely primitive peoples from this viewpoint
heredity plays no part at all. The few functions that begin to specialize are
elective ones, but they are still not entirely constituted. The chief or chiefs
are hardly distinguishable from the masses they lead. Their power is as
limited as it is ephemeral. All members of the group are on an equal foot-
ing. But as soon as the division of labour appears in any marked fashion it
is fixed in a form that is passed on by heredity. It is in this way that castes
arise. India offers us the most perfect model of this organization of labour,
but it is to be found elsewhere. Among the Jews the sole functions that
were sharply separated from others were those of the priesthood, which
were strictly hereditary. The same was true in Rome for all public func-
tions, which carried with them religious functions, and which were the
privilege of the patricians alone. In Assyria, Persia and Egypt society was
divided up in the same way. Where castes tended to disappear they were
replaced by social classes which, although they were less hermetically
closed to the outsider, nevertheless rest upon the same principle.

Certainly this institution is not the mere consequence of the fact of
hereditary transmission. Many causes have contributed to bring it about.
Yet it would not have been able to become so generalized, nor to have
persisted so long if, in general, it had not had the effect of installing each
individual in the place for which he was most suitable. If the caste system
had gone counter to individual aspirations and the interests of society, no
expedient could have ensured that it was maintained. If, in the average
case, individuals had not been born capable of really fulfilling the function
assigned to them by custom or law, this traditional classification of citizens
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would quickly have been overtoppled. This is proved by the fact that such
a collapse indeed occurs as soon as such a mismatch arises. Thus the rigid-
ity of the social framework merely expresses the immutable way in which
abilities were distributed at that time, and this immutability itself can only
be due to the action exerted by the laws of heredity. Doubtless, education
reinforced their influence, since it was carried on entirely within the family
circle and prolonged to a late age for reasons we have already stated. But
education could not have produced such results by itself, for it only has
utility and effectiveness if its action is in conformity with heredity. In short,
heredity was only able to become a social institution where it played an
effective social role. Indeed, we know that ancient peoples had a very keen
feeling as to what it was. Not only do we find traces of it in the customs
about which we have just spoken, and in similar ones, but it is voiced
directly in more than one literary record.3 It is impossible for so general an
error to be a mere illusion, corresponding to nothing real. ‘All peoples,’
declares Ribot, ‘have at least a vague faith in hereditary transmission. One
might even maintain that this faith was stronger in primitive times than in
civilised times. Institutional heredity arose from such a natural faith.
Certainly social and political reasons, or even prejudices, must have
contributed to the development of this faith, strengthening it, but it would
be absurd to believe that it was pure invention.’4

Moreover, the heredity of professions was very often the rule, even
when the law did not insist upon it. Thus medicine among the Greeks was
first of all cultivated by a small number of families. ‘The Asclepiads, or
priests of Aesculphasus, claimed that they were the offspring of that god.
… Hippocrates was the seventeenth doctor in his family. The art of divina-
tion, the gift of prophecy, that lofty sign of the gods’ favour, was esteemed
by the Greeks to be transmitted most frequently from father to son.’5 ‘In
Greece,’ states Hermann, ‘heredity of function was only prescribed by law
for certain conditions and functions which appertained very closely to reli-
gious life, such as in Sparta for cooks and flute-players. But custom had
also made it more generally the rule for artisan professions than is
commonly believed.’6 Even today, in many lower societies functions are
distributed according to race. In a large number of African tribes the black-
smiths are descendants of a different race than the rest of the population.
The same was true for the Jews in the time of Saul:

In Abyssinia almost all artisans are of a foreign race; the mason is a Jew, the
tanner and the weaver are Moslems, the armourer and the goldsmith are Greeks
and Copts. In India many of the differences between castes which indicate
differences in occupations still coincide today with differences in race. In all
countries with a mixed population the descendants of the same family custom-
arily devote themselves to certain professions. Thus in Eastern Germany for
centuries the fishermen were Slavs.7
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These facts give great credence to Lucas’s view, according to which ‘the
heredity of professions is the primitive type, the elementary form of all
those institutions founded upon the principle of the heredity of the moral
nature’.

But we also know how much in these societies any progress is slow and
difficult. For centuries work remains organized in the same way, with no
thought of any innovation. ‘Heredity displays itself to us with its usual
characteristics: conservation and stability.’8 Consequently, for the division
of labour to develop, men needed to succeed in throwing off the yoke of
heredity and progress needed to be made by breaking up castes and classes.
Their progressive disappearance goes indeed to prove that this emancipa-
tion became a reality, for one cannot see how, if heredity had lost none of
its rights over the individual, it could have grown weaker as an institution.
If statistics stretched far enough back into the past, and particularly if they
provided firmer data on this, they would very probably inform us that
cases of professions by inheritance became increasingly less frequent. What
is certain is that the once so strong faith in heredity is today replaced by a
faith that is almost its opposite. We tend to believe that the individual is
for the most part what his works have made him, and we even fail to
recognize the links that bind him to his race and cause his dependence
upon it. At least this view is very widespread and is one that causes the
psychologists of heredity almost to complain. It is also a somewhat curi-
ous fact that heredity did not come into the purview of science until the
moment when it had almost vanished from that of belief. Yet there is no
contradiction here. For what, finally, the common consciousness affirms is
not that heredity does not exist, but that its importance is less great, and
science, as we shall see, reveals nothing that contradicts this view.

But it is important to establish this fact directly, and particularly to
demonstrate the causes.

I

Firstly, heredity loses its sway over the course of evolution because simul-
taneously new modes of activity were constituted that did not depend
upon its influence.

A first proof of the static state of heredity is the static state of the main
human races. From the most distant times, no new races have arisen. If at
least this same term is applied, as de Quatrefages9 applies it, to the differ-
ent types that have sprung from the three or four main basic types, then
we must add that the more they move away from their point of origin, the
less these types present those characteristics that constitute a race. Indeed
everyone agrees in recognizing that what is the characteristic of race is the
existence of hereditary similarities. Thus anthropologists make physical
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characteristics the basis for their classifications, because these are the most
hereditary of all. But the more limited anthropological types are, the more
difficult it becomes to define them as a function of exclusively organic
properties, because these are no longer numerous or distinctive enough.
Wholly moral resemblances, established with the help of linguistics,
archaeology and comparative law, become preponderant, although there is
no reason to concede that these are hereditary. They serve to demarcate
civilizations rather than races. As progress takes place, the human varia-
tions that form therefore become less hereditary and are less and less based
on race. The continual powerlessness of our species to produce new races
even stands in most vivid contrast with the opposite fecundity of the
animal species. What does this signify, if not that human culture, as it
develops, is increasingly unamenable to this kind of transmission? What
men have added, and continue daily to add, to the primitive basis that has
been fixed for centuries in the structure of the first races, thus increasingly
eludes the action of heredity. But if this is true for the main stream of civi-
lization it is all the more so for each of the special tributaries that go to
make it up, that is, each functional activity and its products.

The facts that follow confirm this inductive statement.
It is an established truth that the degree of simplicity of psychological

facts provides the yardstick for their transmissibility. Indeed the more
complex such conditions are, the more easily they break up, because their
greater complexity maintains them in a state of unstable equilibrium. They
resemble those skilful constructions whose architecture is so delicate that
some small event is enough to disturb their structure so that, at the slight-
est tremor, the edifice is undermined and crumbles apart, laying bare the
area of ground it covered. Thus in cases of general paralysis the self
dissolves slowly until, so to speak, nothing else remains than the organic
basis upon which it rested. Normally it is under the shock of illness that
such disruptive acts occur. But we can see that seminal transmission can
have analogous consequences. Indeed, in the act of fertilization strictly
individual characteristics tend mutually to cancel one another out. This is
because, since those that are specific to one parent can only be transmitted
to the detriment of the other parent, a kind of conflict is set up between
them from which they cannot possibly emerge unscathed. But the more
complex the state of consciousness, the more personal it is, the more it
bears the stamp of the special circumstances in which we have lived, and
of our sex and temperament. We resemble one another much more by the
lower and basic depths of our being than by these higher reaches. On the
other hand, it is by the latter we are distinguished from one another. Thus
if they do not disappear completely in hereditary transmission at least they
can only survive in a withdrawn, enfeebled state.

The more specific the aptitudes, the more complex they are. It is indeed
mistaken to believe that our activity grows simpler as our tasks become
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more delimited. On the contrary, it is when these are dissipated over a
multitude of objects that our activity is simple. Since the activity then
neglects what is personal and distinctive in order to concentrate on what
they have in common, it is reduced to a few very general operations appro-
priate to very many different circumstances. But when it is a matter of
adapting ourselves to particular and specific objects, so as to take account
of the subtle distinctions between them, we can only succeed by combin-
ing a very large number of states of consciousness, differentiated accord-
ing to the image of the very things to which they relate. Once these are
articulated together and established, these systems undoubtedly function
with greater ease and rapidity, but they are still very complex. What a
prodigious assembly of ideas, images and habits are to be observed when
a printer sets up a page of type, a mathematician combines together a host
of isolated theorems and causes in order to derive a new theorem, a doctor
who, from some imperceptible sign, recognizes instantly the illness and at
the same time foresees how it will develop! Compare the extraordinarily
elementary technique of the ancient philosopher and sage who, by the
sheer power of thought, sets out to explain the world, with that of the
scientist of today who only succeeds in solving a very specific problem by
an extremely complex combination of observations and experiments,
thanks to the reading of works written in every language, to correspon-
dence and discussion, etc. It is the dilettante who preserves intact his prim-
itive simplicity. The complexity of his nature is only superficial. As he
tackles the job of interesting himself in everything, he seems to have a
thousand different tastes and aptitudes. This is pure illusion! Look into the
heart of things and you will see that everything boils down to a very small
number of general, simple faculties, ones which, however, having lost none
of their primal indeterminateness, relinquish easily their grasp upon the
objects to which they are attached in order to snatch at others. Viewed
from the outside, one perceives an uninterrupted succession of varied
events, but it is the same actor playing all the parts in slightly different
costume. That surface resplendent with so many finely shaded colours skil-
fully blended together, in the end covers a lamentable monotone. The dilet-
tante has loosened up and refined the potentialities within him, but has not
been able to transform them and blend them differently so as to draw from
them some new and definite work. He has raised up nothing individual
and lasting upon the ground that nature has bequeathed him.

Consequently, the more specific the faculties, the more difficult it is to
pass them on. Or, if one succeeds in passing them on from one generation
to another, they cannot fail to lose some of their strength and precision.
They are less resistant, more malleable. Through their greater lack of
determinacy they can the more easily change under the influence of family
circumstances, fortune and education, etc. In short, the more the forms of
activity are specialized, the more they elude the effect of heredity.
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Yet cases have nevertheless been cited where professional abilities seem
to be hereditary. Tables drawn up by Galton seem to demonstrate that
occasionally there are veritable dynasties of scientists, poets and musicians.
De Candolle, for his part, has established that the sons of scientists ‘have
often been engaged in science’.10 In the event, these observations have no
value as proof. Of course we would not dream of maintaining that the
transmission of special abilities is fundamentally impossible. We merely
say that in general it does not occur, because it cannot be effected save by
a miracle of equilibrium that cannot often be repeated. It is therefore
valueless to quote this or that special case where it has occurred or appears
to have occurred. But we should still see what part such cases play in the
overall total of scientific vocations. Only then can we judge whether they
really do demonstrate that heredity has a great influence on the way in
which social functions are divided up.

Although this comparison cannot be made methodically, one fact estab-
lished by de Candolle tends to prove how limited is the effect of heredity
on these careers. Of 100 foreign associate members of the Académie de
Paris whose genealogy de Candolle has been able to trace, 14 descend from
Protestant clergymen and 5 only from physicians, surgeons and pharma-
cologists. Of 48 members of the Royal Society of London in 1829, 8 were
the sons of clergymen and only 4 had fathers in the same [scientific] type
of activity. Yet the total number of the latter:

in countries not including France, must be very much greater than the number
of Protestant clerics. Indeed among Protestant populations, considered sepa-
rately, physicians, surgeons, pharmacologists and veterinary surgeons are
roughly as numerous as clergymen. When there is added those from countries
which are purely Catholic, omitting France, they constitute a much more
considerable number than the total of Protestant pastors or ministers. The stud-
ies that medical men have undertaken and the work to which they must habit-
ually devote themselves in their profession lie much more in the realm of science
than do the studies and work of a Protestant clergyman. If success in the
sciences were solely a matter of heredity there would be many more sons of
doctors, pharmacologists, etc., on our list than sons of the manse.11

Even then it is not at all certain that the scientific vocations of the sons of
scientists are really due to heredity. To be correct in ascribing them to hered-
ity it is not enough to discover a similarity of aptitude in parents and chil-
dren. The latter would still have needed to have demonstrated their abilities
after having been brought up from earliest childhood outside their own
family and in an environment completely devoid of any scientific culture. In
fact all the sons of scientists who were observed were brought up in their
own families, where they naturally found more intellectual support and
encouragement than their fathers had received. There are also the matters
of advice and example, the desire to follow their father’s example, to use his
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books, his scientific collections, his research, his laboratory: all of these are
powerful stimulants for a well-disposed and alert mind. Finally, in the
institutions where they complete their studies, scientists’ sons come into
contact with cultured minds, or ones ready to imbibe the high culture. The
effect of this new environment is only to strengthen the previous one.
Doubtless in societies where it is the rule for the child to follow the father’s
profession, such regularity cannot be explained by a mere coincidence of
external circumstances, for it would be a miracle if in every case it
occurred with such perfect congruence. Yet the situation is not the same
with those isolated and almost exceptional chance meetings of circum-
stances that are to be observed today.

It is true that several of the English scientists to whom Galton addressed
himself12 have insisted upon a special and innate aptitude that they
allegedly felt from childhood for the science that they were to study later.
But, as de Candolle remarks, it is very difficult to know whether these
aptitudes

arise from birth or from the vivid impressions of youth, and the influences
which have aroused and directed them. Moreover, these tastes change, and the
sole ones important for a career are those which persist. In that case, the indi-
vidual who distinguishes himself in a science or who continues to cultivate it
with pleasure unerringly declares that with him it was an innate taste. On the
contrary, those who have had special aptitudes in childhood and who have
thought no more about them, do not speak of them. Let us consider the innu-
merable children who hunt butterflies or form a collection of shells or insects,
etc., who do not become naturalists. I also know a fair number of examples of
scientists who in their youth had a passion for writing poetry or plays, and who
later on have had an entirely different occupation.13

Another observation by the same author shows how great is the effect of
the social environment upon the genesis of these aptitudes. If they were due
to heredity, they would be equally hereditary in every country. Scientists
springing from scientists would be in the same proportion among all
peoples of the same type.

Now the facts reveal an entirely different state of affairs. In Switzerland for two
centuries there have been more scientists grouped by family than isolated cases
of scientists. In France and Italy, on the other hand, the number of scientists
who are the sole representatives in their family constitute the overwhelming
majority. Yet physiological laws are the same for all men. Thus in each family
education, the example and the advice given must have exercised a more consid-
erable influence than heredity on the particular career of young scientists. It is
moreover easy to understand why this influence has been stronger in
Switzerland than in most countries. Education continues up to the age of eight-
een or twenty in each town, and in conditions such that pupils live at home with
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their father. This was particularly true during the last century and the first half
of the present one, especially in Geneva and Basel, i.e. in those two cities which
have provided the largest proportion of scientists linked by family ties.
Elsewhere, and especially in France and Italy, it has always been common for
the young to be brought up in colleges where they board, and where conse-
quently they find themselves removed from family influence.14

Thus there are no grounds for admitting ‘the existence of innate,
compelling vocations for special purposes’.15 At least, if they exist they are
not the rule. Bain likewise remarks that ‘The son of a great philologist
does not inherit a single vocable; the son of a great traveller may be
surpassed, at school, in his geography by the son of a coal-miner’.16 This
is not to say that heredity has no influence, but what it transmits are very
general faculties and not a special aptitude for this or that science. What
the child receives from his parents is some force of attention, a certain
degree of perseverance, a sound judgement, imagination, etc. But each one
of these faculties can be appropriate for a host of different specialisms and
ensure his success in them. Take the case of a child endowed with a fairly
lively imagination. From an early age he is in contact with artists: he will
become a painter or a poet. If he lives in an industrial environment he will
become an engineer with an inventive mind. If chance places him in the
business world he will perhaps one day become the daring financier.
Naturally he will take with him everywhere his own nature, his need to
create and imagine, his passion for innovation. But the careers where he
will be able to use his talents and satisfy his bent are very many. Moreover,
this is what de Candolle established by direct observation. He noted the
qualities useful in the sciences that his father got from his grandfather.
Here is the list: willpower, a sense of order, sound judgement, a certain
power of attention, distaste for metaphysical abstractions, and independ-
ence of views. It is undoubtedly a fine legacy, but one with which he might
equally have become an administrator, a statesman, an historian, an econ-
omist, a great industrialist, an excellent doctor, or indeed a naturalist, as
did de Candolle. It is therefore clear that circumstances played a large part
in his choice of a career, and indeed it is from his own son that we learn
this.17 Only a mathematical mind and musical feeling may well be tenden-
cies that fairly frequently stem from birth, due to direct inheritance from
the parents. This apparent anomaly will come as no surprise, if we recall
that these two talents developed very early on in the history of humanity.
Music is the first of the arts and mathematics the first of the sciences that
men have cultivated. This double faculty must therefore be more general
and less complex than is believed, and it is this that would explain its
transmissibility.

Much the same may be said about another vocation, that of crime.
According to the very true remark of Tarde, the different varieties of crime
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and of offences relate to professions, despite the fact that they are harm-
ful. Occasionally the technique they employ is very complex. The swindler,
the counterfeiter and the forger are forced to display more science and
more art in their occupation than are many normal workers. It has been
maintained that not only moral perversity generally, but also the specific
forms of criminality are a product of heredity. People have believed it was
possible to put at over 40 per cent ‘the rate of born criminals’.18 If this
proportion were proved correct, we would have to conclude from it that
heredity has occasionally a great influence upon the way in which the
professions, even special ones, are distributed.

To demonstrate this, two different methods have been tried. Often we
have contented ourselves with quoting the case of families who have
devoted themselves entirely to wrongdoing over several generations. But
apart from the fact that we cannot determine the relative contribution of
heredity among all criminal vocations, such observations, however numer-
ous, do not constitute demonstrations of proof from experience. Because
the son of a thief becomes a thief himself it does not follow that his
immoral nature is a legacy bequeathed him by his father. To interpret the
facts in this way we would have to be able to isolate the effects of hered-
ity from those of circumstances, education, etc. If the child manifested his
aptitude for thieving after having been brought up in a perfectly sound
family, we would then have good grounds for citing the influence of hered-
ity. Yet we possess very few observations of this nature that have been
systematically undertaken. This objection still holds even by noting that
the families who are dragged into wrongdoing in this way are occasionally
very numerous. Numbers do not enter into it, for the home environment,
which is the same for the whole family, no matter how extensive it may be,
suffices to explain this endemic criminality.

The method followed by Lombroso would prove more conclusive if it
gave the results that its author anticipated. Instead of enumerating for us
a certain number of particular cases, he builds up an anatomical and phys-
iological criminal type. As anatomical and physiological characteristics –
particularly the first – are congenital, that is, determined by heredity, it
would suffice to establish the proportion of offenders who represent the
type defined in these terms, so as to measure exactly the influence of hered-
ity upon this particular form of activity.

As we have seen, according to Lombroso this proportion would be
considerable. But the figure quoted only expresses the relative frequency of
the criminal type in general. Consequently all we can conclude from it is
that the propensity to wrongdoing in general is often hereditary. Yet noth-
ing can be deduced from it relating to the particular forms of crimes and
of offences. Moreover, nowadays we know that this alleged criminal type
really consists of nothing specific. Many traits that go to make it up are to
be found elsewhere. All we can perceive is that it resembles the type of the
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degenerate and neurasthenic.19 If this fact proves that among criminals
there are many neurasthenics it does not always follow that neurasthenia
leads inevitably to crime. There are at least as many neurasthenics who are
honest, and they may even be men of talent or genius.

Thus if abilities are the less transmissible the more specific they are, the
importance of heredity in the social organization of labour is all the greater
when that labour is less divided up. In lower societies, where the functions
are very general, these demand only aptitudes that are likewise general and
that can more easily pass as a whole from one generation to another. Each
person receives at birth all that is essential to sustain his character; what
he must acquire for himself is of little consequence compared with what he
derives from heredity. In the Middle Ages the noble, in order to carry out
his duty, had no need of any very intricate knowledge or practices, but
above all had need of courage, which came to him by virtue of blood. The
Levite and Brahmin, in order to carry on their occupations, had no need
of very extensive knowledge – we can measure its extent from the books
that contained it – but required an inborn intellectual superiority that
made them open to ideas and sentiments that were closed to the common
people. To be a good doctor in Aesculapius’ time, there was no need to
receive a very extensive education. It sufficed to have a natural taste for
observation and concrete things and, as this taste is general enough to be
easily transmissible, it was inevitable that it was perpetuated in certain
families and, in consequence, the medical profession was hereditary.

Under these conditions we can very easily explain how heredity becomes
a social institution. Doubtless, it was not these wholly psychological causes
that may have inspired the organization of castes. Yet once that organiza-
tion was created under the aegis of other causes it lasted because it
happened to be perfectly in accord with the taste of individuals and the
interests of society. Since professional ability was a quality of the race
rather than the individual, it was quite natural that the same held good for
the function. Since the functions were allocated invariably in the same way,
it could only be beneficial for the law to put the seal of its approval on the
principle of this distribution. When the individual has only a small share
in the training of his mind and character, he can have no greater say in the
choice of his career and, if greater freedom were allowed him, generally he
would not know what to do with it. If only the same general ability could
serve different professions! But precisely because the work is so little
specialized, only a small number of functions exist that are separated from
one another by clear-cut differences. Consequently one can hardly succeed
in more than one of them. Thus in this respect the margin left to individ-
ual combinations is limited. In the end, inheritance of functions is like that
of property. In lower societies the heritage handed down by one’s ances-
tors, most usually consisting of landed estate, represents the most consid-
erable portion of inheritance of each individual family. The individual,

 



because the economic functions are scarcely active at that time, cannot add
much to that inheritance. Thus it is not he who is the owner, but the family,
the collective entity, made up not only of all the members of the present
generation, but of the whole succession of generations. This is why patri-
monial goods are inalienable. No transient representative of the domestic
unit can dispose of them, for they are not his. They belong to the family,
just as the function belongs to the caste. Even when the law modifies its
initial prohibitions, alienation of the patrimony is considered a breach of
faith. It is for every class of the population what an ill-matched marriage
is for the aristocracy. It is an act of treason to the race, a defection. Thus,
whilst tolerating it, for a long while the law put all kinds of obstacles in its
way. It is from this that the right of repossession springs.

This is not the case in societies of more considerable size, in which work
is more divided up. As functions are more diversified, the same faculty can
be of service in different professions. Courage is as necessary to the miner,
the balloonist, the doctor or the engineer as it is to the soldier. A liking for
observation can equally turn a man into a novelist, a playwright, a
chemist, a naturalist or a sociologist. In short, the direction in which an
individual goes is less essentially predetermined by heredity.

But above all what diminishes the relative importance of heredity is the
fact that the share of individual acquisitions becomes more considerable.
To exploit the hereditary legacy much more must be added to it than
formerly. Indeed, as functions became more specialized, merely general
abilities were no longer adequate. It was necessary to subject them to a
process of active development, to acquire a whole world of ideas, actions
and habits, co-ordinating and systematizing them, reshaping their nature
and giving it new form and contour. If we only compare – and we are
taking points of comparison very close to one another – the ‘honourable
man’ of the seventeenth century with his open but sparsely furnished mind,
with the modern scientist, armed with all the procedures and knowledge
needful for the science that he professes; or let us compare the nobleman
of former times, with his natural courage and pride, with the officer of
today, with his laborious and complicated techniques: then we are able to
judge the importance and variety of the combinations that have been grad-
ually superimposed upon the original foundation.

Yet because they are very complex, such skilful combinations are frag-
ile. They are in a state of unstable equilibrium that cannot resist any
powerful shock. If indeed they were found to be identical in both parents,
they might perhaps survive the crisis of the generations. But such a state
of identity is wholly exceptional. Firstly, these combinations are specific to
each sex; then, as societies spread out while becoming denser, cross-
matchings are made over a broader area, bringing together individuals
more different in temperament. All this superb flowering of states of
consciousness thus dies with us, and we hand on to our descendants only
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some indeterminate germ of it. It is for them to fertilize it afresh, and
consequently they can, if necessary, the more easily modify its develop-
ment. They are no longer constrained to replicate so closely what their
fathers did. It would doubtless be mistaken to believe that each generation
begins with new effort, and in its entirety, the work of centuries, as this
would make all progress impossible. If the past is no longer transmitted
through inheritance by blood, it does not follow that it is wiped out: it
remains fixed in the records, the traditions of every kind, and in the habits
imparted by education. But tradition is a much weaker bond than hered-
ity; it predetermines in a considerably less rigorous way, and less clearly,
our thought and conduct. Moreover, we have seen how tradition becomes
more flexible as societies become more densely concentrated. A wider field
is thus opened up for individual variations, one that broadens out still
more as labour is increasingly divided up.

In short, civilization can only be fixed in the organism through the most
general bases upon which it rests. The more it raises itself up, the more in
consequence does it free itself from the body: it becomes less and less an
organic thing, more and more a social thing. But then it is no longer
through the mediation of the body that it can perpetuate itself, viz., hered-
ity is increasingly incapable of ensuring its continuity. Thus heredity loses
its dominance, not because it has ceased to be a law of our nature, but
because in order to live we must have weapons that it cannot provide for
us. To be sure, we can draw nothing from nothing, and the raw materials
which it alone furnishes us are of capital importance. But those that are
added to them are no less important. The hereditary patrimony retains
great value, but it no longer represents more than an increasingly restricted
part of the individual fortune. In these conditions we can already explain
how heredity has disappeared from social institutions and how the mass of
the people, no longer discerning the initial hereditary capital because of the
additions overlaying it, no longer feel its importance to the same extent.

II

But there is something else: there is every reason to think that the heredi-
tary component decreases not only in relative, but also in absolute value.
Heredity becomes a lesser value in human development, not only because
there is an ever-increasing multitude of new acquisitions that it cannot pass
on, but also because those that it does pass on do not impede individual
variations to such a great extent. This conjecture makes the following facts
very likely to be correct.

One can measure the importance of the hereditary legacy for any given
species by the number and strength of the instincts. Now it is already very
remarkable how the life of the instincts grows weaker as one rises in the
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animal scale. This is because instinct is a definite way of acting, attuned to
an end that is narrowly determined. It impels the individual to undertake
acts that are invariably the same and that are reproduced automatically
when the necessary conditions are given. It is fixed in form. Doubtless in
extremis instincts can be made to deviate from these acts. But, in addition
to the fact that such deviations, in order to remain stable, demand a long
process of development, their effect is none other than to substitute one
instinct for another, one special mechanism for another of the same kind.
On the other hand, the more the animal belongs to a higher species, the
more the use of the instinct becomes optional. ‘It is no longer,’ states
Perrier, ‘an unconscious ability to form a combination of indeterminate
actions; it is the ability to act differently according to the circumstances.’20

To state that the influence of heredity is more general, vaguer, less categor-
ical, is to declare that it has grown less. It no longer imprisons the animal
inside a rigid framework, but leaves it more free play. As Perrier also states,
‘With the animal, as intelligence increases, the conditions of heredity are
profoundly modified’.

When we pass from animals to man, this regression of heredity is even
more striking. ‘Man does everything that the animals do, and more; only
he does it knowing what he is doing and why he is doing it. This simple
consciousness of his actions seems to liberate him from all the instincts
which would necessarily impel him to carry out these same acts.’21 It
would take too long to enumerate here all those movements instinctive
to the animal but that have ceased to be hereditary with man. Even
where instinct survives, it has less power, and the will can more easily
master it.

But then there is no reason to suppose that this regressive movement,
which has continued uninterruptedly from the species of lower animals to
the highest, and from these to man, ceases abruptly with the coming of the
human race. Was man, from the very day that he entered historical times,
totally freed from instinct? But we still feel the burden of it today. Can it
be that the causes effecting this progressive liberation, whose continuity we
have just seen, have suddenly lost their power? But clearly they become
mixed up with the very causes that determine the general progress of the
species, and as this progress does not cease, they cannot be halted either.
Such an hypothesis runs counter to all analogies. It is even contrary to
well-established facts. It is indeed proved that intelligence and instinct
always vary in inverse proportion to each other. For the moment we have
no need to investigate how this relationship arises; we are content to assert
its existence. Yet from his origins man has not ceased to develop; instinct
must therefore have followed the opposing course. Consequently, although
this proposition cannot be established by a positive observation of the
facts, we must believe that heredity has lost ground in the course of human
evolution.
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Another fact corroborates this. Not only has evolution not been the
cause of new races arising since the dawn of history, but even the ancient
races have always been in a state of regression. It is because a race is formed
by a certain number of individuals who present, in relation to the same
hereditary type, a sufficiently large degree of conformity for individual vari-
ations to be neglected. Yet the importance of these variations is continually
increasing. Individual types become ever more prominent, to the detriment
of the generic type. The characteristics from which the generic type is
formed are dispersed in all directions, intermingled with a host of others,
and infinitely diversified, so that they can no longer easily be brought
together in a whole that has some semblance of unity. This dispersion and
effacement, moreover, began even with peoples who were very little
advanced. Through their isolation the Eskimos seem to be placed in very
favourable conditions for the maintenance of the purity of their race.
However, ‘the variations in size exceed the permitted individual limits. …
At Hotham’s Inlet the Eskimo [N. Alaska] resembled exactly a negro; at
Spafaryeva Promontory [Siberia], a Jew (Seeman). The oval face, assorted
with a Roman nose, is not rare (King). Their complexion is sometimes very
dark and sometimes very fair.’22 If this is the case in such restricted societies,
the same phenomenon must be replicated much more markedly in our great
modern-day societies. In Central Europe are to be found side by side all the
possible varieties of skull, all the possible forms of the face. The same is true
for the complexion. According to observations carried out by Virchow, out
of ten million children drawn from different social classes in Germany, the
fair-headed type, which is characteristic of the German race, has been
observed only between 43 to 33 times in a hundred in the North, 32 to 25
times in the Central region, and 24 to 18 times in the South.23Under the
circumstances, with variations continuing to increase, one can see why the
anthropologist is scarcely unable to draw up clearly defined types.

Galton’s recent research confirms, as well as enabling us to explain, this
weakening of the influence of heredity.24

According to this author, whose observations and calculations seem
difficult to refute, the sole characteristics regularly and wholly transmitted
by heredity in any given social group are those that when they occur
together constitute the average type. Thus a son born of exceptionally tall
parents will not be of their height, but will approximate more to the aver-
age height. Conversely, if they are smaller than average, he will be taller
than they. Galton was even able to measure, at least approximately, this
relationship of deviation from the mean. If we agree to call the average
parent a composite being who represents the average of two real parents
(the characteristics of the mother are transposed in such a way as to be
able to be compared with those of the father, added together and then
divided), the deviation of the son in relation to this fixed standard will be
two-thirds that of the father.25
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Galton has established this law not only for size, but also for eye colour
and artistic abilities. It is true that he has only focused his observations
upon quantitative deviations, and not upon the qualitative deviations that
individuals represent in relation to the average type. But we cannot see
why the law should apply to one category and not to the other. If the rule
is that heredity only transmits well those attributes constituting this type,
according to the degree of development in which they are to be found, it
must also transmit well only those attributes found there. What is true for
the abnormal extent of normal characteristics must a fortiori be true for
the abnormal characteristics. They must in fact pass from one generation
to another in a merely weakened form and tend to extinction.

This law, moreover, can be explained without difficulty. A child does not
inherit only from his parents, but from all his ancestors. Undoubtedly the
effect of the parents is especially strong, because it is immediate, but the
effect of the previous generations is liable to be cumulative when it is all
exerted in the same direction. Thanks to this accumulation, which makes
up for the effects of remoteness in time, it can reach a degree of effective-
ness sufficient to neutralize or weaken that of the parents. The average
type of a natural group is that which corresponds to the conditions of aver-
age life, and consequently to the most ordinary conditions. It expresses the
way in which individuals have adapted to what we may term the average
environment, both physical and social, that is, the environment in which
the largest number live. These average conditions were more frequent in
the past, for the same reason that makes them the most general conditions
in the present day. They are therefore the conditions in which most of our
ancestors were placed. It is true that over time they may have changed, but
generally they are modified only slowly. The average type thus remains
appreciably the same for a long time. It is consequently this type that is
most frequently and most uniformly replicated in the series of past gener-
ations, at least in those generations that are recent enough to bring their
influence effectively to bear. It is because of this consistency that the aver-
age type becomes fixed, making it the gravitational centre for hereditary
influence. The characteristics that go to make it up are those that are the
most resistant, and that tend to be transmitted most powerfully and
precisely. On the other hand, those that deviate from this gravitational
centre survive only in an indeterminate state, all the more indeterminate
the more considerable their degree of deviation. This is why the deviations
that occur are never other than temporary and never even succeed in last-
ing for any time, save in very imperfect fashion.

However, this very explanation, which is, moreover, slightly different
from that which Galton himself proposed, permits us to speculate that his
law, to be perfectly exact, may need some slight rectification. Indeed the
average type of our ancestors is never merged with that of our generation
save in so far as that average life has not changed. Yet in fact variations
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occur from one generation to another that entail changes in the constitu-
tion of the average type. If the facts gathered by Galton nevertheless
appear to confirm his law in the way that he has formulated it, it is because
he has scarcely verified it save for physical characteristics, which are rela-
tively unchangeable, such as size and eye colour. But if we carried out
observations regarding other properties, using the same method, whether
these properties were organic or psychological, it is certain that we should
perceive the effects of evolution. Consequently, to speak with absolute
accuracy, the characteristics whose transmissibility is of the highest order
are not those the sum of which constitutes the average type for any given
generation, but those we would obtain by taking the average among the
average types of successive generations. Without this correction, moreover,
one could not explain how the average of the group can improve. If we
take Galton’s proposition literally, societies would always and inevitably
be brought back to the same level, since the average type of two genera-
tions, even distant from one another, would be identical. Yet far from this
identity constituting the law, on the contrary, we see even physical charac-
teristics as simple as average height or the average colour of eyes gradually
change, although very slowly.26 The truth is that if lasting changes occur
in the environment, the organic and psychological modifications resulting
from them end up by becoming fixed, integrating themselves in the aver-
age type that is evolving. The variations that occur on the way cannot
therefore have the same degree of transmissibility as the elements that are
constantly being replicated.

The average type results from the superposing of individual types and
expresses what they most have in common. Consequently the characteris-
tics that form it are the more defined the more identically they are repeated
among the different members of the group. When this identity is complete
they are to be found in their entirety, with all their characteristics, down to
the last detail. On the other hand, when they vary from one individual to
another, as the points at which they coincide are rarer, what subsists of
them in the average type is reduced to a rudimentary outline which is even
more general the greater the differences are. We know that individual dis-
similarities continue to multiply, that is, that the elements that go to make
up the average type become more diversified. The type itself therefore must
comprise a lesser number of definite characteristics, and this is all the more
so when society is more differentiated. The average man takes on an
appearance increasingly less precise, less clearly defined – his physiognomy
is more sketchy. He is an abstraction that is increasingly difficult to fix and
delimit. On the other hand, the more societies belong to a higher species,
the more rapidly they evolve, since tradition becomes more flexible, as we
have already established. Thus the average type changes from one genera-
tion to another, and since it is a doubly composite one resulting from the
superposing of all these average types, it is even more abstract than each
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one of them, and becomes ever increasingly so. Since therefore it is hered-
ity of this type that constitutes normal heredity, we see that, in Perrier’s
phrase, the conditions of normal heredity are profoundly modified. This
undoubtedly does not mean that heredity passes on fewer characteristics in
an absolute way. If individuals display more dissimilar characteristics, they
nevertheless display more characteristics as a whole. But what heredity
transmits consists more and more in indeterminate predispositions, general
ways of feeling and thinking that can become specialized in a thousand
different ways. There is no longer a question, as once there was, of
complete mechanisms, perfectly attuned for special purposes, but only of
very vague tendencies that do not definitively bind the future. The inheri-
tance has not become any the less rich, but no longer does it consist
entirely of liquid assets. Most of the values of which it is composed are not
yet realized, and everything depends upon the use to be made of them.

This greater flexibility in inherited characteristics is not due solely to
their indeterminate state, but to the battering they have undergone because
of the changes through which they have passed. Indeed, we know that a
type is more unstable the more deviations it has already passed through.
‘Sometimes,’ says Quatrefages, ‘the slightest causes swiftly transform these
organisms which, so to speak, have become unstable. The Swiss bull,
transported to Lombardy, becomes a Lombardy bull in two generations.
Two generations also suffice for our Burgundian bees, which are small and
brown, to turn into large, yellow ones in the Bresse region.’ For all these
reasons heredity always leaves the field open to fresh combinations. Not
only is there an increasing number of things over which it has no hold, but
the properties whose continuity it ensures become more plastic. Thus the
individual is tied less strongly to his past; it is easier for him to adapt to
new circumstances as they occur, and progress in the division of labour
therefore becomes easier and swifter.27
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CHAPTER V

Consequences of the Foregoing

I

What has been said above allows us better to understand how the division
of labour functions in society.

From this viewpoint the social division of labour is distinguished by one
essential feature from the physiological division of labour. In the organism
each cell has its definite role which it cannot change. In society tasks have
never been allocated so immutably. Even where the organizational frame-
work is most rigid, the individual has room to manoeuvre with a certain
freedom within the area destiny has apportioned to him. In ancient Rome
the plebeian could freely undertake all the functions not exclusively
reserved for the patricians. Even in India the careers allocated to each caste
were sufficiently general in nature to leave room for a certain choice.1 In
all countries, if the enemy has gained possession of the capital city, that is,
the very brain of the nation, social life is not on that account suspended.
After a relatively short period another town is capable of fulfilling that
complex function, which, however, it has not been prepared for in any
way.

As labour splits up even more, this flexibility and freedom become
greater. We can see the same individual rise from the most humble occupa-
tions to the most important ones. The principle whereby all jobs are
equally accessible to all citizens would not have become so general if it
were not constantly being applied. What is an even more frequent occur-
rence is for a worker to abandon one career in order to take up a similar
one. So long as scientific activity was not specialized, the scientist, who
included in his purview almost the whole of science, could hardly change
his function because he would have had to give up science itself. Nowadays
it often happens that he devotes himself to different sciences in succession,
passing from chemistry to biology, from physiology to psychology, from
psychology to sociology. This ability to adopt successively very diverse
forms of occupation is nowhere so clearly evident as in the economic
world. As nothing is more variable than the tastes and needs to which
these functions correspond, commerce and industry must remain in a
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perpetually unstable state, so as to be able to adapt to all the chances
occurring in demand. Whilst immobility was formerly the almost natural
state of capital, and the law even prevented it being mobilized too easily,
today we can hardly follow it through all the metamorphoses it undergoes,
so great is the speed with which it is applied in a business undertaking, and
then withdrawn to be deposited elsewhere, where it remains only for a few
moments. Thus the workers must be ready to follow it, and consequently
to serve it in different forms of employment.

The nature of the causes on which the social division of labour depends
explains this characteristic. If the role of each cell is fixed almost
immutably, it is because it has been imposed upon it at birth. It is impris-
oned within a hereditary system of habits that put their stamp upon its life
and from which it cannot rid itself. It cannot even modify these habits to
any appreciable extent, because they have affected too profoundly the
substance from which the cell is formed. Its structure predetermines its life.
We have just seen that the same does not hold good for society. The indi-
vidual is not doomed by his origins to a special kind of career. His innate
constitution does not necessarily destine him for one single role, making
him incapable of performing any other, but he receives from heredity only
very general predispositions, which are furthermore very flexible and can
assume different forms.

It is true that he determines the forms himself by the use that he makes
of them. As he must involve his faculties in special functions and cause
them to specialize, he is obliged to subject to a more intense cultivation
those more directly required for his employment and to let the others in
part atrophy. Thus he cannot develop his brain beyond a certain point
without its losing a part of its muscular force or reproductive powers. He
cannot overstimulate his faculties of analysis and reflection without weak-
ening the force of his will and the keenness of his feelings, nor acquire the
habit of observation without losing that of the dialectic. Moreover, by the
very nature of things, the faculty that he intensifies to the detriment of
others is obliged to take on definite forms, of which it gradually becomes
a prisoner. It becomes accustomed to certain practices, to a determinate
way of functioning, that are all the more difficult to change as they last
longer. But this specialization is the result of a purely individual effort, and
has neither the stability nor the rigidity that long heredity alone can
produce. The practices are more flexible because they are of more recent
origin. As it is the individual who is involved in them, he can free himself
from them and mobilize his energies to acquire new practices. He can even
awaken faculties that are paralysed because they have long remained
dormant, restore their vitality, and bring them into prominence once more,
although assuredly this kind of resurrection is already more difficult.

At first sight one is tempted to see in these facts phenomena of regres-
sion, or proof of a certain inferiority; or at the very least the transitional
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state of an incomplete being in the process of development. Indeed, it is
especially among the lower animals that the different parts of the aggre-
gate can as easily change their function and be substituted for one another.
On the other hand, as social organization is perfected, it becomes more
and more impossible for them to move out of the role assigned to them.
Thus one is led to ask whether the day will not dawn when society will
take on a more stable form, in which each organ and individual will have
a definite function and will not change it any more. This was, it would
appear, the thinking of Comte,2 and is certainly that of Spencer.3 However,
such an induction is precipitous. The phenomenon of substitution is not
peculiar to very simple creatures, but is also observed in the highest levels
of the hierarchy, notably in the higher organs of the higher organisms.
Thus:

the disturbances that follow upon the removal of certain areas of the cerebral
cortex very often disappear after a somewhat lengthy lapse of time. This
phenomenon can only be explained by the following assumption: other
elements act as surrogates in the function of the elements that have been
removed. This implies that these surrogate elements are trained to perform new
functions… An element which, under normal relationships of transmission,
activates a visual sensation becomes, thanks to this change in conditions, a
factor in the sense of touch, in a muscular sensation, or in the motor distribu-
tion of the nerves. What is much more, we are almost forced to suppose that if
the central network of the nervous tracts has the power to transmit phenomena
of various kinds to one and the same element, this element will be capable of
assembling internally a number of different functions.4

In this way the motor nerves can become centripetal and the sense nerves
be transformed into centrifugal ones.5 Finally, if a redistribution of all
these functions can be carried out when the conditions of transmission are
modified, there is reason to suppose, according to Wundt, that ‘even in the
normal state, oscillations or variations occur which depend upon the vari-
able development of individuals’.6

This indeed shows that rigorous specialization is not necessarily a mark
of superiority. Far from specialization being good in all circumstances,
there is often an advantage in the organ not being frozen in its role.
Doubtless fixity, even to a very great extent, is useful when the environ-
ment itself is fixed. This is the case, for example, for the nutritional func-
tions in the individual organism. They are not subject to great changes for
the same organic type. Consequently there is no disadvantage, but every
advantage, in their assuming a clear and definitive form. This is why the
polypus, whose internal and external tissues replace each other with such
great ease, is less armed for the struggle than higher animals for whom this
substitution is always incomplete and almost impossible. But it is
completely different when the circumstances upon which the organ
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depends change frequently. Then it is a case of change or perish. This is
what happens to complex functions, which cause creatures to adapt to
complex environments. These environments, because of their complexity,
are indeed essentially unstable. Some break in the equilibrium, or some
new circumstance, is constantly occurring. To remain adapted to the latter,
the function must therefore also always be ready to change, accommodat-
ing to new situations. Now of all the environments that exist, there is none
more complex than the social environment. It is therefore quite natural
that the specialization of social functions is not definitive like that of the
biological functions, and since this complexity increases as labour is
divided up more, this elasticity becomes ever greater. Doubtless it is still
confined within determinate limits, but these are for ever receding.

In the final analysis, what this relative flexibility, which is always
increasing, attests to is the fact that the function becomes more and more
independent of the organ. It is because nothing paralyses a function so
much as to be tied to a structure that is too closely defined, for of all
arrangements there is none more stable or more opposed to change. A
structure is not only a certain way of acting, it is a way of being that neces-
sitates a certain way of acting. It implies not only a certain mode of vibra-
tion peculiar to molecules, but an arrangement of them that makes any
other mode of vibration almost impossible. Thus if a function acquires
more flexibility it is because it sustains a less restricted relationship with
the form of the organ. It is because the bond between these two elements
becomes more relaxed.

We certainly observe this slackening occurring as societies and their
functions become more complex. In lower societies, where tasks are
general and simple, the different categories that are entrusted with them
are distinguished from one another by morphological characteristics; in
other words, each organ is distinguished from the others anatomically.
Like each caste, each stratum of the population has its own way of feed-
ing and clothing itself, etc., and these differences in the way of living entail
physical differences:

Of the Fijians we read that ‘the chiefs are tall, well made, and muscular; while
the lower orders manifest the meagreness arising from laborious service and
scanty nourishment’. The chiefs among the Sandwich Islands ‘are tall and stout,
and their personal appearance is so much superior to that of the common
people, that some have imagined them a distinct race’. Ellis, verifying Cook,
says of the Tahitian, that the chiefs are, ‘almost without exception, as much
superior to the peasantry … in physical strength as they are in rank and circum-
stances’; and Erskine notes a parallel contrast among the Tongans.7

In higher societies, on the other hand, these contrasts disappear. Many
facts go to show that men performing different social functions are distin-
guished less from one another than once they were, by body shape,
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features or build. Pride is even taken in not having the appearance of one’s
occupation. If, in accordance with Tarde’s wishes, statistics and anthropo-
metrics were applied to determine with greater exactness the constituent
characteristics of various professional types, we should probably find that
they differ less than they did in the past, particularly if we take into consid-
eration the greater differentiation in functions.

One fact that confirms this assumption is that the observance of profes-
sional customs is falling more and more into disuse. Indeed, although
modes of dress have certainly served to highlight differences in function,
we cannot see this role as their sole justification, since they are disappear-
ing as social functions are becoming more and more differentiated. They
must therefore correspond to dissimilarities of another kind. If, moreover,
before this practice of dress was instituted, men of different classes had not
already exhibited bodily differences that were apparent, one cannot see
how it would have occurred to them to distinguish themselves from others
in this way. These external marks of conventional origin must therefore
have been invented only in imitation of external marks of natural origin.
Dress does not seem to us anything more than the mark of one’s occupa-
tion which, so as to be apparent even in one’s clothes, puts its stamp on
them and differentiates between them according to its own image. It is, so
to speak, an extension of it. It is above all apparent in those distinctions
that play the same role as does dress and certainly spring from the same
causes, such as the habit of wearing one’s beard trimmed in this or that
particular fashion, or not wearing one at all, or having one’s hair shaved
off or left long, etc. These are the very characteristics of the professional
type which, after having sprung up and been constituted spontaneously,
reproduced themselves by imitation and artificially. The diversity of dress
thus symbolizes above all morphological differences. Consequently, if they
disappear, it means that these differences are also vanishing. If the
members of the various professions no longer feel the need to distinguish
themselves from one another by visible marks, it is because that distinction
no longer corresponds to any reality. Yet the functional dissimilarities
continue to grow in number, becoming more pronounced. This means
therefore that the morphological types are being evened out. But it
certainly does not signify that every kind of brain is capable of every kind
of function without distinction, but that their lack of functional differenti-
ation, whilst remaining subject to limits, is nevertheless increasing.

Now this liberation of the function, far from being a mark of inferior-
ity, only proves that it is becoming more complex. For if it is more difficult
for the constituent elements in the tissues to be arranged so as to embody
it and, in consequence, to retain and imprison it, it is because it is made up
of mechanisms too intricate and delicate. We may even ask whether, after
a certain level of complexity, the function does not definitively escape these
elements, ending up by saturating the organ to such a degree that it is
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impossible for the latter to absorb it completely. That in fact the function
is independent of the form of the substratum is a truth long established by
naturalists. Yet, when it is general and simple, it cannot remain for long in
that state of freedom, because the organ assimilates it easily, and at the
same time enslaves it. However, we have no reason to suppose that this
power of assimilation is indefinite. Everything gives rise to the presump-
tion, on the contrary, that from a certain moment onwards the gap contin-
ues to increase between the simplicity of the molecular arrangements and
the complexity of the functional arrangements. The bond between the
latter and the former thus continues to slacken. Doubtless it does not
follow that the function can exist outside any organ, nor even that there
can ever be an absence of any kind of relationship between the two
elements. But the relationship becomes less direct.

Progress may therefore have the effect of increasingly detaching the func-
tion from the organ – without separating it entirely, however – and life from
matter, consequently ‘spiritualizing’ it, rendering it more flexible and freer
by making it more complex. It is because ‘spiritualism’ gives rise to the feel-
ing that it is the characteristic of the higher forms of existence that one has
always shrunk from regarding psychological life as a mere consequence of
the molecular constitution of the brain. In fact, we know that the lack of
functional difference in the various areas of the encephalon, if not absolute,
is nevertheless large. Thus the cerebral functions are the last to take on an
immutable character. They retain their malleability longer than other func-
tions the more complex they are. Thus their evolution continues much
longer with the scientist than it does with the uneducated man. If therefore
social functions display this same characteristic even more markedly, it is
not because they constitute an exception without precedent, but because
they correspond to a still higher stage in the development of nature.

II

By determining the main cause of the progress of the division of labour
we have at the same time determined the essential factor in what is called
civilization.

It is itself a necessary consequence of the changes occurring in the
volume and density of societies. If science, art and economic activity
develop, it is as the result of a necessity imposed upon men. It is because
for them there is no other way to live, in the new condition in which they
are placed. As soon as the number of individuals between whom social
relationships are established is greater, men can only maintain their posi-
tion by specializing more, working harder, and stimulating their faculties
to excess. From this general stimulation there inevitably arises a higher
level of culture. Viewed in this light civilization thus appears not as a goal
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that motivates people through the attraction it exerts upon them, nor as
some good they dimly perceive and desire beforehand, of which they seek
by every means to possess the largest possible share. Rather is it the effect
of a cause, the necessary resultant of a given state. It is not the pole to
which historical development is orientated, and to which men seek to draw
closer in order to become happier or better, for neither happiness nor
morality necessarily increase with the intensity with which life is lived.
Men go forward because they must. What determines the speed of their
advance is the more or less strong pressure they exert upon one another,
depending upon their number.

This is not to signify that civilization serves no purpose, but it is not the
services that it renders that cause it to progress. It develops because it
cannot but develop. Once this development has been accomplished it is
generally found to be useful, or at least it is used. It corresponds to needs
that have been formed at the same time, because these needs depend upon
the same causes. But this is an adjustment after the event. Even so we must
add that the benefits it renders in this respect are not a positive enrichment,
an increase in our capital stock of happiness, but only serve to make good
the losses that civilization itself has caused. It is because this hyperactivity
of general life is wearisome, tensing up our nervous system, that it finds
itself needing compensation proportionate to the effort that has been
expended, that is, more varied, more complex satisfactions. Here we see
even more clearly how incorrect it is to make civilization the function of
the division of labour. It is only an after-effect. It cannot explain the exis-
tence or progress of that division, since of itself it has no intrinsic or
absolute value; on the contrary, it has no reason for existence except in so
far as the division of labour itself is found necessary.

There will be no surprise at the importance that is thereby given to the
question of numbers, if we note that this plays just as capital a role in the
history of organisms. Indeed, what defines a living creature is its dual
property of being able to feed and reproduce itself, and reproduction is
itself only a consequence of nutrition. It follows that the intensity of
organic life is proportionate, all things being equal, to the activity of the
feeding process, that is, to the number of elements that the organism is
capable of absorbing. Furthermore, what has not only made possible but
also necessitated the appearance of complex organisms is the fact that, in
certain conditions, the simpler ones remain grouped together in such a way
as to form entities of greater size. As the constituent parts of the animal are
then more numerous their relationships are no longer the same, the condi-
tions of social life have changed, and it is these changes in turn that deter-
mine both the division of labour and polymorphism, and the concentration
and greater strength of the vital forces. The growth of organic substance is
therefore the fact dominating all zoological development. It is not surpris-
ing that social development is subject to the same law.
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Moreover, without resorting to this reasoning by analogy, the funda-
mental role of this factor is easily explained. All social life is made up of a
system of facts deriving from positive and durable relationships that are
established between a number of individuals. That life is thus the more
intense the more the reactions exchanged between its component units are
themselves more frequent and energetic. But on what do this frequency
and energy depend? From the nature of the elements present, on the degree
of vitality they possess? But we shall see later in this chapter that individ-
uals are much more a product of life in community than a determining
factor in it. If we remove from each one of them everything due to the
action of society, the residue thus obtained, apart from the fact that it is
reduced to very little, is incapable of presenting a very great variety.
Without the diversity of social conditions on which individuals depend, the
differences dividing them would be inexplicable. Thus it is not in the
unequal abilities of men that we must look for the unequal development of
societies. Might it be in the unequal length of time these relationships last?
But time, by itself, produces nothing. It is only necessary for the latent
forces to come to the light of day. Thus no other variable remains than the
number of individuals who have entered into relationships, and their
moral and physical proximity, that is, the volume and density of society.
The more numerous they are and the more closely they exert their action
upon one another, the more strongly and rapidly do they react together.
Thus, as a result, the more intense social life becomes. It is this intensifica-
tion that constitutes civilization.8

But whilst it is an effect of necessary causes, civilization can become an
end, a desirable object – in short, an ideal. Indeed, for a society at every
moment in its history a certain intensity of collective life exists that is
normal, given the number and distribution of social units. Certainly if
everything happens normally, this state will arise automatically. But the
point is that one cannot propose to act in such a way that everything
occurs normally. If health exists in nature, so also does sickness. Health, in
societies as in individual organisms, is a mere ideal type that is nowhere
realized absolutely. Every healthy individual displays characteristics of that
type, which may be few or many; but no one combines them all. Thus it is
an end worth pursuing to seek to raise society as nearly as possible to this
level of perfection.

Moreover, the path indicated to attain this goal can be shortened. If,
instead of our letting causes produce their effects at random, according to
the forces impelling them, reflective thinking intervenes to direct their
path, this can spare us many a painful ordeal. The development of the indi-
vidual only replicates that of the species in abridged form. It does not
repeat all the phases that the species has passed through. Some it omits,
others it goes through more swiftly, because what the race has already
experienced allows the individual to speed up his own experiences. Yet
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reflective thinking can produce similar results, for it is likewise a use of
previous experience in order to make future experience easier.
Furthermore, by reflection we should not understand solely the scientific
knowledge of the goal and means. Sociology, at its present stage, is hardly
capable of guiding us effectively towards the solution of these practical
problems. But, beyond the clear ideas within which the scientist operates,
there are others that are obscure, and to them trends are linked. For neces-
sity to stimulate the will, it need not be illuminated by science. Mere vague
trial and error suffices to teach men that something is missing, to awaken
their aspirations and at the same time cause them to perceive in what direc-
tion they should bend their efforts.

Thus a mechanistic conception of society does not exclude the ideal; the
conception is wrongly blamed for reducing man to a mere inactive specta-
tor of his own history. What indeed is an ideal, if not the anticipated repre-
sentation of a result that is desired, and whose realization is only possible
through that very act of anticipation? Just because everything happens
according to laws it does not follow that we have to do nothing. Perhaps
such a purpose will seem to be ignoble, because after all its aim is merely
one of helping us to live in a state of health. But this is to forget that for
the educated man, health consists in satisfying regularly his highest needs
just as much as the others, for the former no less than the latter are deeply
rooted in man’s nature. It is true that such an ideal is proximate, and that
the horizons it opens up for us are in no way boundless. In no circum-
stances could such an ideal consist in unduly exalting the forces of society,
but only in developing them within the limits marked out by the defined
state of the social environment. All excess is an evil, as is every insuffi-
ciency. But what other ideal can we put forward for ourselves? To seek to
realize a higher civilization than that demanded by the nature of the
prevailing conditions is to desire to let sickness loose upon the society of
which one forms a part. It is not possible to stimulate collective activity
excessively, beyond the level determined by the state of the social organ-
ism, without compromising its health. In fact, in every age a certain refine-
ment of civilization occurs whose unhealthy character is demonstrated by
the anxiety and restlessness that always accompany it. And sickness is
never desirable.

But if the ideal is always defined, it is never definitive. Since progress is
a consequence of the changes taking place in the social environment, there
is no reason to suppose that it must ever end. For it to be able to come to
a stop, at a given moment the environment would have to remain static.
But such a hypothesis runs counter to the most legitimate inductions. So
long as distinct societies exist, the number of social units in each one will
necessarily vary. Even supposing that the number of births ever succeeds in
being held at a constant level, movements of population will always occur
from one country to another, either through violent conquests or through
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a slow and silent infiltration. Indeed the strongest peoples cannot but tend
to swallow up the weakest, just as those with the greatest population
density pour into those countries where it is less dense. This is a mechani-
cal law of social equilibrium no less necessary than that which regulates the
equilibrium of liquids. For it to be otherwise, all human societies would
have to possess the same vitality and be of the same density – which is
inconceivable, if only because of the diversity of habitats in which they live.

It is true that this source of variation would dry up if the whole of
humanity formed one and the same society. But, leaving aside the fact that
we do not know whether such an ideal is realizable, for progress to be
halted within that gigantic society the relationships between the social
units would themselves have to be shielded from any changes. They would
have to stay distributed in the same manner. Not only the total aggregate,
but each of the primary aggregates from which it was formed, would have
to retain the same dimensions. Yet such uniformity is impossible, by the
mere fact that these sub-groups are not the same in area, nor do they
possess equal vitality. The population cannot be concentrated at every
point in the same way. Inevitably the largest centres, where life is most
intense, exercise a power of attraction over the others commensurate with
their importance. The migrations occurring in this way have the effect of
concentrating social units more in certain regions and consequently deter-
mining further progress, which gradually radiates out over the rest of the
country from the base where it originated. Moreover, these changes entail
others occurring in the communications network, which set off in turn still
more, without it being possible to say where such repercussions cease. In
fact, far from societies approaching a static state as they develop, they
become on the contrary more mobile and malleable.

Nevertheless, if Spencer was able to concede that social evolution has
limits that cannot be extended,9 it is, according to him, because progress
has as its sole reason for existence to assist the individual in adapting to
the cosmic environment around him. For this philosopher perfection
consists in growth in the life of the individual, that is, in a more absolute
congruence of the organism with its physical conditions. As for society, it
is one means whereby this congruence is established, rather than the end
point in a special congruence. Because the individual is not alone in this
world, but is surrounded by rivals who quarrel with him over the means
of existence, he has every interest in establishing between his fellows and
himself relationships with them that serve rather than impede him. Thus
society is born, and the whole of social progress consists in improving
these relationships in such a way as to cause them to accomplish more
completely the effect for which they were established. Thus in spite of the
biological analogies on which he has so insistently dwelt, Spencer does not
see in societies a true reality, existing by itself by virtue of specific and
necessary causes, one that consequently bears down upon man, imposing
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upon him its own nature and to which he is forced to adapt in order to
live, just as he does to his physical environment. For Spencer it is rather an
arrangement instituted by individuals so as to extend the length and scope
of human life.10 It consists wholly in co-operation, either positive or nega-
tive, and both kinds have no other purpose than to adapt the individual to
his physical environment. In this sense it is indeed a secondary condition
for such an adaptation. According to how it is organized, it can bring man
closer, or draw him further away from the state of perfect equilibrium, but
itself is not a factor contributing to the determination of the nature of that
equilibrium. Moreover, since the cosmic environment is endued with a
state of relative constancy, with changes being endlessly prolonged or
infrequent, a development whose purpose is to attune us to that environ-
ment must needs be limited in scope. Inevitably the time will come when
no external relationships that correspond to internal ones exist any more.
Social progress will unerringly come to a halt, since it will have arrived at
the goal towards which it was striving, and which was the reason for its
existence: it will have been completed.

Yet in these conditions the progress of the individual itself becomes
inexplicable.

Indeed, why should that progress aim at a more perfect congruence with
the physical environment? For greater happiness? We have already set out
our position on this point. We cannot even say of any particular form of
congruence that it is any more complete than another, by the mere fact that
it is more complex. It is alleged that an organism is in a state of equilib-
rium when it responds appropriately, not to all external forces, but only to
those that have an impact upon it. If some do not affect it, for the organ-
ism they are as if they did not exist, and consequently it has no need to
adapt to them. Whatever may be their physical proximity, they lie outside
the sphere within which it must adapt, since it in turn lies outside the
sphere of their effect. Thus if the subject is constituted simply and homo-
geneously, there will only be a few external circumstances of a kind that
require its attention; consequently it will be capable of responding to these
demands, that is, of arriving at an impeccable state of equilibrium, with
very little effort. If, by contrast, the subject is very complex, the conditions
for adaptation will be more numerous and complicated, but nevertheless
the adaptation itself will be no more complete. Since there are so many
stimuli affecting us that left untouched the more rudimentary nervous
system of men of past times, we are forced to embark on a more consider-
able development in order to adjust to it. But the product of that develop-
ment, that is, the resulting adjustment, is no more perfect in one case than
in the other. It is only different because the organisms adjusting to one
another are different also. The savage whose skin does not feel variations
in temperature strongly is as well adapted as the civilized person who
protects himself by the use of clothes.
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Thus if man does not depend upon a variable environment, one cannot
see what reason he would have to vary it. Society is not therefore the
secondary condition for progress, but the determining factor. It is a reality
that is no more our handiwork than the external world, one to which in
consequence we must bow in order to go on living. It is because society
changes that we must change. For progress to be halted the social environ-
ment would have to achieve at one moment a static state, and we have just
established that such an hypothesis is against all the postulates of science.

A mechanistic theory of progress, then, not only does not deprive us of
an ideal, but allows us to have faith that we shall never be without one.
Precisely because the ideal depends upon the social environment, which is
essentially dynamic, it is constantly changing. Thus we have no reason to
fear that we will ever be constricted, that our activity will have run its
course, and that we shall see the horizon close up before it. Yet, although
we may never pursue any ends that are not limited and definite, there is,
and always will be, between the extreme point at which we arrive and the
goal towards which we strive, vacant ground available for our efforts.

III

At the same time as societies, individuals are transformed through the
changes occurring in the number of social units and their relationships.

Firstly, they free themselves increasingly from the dominance of the
organism. An animal is placed almost exclusively in a state of dependence
on its physical environment; its biological make-up predetermines its exis-
tence. Man, on the other hand, is dependent on social causes. Doubtless
the animal also forms societies, but as they are very limited collective life
in them is very simple. It is at the same time static, because the equilibrium
of such small societies is necessarily stable. For these two reasons collec-
tive life is easily rooted in the organism: not only are its roots there, but it
incorporates itself into it so fully that it loses its own characteristics. It
functions thanks to a system of instincts or reflexes that are not essentially
different from those ensuring the functioning of organic life. These
instincts certainly exhibit one peculiar feature: they adapt the individual to
the social and not the physical environment and their causes have arisen
from events in the collective life. However, they are no different in nature
from those which in certain instances determine, without any preliminary
training, the motions necessary for flying or walking. With man it is
completely different, because the societies he creates are much larger; even
the smallest we know of are more extensive than most animal societies.
Being more complex, they are also more changeable, and the conjuncture
of these two causes results in social life among human beings not becom-
ing fixed in a biological form. Even where it is most simple, it retains its
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specificity. There are always beliefs and practices that are common to men
but that are not innate in them. But this characteristic becomes accentu-
ated as social elements and social density increase. The greater the number
of people associated together, the more they react upon one another; the
more also the product of these reactions flows out beyond the organism.
Man is thus subjected to causes sui generis, whose relative share in the
constitution of human nature becomes ever more important.

Something else must be added: the influence of this factor not only
increases relatively, but also absolutely. The same cause that increases the
importance of the collective environment disturbs the organic environment
in such a way as to make it more open to the action of social causes and
to subordinate it to them. Because there are more individuals living
together, life in community is richer and more varied. Yet, for such variety
to be possible, the organic type must be less well defined, so that it can
diversify. In fact we saw that the tendencies and abilities transmitted by
heredity became ever more general and indeterminate, and consequently
less capable of being conceived of in the form of instincts. Thus a phenom-
enon occurs that is precisely the opposite of that observed at the beginning
of evolution. With animals it is the organism that assimilates social facts
to itself and, stripping them of their special nature, transforms them into
biological facts. Social life takes on material shape. With human beings, on
the other hand, and above all in higher societies, it is social causes that are
substituted for organic causes. It is the organism that takes on ‘spiritual’
shape.

Through this change in dependence the individual is transformed. As
this activity, which stimulates to excess the special effect of social causes,
cannot take root in the organism, a new life, also sui generis, is added on
to that of the body. Freer, more complex and more independent of the
organs that maintain it, its distinguishing characteristics become increas-
ingly more marked, as it progresses and is consolidated. From this descrip-
tion may be recognized the essential features of psychological life. It would
doubtless be extravagant to state that psychological life begins only with
societies, but it certainly only becomes more widespread when societies
develop. This is why, as has often been remarked, the advance of the
consciousness is inversely proportional to that of the instinct. Whatever
may have been stated, it is not a case of the former absorbing the latter.
The instinct, the product of experience accumulated over generations, has
too great powers of resistance to vanish by the mere fact that it has arrived
at consciousness. The truth is that the consciousness only invades those
areas that instinct has ceased to occupy or those where it cannot establish
itself. It is not the consciousness that causes instinct to retreat.
Consciousness only fills the space that instinct leaves free. Moreover, if
instinct regresses instead of extending as general life becomes more wide-
spread, the cause lies in the greater importance of the social factor. Thus
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the great difference that separates man from the animals, viz., the greater
development of his psychological life, comes down to this: his greater
sociability. To understand why the psychological functions, from the very
first steps that the human race took, have been carried to a level of perfec-
tion unknown in the animal species, we need first to know why men,
instead of living as solitary creatures or in small bands, began to form
larger societies. If, to repeat the classic definition, man is a reasonable
animal, it is because he is a sociable animal, or at least infinitely more
sociable than the other animals.11

Nor is this all. So long as societies do not attain a certain size or a
certain level of concentration, the sole psychological life that is really
developed is one common to all the members of the group, one that is iden-
tical in each individual. But as societies grow larger and above all more
densely populated, a psychological life of a new kind makes its appear-
ance. Individual differences, at first lost, mixed up in the mass of social
similarities, begin to emerge, take shape and multiply. A host of things that
remained outside the individual consciousness, because they did not affect
the collectivity, become the object of representations. Whereas individuals
acted only because they were urged on by one another, except in cases
where their behaviour was determined by physical needs, each one of them
becomes a spontaneous source of activity. Individual personalities are
formed and become conscious of themselves. Yet this growth in the
psychological life of the individual does not weaken that of society, but
merely transforms it. It becomes freer and more extensive, and since in the
end it has no other substrata than the consciousnesses of individuals, these
latter grow, becoming more complex and incidentally more flexible.

Thus the cause that provoked the differences separating man from the
animals is also that which has constrained him to rise above himself. The
ever-increasing distance arising between the savage and the civilized man
has no other origin. If from the sensibility, originally in a state of confu-
sion, the capacity for the generation of ideas has gradually emerged, if
man has learnt to form concepts and to formulate laws, his mind has
embraced ever more extensive areas of space and time. If, not satisfied
with retaining the past, he has encroached more and more upon the
future, if his emotions and inclinations, at first simple and few in number,
have multiplied and diversified, it is because the social environment has
constantly been changing. Indeed, unless these transformations have
stemmed from nothing, they can only have as their cause corresponding
transformations in the environment around them. Man depends upon
only three kinds of environment: the organism, the external world and
society. If we set aside chance variations due to the combinations of hered-
ity – and their role in human progress is certainly not very considerable –
the organism is not modified spontaneously; it must be constrained to do
so by some external cause. As for the physical world, from the very dawn
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of history this has remained appreciably unchanged, if at least we take no
account of innovations of a social origin.12 Consequently it is only society
that has changed enough to be able to explain the parallel changes in the
nature of the individual.

It is therefore not foolhardy to affirm straightaway that, whatever
progress takes place in the psycho-physiological field, it can only ever
represent a fraction of psychology, since most psychological phenomena
do not derive from organic causes. This is what the spiritualist philoso-
phers have understood, and the great service they have rendered to science
has been to combat all those doctrines that reduce psychological life to
being a mere efflorescence of physical life. Such philosophers were very
rightly aware that psychological life, in its highest manifestations, is much
too free and complex to be the mere prolongation of physical life. But,
since the former is partly independent of the organism, it does not follow
that it is independent of any natural cause or that it should be placed
outside the realm of nature. Yet all these facts, whose explanation cannot
be found in the make-up of physical elements, derive from properties of the
social environment. This hypothesis is at least one that is very feasible from
what has been stated above. The social kingdom is no less natural than the
organic kingdom. Consequently from the fact that a vast area of
consciousness exists whose genesis is incomprehensible based on psycho-
physiological causes alone, we should not conclude that it developed of its
own accord and that, as a result, it is not amenable to scientific investiga-
tion, but rather that it is dependent on another positive science that might
be called socio-psychology. The phenomena that constitute its subject
matter are indeed of a mixed nature. They have the same essential traits as
other psychological facts, but they derive from social causes.

Thus we should not, as does Spencer, present social life as the mere
resultant of individual natures alone, since, on the contrary, it is rather the
latter that emerge from the former. Social facts are not the mere develop-
ment of psychological facts, which are for the most part only the prolon-
gation of social facts within the individual consciousness. This proposition
is very important, for to uphold the opposite viewpoint exposes the soci-
ologist at every moment to risk taking the cause for the effect, and vice
versa. For example, if, as has often happened, we see in the organization
of the family the necessarily logical expression of human sentiments inher-
ent in every consciousness, we reverse the real order of facts. Quite the
opposite is true: it is the social organization of kinship relationships that
has determined respectively the sentiments between parents and children.
These sentiments would have been completely different if the social struc-
ture had been different. Proof of this lies in the fact that paternal love is
unknown in a large number of societies.13 We could cite many other exam-
ples of the same fallacy.14 It is doubtless a self-evident truth that there is
nothing in social life that is not in the consciousness of individuals. Yet
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everything to be found in the latter comes from society. Most of our states
of consciousness would not have occurred among men isolated from one
another and would have occurred completely differently among people
grouped together in a different way. Thus they derive not from the psycho-
logical nature of man generally, but from the way in which men, once they
associate together, exert a reciprocal effect upon one another, according to
their number and proximity. Products of the life of the group, it is the
nature of the group alone that can explain the states of consciousness.
Naturally they would not be possible unless the individual constitution
favoured them. But such constitutions are only remote conditions and not
determining causes. Somewhere Spencer15 compares the work of the soci-
ologist to the calculations of the mathematician who, from the shape of a
certain number of balls, deduces the way in which they must be combined
together to hold them in equilibrium. The comparison is inexact and does
not apply to social facts. Here it is indeed rather the form of the whole that
determines that of the parts. Society does not find ready-made in individ-
ual consciousnesses the bases on which it rests; it makes them for itself.16
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preceding definition, for the religiosity of man is a consequence of his
eminent sociability. Cf. supra, pp. 118 ff.

12. Transformation of the soil, the waterways, by the skill of farmers, engineers,
etc.

13. This is the case in societies where the maternal family is paramount.
14. To quote only one example, this is the case of religion, which has been

explained by motions of the individual sensibility, whereas these motions are
only the extension in the individual of social states that give rise to religions.
We have developed this point further in an article: ‘Etudes de science sociale’,
Revue philosophique (June 1886). Cf. also Année sociologique, vol. II, 
pp. 1–28.

15. Spencer, The Study of Sociology (1873).
16. We believe this is sufficient to answer those who think they can prove that

in social life everything is individual, because society is made up only of indi-
viduals. Undoubtedly no other substratum exists. But because individuals
form a society, new phenomena occur whose cause is association, and which,
reacting upon the consciousness of individuals, for the most part shapes
them. This is why, although society is nothing without individuals, each one
of them is much more a product of society than he is the author.
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CHAPTER I

The Anomic Division 
of Labour

Up to now we have studied the division of labour only as a normal
phenomenon. Yet, like all social facts, and more generally, like all biologi-
cal ones, it manifests pathological forms that we must analyse. If normally
the division of labour produces social solidarity, it can happen, however,
that it has entirely different or even opposite results. It is important that
we should investigate what makes it deviate in this way from its natural
course, for so long as it has not been established that these cases are excep-
tional, the division of labour might be suspected of logically implying
them. Moreover, the study of deviant forms will allow us to determine
better the conditions for the existence of the normal state. When we know
the circumstances in which the division of labour ceases to engender soli-
darity, we shall know better what is necessary for it to have its full effect.
Here as elsewhere pathology is a precious ancillary to physiology.

We might be tempted to range among the irregular forms of the divi-
sion of labour the criminal profession and other harmful professions.
They are the very negation of solidarity and yet they are made up of just
as many specialized activities. But, precisely speaking, here there is no
division of labour, but differentiation pure and simple, and the two terms
should not be confused. In the same way cancer and tuberculosis increase
the diversity of the organic tissues without it being possible to see in this
a fresh specialization of the biological functions.1 In all these cases there
is no allocation of a common function, but within the organism, whether
it is individual or social, is formed another one that seeks to live at the
expense of the first one. There is even no function at all, for a way of
acting does not deserve that term unless it concerts with others to main-
tain life generally. This question does not therefore enter into the scope of
our investigation.

We shall reduce to three types the exceptional forms of the phenomenon
that we are studying. This is not because there cannot be others, but those
that we shall discuss are the most general and the most serious.
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A first case of this nature is provided for us by industrial or commercial
crises, and by the bankruptcies that are so many partial breaks in organic
solidarity. They demonstrate in fact that at certain points of the organism
certain social functions are not adjusted to one another. As labour becomes
increasingly divided up these phenomena seem to become more frequent,
at least in certain cases. From 1845 to 1869 bankruptcies increased by 70
per cent.2 However, this fact cannot be ascribed to the growth of economic
life, for business undertakings have become more concentrated rather than
increasing in number.

Hostility between labour and capital is another example, a more strik-
ing one, of the same phenomenon. Far from solidarity increasing, the
struggle becomes fiercer as industrial functions specialize more. In the
Middle Ages the workman everywhere lived side by side with his master,
sharing in his work ‘in the same shop, on the same bench’.3 Both formed
part of the same corporation and led the same existence. ‘Both were almost
equal to each other; he who had completed his apprenticeship could, at
least in many trades, set up on his own, if he had the wherewithal.’4 Thus
conflicts were completely exceptional. From the fifteenth century onwards
things began to change. ‘The trade guild is no longer a common refuge for
all; it is the exclusive possession of the masters who decide everything on
their own… From then onwards a deep gulf was established between
masters and journeymen. The latter formed, so to speak, a separate order;
they had their habits, their rules, their independent associations.’5 Once
this separation had been carried out quarrels became frequent. ‘As soon as
the journeymen thought they had something to complain about, they went
on strike or boycotted a town or an employer, and all were forced to obey
the call… The power of association gave the workers the means to strug-
gle with equal weapons against their employers.’6 However, matters were
far from having reached then the ‘point where we see them at present. The
journeymen rebelled in order to obtain a higher salary or some change in
working conditions, but they did not consider their employer to be a
perpetual enemy to be obeyed under constraint. They wanted him to give
way on one point and they applied themselves to this energetically, but the
struggle did not last for ever. The workshops did not contain two enemy
races; our socialist doctrines were unknown.’7 Finally, in the seventeenth
century the third phase of this history of the working classes began: the
coming of large-scale industry. The workman became even more separated
from his boss. ‘To some extent he is regimented. Each individual has his
function, and the system of the division of labour makes some progress. In
the factory of the Van Robais, which employed 1,692 workmen, there
were special workshops for the cartwright’s craft, for cutlery, washing,
dyeing, and warping cloth, and the weaving mills themselves included
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several kinds of workers whose work was completely distinct.’8 At the
same time as specialization becomes greater, revolts become more frequent.
‘The slightest cause of discontent was enough to cause a firm to be
boycotted, and woe to the journeyman who did not respect the decision of
his community.’9 We know well enough that since then the war has
become increasingly violent.

We shall certainly see in the following chapter that this tension in
social relationships is due in part to the fact that the working classes do
not really desire the status assigned to them and too often accept it only
under constraint and force, not having any means of gaining any other
status. Yet this constraint alone would not account for the phenomenon.
Indeed it weighs no less heavily upon all who are generally bereft of
fortune, and yet this state of permanent hostility is absolutely peculiar to
the industrial world. Then, within that world, it is the same for all work-
ers without exception. Now small-scale industry, where work is less
divided up, affords the spectacle of a relative harmony existing between
employer and worker;10 it is only within large-scale industry that these
upheavals are acute. It is therefore because they depend in part upon a
different cause.

In the history of science another illustration of the same phenomenon
has often been pointed out. Up to very recent times, science, not being very
much divided, could be studied almost in its entirety by one and the same
person. Thus there was a very strong feeling of unity about it. The partic-
ular truths of which it was made up were neither so numerous nor so
heterogeneous that the link that united them in one and the same system
could not be easily discerned. The methods, being themselves very general,
differed very little from one another, and one could perceive the common
trunk from which they imperceptibly began to diverge. But as specializa-
tion was introduced into scientific work each scientist shut himself off
increasingly, not only within a particular science, but within a particular
kind of problem. Already Comte had complained that in his time there
were in the scientific world ‘very few intelligences who in their conceptions
included even the totality of one science, which in its turn is however only
one part of a great whole. The majority,’ he said, ‘already limit themselves
to the isolated consideration of a more or less extensive field within a given
science, without bothering overmuch about the relationship of these
special studies to the general system of positive knowledge.’11 Yet then
science, carved up into a host of detailed studies that have no link with one
another, no longer forms a whole whose parts are interdependent. What
perhaps best demonstrates this absence of harmony and unity is the theory,
so widespread, that each special science has an absolute value, and that the
scientist must devote himself to his special research without caring about
whether it serves any purpose or leads anywhere. ‘This division of intellec-
tual labour,’ states Schaeffle, ‘gives serious grounds for fearing that this

 



return to a new Alexandrian philosophy will lead once again to the ruina-
tion of all science.’12

II

What makes these facts serious is that sometimes they have been seen to
be a necessary consequence of the division of labour, as soon as it has
passed a certain stage in its development. In that case, it has been said, the
individual, bent low over his task, will isolate himself in his own special
activity. He will no longer be aware of the collaborators who work at his
side on the same task, he even no longer has any idea at all of what that
common task consists. The division of labour cannot therefore be pushed
too far without being a source of disintegration:

Every decomposition of any kind [asserts Auguste Comte] necessarily tending
to set off a corresponding dispersion, the basic distribution of human labour
cannot avoid creating individual divergences, both intellectual and moral, in
proportion, whose combined influence must require to the same extent a
permanent discipline, capable of constantly forestalling or containing their
discordant upsurge. If on the one hand the separation of social functions allows
a spirit of attention to detail to develop happily, in a way that would otherwise
be impossible, on the other hand it tends spontaneously to stifle a spirit of
attention to the whole, or at least to hamper it profoundly. Likewise, from the
moral angle, just at the time when each individual is thus placed in a state of
close dependence upon the mass of other people, he is also naturally turned
away from them by working at his own special activity, which constantly
reminds him of his own private interest, whose true relationship to the public
interest he only vaguely perceives… Thus the same principle which alone
permitted the development and extension of society in general threatens, in
another form, to split it up into a host of incohesive corporations which seem
hardly, or not at all, to belong to the same species.13

Espinas expresses himself roughly in the same terms: ‘Division,’ he says,
‘means dispersion.’14

The division of labour, by its very nature, may therefore exert a dissolv-
ing influence, which above all may be appreciable where its functions are
very specialized. Comte, however, did not conclude from his principle that
we should return societies to what he himself calls the age of generality,
viz., that state of indistinctiveness and homogeneity that was their point of
departure. The diversity of functions is both useful and necessary. But, as
unity, which is no less indispensable, does not arise from it spontaneously,
the task of realizing and maintaining it will have to constitute a special
function of the social organism, represented by an independent organ.
That organ is the state or the government:
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The social purpose towards which government tends [asserts Comte] appears to
me to consist especially in containing adequately and forestalling as far as possi-
ble that fatal trend to a fundamental dispersion of ideas, sentiments and inter-
ests, the inevitable result of the very principle of human development, which, if
it were able to follow unimpeded its own natural course, would inevitably end
by halting social progress in all important aspects. In my eyes this conception
constitutes the prime positive and rational basis for the elementary and abstract
theory of government proper, envisaged in its most noble and most complete
scientific corollary, i.e. as characterized generally by the necessary universal
reaction, at first spontaneous and then regulated, of the whole upon the parts.
Indeed it is clear that the sole real means of avoiding such a dispersion consists
in building up this indispensable reaction into a new special function, capable
of intervening appropriately in the normal accomplishment of all the various
functions of the management of society, in order constantly to remind us of the
concept of the whole and the sentiment of common solidarity.15

What the government is to society in its entirety philosophy must be to the
sciences. Since the diversity of the sciences tends to break up the unity of
science, a new science must be entrusted with the task of reconstituting it.
Since detailed studies cause us to lose sight of the totality of human knowl-
edge, we must institute a special system of research to rediscover it and
bring it into prominence. In other words:

We must make the study of scientific generalizations an extra principal special-
ization. Let a new category of scientists, suitably prepared by education, with-
out devoting themselves to the special study of any particular branch of natural
philosophy, and by considering the various positive sciences in their present
state, busy themselves solely with determining the spirit of each one of them,
discovering their relationships and linkages, summarizing, if possible, all the
principles peculiar to each one into a smaller number of common principles …
and the division of labour in the sciences will be extended, at no danger, so far
as the development of the various orders of knowledge requires.16

We have ourselves undoubtedly shown17 that the organ of government
develops with the division of labour, not as a counterbalance to it, but by
mechanical necessity. As the organs are interdependent where the functions
are very widely distributed, what affects one has an impact upon the
others, and social events more easily acquire a general interest. At the same
time, because of the disappearance of the segmentary type, they spread
more easily over the whole surface of the same tissue or the same appara-
tus. For these two sets of reasons, there are more such events impacting
upon the controlling organ, whose functional activity, more frequently
exercised, grows, as does the volume of events. But its sphere of action
extends no further.

Now, beneath this general and superficial life, there is an internal one, a
world of organs that, without being entirely independent of the controlling
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organ, nevertheless functions without any intervention on its part, without
its even being conscious of it, at least in the normal state. These organs are
outside its range of action because it is too distant from them. It is not the
government that can at every moment regulate the conditions of the differ-
ent economic markets, fix the prices of goods and services, regulate
production to the needs of consumption, etc. All these practical problems
throw up a mass of details and depend upon thousands of special circum-
stances that only those who know them intimately are aware of. A fortiori
the government cannot effect an adjustment between these functions and
make them work harmoniously together if they themselves are not in
harmony. Thus if the division of labour has the dispersive effect attributed
to it, these effects must spread without resistance into that area of society,
since nothing is able to restrain them. However, what causes the unity of
organized societies, as it does of any organism, is the spontaneous consen-
sus of its parts, that internal solidarity that is not only just as indispensa-
ble as the regulatory action of society’s higher centres, but that is indeed its
necessary condition, since the centres only translate it into another
language and, so to speak, bestow their blessing upon it. Thus it is not the
brain that creates the unity of the organism, but it expresses it, setting its
seal upon it. Some speak of the necessity for a reaction of the whole upon
the parts, but the whole also needs to exist. This means that the parts must
be already interdependent so that the whole may become conscious of
itself and react accordingly. We should then see, as labour is divided up, a
sort of progressive decomposition occurring, not at any particular points,
but over the whole extent of society, instead of the ever-increasing concen-
tration observed in reality.

But, it will be said, there is no need to go into details. It is sufficient to
recall, wherever it is necessary, ‘the spirit of the whole and the sentiment
of common solidarity’, and this action is one that the government alone is
qualified to carry out. This is true, but it is much too general to ensure the
co-operation of the social functions, if such co-operation is not realized
spontaneously. Indeed, what is at stake? To make each individual feel that
he is not sufficient unto himself, but forms part of a whole upon which he
depends? But such a representation, abstract, vague and, moreover,
sporadic, like all complex representations, is of no avail against the vivid,
concrete impressions that are aroused at every moment in each one of us
by his professional activity. Thus if this activity has the effect attributed to
it, if the occupations that fill our daily lives tend to detach us from the
social group to which we belong, such a conception, which only is awak-
ened at a distance and never occupies more than a small part of our field
of consciousness, will never be sufficient to hold us. For the feeling of our
state of dependence to be effective, it should also be continuous, yet cannot
be so unless it is linked to the operation of each special function. But then
specialization would no longer have the consequences that it is accused of
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producing. Or might the purpose of governmental action be to maintain
between the professions a certain moral uniformity, to prevent ‘the social
dispositions gradually concentrated on individuals in the same profession
from becoming more and more alien to other classes, through lack of suffi-
cient similarity in habits and thought?’18 But this uniformity cannot be
maintained by force and despite the nature of things. Functional diversity
entails a moral diversity that nothing can prevent, and it is inevitable that
the one should grow at the same time as the other. Moreover, we know the
reasons why these two phenomena develop side by side. The collective
sentiments thus become more and more powerless to contain the centrifu-
gal tendencies that the division of labour is alleged to bring about; for, on
the one hand, these tendencies increase as labour becomes increasingly
divided up, and at the same time the collective sentiments grow weaker.

For the same reason philosophy becomes more and more incapable of
ensuring the unity of science. So long as one mind could cultivate all the
different sciences at the same time, it was possible to acquire the necessary
competence to restore their unity. But as they become more specialized,
these great syntheses can hardly be anything other than premature gener-
alizations, for it becomes increasingly impossible for the human intelli-
gence to have sufficiently exact knowledge of that innumerable number of
phenomena, laws and hypotheses that the syntheses must epitomize. ‘It
would be interesting to ask,’ states Ribot very aptly, ‘what philosophy, as
a general conception of the world, may one day become, when the individ-
ual sciences, because of their increasing complexity, will become incapable
of being tackled in detail, and philosophers will be reduced to the knowl-
edge of their most general results, which will necessarily be superficial.’19

Doubtless there is some reason to judge excessive that pride of the scien-
tist who, enclosed within his own special research, refuses to recognize any
outside control. Yet it is certain that to have some idea of science that is in
any way exact one must have practised it and, so to speak, have lived it.
This is in fact because it is not wholly contained in the few propositions
that it has definitively demonstrated. Beside this present-day science,
consisting of what has already been acquired, there is another, which is
concrete and living, which is in part still unaware of itself and still seeking
its way: beside the results that have been obtained, there are the hopes,
habits, instincts, needs and presentiments that are so vague that they
cannot be expressed in words, yet so powerful that occasionally they domi-
nate the whole life of the scientist. All this is still science: it is even the best
and major part of it, because the truths discovered are very few in number
beside those that remain to be discovered, and, moreover, to master the
whole meaning of the discovered truths and to understand all that is
summarized in them, one must have looked closely at scientific life whilst
it is still in a free state, that is, before it has been crystallised in the form
of definite propositions. Otherwise one will only grasp the letter of it and
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not the spirit. Each science has, so to speak, a soul that lives in the
consciousness of scientists. Only a part of that soul takes on substance and
palpable forms. The formulas that express it, being general, are easily
transmissible. But the same is not true for that other part of science that
no symbol translates externally. Here everything is personal, having to be
acquired by personal experience. To have a part in it, one must set to work
and confront the facts. According to Comte, for the unity of science to be
assured, it would be sufficient for these methods to be reduced to a unity.20

But it is precisely the methods that are the most difficult to unify. For, as
they are immanent in the sciences themselves, as it is impossible to disen-
tangle them completely from the body of established truths in order to
codify them separately, one cannot know them unless one has practised
them oneself. Yet even now it is impossible for the same man to practise a
great number of sciences. These broad generalizations can therefore only
rest upon a fairly cursory view of things. If, moreover, we reflect upon the
slowness and with what patient precautions scientists normally proceed to
the discovery of their truths, even the most specialized ones, one can
explain how these improvised disciplines exercise only very weak author-
ity over them.

Yet whatever may be the value of these philosophical generalizations,
science would not be able to find in them the unity it needs. They clearly
express what the sciences have in common, their laws, their special meth-
ods, but, besides these similarities, there are differences that require to be
integrated. It is often stated that the general contains potentially within it
the particular facts that it summarizes, but the statement is not exact. It
contains only what they have in common. There are no two phenomena in
the world that resemble each other, however simple they may be. This is
why any general proposition lets slip from its grasp a part of the subject
matter that it is attempting to subsume. It is impossible to blend together
the concrete characteristics and the distinctive properties of things within
one and the same impersonal homogeneous formula. Yet, so long as the
resemblances exceed the differences, they are sufficient to integrate the
representations brought together in this way. Discrepancies in detail vanish
within the total harmony. On the contrary, as the differences become more
numerous, the cohesion becomes more unstable, needing to be consoli-
dated by other means. If we imagine the increasing multiplicity of special
sciences with their theorems, laws, axioms, conjectures, procedures and
methods, then we can understand that a short, simple, formula such as, for
example, the law of evolution, cannot suffice to integrate such a prodi-
gious complexity of phenomena. Even if these general conspectuses
applied exactly to reality, the part of it that they explain is too insignificant
compared with what they leave unexplained. Thus it is not by this means
that we shall ever be able to tear the positive sciences loose from their
isolation. There is too great a gap between the detailed research on which
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they are sustained and such syntheses. The bond linking to each other these
two orders of knowledge is too slight and too loose; consequently, if the
special sciences can only become conscious of their mutual dependence
within a philosophy that encompasses them, the feeling they will have
about their dependence will always be too vague to be effective.

Philosophy is, so to speak, the collective consciousness of science and
here, as elsewhere, the role of the collective consciousness diminishes as
labour becomes more divided up.

III

Although Auguste Comte recognized that the division of labour is a source
of solidarity, he does not appear to have perceived that this solidarity is sui
generis and is gradually substituted for that which social similarities engen-
der. This is why, noticing that these similarities are very blurred where the
functions are very specialized, he saw in this process of disappearance a
morbid phenomenon, a threat to social cohesion, due to excessive special-
ization. He explained in this way the fact of the lack of co-ordination
which sometimes accompanies the development of the division of labour.
Yet since we have established that the weakening of the collective
consciousness is a normal phenomenon, we could not make it the cause of
the abnormal phenomena we are at present studying. If in certain cases
organic solidarity is not all that is needful, it is certainly not because
mechanical solidarity has lost ground, but because all the conditions of
existence for the former have not been realized.

Indeed we know that wherever it is to be observed, we meet at the same
time a regulatory system sufficiently developed to determine the mutual
relationships between functions.21 For organic solidarity to exist it is not
enough for there to be a system of organs necessary to one another that
feel their solidarity in a general way. The manner in which they should co-
operate, if not on every kind of occasion when they meet, at least in the
most common circumstances, must be predetermined. Otherwise, a fresh
struggle would be required each time in order to bring them into a state of
equilibrium with one another, for the conditions for this equilibrium can
only be found by a process of trial and error, in the course of which each
party treats the other as an opponent as much as an auxiliary. Such
conflicts would therefore break out continually, and in consequence soli-
darity would be hardly more than virtual, and the mutual obligations
would have to be negotiated anew in their entirety for each individual case.
It will be objected that contracts exist. But firstly, not every social relation-
ship is capable of assuming this legal form. Moreover, we know that a
contract is not sufficient in itself, but supposes a regulatory system that
extends and grows more complicated just as does contractual life itself.
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Moreover, the ties originating in this way are always of short duration. The
contract is only a truce, and a fairly precarious one at that; it suspends
hostilities only for a while. Doubtless, however precise the regulatory
system may be, it will always leave room for much friction. But it is neither
necessary nor even possible for social life to be without struggle. The role
of solidarity is not to abolish competition but to moderate it.

Moreover, in the normal state, these rules emerge automatically from
the division of labour; they are, so to speak, its prolongation. Certainly
if the division of labour only brought together individuals who unite for
a brief space of time with a view to the exchange of personal services, it
could not give rise to any regulatory process. But what it brings together
are functions, that is, definite ways of acting that are repeated identically
in given circumstances, since they relate to the general, unchanging
conditions of social life. The relationships entertained between these
functions cannot therefore fail to arrive at the same level of stability and
regularity. There are certain ways of reacting upon one another which,
being more in accordance with the nature of things, are repeated more
often and become habits. Then the habits, as they grow in strength, are
transformed into rules of conduct. The past predetermines the future. In
other words, there exists a certain allocation of rights and duties that is
established by usage and that ends up by becoming obligatory. Thus the
rule does not set up the state of mutual dependence in which the inter-
connected organs are to be found, but only serves to express it in a
perceptible, definite way, as a function of a given situation. Likewise the
nervous system, far from dominating the evolution of the organism, as
was once believed,22 is a result of it. The nerve tracts are probably only
the paths along which have passed the wave-like movements and stimuli
exchanged between the various organs. They are the channels that life
has dug for itself by always flowing in the same direction, and the
ganglions would only be the place where several of these paths inter-
sect.23 It is because they have failed to recognize this aspect of the
phenomenon that certain moralists have charged the division of labour
with not producing real solidarity. They have seen in it only individual
exchanges, ephemeral combinations, without a past, just as they also
have no tomorrow, in which the individual is abandoned to his own
devices. They have not perceived that slow task of consolidation, that
network of ties that gradually becomes woven of its own accord and that
makes organic solidarity something that is permanent.

Now, in all the cases we have described above, this regulatory process
either does not exist or is not related to the degree of development of the
division of labour. Nowadays there are no longer any rules that fix the
number of economic undertakings, and in each branch of industry
production is not regulated in such a way that it remains exactly at the
level of consumption. Moreover, we do not wish to draw from this fact
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any practical conclusion. We do not maintain that restrictive legislation is
necessary. We do not have to weigh here the advantages and disadvan-
tages. What is certain is that this lack of regulation does not allow the
functions to be performed regularly and harmoniously. The economists
show, it is true, that harmony is re-established of its own accord when
necessary, thanks to the increase or decrease in prices, which, according to
the need, stimulates or slows production. But in any case it is not re-estab-
lished in this way until after breaks in equilibrium and more or less
prolonged disturbances have occurred. Moreover, such disturbances are
naturally all the more frequent the more specialized the functions, for the
more complex an organization is, the more the necessity for extensive
regulation is felt.

The relationships between capital and labour have up to now remained
in the same legal state of indeterminacy. The contract for the hiring of serv-
ices occupies a very small place in our legal codes, particularly when we
consider the diversity and complexity of the relationships it is called upon
to regulate. Moreover, we need emphasize no further the deficiencies that
all peoples feel at the present time and that they are attempting to
remedy.24

Methodological rules are to science what rules of law and morality are
to conduct. They direct the thinking of the scientist just as the latter govern
the actions of men. Yet if every science has its method, the order that is
established is entirely an internal one. The method co-ordinates the proce-
dures followed by scientists who are studying the same science, but not
their relationships externally. There are hardly any disciplines that harmo-
nize the efforts of the different sciences towards a common goal. This is
especially true of the moral and social sciences, for the mathematical, phys-
ical, chemical and even biological sciences do not seem foreign to one
another to the same extent. But the jurist, the psychologist, the anthropol-
ogist, the economist, the statistician, the linguist, the historian – all these
go about their investigations as if the various orders of facts that they are
studying formed so many independent worlds. Yet in reality these facts
interlock with one another at every point. Consequently the same should
occur for the corresponding sciences. This is how the anarchy we have
pinpointed has arisen – moreover, not without some exaggeration – in
science generally, but above all, and genuinely, in these special sciences.
Indeed they afford the spectacle of an aggregate of disconnected parts that
fail to co-operate with one another. If they therefore form a whole lacking
in unity, it is not because there is no adequate view of their similarities; it
is because they are not organized.

These various examples are therefore varieties of a same species. In all
these cases, if the division of labour does not produce solidarity it is because
the relationships between the organs are not regulated; it is because they are
in a state of anomie.
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But where does this state spring from?
Since a body of rules is the definite form taken over time by the relation-

ships established spontaneously between the social functions, we may say
a priori that a state of anomie is impossible wherever organs in solidarity
with one another are in sufficient contact, and in sufficiently lengthy
contact. Indeed, being adjacent to one another, they are easily alerted in
every situation to the need for one another and consequently they experi-
ence a keen, continuous feeling of their mutual dependence. For the same
reason, exchanges between them occur easily; being regular, they occur
frequently; they regulate themselves and time gradually effects the task of
consolidation. Finally, because the slightest reaction can be felt through-
out, the rules formed in this way bear the mark of it, that is, they foresee
and fix in some detail the conditions of equilibrium. Yet if, on the other
hand, some blocking environment is interposed between them, only stim-
uli of a certain intensity can communicate from one organ to another.
Contacts being rare, they are not repeated often enough to take on a deter-
minate form. Each time the procedure is again one of trial and error. The
paths along which the wave-like movements pass can no longer become
definite channels because the waves themselves are too intermittent. If at
least some rules are successfully constituted, these are general and vague,
for in these conditions only the most general outlines of the phenomena
can be fixed. The same is true of closeness of contact: whilst it is sufficient,
it is too recent or has lasted too short a while.25

Very generally this condition of contiguity is realized by the nature of
things. For a function cannot distribute itself between two or more parts
of an organism unless these parts are more or less in contact. Moreover,
once labour is divided up, as they have need of one another, they tend
naturally to reduce the distance that separates them. This is why, as one
rises in the animal scale, one sees organs growing closer together and, as
Spencer puts it, insinuating themselves into one another’s interstices. But a
coincidence of exceptional circumstances can cause it to be otherwise.

This is what occurs in the cases with which we are dealing at present.
So long as the segmentary type of society is strongly marked, there are
roughly as many economic markets as there are different segments. In
consequence, each one of them is very limited. The producers, being very
close to the consumers, can easily estimate the extent of the needs that
have to be satisfied. Equilibrium is therefore established without difficulty
and production is regulated by itself. In contrast, as the organized type of
society develops, the fusion of the various segments entails the fusion of
the markets into one single market, which embraces almost all of society.
It even extends beyond and tends to become universal, for the barriers
between peoples are lowered at the same time as those that separate the
segments within each one of them. The result is that each industry
produces for consumers who are dispersed over the length and breadth of
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the country, or even the whole world. The contact is therefore no longer
sufficient. The producer can no longer keep the whole market within his
purview, not even mentally. He can no longer figure out for himself its
limits, since it is, so to speak, unlimited. Consequently production lacks
any check or regulation. It can only proceed at random, and in the course
of so doing it is inevitable that the yardstick is wrong, either in one way or
the other. Hence the crises that periodically disturb economic functions.
The increase in those local and limited crises represented by bankruptcies
is likely to be an effect of the same cause.

As the market becomes more extensive, large-scale industry appears.
The effect of it is to transform the relationship between employers and
workers. The greater fatigue occasioned to the nervous system, linked to
the contagious influence of large urban areas, causes the needs of the
workers to increase. Machine work replaces that of the man, manufactur-
ing that of the small workshop. The worker is regimented, removed for the
whole day from his family. He lives ever more apart from the person who
employs him, etc. These new conditions of industrial life naturally require
a new organization. Yet because these transformations have been accom-
plished with extreme rapidity the conflicting interests have not had time to
strike an equilibrium.26

Finally, what explains why the moral and social sciences are in the state
that we have depicted, is that they were the last to enter the group of posi-
tive sciences. Indeed, it is hardly a century ago that this new field of
phenomena was opened up to scientific investigation. Scientists have
installed themselves in them, some here, some there, according to their
natural inclinations. Scattered over this vast surface, they have up to now
remained too distant from one another to be aware of all the bonds that
unite them. But the very fact that they will push their research ever farther
from the point of departure means they will necessarily end up by coming
into contact with one another and consequently become aware of their
solidarity. The unity of science will thus be formed by itself, not by the
abstract unity of a formula, one moreover that is too narrowly conceived
for the host of things it must include, but by the living unity of an organic
whole. For science to be one, there is no need for it to keep its gaze wholly
fixed upon one single area of consciousness – which is moreover impossi-
ble – but it is enough for all those who study it to feel that they are collab-
orating in the same task.

The foregoing removes all grounds for one of the gravest reproaches
that has been made against the division of labour.

It has often been accused of diminishing the individual by reducing him
to the role of a machine. And indeed, if he is not aware of where the oper-
ations required of him are leading, if he does not link them to any aim, he
can no longer perform them save out of routine. Every day he repeats the
same movements with monotonous regularity, but without having any
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interest or understanding of them. He is no longer the living cell of a living
organism, moved continually by contact with neighbouring cells, which
acts upon them and responds in turn to their action, extends itself,
contracts, yields and is transformed according to the needs and circum-
stances. He is no more than a lifeless cog, which an external force sets in
motion and impels always in the same direction and in the same fashion.
Plainly, no matter how one represents the moral ideal, one cannot remain
indifferent to such a debasement of human nature. If the aim of morality
is individual perfection, it cannot allow the individual to be so utterly
ruined, and if it has society as its end, it cannot let the very source of social
life dry up. The evil not only threatens economic functions, but all the
social functions, no matter how elevated these may be. ‘If,’ says Comte,
‘we have often rightly deplored on the material plane the fact of the
worker exclusively occupied throughout his life in making knife handles or
pinheads, a healthy philosophy must not, all in all, cause us to regret any
the less on the intellectual plane the exclusive and continual use of the
human brain to resolve a few equations or classify a few insects: the moral
effect, in both cases, is unfortunately very similar.’27

Occasionally the remedy has been proposed that besides their technical
and special knowledge, workers should receive a general education. But
even assuming that in this way some of the bad effects attributed to the
division of labour can be redeemed, it is still not a means of preventing
them. The division of labour does not change its nature because it has been
preceded by a liberal education. It is undoubtedly good for the worker to
be able to interest himself in artistic and literary matters, etc. But it
remains none the less wrong that throughout the day he should be treated
like a machine. Moreover, who can fail to see that these two types of exis-
tence are too opposing to be reconciled or to be able to be lived by the
same man! If one acquires the habit of contemplating vast horizons, over-
all views, and fine generalizations, one can no longer without impatience
allow oneself to be confined within the narrow limits of a special task.
Such a remedy would therefore only make specialization inoffensive by
making it intolerable, and in consequence more or less impossible.

What resolves this contradiction is the fact that, contrary to what has
been said, the division of labour does not produce these consequences
through some imperative of its own nature, but only in exceptional and
abnormal circumstances. For it to be able to develop without having so
disastrous an influence on the human consciousness, there is no need to
mitigate it by means of its opposite. It is necessary and sufficient for it to
be itself, for nothing to come from outside to deform its nature. For
normally the operation of each special function demands that the individ-
ual should not be too closely shut up in it, but should keep in constant
contact with neighbouring functions, becoming aware of their needs and
the changes that take place in them, etc. The division of labour supposes
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that the worker, far from remaining bent over his task, does not lose sight
of those co-operating with him, but acts upon them and is acted upon by
them. He is not, therefore, a machine who repeats movements the sense of
which he does not perceive, but he knows that they are tending in a certain
direction, towards a goal that he can conceive of more or less distinctly. He
feels that he is of some use. For this he has no need to take in very vast
areas of the social horizon; it is enough for him to perceive enough of it to
understand that his actions have a goal beyond themselves. Thenceforth,
however specialized, however uniform his activity may be, it is that of an
intelligent being, for he knows that his activity has a meaning. The econo-
mists would not have left this essential characteristic of the division of
labour unclarified and as a result would not have lain it open to this unde-
served reproach, if they had not reduced it to being only a way of increas-
ing the efficiency of the social forces, but had seen it above all as a source
of solidarity.
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24. This was written in 1893. Since then industrial legislation has assumed a

more important place in our law. This demonstrates how serious the gap
was, and it is far from having been filled.

25. There is, however, one case where anomie can occur, although the contigu-
ity is sufficient. This is when the necessary regulation can only be established
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CHAPTER II

The Forced Division of Labour

I

However, it is not enough for rules to exist, for occasionally it is these very
rules that are the cause of evil. This is what happens in the class war. The
institution of classes or castes constitutes one organization of the division
of labour, one that is closely regulated. Yet it is often a source of dissen-
sion. Since the lower classes are not, or are no longer, satisfied with the role
that has fallen to them by custom or law, they aspire to functions that are
prohibited to them and seek to dispossess those who exercise them. Hence
civil wars, which arise from the way in which labour is shared out.

No similar phenomenon is to be observed within the organism.
Doubtless in moments of crisis its different elements war with one
another, feeding at the expense of one another. But a cell or an organ
never attempts to usurp any role other than that which is rightfully its
own. The reason for this being the case is that each anatomical element
proceeds mechanically towards its goal. Its constitution and place in the
organism determine its vocation; its task is a consequence of its nature. It
can perform it badly, but it cannot assume that of another, unless the
latter abandons it, as happens in the rare cases of substitution about
which we have spoken. The same does not hold good for societies. Here
the chance factor is greater. There is a larger gap between the hereditary
tendencies of the individual and the social function he will fulfil.
Hereditary tendencies do not signify with such direct necessity any set
function. The field is open to trial and error and discussion, as well as to
the free play of a host of causes that may make the individual nature devi-
ate from its normal path, thus creating a pathological state. Since the
organization is more flexible, it is also more delicate and amenable to
change. We are certainly not predestined from birth to any particular
form of employment, but we nevertheless possess tastes and aptitudes that
limit our choice. If no account is taken of them, if they are constantly
frustrated in our daily occupation, we suffer, and seek the means of bring-
ing that suffering to an end. There is no solution other than to change the
established order and create a new one. For the division of labour to
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engender solidarity, it is thus not sufficient for everyone to have his task:
it must also be agreeable to him.

This condition is not realized in the instance we are examining. Indeed,
if the institution of class or caste sometimes gives rise to miserable squab-
bling instead of producing solidarity, it is because the distribution of social
functions on which it rests does not correspond, or rather no longer corre-
sponds, to the distribution of natural abilities. For, whatever may have
been asserted,1 it is not solely the spirit of imitation that makes the lower
classes end up by having ambitions for an upper-class life. To tell the truth,
imitation of itself cannot even explain anything, for it supposes something
other than itself. Imitation is only possible between creatures who already
resemble one another, and according also to the degree of resemblance. It
does not occur between different species or varieties. The same is true for
moral contagion as is true for physical contagion: it only manifests itself in
fields favourable to it. For needs to spread from one class to another, the
differences originally separating these classes must have disappeared or
grown less. As a result of the changes that have occurred in society, one
group must have become capable of carrying out functions that were orig-
inally beyond its capacity, at the same time as another group was losing its
original superiority. When the plebeians began to dispute with the patri-
cians the honour of performing religious and administrative functions, it
was not merely to imitate them, but it was because they [the plebeians] had
become more intelligent, more wealthy and more numerous, and their
tastes and ambitions had in consequence been modified. Through these
transformations the congruence in a whole sector of society was broken
between the aptitudes of individuals and the kind of activity allocated to
them. Constraint alone, more or less violent, more or less direct, hence-
forth binds them to these functions. In consequence only an imperfect,
troubled form of solidarity can exist.

Such an outcome is therefore not a necessary sequel to the division of
labour. It only occurs in very special circumstances, that is, when it is the
result of some external constraint. Matters are very different when it is
established through some purely internal and spontaneous action, without
anything arising to hinder individual initiatives. On this condition, in fact,
a harmony between individual natures and social functions cannot fail to
occur, at least over the average number of cases. If nothing hampers or
favours unduly rivals who are disputing the tasks they perform, inevitably
only those most fitted for each type of activity will succeed in obtaining it.
The sole cause then determining how labour is divided up is the diversity
of abilities. In the nature of things this allocation is made according to
aptitude, since there is no reason for it to happen otherwise. Thus a
harmony is automatically realized between the constitution of each indi-
vidual and his condition. It will be argued that this is not always sufficient
to satisfy men, for there are some whose desires overreach their abilities.
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This is true, but these are exceptional cases and may be termed of a morbid
kind. Normally a man finds happiness in fulfilling his nature; his needs are
proportionate to his means. Thus in the organism each organ claims only
that quantity of food consistent with its position.

The forced division of labour is thus a second morbid type that we can
distinguish. But we must not mistake the meaning of the term. What causes
constraint is not any kind of regulation, since on the contrary the division
of labour, as we have just seen, cannot do without this. Even when func-
tions are allocated in accordance with set rules, the distribution is not
necessarily the result of constraint. This is what takes place even under a
caste regime, so long as it is based upon the nature of society. Indeed the
institution of caste is not at all times and places an arbitrary one. When it
functions regularly in a society, meeting with no opposition, it is because
it at least approximately expresses the immutable way in which profes-
sional abilities are distributed throughout society. This is why, although
tasks are to a certain extent allocated by law, each organ performs its own
spontaneously. Constraint begins only when regulation, no longer corre-
sponding to the true state of affairs and consequently without any moral
foundation, is only maintained by force.

Conversely, we may therefore state that the division of labour only
produces solidarity if it is spontaneous, and to the degree that it is sponta-
neous. But spontaneity must mean the absence not simply of any deliber-
ate, formal type of violence, but of anything that may hamper, even
indirectly, the free unfolding of the social force each individual contains
within himself. It supposes not only that individuals are not consigned
forcibly to performing certain determined functions, but also that no
obstacle whatsoever prevents them from occupying within the ranks of
society a position commensurate to their abilities. In short, labour only
divides up spontaneously if society is constituted in such a way that social
inequalities express precisely natural inequalities. It is a necessary and
sufficient condition for these inequalities neither to be emphasized nor
played down through some external cause. Perfect spontaneity is therefore
only a sequel to, and another form of, this further fact: absolute equality
in the external conditions of the struggle. It does not consist of a state of
anarchy which would allow men to satisfy freely every inclination they
have, good or bad. It rather comprises a finely articulated organization in
which each social value, distorted neither in one direction nor in the other
by anything outside it, is appreciated at its true worth. It will be objected
that even under these conditions, struggle still occurs, because of the fact
that there must be victors and vanquished, with the latter accepting their
defeat only under constraint. But this constraint does not resemble the
other form; it has nothing in common with it save the term. What consti-
tutes real constraint is when even struggle becomes impossible, and one is
not even allowed to fight.
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It is true that this perfect spontaneity is nowhere encountered as a fact
realized in practice. There is no society where it exists in an unalloyed
form. If the institution of castes corresponds to the natural distribution of
abilities, it nevertheless does so only approximately – in short, in a rough
and ready way. Indeed, heredity never acts with such precise accuracy that
even where it meets with conditions most favourable for its influence, chil-
dren are the exact replicas of their parents. There are always exceptions to
the rule. Consequently cases occur where the individual is not attuned to
the functions that are attributed to him. Such disharmonies become more
frequent as society develops, until such time as the bounds burst, having
become too constricting. When the caste regime has disappeared by law, it
survives in morality. Thanks to the persistence of certain prejudices, a
certain favouritism is attached to some individuals, and the converse, unre-
lated to their merits, obtains for others. Finally, even when, so to speak, no
trace of all these past vestiges remains, the hereditary transmission of
wealth suffices to render very unequal the external conditions for the
struggle, since it gives to some the benefit of advantages that do not neces-
sarily correspond to their personal value. Even today, among the most
cultured peoples, careers exist that are totally closed, or more difficult to
enter for those blighted by misfortune. It might then appear that we have
no right to consider as normal a characteristic that the division of labour
never manifests in its pure state, if on the other hand, we did not observe
that the higher the elevation in the social scale, the more the segmentary
type of society is submerged beneath the organized type, and the more also
these inequalities tend to be evened out completely.

In fact the progressive decline of castes from the time when the division
of labour was instituted is a law of history, for, being linked to the politico-
family organization, they necessarily regress with that form of organiza-
tion. The prejudices to which they gave rise and that they leave behind do
not survive indefinitely, but are gradually extinguished. Employment in the
public sector is increasingly thrown open freely to everybody, with no stip-
ulation as to wealth. Lastly, even this ultimate inequality, which springs
from the fact that rich and poor exist by birth, without disappearing
completely, is at least somewhat mitigated. Society strives to reduce it as
much as possible, by helping in various ways those placed in too disadvan-
tageous a situation, and by assisting them to move out of it. It demonstrates
in this way that it feels itself obliged to make room for all the deserving,
and that it recognizes as unjust an inferiority that is personally not merited.
But what manifests even more clearly this tendency is the belief, nowadays
very widespread, that equality between citizens is becoming ever greater,
and that it is right that this should continue to grow. So general a sentiment
cannot be a pure illusion, but must express, in some obscure way, an aspect
of reality. Moreover, as the progress of the division of labour implies on the
contrary an ever-increasing inequality, the equality for which the public
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consciousness affirms in this way the necessity cannot be that which we are
discussing, that is, equality in the external conditions of struggle.

Moreover, it is easy to understand what necessitates this levelling
process. We have just seen that any external inequality compromises
organic solidarity. This effect is not very harmful to lower societies, where
solidarity is above all ensured by a community of beliefs and sentiments.
Indeed, however strained may be the ties deriving from the division of
labour, as it is not they that bind the individual most strongly to society,
social cohesion is not threatened. The dissatisfaction arising from thwarted
aspirations is not sufficient to turn those who suffer from it against the
social order that is its cause, for they continue to adhere to it. This is not
because they find in it the necessary field for the development of their
professional activity, but because it epitomises in their eyes a host of beliefs
and practices by which they live. They hold to it because the whole of their
inner life is bound up with it, because all their convictions assume its exis-
tence, and because, serving as a basis for the moral and religious order, it
appears sacred to them. Private frustrations that are of a temporal kind are
plainly too slight to undermine the states of consciousness deriving from
such an origin, which retain an exceptional power. Moreover, as profes-
sional life is little developed, these frustrations are only intermittent. For
all these reasons they are only weakly felt. Thus one grows accustomed to
them without difficulty. Such inequalities are not only even found to be
tolerable, but also natural.

This is exactly the opposite to what occurs when organic solidarity
becomes predominant, for then everything that causes it to weaken
touches the social bond in its most vital spot. Firstly, since in these condi-
tions specialized activities are exercised almost continuously, they cannot
be disturbed without some suffering occurring at every moment. Then, as
the collective consciousness grows weaker, the contestation that arises
cannot be so completely neutralized. The sentiments held in common no
longer possess the same strength, so as to keep the individual, in spite of
everything, bound to the group. Subversive tendencies, lacking in future
any countervailing force, emerge more readily. Losing increasingly the
transcendency that placed it, as it were, above human interests, the social
organization no longer has the same power to resist. Yet at the same time
it is more strongly under attack. As the work of wholly human hands, it
can no longer so effectively oppose human demands. At the very moment
when the flood tide grows more violent, the dyke that contained it is
breached. Thus the situation becomes much more dangerous. This is why
in organized societies it is indispensable for the division of labour to attain
more nearly that ideal of spontaneity we have just defined. If societies
attempt – and they should attempt – to eliminate external inequalities as
much as possible, it is not only because the undertaking is a noble one, but
because in solving this problem their very existence is at stake. For they
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cannot continue to be sustained unless all their constituent parts are inter-
dependent, and solidarity is only possible on this condition. Thus we may
predict that this work of justice will become still more absolute as the
organized type of society develops. However considerable the progress
already realized in this domain may be, it probably gives only a very slight
idea of what will be accomplished later.

II

Equality in the external conditions of the struggle is not only needed to
secure each individual to his function, but also to link these functions with
one another.

Indeed, contractual relationships necessarily develop with the division
of labour, since the latter is not possible without exchange, of which
contract is the legal form. In other words, one of the important varieties of
organic solidarity is what might be termed contractual solidarity. It is
undoubtedly incorrect to believe that all social relationships can be
reduced to a contract, all the more so because a contract assumes the exis-
tence of something other than itself. However, there are special ties that
originate in the will of individuals. There is a consensus of a certain kind
that is expressed in contracts and that, in the higher species, represents an
important factor in the general consensus. Thus it is necessary in higher
societies for contractual solidarity to be shielded so far as possible from
anything that might disturb it. For if, in less advanced societies, it can
remain unstable without much difficulty arising, for the reasons we have
stated, in a position where it is one of the pre-eminent forms of social soli-
darity it cannot come under threat without the unity of the body social
being threatened at the same time. The conflicts that arise from contracts
therefore assume greater seriousness the more importance the contract
itself assumes in general life. What is more, whilst there exist primitive
societies that do not even intervene to resolve these conflicts,2 the law of
contract in civilized peoples becomes ever more voluminous. This law’s
sole purpose is to ensure the regular co-operation of functions that enter
into relationships in this way.

But in order to achieve this result, it is not enough for the public author-
ity to ensure that undertakings entered into are kept. It must also, at least
in roughly the average number of cases, see that they are spontaneously
kept. If contracts were observed only by force or the fear of force, contrac-
tual solidarity would be in an extremely parlous state. A wholly external
order would ill conceal a state of contestation too general to be contained
indefinitely. Yet it may be argued that for this danger not to be feared, it is
enough that contracts should be freely agreed. This may be true, but the
difficulty is not resolved by this, for what constitutes free consent? Verbal
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or written acquiescence is not sufficient proof of it – it is possible to acqui-
esce only under duress. All constraint must therefore be absent. But where
does constraint begin? It does not consist only in the direct use of violence,
for indirect violence suppresses freedom equally effectively. If the under-
taking that I have forced from someone by threatening him with death is
morally and legally null and void, how could it be valid if, in order to
obtain it, I have profited from a situation that, it is true, I had not caused,
but that put someone else in a situation where he had either to give way to
me or die?

In any given society, every object of exchange has, at any moment, a
fixed value that might be called its social value. It represents the amount
of useful work intrinsic to it. By this must be understood not the total
labour that it may have cost, but the part of that effort capable of produc-
ing socially useful effects, that is, effects that correspond to normal needs.
Although such a quantum cannot be calculated mathematically, it is none
the less real. The principal conditions as a function of which it varies can
even be grasped without difficulty. These are, especially, the sum total of
effort needed for the production of the object, the intensity of the needs
that it satisfies, and finally the extent of the satisfaction that it affords.
Moreover, in fact it is around this level that the average value fluctuates. It
only diverges from it under the influence of abnormal factors. In that case
the public consciousness generally more or less perceives this deviation.
That consciousness finds unfair any exchange where the price of the arti-
cle bears no relationship to the effort expended and the services it renders.

Having enunciated this definition, we assert that the contract is not fully
agreed to unless the services exchanged are equivalent in social value. In
these conditions each person will receive the object that he desires and hand
over what he gives in return – what both are worth. This equilibrium of
wants that the contract proclaims and embodies therefore happens and is
maintained of its own accord, since it is only a consequence and a different
form of the very equilibrium of things. It is truly spontaneous. It is occa-
sionally the case that we desire to receive more for the product that we are
surrendering than it is worth. Our ambitions are boundless and are conse-
quently only moderated when they are mutually held in check by one
another. But this constraint, which prevents us from satisfying freely even
our most inordinate wants, cannot be confused with that which removes
from us the means of obtaining a just reward for our labour. The first type
of constraint does not exist for the healthy person. The second type alone
merits that appellation; it alone changes consent. But it does not exist in the
cases we have just cited. If, on the contrary, the values exchanged do not
produce an equilibrium when balanced against one another, they could only
do so if some external force were thrown into the scales. There is injury
done to both sides. Wills have consequently only been able to arrive at an
agreement through one of them suffering some direct or indirect pressure,
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and this pressure constitutes a violent act. In short, for the obligatory force
of the contract to be entire, it is not sufficient for it to have been an object
of express assent. It must also be fair, and the mere fact that it has been
agreed verbally does not make it fair. A mere statement cannot of itself
engender that power to bind that inheres in agreements. For the consent to
possess this power, it must itself at least rest upon some objective basis.

The necessary and sufficient condition for this equivalence to be the
rule governing contracts is that the contracting parties should be placed
externally under equal conditions. As the assessment of matters cannot be
determined a priori, but arises from the exchange itself, in order to have
their labour appraised at its precise worth the individuals involved in the
exchange must dispose of no other force than that which they draw from
their social merit. In this way the value of objects corresponds exactly to
the services that they render and the toil that has been expended. For any
other factor capable of causing the value to vary is ruled out by hypothe-
sis. Doubtless their unequal merit will always leave men unequally placed
in society. But these inequalities are only apparently external, for they
merely interpret internal inequalities from the outside. Thus their only
influence over the determination of values is to establish between them a
gradation that runs parallel to the hierarchy of social functions. It is no
longer the same if some receive additional power from some other source.
That power must needs result in displacing the point of equilibrium, and
it is clear that such a displacement is independent of the social value of
things. Every form of superiority has repercussions on the way in which
contracts are arrived at. If therefore it does not depend upon the person
of individuals and their services to society, it invalidates the moral condi-
tions of the exchange. If one class in society is obliged, in order to live, to
secure the acceptance by others of its services, whilst another class can do
without them, because of the resources already at its disposal, resources
that, however, are not necessarily the result of some social superiority, the
latter group can lord it over the former. In other words, there can be no
rich and poor by birth without their being unjust contracts. This was the
more true when the social condition was itself hereditary and the law
sanctioned all kinds of inequalities.

Nevertheless, such injustices are only strongly felt so long as contrac-
tual relationships are little developed, and the collective consciousness is
strong. Because of the rarity of contracts, fewer opportunities occur for
injustices to arise, and the common beliefs particularly neutralize their
effects. Society does not suffer, because it is not endangered. But, as
labour becomes more divided up and social doctrine weakens, these injus-
tices become more unbearable, because the circumstances that give rise to
them recur more frequently, and also because the sentiments they arouse
can no longer be tempered so completely by countervailing ones. To this
the history of contract bears witness, for it tends increasingly to declare
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invalid those agreements where the contracting parties are too unequally
placed.

Originally any contract concluded in due form had the force of obliga-
tion, no matter how it had been obtained. Consent was not even the
prime factor in it. An agreement was not sufficient to bind, and the bonds
formed did not result directly from this consensus. For the contract to
exist a necessary and sufficient condition was that certain ceremonies
should have been carried out, certain words pronounced, and the nature
of the undertakings entered into was determined not by the intentions of
the parties, but by the formulas employed.3 The consensual contract only
appears at a comparatively recent date.4 It is a first step along the path of
justice, yet for a long time the consent that was sufficient to validate
agreements could be very imperfect in nature, that is, extorted by force or
fraud. It was at a fairly late period that the Roman praetor granted to
victims of ruse and violence the right to action de dolo or quod metus
causa.5 Even the plea of violence did not exist legally unless there had
been a threat of death or bodily injury.6 Our law has become more strin-
gent on this point. At the same time lesion suffered and duly established
was admitted among the causes which can in certain cases invalidate
contracts.7 Moreover, is it not for this reason that all civilized peoples
refuse to recognize a contract of usury? It is because it supposes that one
of the contracting parties is placed too absolutely at the mercy of the
other. Finally, common morality condemns more severely still any kind of
contract where one party gets the lion’s share, where one is exploited by
the other because he is the weaker, so that he does not receive the fair
price for his pains. The public consciousness ever more insistently
demands exact reciprocity in the services exchanged and, recognizing only
a very reduced form of obligation for those agreements that do not fulfil
this basic condition of all justice, it shows itself much more indulgent than
the law for those who break them.

It is to the economists that the credit goes for having first pointed out
the spontaneous character of social life, showing that constraint can only
cause it to deviate from its natural course and that normally it arises not
from arrangements imposed from without, but from its free internal
nature. In this respect they have rendered a signal service to the science of
morality, but have erred regarding the nature of that freedom. Since they
see it as a constituent attribute in men and deduce it logically from the
concept of the individual per se, such a freedom appears to them to be
absolute even from the state of nature, leaving out of account any kind of
society. According to them, social action has therefore nothing to add to
it; all that it can, and must, do, is to regulate its external functioning in
such a way that the liberties vying with one another do not do injury to
one another. But if social action does not confine itself strictly within these
limits, it encroaches upon their legitimate domain and diminishes it.
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Yet, apart from the fact that it is incorrect to say that any form of regu-
lation is the product of constraint, it so happens that liberty itself is the
product of regulation. Far from being a type of antagonist to social action,
it is the resultant. It is a property so little inherent in the state of nature
that it is, on the contrary, a conquest by society over nature. Men are natu-
rally unequal in physical strength; they are placed in external conditions
that give unequal advantages. Domestic life itself, with the property inher-
itance that it implies and the inequalities that flow from this, is, of all
forms of social life, the one that most narrowly depends upon natural
causes. We have just seen that all these inequalities are the very negation
of liberty. In the final analysis what constitutes liberty is the subordination
of external to social forces, for it is only on this condition that the latter
can develop freely. Yet such a subordination is rather an utter reversal of
the natural order.8 Thus it can only be realized progressively, as man raises
himself above things so as to regulate them as he wishes, stripping them of
their fortuitous, absurd and amoral character, that is, to the extent that he
becomes a social being. For he cannot escape from nature save by creating
another world in which he dominates it. That world is society.9

The task of the most advanced societies may therefore be said to be a
mission for justice. That in fact they feel the need to tread this path we
have already demonstrated, and this is proved also by everyday experience.
Just as the ideal of lower societies was to create or maintain a collective life
as intense as possible, in which the individual was engulfed, ours is to
inject an even greater equity into our social relationships, in order to
ensure the free deployment of all those forces that are socially useful.
However, when we consider that for centuries men have contented them-
selves with a justice that is much less than perfect, we may begin to ask
whether such aspirations are not perhaps ascribable to impatient acts that
lack any reason, whether they do not represent a deviation from the
normal state rather than an anticipation of the normal state to come –
whether, in brief, the way to cure the ill whose existence they lay bare is to
satisfy these aspirations or to combat them. The propositions established
in the preceding books allow us to answer with precision this question that
preoccupies us. There are no better justified needs than these trends, for
they are a necessary consequence of the changes that have taken place in
the structure of societies. Because the segmentary type is vanishing and the
organized type developing, because organic solidarity is gradually substi-
tuting itself for the solidarity that arises from similarities, it is essential that
external conditions should be evened out. The harmony between func-
tions, and consequently in existence, is at this price. Just as ancient peoples
had above all need of a common faith to live by, so do we have need of
justice. We can rest assured that this need will become ever more pressing
if, as everything leads us to foresee, the conditions that dominate social
evolution remain unchanged.
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Notes

1. Tarde, Lois de l‘imitation.
2. Cf. Strabonius, p. 702. Likewise in the Pentateuch no regulation of contract

is to be found.
3. Cf. the contract verbis, litteris et re in Roman law. Cf. Esmein, Etudes sur les

contrats dans le très ancien droit français (Paris, 1883).
4. Ulpian regards consensual contracts as being juris gentium (Book V, 7 pr.,

and § 1, De Pactis, vol. II, p. 14). Yet the whole jus gentium is certainly of
a later origin than civil law. Cf. Voigt, Jus gentium.

5. The action quod metus causa is slightly earlier than the action de dolo but
later than the dictatorship of Sulla. The date is put at 674 AD.

6. Cf. Ulpian, book 3, § 1, and book 7, § 1.
7. Diocletian decided that a contract could be rescinded if the price was lower

than half the real value. Our law allows rescindment for lesion only in cases
of the sale of real estate.

8. Naturally we do not mean that society is outside nature, if by this is signi-
fied the totality of phenomena subject to the law of causality. By natural
order we understand only what might occur in what has been termed the
state of nature, that is, under the sole influence of physical and organico-
physical causes.

9. Cf. supra, Book II, Chapter V. We see once again that the free contract is not
sufficient by itself, since it is only possible because of a very complex social
organization.
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CHAPTER III

Another Abnormal Form

There remains one last abnormal form to describe.
It often happens in a commercial, industrial or any other kind of enter-

prise that functions are distributed in such a way that they fail to afford
sufficient scope for individual activity. It is plain that there is a regrettable
waste of effort, although we need not deal with the economic aspect of the
phenomenon here. What should be of interest to us is another fact that
always accompanies this wastage, that is, a more or less lack of co-ordina-
tion of these functions. We know that in a business where every employee
has insufficient work to occupy him activities are badly co-ordinated and
operations are conducted in an ill-concerted manner; in short, solidarity
relaxes its hold, and incoherency and disorder appear. At the court of the
Eastern Roman Empire functions were infinitely specialized, and yet the
outcome was veritably a state of anarchy. Thus there are cases where the
division of labour, although very highly developed, results in a very imper-
fect integration. How does this arise? It would be tempting to reply that
what is lacking is some kind of regulatory organ, a managing body. Such
an explanation is hardly satisfying, for very often this state of sickness is
the work of the controlling management itself. For the evil to vanish it is
not therefore sufficient to have some kind of regulatory mechanism; it
needs to be exercised in a certain way. Consequently we must know how
it will be exercised. The prime task of an intelligent and experienced leader
will be to abolish useless jobs and distribute work in such a way that each
individual will be kept sufficiently busy, thus increasing the functional
activity of every worker. Then order will spontaneously arise once more,
and at the same time the work will be more economically arranged. How
is this to be brought about? At first sight this is very difficult to envisage.
For if every operator has a clearly determined task and performs it with
precision, he will necessarily require the co-operation of his neighbours
and cannot fail to feel solidarity with them. What does it matter whether
this task is great or small, provided that it is specialized? What does it
matter whether or not it fully absorbs his time and energy?

On the contrary, it matters a great deal. This is because solidarity in
general depends very closely upon the functional activity of the specialized
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parts. These two terms vary with each other. Where functions are faltering,
specialization is of no use, for they are badly co-ordinated with one
another and incompletely aware of their mutual dependence. A few exam-
ples will underline this fact. In a man suffocation blocks the flow of blood
through the capillaries, and this obstacle is followed by congestion and the
stopping of the heart; in a few seconds a great upheaval occurs throughout
the organism, and after a minute or two life functions cease.1 Life in its
entirety therefore depends very closely upon the respiratory process. But
with a frog respiration can be suspended for a long time without entailing
any disturbance, either because the supply of air to the blood that is
carried out through the skin is sufficient for it, or even because, being
totally deprived of air to breathe in, it makes do with the oxygen stored up
in its tissues. Thus there is a fairly large degree of independence and conse-
quently an imperfect solidarity between the frog’s respiratory function and
the other functions of its organism, since the latter can subsist without the
help of the former. This results from the fact that the frog’s tissues, having
a functional activity less than those of a man, have also less need to renew
their oxygen and rid themselves of the carbonic acid produced by their
combustion. Likewise a mammal needs to take in food very regularly; its
breathing rhythm in a normal state remains appreciably the same; its rest
periods are never very long. In other words its respiratory, nutritional and
relational functions are continuously necessary to one another and to the
whole organism, to such an extent that no single one can remain
suspended for any length of time without endangering the others and life
in general. The snake, on the other hand, only takes in food at widely
spaced intervals and has long periods of both activity and drowsiness. Its
respiration, very visible at certain moments, is occasionally almost non-
existent, that is, its functions are not closely knit together, but can be
isolated from one another without ill-effect. The reason is that its func-
tional activity is less than that of mammals. Since the exhalation process
of the tissues is weaker, these have less need of oxygen. Since the rate of
deterioration is lower, the respiration required is necessary less frequent, as
are the movements designed for pursuing and capturing its quarry. Spencer
has moreover remarked that examples of the same phenomenon are to be
found in unorganized nature. Look, he says, at a very complicated
machine, whose parts are not very well adjusted or have become loose
through wear; examine it when it is about to stop. You will observe certain
irregularities in the movement just before it comes to a halt: some parts
stop first, then start up again because others continue, and then in their
turn become the cause of the movement restarting in other parts that had
ceased to move. In other words, when the rhythmical changes in the
machine are rapid, the actions and reactions they exert upon another are
regular and all the movements are nicely integrated. But as the speed
reduces, irregularities occur and the movements disintegrate.2
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What causes every increase in functional activity to determine an
increase in solidarity is the fact that the functions of an organism can only
become more active on condition that they also become more continuous.
Let us consider one function in particular. As it can accomplish nothing
without the co-operation of others, it cannot produce more unless the
others produce more also. But the output of these functions cannot in turn
increase unless the first function increases again as a further after-effect.
Any increase in the activity of a function, implying a corresponding
increase in the functions that are interdependent with it, implies a fresh
increase in the first function. This is only possible if the activity becomes
more continuous. Furthermore, these repercussions are naturally not
produced indefinitely, for a moment arrives when equilibrium is once again
established. If the muscles and nerves work harder they will need richer
nourishment, which the stomach will provide on condition that it func-
tions more actively. But for this it must receive more nutrients on which to
work, and these cannot be obtained save by a fresh expenditure of nerv-
ous and muscular energy. Larger industrial production necessitates tying
up a greater amount of capital in the form of machines. But this capital in
turn, in order to be sustained, demands greater industrial production in
order to make up for its losses, that is, to pay its rent. When the motion
that works all parts of a machine is very rapid, it is uninterrupted because
it passes incessantly from one part to another. They pull each other along,
so to speak. If, moreover, it is not an isolated function but all functions
that become more active at the same time, the continuity of each one of
them will be increased still more.

Consequently they will be more interdependent. Indeed, being more
continuous their relationships are more sequential, and are more continu-
ously in need of one another. They are therefore more aware of their
dependence. Under a large-scale industrial regime the entrepreneur is more
dependent upon his workers, provided they know how to take concerted
action, for by stopping production strikes prevent capital from earning its
keep. But it is also less easy for the worker to be idle, because his needs
have increased with his work. When, on the contrary, activity is reduced,
needs are more intermittent, and this is true for the relationships that link
functions together. They feel their solidarity only sporadically, and for this
reason it grows slacker.

Thus if the amount of work provided is not merely not great, but is even
insufficient, that solidarity is itself naturally not only less than perfect, but
may even be more or less completely missing. This is what happens in busi-
ness enterprises where the tasks are distributed in such a way that each
worker’s activity level is lower than what it should normally be. The differ-
ent functions are therefore too discontinuous to be adjusted precisely to
one another or to work harmoniously together. This is where their lack of
cohesion is noticeable.
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But exceptional circumstances must prevail for the division of labour to
occur in this way. Normally it does not develop without functional activ-
ity increasing at the same time and in the same proportion. Indeed the
same causes that force us to specialize more also force us to work harder.
When the number of competitors increases generally throughout society, it
increases also in each individual profession. The struggle within profes-
sions becomes fiercer, and consequently greater effort must be made in
order for it to be sustained. Furthermore, the division of labour itself tends
of its own accord to render functions more active and sustained. For a long
time economists have set out reasons for this phenomenon, the main ones
being as follows:

1 When tasks are not divided up one is constantly being disrupted by the
need to change occupations. The division of labour makes up for all
this lost time; as Karl Marx puts it, it causes the pores of the working
day to contract.

2 Skilled functional activity increases the ability of the worker, which is
further developed by the division of labour. Less time is wasted waver-
ing, and on trial and error.

Carey, the American sociologist, has very clearly highlighted this char-
acteristic of the division of labour. He states that there can be no conti-
nuity in the actions of the isolated settler. Depending for his subsistence
upon his acquisitive ability and obliged to cover immense tracts of land,
he is often in danger of perishing through lack of food. Even when he
succeeds in obtaining it he is forced to suspend his operations and to
think of how to accomplish the indispensable change of dwelling-place,
transporting at one and the same time his subsistence, his miserable home
and himself. Once he has come to this pass, he is forced to become by
turns a cook, a tailor, and much else. Deprived of artificial light, his
nights are spent in complete idleness, and at the same time his ability to
use the daylight in fruitful employment depends completely on the
vagaries of temperature. Finally, however, discovering he has a neigh-
bour,3 exchanges take place between them. But since both occupy differ-
ent parts of the island, they are forced to move closer together, just like
the stones with the help of which they grind their corn. Moreover, when
they meet, difficulties arise in fixing the terms on which they trade,
because of the irregularity of the supply of the various foodstuffs they
wish to barter. The fisherman has had good luck and has caught a vast
quantity of fish, but by chance the hunter has been able to get fish already
and at this moment needs only fruit, and the fisherman does not have
any. Differentiation being, as we know, indispensable for association, the
absence of this condition would set up an obstacle to association, one
difficult to overcome.
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Yet, continues Carey, with time, wealth and population grow, and with
this development movements within society begin to increase. From then
on the husband exchanges services with his wife, parents with their chil-
dren, and the children with one another. One provides fish, another meat,
a third corn, whilst a fourth converts wool into cloth. At every step we
perceive a growth in the speed of the exchanges, along with an increase in
strength on the part of man.4

Moreover, we can observe that work becomes more continuous the
more it is divided up. Animals and savages work in a most capricious fash-
ion, when they are compelled by necessity to satisfy some immediate need.
In exclusively agricultural or pastoral societies work is almost entirely
suspended during bad weather. In Rome it was interrupted by a whole host
of feast days or unpropitious days.5 In the Middle Ages free time was still
further increased.6 Yet, as time passes, work becomes a permanent occu-
pation, a habit, and even a necessity, if this habit has been sufficiently rein-
forced. But such a habit could not have grown up, and the corresponding
need could not have arisen, if work had remained regular and intermittent,
as once it was.

We are thus led to acknowledge another reason that makes the division
of labour a source of social cohesion. It cause individuals to be interde-
pendent, as we have maintained up to now, not only because it limits the
activity of each one, but also because it increases that activity. It fosters the
unity of the organism, by the very fact that it adds to its life. In the normal
state, at least, it does not produce one effect without the other.

Notes

1. H. Spencer, Principles of Biology (London, 1884) vol. I.
2. Ibid.
3. Naturally this is only one way of looking at the situation. Historically things

did not occur in this way. Man did not discover one fine day that he had a
neighbour.

4. C. H. Carey, The Principles of Social Science.
5. Cf. Marquardt, Römische Staatsverwaltung, vol. III, pp. 545 ff.
6. Cf. Levasseur, Les classes ouvrières en France jusqu’à la Révolution, vol. I,

pp. 474 and 475.
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Conclusion

I

We can now resolve the practical problem that we set ourselves at the
beginning of this study.

If there is one rule of conduct whose moral character is undisputed, it
is that which decrees that we should realize in ourselves the essential
features of the collective type. It is among lower peoples that it attains the
greatest inflexibility. There the first duty is to resemble everyone else, to
have nothing that is personal, whether as regards beliefs or practices. In
the more advanced societies, the similarities that are required are fewer in
number. However, as we have seen, there exist some whose absence
constitutes for us a state of moral error. Doubtless crime comprises fewer
different categories. But today as formerly, if the criminal is the object of
reprobation, it is because he is not like us. Likewise, on a lower plane,
acts that are merely immoral and prohibited as such are those that display
dissimilarities that are less profound, although still serious. Moreover, is
it not this rule that common morality expresses, although in somewhat
different language, when it ordains that a man should be a man in every
sense of the word, that is, possess all the ideas and sentiments that consti-
tute a human consciousness? Undoubtedly if one follows this formula to
the letter, the man it prescribes for us would be man in general, and not
one of this or that social species. But in reality that human consciousness
that we must realize within ourselves in its entirety is nothing other than
the collective consciousness of the group of which we form part. For of
what can it be made up, if not of the ideas and sentiments to which we
are most attached? Where should we turn to look for the characteristics
of our model if it is not within ourselves and around us? If we believe that
this collective ideal is that of the whole of humanity, it is because it has
become sufficiently abstract and general to appear to suit all men with-
out distinction. Yet in fact as regards this alleged type of humanity, every
people forms a particular conception that derives from its personal
temperament. Each one represents it in his own image. Even the moralist
who believes he is able, by the power of thought, to withdraw himself
from the influence of surrounding ideas, cannot succeed in doing so. For
he is entirely permeated by them and, whatever he does, it is them that he
discovers once more at the conclusion of his deductions. This is why
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every nation has a school of moral philosophy that is in harmony with its
character.

On the other hand, we have shown that the function of this rule was to
forestall any disturbance of the common consciousness and, consequently,
of social solidarity. It cannot perform this role save on condition that it
possesses a moral character. It is impossible for offences against the most
fundamental of the collective sentiments to be tolerated without society
disintegrating. But such offences must be combated with the aid of that
particularly energetic reaction that is associated with moral rules.

Now the opposite rule, which decrees that we should specialize, has
exactly the same function. It is also necessary for the cohesion of societies,
at least from a certain time onwards in their evolution. Doubtless, the soli-
darity that it ensures differs from the former one. But if it is different, it is
no less indispensable. Higher societies cannot maintain their equilibrium
unless work is divided up. The attraction of like for like suffices less and
less to produce this effect. If therefore the moral character of the first of
these rules is necessary for it to be able to perform its role, this necessity is
no less for the second rule. They both correspond to the same social need
and satisfy it only in different ways because the conditions of existence
within societies themselves differ. Consequently, without our needing to
speculate on the prime foundation of ethics, we can induce the moral value
of the one from the moral value of the other. If from certain viewpoints
there is truly antagonism between them, it is not because they serve differ-
ent ends. On the contrary, it is because they lead to the same aim, but by
opposing routes. Thus it is not necessary to choose between them once and
for all, nor to condemn the one in the name of the other. What must be
done is to cede to each one, at each moment of history, the appropriate
place.

We may perhaps be able to generalize even more.
The requirements of our subject have indeed obliged us to classify moral

rules and to review the main species among them. Thus we are better able
than we were at the outset to perceive, or at the very least to conjecture,
not merely the external signs but the internal character that is common to
them all and that can serve to define them. We have split them into two
kinds: rules with a repressive sanction, which is either diffuse or organized,
and rules with a restitutive sanction. We have seen that the former express
the conditions of that solidarity sui generis which derives from resemb-
lances, and to which we have given the name mechanical solidarity. The
latter, those of negative solidarity,1 we have termed organic solidarity.
Thus we may state generally that the characteristic of moral rules is that
they enunciate the basic conditions of social solidarity. Law and morality
represent the totality of bonds that bind us to one another and to society,
shaping the mass of individuals into a cohesive aggregate. We may say that
what is moral is everything that is a source of solidarity, everything that
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forces man to take account of other people, to regulate his actions by
something other than the promptings of his own egoism, and the more
numerous and strong these ties are, the more solid is the morality. We can
see how inaccurate it is to define it, as has often been done, in terms of
freedom. It rather consists much more in a state of dependence. Far from
serving to emancipate the individual, disengaging him from the surround-
ing environment, its essential function is, on the contrary, to be the inte-
grating element in a whole, and in consequence it deprives the individual
of some of his freedom of movement. It is true that occasionally we meet
souls who are not without nobility but who find this idea of dependence
intolerable. Yet this is because they do not perceive the source from
whence their own morality flows, because that source is too deep.
Conscience is a poor judge of what occurs in the depths of one’s being,
because it does not penetrate that far.

Thus society is not, as has often been believed, some happening that is
a stranger to morality, or which has only secondary repercussions upon it.
It is not a mere juxtaposition of individuals who, upon entering into it,
bring with them an intrinsic morality. Man is only a moral being because
he lives in society, since morality consists in solidarity with the group, and
varies according to that solidarity. Cause all social life to vanish, and moral
life would vanish at the same time, having no object to cling to. The state
of nature of the eighteenth-century philosophes is, if not immoral, at least
amoral, a fact that Rousseau himself recognized. For that reason, more-
over, we do not fall back upon the formula that expresses morality as a
function of social interest. Doubtless society cannot exist if its parts are not
interdependent, but solidarity is only one of the conditions for its exis-
tence. There are many others no less necessary, which are not moral.
Moreover, it can be that, within this network of the ties that go to make
up morality, there are some that are not useful in themselves, or whose
strength bears no relationship to their degree of usefulness. The idea of the
useful does not therefore come into our definition as an essential element
of it.

As for what is termed individual morality, if by this is meant a set of
duties in relation to which the individual would be both subject and object,
which would bind him only to himself and would consequently subsist
even if he were alone, this is an abstract conception that has no foundation
in reality. Morality, at all levels, is never met with save in the state of soci-
ety and has never varied save as a function of social conditions. Thus to
ask what morality might become if societies did not exist is to depart from
the facts and to enter the realm of gratuitous speculation and unverifiable
fantasy. In reality the duties of the individual to himself are duties to soci-
ety. They correspond to certain collective sentiments which it is no more
permissible to offend when the offended person and the offender are one
and the same person than when they are two distinct individuals. For
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example, today there is in every healthy consciousness a very active feeling
of respect for human dignity, to which we are obliged to make our behav-
iour conform both in our relationship with ourselves and in our relation-
ship with others – this is indeed all that is essential in the kind of morality
termed individual. Any action that offends it is blamed, even when the
doer and the sufferer of the offence are one and the same person. This is
why, in Kant’s formula, we must respect human personality wherever we
meet it, that is, within ourselves and within our fellow-creatures. This is
because the sentiment of which it is the object is no less offended in the one
case than in the other.

Not only does the division of labour exhibit that character by which we
define morality, but it increasingly tends to become the essential condition
for social solidarity. As evolution advances, the bonds that attach the indi-
vidual to his family, to his native heath, to the traditions that the past has
bequeathed him, to the collective practices of the group – all these become
loosened. Being more mobile, the individual changes his environment more
easily, leaves his own people to go and live a more autonomous life else-
where, works out for himself his ideas and sentiments. Doubtless all trace
of common consciousness does not vanish because of this. At the very least
there will always subsist that cult of the person and individual dignity
about which we have just spoken, which today is already the unique rally-
ing point for so many minds. But how insignificant this is if we consider
the ever-increasing scope of social life and, consequently, of the individual
consciousness! As the latter becomes more expansive, as the intelligence
becomes even better equipped, and activity more varied, for morality to
remain unchanged, that is, for the individual to be bound to the group
even as strongly as once he was, the ties that bind him must become
stronger and more numerous. Thus if the only ties that were forged were
based on similarities, the disappearance of the segmentary type of society
would be accompanied by a steady decline in morality. Man would no
longer be adequately controlled. He would no longer feel around him and
above him that salutary pressure of society that moderates his egoism,
making of him a moral creature. This it is that constitutes the moral value
of the division of labour. This is because through it the individual is once
more made aware of his dependent state vis-à-vis society. It is from society
that the forces holding him in check proceed, keeping him within bounds.
In short, since the division of labour becomes the predominant source of
social solidarity, it becomes at the same time the foundation of the moral
order.

We may thus state literally that in higher societies our duty lies not in
extending the range of our activity but in concentrating it, in making it
more specialized. We must limit our horizons, select a definite task, and
immerse ourselves utterly, instead of making ourselves, so to speak, a
finished work of art, one that derives all its value from itself rather than
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from the services it renders. Finally, this specialization must be carried the
farther the more society is of a higher species. No other limits can be
placed upon it.2 Undoubtedly we must also work towards realizing within
ourselves the collective type, in so far as it exists. There are common senti-
ments and ideas without which, as one says, one is not a man. The rule
prescribing that we should specialize remains limited by the opposite rule.
We do not conclude that it is good to push specialization as far as possi-
ble, but only as far as necessary. The weight to be given to these two
opposing necessities is determined by experience and cannot be calculated
a priori. It suffices for us to have shown that the latter is no different in
nature from the former, but that it is also moral and that, moreover, this
duty becomes ever more important and urgent, because the general quali-
ties we have discussed suffice less and less to socialize the individual.

Thus it is not without reason that public sentiment is continually
distancing itself even more markedly from the dilettante, and even from
those who, too much absorbed with a culture that is exclusively general,
shrink from allowing themselves to be wholly caught up with the profes-
sional organization. This is in fact because they do not adhere closely
enough to society or, if one likes, society does not have a sufficient hold
over them. They elude it, and precisely because they do not feel it with the
sense of vividness and continuity that it requires, they are unaware of all
the obligations laid upon them by their condition as social beings. The
general idea to which they are attached being, for reasons we have given,
both formal and fluctuating, it cannot draw them very much outside them-
selves. Without a determinate goal there is not very much to prize, so that
one can scarcely lift oneself out of a more or less refined egoism. On the
other hand, he who has dedicated himself to a definite task is reminded at
every moment of the common sentiment of solidarity through the thou-
sand and one duties of professional morality.3

II

Yet does not the division of labour, by rendering each one of us an incom-
plete being, entail some curtailment of the individual personality? This
criticism has often been made.

Firstly, let us note that it is difficult to see why it might be more in
accord with the logic of human nature to develop more superficially rather
than in depth. Why should a more extensive activity, one that is more
dispersed, be superior to one more concentrated and circumscribed? Why
should more dignity attach to being complete and mediocre than to lead-
ing a more specialized kind of life but one that is more intense, particularly
if we can thus recapture what we have lost through our association with
others who possess what we lack and who make us complete beings? We
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start from the principle that man must realize his nature as man – as
Aristotle said, accomplish his οὶχέίου έργου. But at different moments in
history this nature does not remain consistent; it is modified with societies.
Among lower peoples, the act that connotes a man is to resemble his
fellows, to realize within himself all the characteristics of the collective
type which, even more than today, was then confused with the human
type. In more advanced societies man’s nature is mainly to be a part of
society; consequently the act that connotes a man is for him to play his
part as one organ of society.

There is something more: far from the progress of specialization whit-
tling away the individual personality, this develops with the division of
labour.

Indeed to be a person means to be an autonomous source of action.
Thus man only attains this state to the degree that there is something
within him that is his and his alone, that makes him an individual,
whereby he is more than the mere embodiment of the generic type of his
race and group. It will in any case be objected that he is endowed with free
will, and that this is a sufficient basis for his personality. But whatever this
freedom may consist of – and it is the subject of much argument – it is not
this impersonal, invariable, metaphysical attribute that can serve as the
sole basis for the empirical, variable and concrete personality of individu-
als. That personality cannot be formed by the entirely abstract capacity to
choose between two opposites. Yet this faculty must also be exercised in
relation to ends and motives that are peculiar to the person acting. In other
words the stuff of which his consciousness is made up must have a
personal character. Now as we have seen in the second book of this study,
that is an outcome that occurs progressively as the division of labour itself
progresses. The disappearance of the segmentary type of society, at the
same time as necessitating greater specialization, frees the individual
consciousness in part from the organic environment that supports it, as it
does from the social environment that envelops it. This dual emancipation
renders the individual more independent in his own behaviour. The divi-
sion of labour itself contributes to this liberating effect. Individual natures
become more complex through specializing; by this very fact they are
partly shielded against the effects of the collectivity and the influences of
heredity, which can scarcely enforce themselves except in simple, general
matters.

Thus it was a genuine illusion that could lead one to think that a person-
ality impervious to the division of labour could have greater integrity.
Doubtless, if the various occupations that the individual embarks upon are
viewed from the outside, it may seem that the personality then develops
more freely and completely. But in reality the activity he displays is not his
own. It is society, it is the race, which act in and through him; he is only the
intermediary through which they are realized. His liberty is only apparent,
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his personality is borrowed. Since the life of societies is in certain respects
less regular, we imagine that original talents can more easily come to light,
that it is easier for each individual to follow his own tastes and that greater
scope is allowed for the free play of fantasy. Yet this is to forget that
personal sentiments are very rare then. If the motives governing conduct
do not occur with the same regularity as they do today, they do not cease
to be collective, and consequently impersonal. The same is true for the
actions they inspire. We have moreover shown above how, with greater
specialization, the activity becomes richer and more intense.4

Thus the advance of the individual personality and that of the division
of labour are dependent on one and the same cause. Thus also it is impos-
sible to will the one without willing the other. Nowadays no one questions
the obligatory nature of the rule that ordains that we should exist as a
person, and this increasingly so.

One final consideration will show to what extent the division of labour
is linked to our whole moral life.

It has long been a dream cherished by men to succeed at last in achiev-
ing as a reality the ideal of human brotherhood. Peoples raise their voices
to wish for a state of affairs where war would no longer govern interna-
tional relations, where relationships between societies would be regulated
peacefully as those between individuals already are, and where all men
would co-operate in the common task and live the same life. Although
these aspirations are partly neutralized by others that relate to the partic-
ular society of which we form part, they remain very strong and are
continually gathering strength. However, they cannot be satisfied unless all
men form part of one and the same society, subject to the same laws. For,
just as private conflicts can only be contained by the regulatory action of
a society that embraces all individuals, so inter-social conflicts can only be
contained by the regulatory action of a society that embraces all societies.
The only power that can serve to moderate individual egoism is that of the
group; the only one that can serve to moderate the egoism of groups is that
of another group that embraces them all.

Really, once the problem has been posed in these terms, we must
acknowledge that this ideal is not on the verge of being realized in its
entirety. Between the different types of society coexisting on earth there are
too many intellectual and moral divergences to be able to live in a spirit of
brotherhood in the same society. Yet what is possible is that societies of the
same species should come together, and it is indeed in this direction that
our society appears to be going. We have seen already that there is tending
to form, above European peoples, in a spontaneous fashion, a European
society that has even now some feeling of its own identity and the begin-
nings of an organization.5 If the formation of one single human society is
for ever ruled out – and this has, however, not yet been demonstrated6 – at
least the formation of larger societies will draw us continually closer to
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that goal. Moreover, these facts do not at all contradict the definition we
have given of morality. If we are attached to humanity and if we ought to
continue to be so, it is because it is a society in the process of realizing itself
in this way, one with which we are in solidarity.7

Yet we know that more extensive societies cannot be formed without
the development of the division of labour. Without a greater specialization
of functions not only could they not sustain their equilibrium, but the
increase in the number of elements in competition would also automati-
cally suffice to bring about that state. This would be even more the case
because an increase in volume does not generally occur without an increase
in population density. Thus we may formulate the following proposition:
the ideal of human brotherhood cannot be realized unless the division of
labour progresses. We must choose: either we must abandon our dream, if
we refuse to limit our individual activity any further; or we can pursue the
consummation of our dream, but only on the condition just stated.

III

Yet if the division of labour produces solidarity, it is not only because it
makes each individual an agent of exchange, to use the language of the
economists.8 It is because it creates between men a whole system of rights
and duties joining them in a lasting way to one another. Just as social simi-
larities give rise to a law and a morality that protect them, so the division
of labour gives rise to rules ensuring peaceful and regular co-operation
between the functions that have been divided up. If economists have
believed that this would produce enough solidarity, however it came
about, and in consequence have maintained that human societies could
and should resolve themselves into purely economic associations, it is
because they believed that only individual and temporary interests were at
stake. Thus it is individuals alone that are competent to evaluate the inter-
ests that conflict and ascertain how they should be balanced, that is, to
determine the conditions in which exchange should take place. Moreover,
since these interests are continually developing, there is no room for any
permanent regulatory system. But from every point of view such a concep-
tion is inadequate and does not fit the facts. The division of labour brings
together not individuals, but social functions. Society has an interest in the
interplay of those functions: depending on whether they co-operate regu-
larly or not, society will be healthy or sick. Its existence is therefore
dependent upon them, all the more intimately bound up with them the
more they are divided. This is why it cannot let them remain in an indeter-
minate state; moreover, they determine one another. It is thus that rules
arise which increase in number the more labour is divided – rules whose
absence makes organic solidarity either impossible or imperfect.
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But the mere existence of rules is not sufficient: they must also be just.
For this the external conditions of competition should be equal. If, on the
other hand, we call to mind that the collective consciousness is increasingly
reduced to the cult of the individual, we shall see that the characteristic of
morality in organized societies, as compared to segmentary societies, is
that it possesses something more human, and consequently more rational,
about it. It does not cause our activity to depend upon ends that do not
directly concern us. It does not make us the servants of some ideal powers
completely different in nature from ourselves, powers that follow their
own course without heeding the interests of men. It requires us only to be
charitable and just towards our fellow-men, to fulfil our task well, to work
towards a state where everyone is called to fulfil the function he performs
best and will receive a just reward for his efforts. The rules constituting
this morality have no constraining power preventing their being fully
examined. Because they are better made for us and, in a certain sense, by
us, we are freer in relation to them. We seek to understand them and are
less afraid to change them. Moreover, we must be careful not to esteem
such an ideal defective on the pretext that it is too down to earth, too easily
within our grasp. An ideal is not more lofty because it is more transcen-
dent, but because it opens up broader vistas to us. It is not important that
such an ideal should soar high above us – to an extent that it becomes
foreign to us. But it is important that it should open up a long-term
perspective for our activity – and such an ideal is far from on the point of
being realized. We feel only too well how laborious a task it is to erect such
a society, one in which each individual will have the place he merits and
will be rewarded according to his deserts, where everyone will conse-
quently co-operate spontaneously both for the common good and for that
of the individual. Likewise no morality is superior to all others because its
imperatives are couched in a drier, more authoritarian manner, or because
it is immune from reflective thinking. Doubtless it must be capable of link-
ing us to something other than ourselves. But there is no need for it to
fetter us to the point that it immobilizes us.

It has been rightly stated9 that morality – and this must include both
theory and the practice of ethics – is in the throes of an appalling crisis.
What we have expounded can help us to understand the causes and nature
of this sickness. Over a very short space of time very profound changes
have occurred in the structure of our societies. They have liberated them-
selves from the segmentary model with a speed and in proportions
unprecedented in history. Thus the morality corresponding to this type of
society has lost influence, but without its successor developing quickly
enough to occupy the space left vacant in our consciousness. Our beliefs
have been disturbed. Tradition has lost its sway. Individual judgement has
thrown off the yoke of the collective judgement. On the other hand, the
functions that have been disrupted in this period of trial have had no time
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to adjust to one another. The new life that all of a sudden has arisen has
not been able to organize itself thoroughly. Above all, it has not been
organized so as to satisfy the need for justice that has been aroused even
more passionately in our hearts. If this is so, the remedy for the ill is never-
theless not to seek to revive traditions and practices that no longer corre-
spond to present-day social conditions, and that could only subsist in a life
that would be artificial, one only of appearance. We need to put a stop to
this anomie, and to find ways of harmonious co-operation between those
organs that still clash discordantly together. We need to introduce greater
justice into their relationships by diminishing those external inequalities
that are the source of our ills. Our disease is therefore not, as occasionally
we appear to believe, of an intellectual order, but linked to deeper causes.
We are not suffering because we no longer know on what theoretical idea
the morality we have practised up to now should be sustained. The cause
is that certain elements of this morality have been irretrievably under-
mined, and the morality we require is only in the process of taking shape.
Our anxiety does not arise because the criticism of scientists has demol-
ished the traditional explanation handed down to us regarding our duties.
Consequently it is not a new philosophical system that will ever be capa-
ble of dispelling that anxiety. Rather is it because certain of these duties no
longer being grounded on reality, a loosening of ties has occurred that can
only stop when a new discipline has become established and consolidated
itself. In short, our first duty at the present time is to fashion a morality for
ourselves. Such a task cannot be improvised in the silence of the study. It
can arise only by itself, gradually, and under the pressure of internal causes
that render it necessary. What reflection can and must do is to prescribe
the goal that must be attained. That is what we have striven to accomplish.

Notes

1. Cf. supra, Book I, Chapter III, § II.
2. However, there is perhaps another limit about which we need not speak,

since it rather concerns individual hygiene. It might be maintained that, as a
result of our organic and psychological make-up, the division of labour
cannot go beyond a certain limit without disorders ensuing. Without going
into the question, let us however note that the extreme specialization that the
biological functions have attained does not seem to substantiate this hypoth-
esis. Furthermore, even in the domain of psychological and social functions,
through historical development, has not the division of labour between man
and woman been carried to its ultimate limit? Have not whole abilities been
lost by the latter, and is the converse not also true? Why should the same
phenomenon not occur between persons of the same sex? Undoubtedly time
is always needed for the organism to adapt to these changes, but we cannot
see why a day should come when this adaptation will become impossible.
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3. Among the practical consequences that could be drawn from the proposition
we have just established, there is one that concerns pedagogy. As regards
education one always reasons as if the moral foundation of man was made
up of generalities. We have just seen that this is in no way true. Man is
destined to fulfil a special function in the social organism, and consequently
he must learn in advance how to play his part as one organ. An education is
necessary for this, just as it is for him to learn to play his part as a man, as
is said. Moreover, we do not mean that the child should be brought up
prematurely for a particular occupation, but he should be induced to like
limited tasks and well-defined horizons. Yet this taste is very different from
that of general matters and cannot be awakened by the same means.

4. Cf. supra, pp. 212–213, 244.
5. Cf. pp. 219–220.
6. There is nothing that demonstrates that the intellectual and moral diversity

of societies is destined to continue. The ever greater expansion of higher soci-
eties, whereby the absorption or elimination of less advanced societies
occurs, is tending in any case to lessen that diversity.

7. Thus the duties we have towards society do not take precedence over those
we have towards our country. For the latter is the sole society that is at pres-
ent realized of which we form part. The other is hardly more than a desider-
atum, whose realization is not even certain.

8. The term is that of de Molinari, La morale économique, p. 248.
9. Cf. Beaussire, Les principes de la morale, introduction.
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Original Annotated Table of
Contents

Preface to the First Edition.

Preface to the Second Edition. Some remarks on Professional Groups.

Introduction. The problem.

Development of the division of social labour, widespread nature of the
phenomenon. Hence the problem: should we abandon ourselves to its
progress or resist it? How are we morally to evaluate the division of labour?

Uncertainty of moral consciousness about this problem; contradictory
solutions simultaneously given. Method to put an end to this uncertainty:
the sole means of successfully evaluating objectively the division of labour
is first to study it in itself and for itself. Organization of the book.

BOOK I THE FUNCTION OF THE DIVISION OF LABOUR

Chapter I: The Method of Determining This Function

Meaning of the word function.

I. The function of the division of labour is not to make civilization
possible.

II. Cases when the function of the division of labour is to make possi-
ble groups which would not exist without it. Hypothesis: that the
division of labour might play the same role in more advanced soci-
eties, that it is the principal source of their cohesion.

III. In order to verify this hypothesis, we must compare the social solidar-
ity it generates with other species of solidarity, and then classify these.
It is necessary to study solidarity by means of the system of legal rules.
We have to classify the different types of law in order to be able to
investigate which types of social solidarity correspond to them. It is
appropriate to classify legal rules according to the different sanctions
that are attached to them: repressive and restitutive sanctions.
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Chapter II: Mechanical Solidarity, or Solidarity by Similarities

I. The bond of social solidarity to which repressive law corresponds is
one the breaking of which constitutes the crime. To investigate the
nature of this bond is therefore to ask what in essence crime consists
of.

The essential features of crime are to be found in every society
where crime is recognized as such, whatever the social type. The only
characteristics that are common to all crimes and that have been
recognized as such are the following: 1° crime disturbs those feelings
that are to be found in all normal individuals in the society consid-
ered; 2° these feelings are intense; 3° they are definite. An act is crim-
inal when it offends the strong, well-defined states of the collective
consciousness. What this definition exactly means. Examination of
the case where an offence is created or at least rendered more serious
by the act of a governmental organ. This case can be incorporated
within the previous definition.

II. Verification of this definition; if it is accurate it must account for all
the definitional features of punishment. Determination of these
features: punishment 1° is a passionate reaction graduated in inten-
sity; 2° this passionate reaction springs from society – refutation of
the theory according to which punishment in its primitive form
consisted of private acts of vengeance; 3° this reaction is exerted
through the mediation of an organized body.

III. The following characteristics can be deduced from our definition of
crime: 1° any intense sentiment that is offended mechanically
arouses a passionate reaction; utility of this reaction in order to
sustain the vigour of the sentiment. Collective sentiments, being the
strongest that there are, arouse a reaction of the same type, all the
more energetic the more intense they are. Explanation of the quasi-
religious characteristic of expiation; 2° the social character of this
reaction derives from the collective nature of the sentiments
offended; why it is useful that it is social; 3° the intensity and, above
all, the definite nature of the sentiments offended account for the
formation of the determinate organ through which the reaction is
exerted.

IV. The rules sanctioned by penal law are the expression of the most
essential social similarities; they correspond to the social solidarity
deriving from resemblances. These rules vary in the same proportion
as this type of solidarity. Nature of this solidarity. In determining
what part of the judicial apparatus is represented by penal law, we
shall at the same time measure the relative importance of this solidar-
ity in the overall integration of society.
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Chapter III: Solidarity Arising from the Division of Labour, 
or Organic Solidarity

I. The nature of restitutive sanctions implies that 1° the corresponding
rules express states that either constitute no part at all of the collec-
tive consciousness, or subsist in it only peripherally; 2° the relation-
ships that they determine join individuals to one another, and only
indirectly to society. These relationships can assume two forms:
negative and positive.

II. The negative relationship, of which real rights are typical, is that
which joins a thing to a person. These link things directly to
persons, but not persons with one another. Relations between
persons are reduced to this type when real rights are exercised or
as the outcome of an offence or quasi-offence. The solidarity
expressed by these rules does not correspond to any positive social
tie, but rather expresses the negative aspects of every type of soli-
darity. Negative solidarity is only possible where another kind is
present, positive in nature, of which it is both the result and the
condition.

III. Positive relationships: they express a positive contribution, a co-
operation deriving from the division of labour. They are regulated by
a determinate system of legal rules that can be called co-operative
law. Verification of this proposition with examples taken from the
different parts of co-operative law. This law plays a part analogous
in society to that of the nervous system in the organism.

IV. Conclusion: we shall identify only two kinds of positive solidarity:
one deriving from similarities, the other from the division of
labour. Mechanical solidarity, organic solidarity. The first varies in
inverse relation to the growth of the individual personality,
whereas the second varies directly in relation to such growth. The
first type corresponds to repressive law, the second to co-operative
law.

Chapter IV: Another Proof of the Preceding Theory

If these two kinds of solidarity indeed assume the legal expression we have
stated, the preponderance of repressive law over co-operative law must be
all the greater when social similarities are more extensive, and vice versa.
Now, this is the case.

I. The more primitive societies are, the more resemblances there are
between the individuals: physical and psychological resemblances.
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The opposite view rests upon a confusion between individual and
collective types, whether these are provincial or national. As the
latter gradually disappear, the former multiply and become more
pronounced. The division of labour, non-existent to begin with, is in
constant development over time.

II. If we go back in history, law was in the beginning entirely repressive.
The law of primitive peoples. Hebrew law. Hindu law. Development
of co-operative law in Rome, in Christian societies. Today the two
parts of law are found to have been reversed. The predominance of
repressive law in primitive societies is not the expression of
barbarous customs.

Chapter V: The Increasing Preponderance of Organic Solidarity
and its Consequences

I. The current predominance of co-operative law over repressive law
shows that the social bonds which derive from the division of labour
are more numerous than those that derive from social similarities.
Since this phenomenon is more pronounced the more one encounters
more advanced social types, this is no accident but derives from the
nature of these types. Not only are these bonds more numerous, but
they are also of greater strength. The measure of the relative strength
of these social bonds is the differential ease with which they may be
broken. Application of this criterion.

II. Not only does mechanical solidarity generally bind men together less
strongly than does organic solidarity, but, as we mount the scale of
social evolution, it becomes increasingly loose. In effect, mechanical
solidarity depends on three conditions: 1° the relationship between
the volume of the common consciousness and that of the individual
consciousness; 2° the average intensity of the states of collective
consciousness; 3° the degree of determinateness of these same states.
Of these three conditions, the last two lose some of their force, whilst
the first remains unchanged. Method to prove this according to the
numerical variations of criminological types. Classification of the
latter.

III. Regression and gradual disappearance of many of these types.
IV. These losses have occurred without any compensating factor, for no

varieties that are absolutely new have arisen. Contrary theory of
Lombroso; refutation. Thus on the whole the common consciousness
comprises ever fewer strong and well-defined sentiments.

V. Other proof. When a somewhat strong conviction is shared by a
single community of people it assumes a religious character. Now
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religion extends over an ever diminishing area of social life. The
decrease in the number of proverbs, adages and sayings as societies
develop is still further proof. Social solidarity is tending to become
exclusively organic.

Chapter VI: The Increasing Preponderance of Organic
Solidarity and its Consequences (cont.)

I. Social structures corresponding to these two types of solidarity.
Segmentary type: description; it corresponds to mechanical solidar-
ity. Various forms it takes.

II. Organized type. Its characteristics. It corresponds to organic solidar-
ity. The two types are mutually incompatible: the second type has
only made progress in the proportion to which the other has
regressed. However the segmentary type does not completely disap-
pear, but loses its contours as societies develop.

III. Analogies between this development of social types and that of
organic types in the animal realm.

IV. The preceding law must not be confused with Spencer’s theory of
military and industrial societies. The effacement of the individual in
military societies has its origin in the absence of any centralization in
this social type. Centralized organization, first step taken along the
road to individualism. Consequences: 1° methodological rule; 2°
egoism is not the point of departure for humanity.

Chapter VII: Organic Solidarity and Contractual Solidarity

I. Distinction between organic solidarity and Spencer’s industrial soli-
darity. The latter is for Spencer exclusively contractual and free from
any regulation. The unstable character of such solidarity. Spencer’s
examples can only serve as illustrations and in themselves lack any
power of proof. Such solidarity can give rise only to transitory links
and association of a fleeting kind. The obligations that society
imposes upon its members, however slight in importance and dura-
tion, take on a legal form; the relative dimensions of this mechanism
allow one to measure precisely the relative extent of social influence.
Now, this mechanism is growing ever greater.

II. Contractual relationships that originally were rare or completely
missing are multiplied as labour in society is divided up, but non-
contractual relationships are developing at the same time.
Verification of this fact through the examination of diffuse social
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functions: 1° domestic law, which is not contractual, has become
ever more extensive and increasingly complex and the small role
played by private contract within it is continually decreasing
(marriage, adoption, abdication of family rights and duties); 2°
wherever a contract exists, it is submitted to a regulatory force that
is imposed by society; it is a force that becomes ever more weighty
and complex. The law of contract exercises a regulatory action of the
utmost importance, since it determines in advance what we should
do and what we can demand. This regulatory action is of an
eminently positive kind, and necessary. Discussion of Spencer’s
biological comparisons.

III. Verification of the same fact about the rules (administrative and
governmental functions) regulating the way in which the cere-
brospinal system of the social organism functions. Administrative
and constitutional law, which are in no way contractual, are regu-
larly more developed the more societies belong to a higher type. This
regulation implies positive societal influence. Necessity for this.
Discussion of Spencer’s contrary theory, which relies on biological
comparisons.

IV. Conclusion of the first book. Moral and social life is derived from a
dual source, the similarity of individual consciousness and the social
division of labour. Their relationship is one of inverse variation.

BOOK II THE CAUSES AND CONDITIONS

Chapter I: The Progress of the Division of Labour and of
Happiness

According to the most widely held theory among economists, the division
of labour has no other origin than the constant desire man has of increas-
ing his happiness. Thus it seems that in fact we should have become
happier. Nothing, however, is less certain.

I. In reality, at any stage of history our capacity for happiness is
restricted. Thus if the division of labour had in reality only made
progress in order to increase our happiness, it would soon have
stopped once it arrived at its extreme limit. This limit, it is true,
recedes as man is transformed. But if the transformations of human
nature have finally rendered him happier, they have not occured with
this end in view, because such metamorphoses cost a great deal, with-
out bringing in any return for a long while.
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II. But is it true that the happiness of men increases in proportion as men
progress ? What happiness expresses is the healthiness of physical and
moral life as a whole. Now the health only improves as species
evolve to a higher type. Comparison of the average savage with the
civilized person. Now suicide hardly exists before the arrival of civi-
lization and is an endemic state among civilized people. There is no
connection between variations in happiness and the progress of the
division of labour. Important consequences pertaining to the socio-
logical method.

III. Can the progress of the division of labour be explained by boredom
due to pleasure once it has become habitual ? One must not confuse
variety, which is a necessary condition for pleasure, with novelty,
which is secondary. The pathological character of the need for
novelty when it is too acute.

Chapter II: The Causes

I. What explains the progress of the division of labour is 1° the vanish-
ing of the segmentary structure and the subsequent increase in moral
density in society, indicated by the growth of material density – main
ways in which this increase in density occurs; 2° the increase of social
volume joined to the first factor. Thus, the division of labour varies
in direct proportion to the volume and density of societies and if it
progresses in a continuous manner over the course of social develop-
ment it is because societies become regularly more dense and gener-
ally more voluminous.

II. Spencer’s theory according to which the growth in social volume
does not determine, but only speeds the division of labour by creat-
ing differentiation among individuals. Refutation.

III. If labour becomes increasingly divided as societies become more
voluminous and concentrated, it is because the struggle for life
becomes more strenuous. Formation of the need for more abundant
or better-quality products. This need is a consequence of specializa-
tion, and not what causes it.

IV. The division of labour cannot be carried out save between the
members of a society already constituted. It is wrong to see in the
division of labour and in co-operation the basic fact of all social life.
Application of this argument to the international division of labour.
Cases where ‘mutualism’ is involved.
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Chapter III: Secondary Factors

The Progressive Indeterminacy of the Common Consciousness and its
Causes

The progress of the division of labour depends upon the increase in differ-
entiation among individuals and upon the weakening of the common
consciousness. This weakening has been established. What are its causes ?

I. As societies become spread over a vaster area, the collective
consciousness is itself forced to rise above all local, concrete particu-
larities and consequently to become more abstract. Examples
supporting this assertion: transcendence of the notion of God,
increasing rationality of legal and moral rules and of civilization in
general. This greater indeterminacy leaves greater scope for individ-
ual variations.

II. The vanishing of the segmentary type detaches the individual from
its native environment, takes him away from the influence of his
ancestors, and diminishes the authority of tradition.

III. As the segmentary structure erodes, society envelops the individual
les tightly, and in consequence can restrain less efficiently the diverg-
ing tendencies that appear.

IV. Reasons why, within organized societies, the organ cannot play the
same role as the segment.

Chapter IV: Secondary factors (cont.)

Heredity constitutes an obstacle to the progress of the division of labour.
Now, many facts tend to demonstrate that heredity plays a diminishing
role in the distribution of social functions. Why is that?

I. Heredity loses its sway over the course of evolution because simulta-
neously new modes of activity were constituted that did not depend
upon its influence. Proofs: 1° the static state of the main human
races; 2° only the simplest and more general psychological aptitudes
are transmissible; now, the more specific the aptitudes, the more
complex and special they are. Above all what diminishes the relative
importance of heredity is the fact that the share of individual contri-
butions becomes more considerable.

II. The hereditary legacy becomes more and more indeterminate.
Proofs: 1° the life of the instincts grows weaker as one rises in the
animal scale; this regressive movement continues with the coming of
the human race, intelligence and instinct always vary in inverse
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proportion to each other; 2° not only has evolution not been the
cause of new races arising since the dawn of history, but even the
ancient races have always been in a state of regression; 3° Galton’s
recent research. The sole characteristics regularly and wholly trans-
mitted by heredity in any given social group are those that when
they occur together constitute the average type. The development of
individual dissimilarities causes the average type to be ever more
indeterminate.

Chapter V: Consequences of the Foregoing

I. The social division of labour is more flexible than the physiological
division of labour. This is because the function becomes more and
more independent of the organ. In what sense these facts are a mark
of superiority.

II. The theory exhibiting the mechanisms that explain the development
of the division of labour implies that civilization is the outcome of
necessary causes, and not a goal that motivates people through the
attraction it exerts upon them. But whilst it is an effect of necessary
causes, civilization becomes an end, an ideal. There is no reason to
suppose that this ideal would ever assume an immutable form, that
there can be an end to progress. How this is the case. Discussion of
Spencer’s contrary theory.

III. At the same time as societies, individuals are transformed through
the changes occurring in the number of social units and their rela-
tionships. Firstly, they free themselves increasingly from the domi-
nance of the organism, allowing psychological life to develop.
Through this change in dependence the individual is transformed,
individual personalities free themselves from the collectivity. All
these transformations depend on social causes; they cannot be
explained by psycho-physiological causes alone. These can only
account for the inferior forms of our psychological life. It is society
that explains the individual in large part. This proposition is very
important from the point of view of sociological method.

BOOK III THE ABNORMAL FORMS

Chapter I: The Anomic Division of Labour

Abnormal forms of the division of labour do not produce social solidarity.
It is necessary to investigate those cases.
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I. Abnormal cases in economic life: as labour becomes increasingly
divided up industrial crises become more frequent; hostility between
capital and labour. Once scientific work is specialized, it no longer
forms a whole whose parts are interdependent.

II. Theory according to which these cases are necessary consequences of
the division of labour. For Comte, the development of the organ of
government as well as the creation of a philosophy of science are the
remedy for these pathologies. But the organ of government is inca-
pable of regulating the details of economic life, and philosophy
becomes more and more incapable of ensuring the unity of science.

III. If, in all these cases, functions are not harmonious, it is because their
relations are not subjected to any regulation. The division of labour
is anomic. Such disturbances are naturally all the more frequent the
more specialized the functions, for the more complex an organiza-
tion is, the more the necessity for extensive regulation is felt. In the
normal state, these rules emerge automatically from the division of
labour; but in all the cases we have described above, this regulatory
process either does not exist or is not sufficient.

A state of anomie is impossible wherever organs in solidarity with
one another are in sufficient contact, and in sufficiently lengthy
contact. Generally this condition of contiguity is the normal state.

The division of labour, when normal, supposes that the worker,
far from remaining bent over his task, does not lose sight of those co-
operating with him, but acts upon them and is acted upon by them.

Chapter II: The Forced Division of Labour

I. The class war occurs when the individual is not in harmony with his
function, because it has been imposed on him. Constraint consists in
inequalities in the external conditions of struggle. It is true that there
are no societies where these inequalities do not exist, but they grow
weaker. This weakening is a necessary consequence of the predomi-
nance of organic solidarity over mechanical solidarity.

II. This progress towards greater equality in the external conditions of
the struggle is not only needed to secure each individual to his func-
tion, but also to link these functions with one another. The solidar-
ity arising from contractual relationships becomes a factor ever
more important for social consensus. Contracts do not fully bind
the parties unless the services exchanged are really equivalent in
social value. For this to be so, the contracting parties should be
placed externally under equal conditions. Reasons why these injus-
tices are the more intolerable the more predominant organic solidar-
ity becomes. In fact, both in contractual law and in contractual
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morality the public consciousness ever more insistently demands
exact reciprocity in the services exchanged.

True individual liberty does not consist in the elimination of all
social regulation, but is itself the product of regulation. This is
because equality is not a property inherent in the state of nature but
a conquest by society over nature. The task of the most advanced
societies may therefore be said to be a work of justice. Indeed, they
cannot maintain themselves otherwise.

Chapter III: Another Abnormal Form

Last abnormal form: enterprises whose functions are distributed in such a
way that they fail to afford sufficient scope for individual activity.
Solidarity in general depends very closely upon the functional activity of
the specialized parts. These two terms vary with each other. What causes
every increase in the functional activity to determine an increase in solidar-
ity is the fact that the functions of an organism can only become more
active on condition that they also become more continuous. Another
reason that makes the division of labour a source of social cohesion.

Conclusion

I. Answer to the practical problem set out at the beginning of the study:
the rule which requires us to realize the traits of the collective type
has the function ensuring social cohesion. On the other hand, it is a
moral rule and can only perform its function because it is a moral
rule. Now the opposite rule, which decrees that we should specialize,
has exactly the same function, and also possesses a moral character.
It is also necessary for the cohesion of societies, at least from a
certain time onwards in their evolution.

Another way of proving this proposition. As shown by the forego-
ing classification, the characteristic of moral rules is that they enun-
ciate the basic conditions of social solidarity. Conjecture that
morality consists in the set of conditions that make social solidarity
possible. The division of labour exhibits that character by which we
define morality, but it increasingly tends to become the essential
condition for social solidarity.

II. The division of labour does not entail any curtailment of the individ-
ual personality. 1° why would it be more in accord with the logic of
human nature to develop more superficially rather than in depth? 2°
the advance of the individual personality and that of the division of
labour depend on one and the same causes.
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The ideal of human brotherhood/fraternity can only develop along
with the progression of the division of labour. Thus it is linked to our
entire moral life.

III. If the division of labour produces solidarity, it is not only because it
makes each individual an agent of exchange, but also because it
creates between men a whole system of rights and duties joining
them in a lasting way to one another. Error of the economists regard-
ing this matter. Morality in organized societies, as compared to
segmentary societies, possesses something more human, and conse-
quently more rational and down to earth. More justice. Reflections
on the crisis of morality in contemporary societies.
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